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A TRACT

This is a uid-ccntract progress report of results on a two-year
research program on supersonic jet noise generation and radiation. Soecific
topics covered are (i) the radiation of sound from sources in a jet shear
-layer, as described by Liley's theory of jet noise generation (ii) a
theoretical study of the large-scale noise producing structure of jets.
(iii) the design, construction and calibration of a high teperature
anechoic facility for jet noise experiments, (iv) a series of high tempera-
ture subsonic and supersonic jet noise experiments and the analysis of data
from these experiments, and (v) the desig and development of a laser
velocimeter for the measurement of mean flow velocity and orthogonal compo-
nents of turbulence velocity with turbulence spectra, intensity and
correlations as standard outputs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

After the initial commercial development of the jet engine, it was
obvious to anyone with perceptive ears that something had to be done about
jet noise. This problem, of course, wvas observed by researchers through-
out the world and after a very short time Lighthill produced his famous
theory, Hubbard and Lassiter measured the noise of model jets which on the
whole compared quite uell with the Lighthill thecry and Lilley and Westley
discovered a series of jet noise suppression devices which produced sub-
stantial noise reduction and which were put into use by many of the
commercial aircraft manufacturers throL hout the world. Then, with great
finesse, engine manufacturers developed the by-pass fan engine which
further reduced jet noise and the cycle was complete. There was no
further need for jet noise research since the problem had apparently been
solved by eliiination of the source.

However, as everyone knows, this was not the end of the problem. The
world had been told from the early 1950's through the mid-60's that the
noise of military jet fighters, transports and bombers should be ignored
to the extent possible as that was the "sound of freedom". But stricter
controls on noise of aircraft by governments throughout the world, devel-
opment of even more powerful military jet engines and deveicpment of
supersonic jet aircraft which could not use fanjet engines, by the United
Kingdom, France, the USSR and the USA, put the problem of understanding
and minimization of jet noise into even clearer focus - jet noise must be
reduced.

Research on jet noise had not, of course, been completely halted as
insinuated above. There were many hundreds of papers published, in the
decade beginning in 1960, on all aspects of the problem. Lighthill
continued to work in the field, at least until 1961 when he produced his
Bakerian Lecture, and Ribner and his group did much to further understand-
ing of the problem tnroughout the 1960's. In fact, the individual and
group efforts produced many competing ideas on how jet noise and attendant
noise problems were generated.

But in 1970, with the scheduled development of the B-1 bomber and the
U. S. supersonic transport, the U. S. Air Force and the U. S. Department
of Transportation decided that something other than fragmented research
efforts on jet noise was required if clearer understanding of and substan-
tial reduction of jet noise were to be achieved. As a result, a major
program of jet noise research was initiated. The program was multi-phase,
with three separate awards contracted for the Phase I program definition
and team qualification efforts. At the end of one year of study, which
resulted in a reasonably clear definition of the work necessary for an
adequate theoretical and experimental understanding of how jet noise is
generated and how it radiates (the Lockheed work is given in References 1
through 6), two contractors, Lockheed-Georgia and General Electric, were
selected to implement their proposed programs of jet noise research.



The Lockheed program is a very fundamental theoretical and experi-
mental study of jet noise generation and its subsequent radiation from the
jet flow region. The emphasis on fundamentals has been consistently
stressed throughout the study phase and the current program. The program
is three phase, with concentration being on (i) development of a clearer
theoretical understanding and description of the jet noise generation and
radiation process, (ii) the measurement of data necessary for qualifica-
tion of theoretical models and predictions, and (iii) development of the
necessary instrumentation technology and operational instrumentation for
the measurement of the requisite experimental data.

In what follows, a progress report is given for the first year's
accomplishnents. The program has been very intense and many results have
been generated. A complete presentation of all the work conducted would
be very lengthy and difficult to foliow. Therefore, the most significant
results, in several areas, have been distilled into technical papers and
are presented in an extended appendix to this report. The highlights of
these results are repeated in the body of this document. In addition, to
qualify and clarify the overall direction of the program, the program
objectives are outlined.

/
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2. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Ts -verwl program objectives and specific technical objectives can
- 'te1 by a direct quote from the contract statement of work. It

- -.':,2: etive of this progr= is to develop the tech-
- ir- ifiant1y reduce superaonic aircraft propulsion

. - .i t h 7nw= azcciated performance and weight
i .z. " u iais placed on afterburning and non-

" g e4m -e ni .w jet exhzust systems with opezating
n r ,~ol ofsupersonic transport (SST) and long

- , s'ic. f(B-1) aircraft propulsion sy-teis. The
U chInical objectives of this pro gram are t7 numeri-

ZZ -'g t;x aptiabZe turbulence and acoustic theories
, -. e jet noise generation and radiation for the
i L:' r futj-expcvded supersonic flow regine and to
: ..seaj turbulence and acoustic parameters in

. rif, the nwerical predictions or to supply data
; r.enzeinoise theories, as necessary.

AT tse cotpletion of the program definition phase, there were several
*.. ,- - objectives determined as necessary for Lockheed's jet
. carrh program to meet the overall program objectives. These were:

the -tudy of solutions to and limitations of and development
*F extensions to Lilley's theory of jet noise generation;
1-M s study would consist of (a) the further development of a
Jeterministlc large-scale model of turbulence as a source of
Aet noise, and (b) the study of numerical solutions to Lilley's
tuieory for assumed jet noise source distributions and (c) the
tady of numerical solutions to Lilley's theory for 'et noise

iource distributions computed from the deterministic turbulence
mnodel;

-, the development of and qualification of anechoic facilities
suitable for measurement of far-field high-temperature
supersonic jet Boise without significant interference with
the noise generation and radiation process.

* tne performance and analysis of data from jet noise and
tirbulence experiments necessary for validation of the
theoretical zaodels and predictions; in addition, these
experiments are to provide the basis for new theoretical
models as required; and

,., the development of optical instrumentation for providing the
necessary turbulence data, in this case a laser velocimeter
for the measurement of turbulence velocity intensity, scale,
,pectra and convection speeds, as well as mean flow velocity.
In addition, the Instrument must provide cross-spectra and

3



cross-correlation information from orthogonal turbulence
components at a point.

The following section describes the progress toward meeting these
objectives.
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3. SUIWRY OF ACHIEVEMENTS

During the first half of this research program on supersonic jet
noise generation and radiation, major steps were made toward the achieve-
ment of the stated program goals. In addition, no major problems were
encountered in the work to date. Advances were made in all areas of
research. Some of these are:

o numerical solutions to Lilley's equation for a number of
idealized source types and distributions have been com-
pleted and reasonable agreemer. with experiment is seen;

0 development of the incompressible axisymmetric jet
turbulence/source function mode and the computer
program has been completed;

0 modifications to an existing facility to permit the
measurement of far-field jet noise from high temperature
supersonic jets in an anechoic free-field environment
have been completed, and facility calibrations have been
completed which conclusively prove that no problems
exist which will contaminate the measured jet noise data;

o a measurement program of the noise from high temperature
supersonic jets has been completed, resulting in a new
prediction model for noise from heated jets; and

o one channel of the laser Doppler velocimeter has been
completed and verified and it permits the measurement
of all turbulence velocity quantities up to 20 kHz;
this is one of the most significant achievements to
date in the entire program; in addition, the two-
channel LV optical system was completed and success-
ful operation was verified.

A brief summary of major accompiishments during the past year, In
each area of research is given in the following discussion. More complete
details can be found in the appropriate appendix.

5
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3.1 JET NOISE THEORY

A special form of Lilley's equation has been solved numerically to obtain
the far-field directivity of acoustic radiation from a point source located
within a parallel sheared jet flow; the results are in fair agreement with
measurements.

Sound generated by velocity fluctuations in a turbulent jet interacts
with the mean flow field along its propagation path through the jet.
Lilley's equation describes explicitly both the sound-mean flow interaction
effects, on a linear basis, and the sound generation which, in a parallel
jet flow model, is represented by a quadratic function of the turbulent
velocity fluctuations.

A special form of Lilley's equation has been solved numerically for
an isothermal, parallel, sheared jet flow field to obtain the far-field
directivity of ac6ustic radiation from a stationary point source located
within the jet. The point source solutions can be checked by experiment,
since it is not difficult to create a stationary point source in practice
and these solutions can be used to construct a general solution for any
source distribution.

Examples of point source radiation directivities are shown in Figure
1 for four frequencies; the radiation level exhibits a peak some-
where between 600 and 400 to the jet axis, depending on frequency, and
thereafter decreases almost linearly with angle. The measured directivi-
ties, shown in the same figure, do not exhibit a peak but the calculated
results are otherwise in fair agreement, particularly at the higher fre-
quencies for angles shown outside the jet flow (that is, greater than 100).
The major discrepancy may be connected with our over-simplified parallel
jet flow model since a peak does not appear in the theoretical directivity
patterns obtained with diverging jet flow models; this aspect will be
considered in future work.

The influence of sound mean flow interactions on the axisymmetric
radiation level of a particular angle as a function of the radial position
of the source and frequency (fl - f5) is illustrated by Figure 2 (zero
flow) and Figure 3 (jet Mach No. = 1, velocity profile is shown). In the
absence of flow at low frequencies (fl, f2) the radiation level is inde-
pendent of the source position but at Mach I the radiation level is
increased by up to 40 dB. At the highest frequency the zero flow sensi-
tivity is replaced by a large reduction in radiation level if the source
is well inside the jet flow. The level increases linearly with source
distance from the center-line but if we assume that the most significant
sources are located near the lip-line (r'/r o = 1) then it can be seen that
there is a smooth reduction in radiation level with increasing frequency,
which is consistent with experimental observation at small angles to the
jet axis.

6
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Differente -pectr'a soZutims to LiUey 's equation for a seipZified Pcrsin
of the standard tzurbuZence sprace-tr,7%_-e m;'f42rce fwc-tiont are ini good
qualitative agmeentnt th rmeamers.

The frequency dependence of no-axisymmetric radiation fro a circular
jet is different from that of the axisymetric radiation in the absence of
sound-mean flow interaction effects. To illustrate their influence we
consider the case when the point source is on the lip-line of a Kach I jet;
the variation of radiation level with frequency for five particular angles
is shown in Figure 4 for-axisysetric radiation and in Figure 5 for the
first non-axisymetric mode. in the first figure there is a moderate low
frequency "lift", which is negligible near 90 and a smooth reduction or
attenuation at all angles-as the frequency is increased. In Figure 5, the
low frequency behavior is completely different: the non-axisymmetric
radiation is-well below that due to the axisymtric radiation, as in the
zero flow case (not shown). At higher frequencies sound-mean flow inter-
actions produce the same effect; that is, a reduction in radiation levels
with largest reductions at small angles. in principle all the non-
axisymmetric modes contribute to the acoustic radiation from a turbulent
jet.

In our first attempt at predicting the difference between measured
radiation levels and the classical, theoretical, jet noise directivity
pattern, as, for example. shown in Figure 6, we have assumed that the
source function correlation length in the circumferential direction is
small such that all the modes have equal excitation. The radiation is
equal to a simulation of contributions from a finite number (but suffi-
ciently large to ensure convergence) of modes to give the theoretical
difference spectra shown in Figure 7 (for comparison with Figure 6). ow
that all the significant modes have been taken into account, the theoreti-
cal difference spectra at large angles are nearly constant, while at
smaller angles and at high frequencies the reduction or attenuation with
increasing frequency remains. Both trends exist in the measured differ-
ence spectra but at low frequencies the general behavior Is not reproduced
in these theoretical results. This may be due to real source location
effects not yet taken account and other crude assumptions on which this
preliminary model Is based rather than on any inherent limitations of
Lilley's equation.

Detailed analysis and further results are given in Appendix I.

m ..__. ,, _ I _ -8
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3.2 TURBULENCE/SOURCE FUNCTION ThEONRY

jet P!W.

The aim of this work has buea to t In large-s-ale 1boise pror-
ducing structure of a turbulent jet. Recently, considerable evidence has
been made available which indicate3 that the noise generated by a turbu-
lent jet is closely related to a large-scale organized motion which results
from instabilities of the pripary flow. Experme.ts have dostrated that
the scale of these large eddy structures is nucil arger than that zf the
energy-containing eddies.

The velocity ar.- Pressure in the jet are separated into three compo-
nents; the first is the time averaged component., the second a time-
dependent organized fluctuation, ard the third the background disorganized
turtjlence. The effect of the backgroc.nd turbulence is represented by an
eddy viscosity.

The equations far the organized MLi4,7 ar_ rurier dea:vpsed and
linearized and the mean flow is assumed to be locally parallel. The
fluctuations are seen to locally satisfy the heomoeneous stability equa-
tions. Thus, the organized motion is described by the spatially unstable
modes which are eigensolutions to the stability equations. By analogy
with stability thec'-y it is plausible to assume that the structure of the
jet is locally dcminated by the ;ost preferred nede or the most highly
amplifying fluctuation at the location. The radial distributions of
axial velocity fluctuations and shear stress parameter for the most
unstable helical eode in the developed region of the Jet are shown in
Figure 8. The rost a-,plifying frequency is a function of the local jet
momentum thickness; this relationship is shown in Figure 9 for the axi-
symmetric and helicai modes, n - 0 and n - 1. The higher frequencies are
seen to dominate for small jet thicknesses and the low frequencies dominate
in the developed jet region, where the jet thickness is large. At the end
of the potential core, b* -  4128, the Strouhal frequency of the dominant
modes lies between .3 and .4. In the potential core region the dominant
frequency is approximately inversely proportional to the local jet width
and in the developed jet the frequency is proportional to Be/b*. From
the monentum equation 5e is inversely proportional to the jet width b*
and so in the developed Jet the dominant frequency is inversely propor-
tional to the square or the jet width. These relationships agree well with
those used by Ribner(71 where the radian Strouhal frequency is between .3
anJ .4 at the end of the potential core and is inversely proportional to L
in the annular mixing region and inversely proportional to L2 in the
developed jet where L is a characteristic length of a slice of the jet.

10
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The damtream. developnent of the mean flow, and growth in energy ov1itzde
of -the oitganized motion, are found by solutions to integral forms of the
morent and enerz.j equations, in which the f mtcZations are described
locally by a sum of the Zeaet sta b rwdez for ,ol-- azi- t halZ mode number.

With the fluctuations described locally as a sum of the least stable
modes for each azimuthal mode number, the downstream growth of the mean
flow dimensions, jet center-line velocity decay, and turbulent energy may
be calculated. The development of the mean flow is affected by the initial
amplitude of the fluctuations though the maximum amplitude of the fluctua-
tions varies only slightly for large changes in the initial conditions. The
jet center-line velocity decay for equal initial fluctuation energy ampli-
tudes of the axisymmetric and helical modes is shown In Figure 10. The
center-line velocity decay is shown in Figure 11, where only a single
azimuthal mode number is considered. The axisymretric mode alone does not
lead to sufficient energy loss by the mean flow whereas the helical, n = 1,
mode leads to too large.a decay In the jet center-line velocity. The
center-line velocity decay cbmputed by a well tested mean flow program is
shown as the continuous line in the previous two figures.

A good indication of the amplitude of the velocity and pressure
fluctuations is given by the integrated energy density flux. The down-
stream growth and decay of the energy density is shown in- Figure 12. The
amplitudes of the two azimuthal modes are almost equal in the annular
mixing region of the jet but the helical mode dominates the developed
region of the jet.

The downstream growth and decay of single frequency components is
found by determining the local amplitude rate as a function of downstream
distance, with the scale of the mean flow predetermined by the most ampli-
fying mode analysis discussed above. The axial behavior of a number of
different frequency components for the n = 1 mode, for a given equal
initial amplitude, is shown in Figure 13. The higher frequency components
grow very rapidly to a peak close to the jet exit before decaying at a-
similar rate, whereas the lower frequency components peak further down-
stream. The relative magnitudes of these frequency components may be
determined since the magnitude of each component is known at the axial
location where that frequency was most amplifying.

Further results and detailed analysis can be found in Appendix 1.5.

12
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The developrent of a two-dimensiornal .ompressible shear ayer is found from
sotutions to integral forms of the momentin, mechanicaZ energy and thczrna
energy equations in which the fluctuationz are described locatly bg the
most wistable eigensolutions to the viscous copressible stability
equations.

The compressible flow analysis enables the calculation of the effects
of Mach number and temperature variations on the stability of the primary
flow and hence on the organized fluctuations. Thus, it is possible to
treat such problems as high speed, high temperature flows.

Linearization and Fourier transformation of the continuity, momentum
and internal energy equations and the equation of state for the organized
fluctuations leads to a set of coupled ordinary differential equations for
the fluctuating velocity components, pressure, density and temperature.
Together with the boundary conditions these equations form an eigenvalue
problem. This is solved for specified velocity and temperature profiles
of the mean flow.

Figure 14 shows the effect of the Mach number M and the temperature
T of thu high speed stream on the growth rate for two-dimensional fluc-
tuations in a compressible shear layer whose mean velocity profile is of
hyperbolic tangent form and where one stream is at rest. Increasing the
temperature of the high speed stream is seen to reduce the frequency for
maximum amplification. Increasing the Mach number of the high speed
stream is seen to decrease the growth rates of the fluctuations.

The fluctuations are described locally by the most amplifying solu-
tions of the compressible stability equations. The radial distributions
of the mean square axial and transverse velocity fluctuations and the
shear stress parameter uv are shown in Figure 15.

The linear solutions are used, in the same manner as for the incom-
pressible flow, in integral equations to determine the axial development
of the free shear layer. The dominant frequency as a function of axial
distance may then be calculated and this is shown in Figure 16. As in
the case of the incompressible axisymmetric jet, the high frequencies
are seen to dominate in the early stages of the development of the shear
layer.

Further results and detailed andlysis can be found ir, Appendix 1-6.

do1.
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3.3 ACOUSTIC FACILITIES

A new facilitk,., anechoic at all frequencies above 200 Hz, has been designed
and constructed for investigating supersonic hot jet exhaust noise over a
large envelope of jet operating conditions. It incorporates a specially
designed exhaust collector that provides a free-field environment for any
configuration under test.

The present facility was carefully designed accounting for inade-
quacies in other facilities and was guided by the stringent demands of jet
noise research on this program. Prior to the design and construction of
the facility, a one-sixth scale model of the anechoic room was constructed
and a comprehensive series of flow visualization and temperature mapping
experiments was conducted. The results of this model study dictated the
design of the exhaust collector/muffler to provide entrainment air in
quantities demanded by the jet operating conditions. The choice of acous-
tic wedge material and design-was optimized by conducting an extensive
series of performance evaluation tests in a specially built impedance tube.

A plan view of the complete hot jet noise facility is shown in Figure
17, and it is described in detail in Appendix II. A photograph of the
completed facility as viewed through the entrance door is shown in Figure
18. Items of interest in the photograph are the exhaust collector, the
microphone arc and the crane cover (in the lower left corner). The anechoic
room measures 22' (long) x 20' (wide) x 28' (high) between structural walls,
and the flame-retardant wedges are 18" long. The room is anechoic at all
frequencies above 200 Hz. The hot air is supplied by a Marquardt Sudden
Expansion (SUE) Propane Burner. At the present time, the test range of the
facility for model jets of 2 inches diameter is up to 1500OF stagnation
temperature and pressure ratios as high as 8. This range is adequate to
permit the determination of temperature effects on jet noise, however, upon
installation of a 300 KW electric heater between the muffler and the plenum
sections, it will he possible to increase the range of stagnation tempera-
ture to 2000'F, giving a better high temperature limit for studying
advanced systems.

The acoustically lined exhaust collector injests entrainment and room
cooling air through the outer channel of the coaxial duct in quantities
dictated by the particular jet op.rating condition, with no special forced-
air injection or fan system. After passing through the air gap between the
concrete wall and the false wall on the collector side of the room, this
entrainment air then distributes symmetrically around the jet axis, thus
keeping the air flow circulation velocities in the room to a minimum.

A "cherry-picker" crane is used to gain access to instrumentation and
test installations for calibration, test set-up modifications, and mainte-
nance, thus eliminating the need for access platforms and their attendant
reflection problems. The crane is stowed by remote control under an
anechoic cover during all test operations. The microphone arc is at 72
nozzle exit diameters, still outside the wedge near field. Noise data are
normally taken in the range 15q < G < 1050, but forward arc measurements
to 1500 can be accomplished by adding a plenum plug.

16
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The facilities were subjected to rigorous perforance evaluation tests, and
it has been estabZished that (i) at 72 nozzle diameters from the jet exit
plZae, the mcrophones cre in the far-field of the jet exhaust at frequen-
cies dovn to 200 Hz aid (ii) the operation of the facility, both hot and
coZd, ia ,ot affected by internal noise, at least down to 350 fps.

In order to confirm the design criteria and to ensure the accuracy of
the subsequent jet noise measurements, the facilities were subjected to
rigorous performance evaluation tests at appropriate stages and the major
findings are as follows.

The anechoic quality of the room and the far-field criteria were
examined by conducting inverse-square law tests, first with a point sound
source and later with a cold jet (distributed sound source). Typical
results are presented in Figures 19 and 20 respectively. It can be seen
that the cut-off frequercy of the room is below 200 Hz and that at the
proposed distance of 12 feet (72 nozzle diameters) from the nozzle exit
plane, the microphones will be both in the acoustic as well as the
gco6,etric (or interference) far fields of the jet exhaust at all frequen-
cies of interest (above 200 Hz).

The spectrum of background (or ambient) noise in the anechoic room is
shown in Figure 21, together with the 900 cold jet noise spectra at various
velocities. The low background noise does not affect the jet noise
spectrum even aE the lowest velocity (300 fps) tested. Further, the jet
noise spectra for velocities up to 1000 fps follow the Vj8 dependence, thus
indicating the lack of any significant internal noise contribution.

The magnitude of the internally generated noise at a low value of jet
exit velocity ratio (Vj/ao = 0.32), both cold and hot, was established by
conducting a systematic study (see Appendix II) and a typical set of
results is presented in Figure 22. It can be concluded that the internal-
ly generated noise, for cold as well as hot operation of the facility, is
not significant at least down to Vj/a o = 0.32. All data for Vj/a o > 0.32
obtained from this jet noise rig represent true turbulent mixing noise,
unaffected by internal noise. Due to limitations Imposed by the measuring
instrumentation noise, however, the lower limit of Vj/a o in jet noise
experimental programs will be restricted to 0.35.

18
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3.4 JET NOISE EXPERIMENTS

The jet noise experimental program has extended the range of available
turbulent mixing noise data to include velocities in the range 0.35 <
Vj/ao i 2.8 with jet stagnation temperature ratios in the range from
unity to values in excess of 3.

The characteristics (spectra and directivity) of the sound field of
supersonic, shock-free jets are studied experimentaliy by measuring the
turbulent mixing noise in the far field from four 2-Inch diameter nozzles,
namely a convergent nozzle for pressure ratios up to 1.89 and three
convergent-divergent nozzles having design Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.7 and
2.0, respectively. In order to avoid the contamination of data by shock-
associated noise, these latter were operated only at their design pressure
ratios (up to 7.4).

The experimental program chart (Figure 23) shows the ranges of jet
static temperature ratio Tj/To (and hence also jet density ratio Pj/Po)and
jet exit velocity ratio VJao that could be obtained with the available
ranges of stagnation temperature ratio TR/To and pressure ratio PR/Po. The
portion of the chart above the TR/To = 3.6 curve has been explored to date,
while the portion below this curve represents the additional regime that
will be available in the near future when the electric heater is installed.
A total of 65 jet exit conditions (Tj/To, Vj/ao) were in fact chosen, and
these are identified by test point numbers in Figure 23. It can be seen
that by considering test points along each horizontal line it is possible
to keep the jet efflux temperature constant while varying the jet velocity.
Conversely, each vertical line maintains constant exit velocity while
varying jet efflux temperature.

At this stage, the experimental results are being analyzed in order to
obtain some knowledge of the physical origin of the observed effects and
their accountability in terms of the Lighthill acoustic analogy approach
and other prediction methods. In particular, the results at 900 to the jet
axis have been successfully employed to establish the influence of flow
temperature on mixing noise source strengths, as described in detail in
Appendix Ill. Several difficulties are presented, however, in analyzing
the results at other angles to the jet axis in terms of available models
for convective amplification and refraction and work is in progress to try
and resolve some of these difficulties.
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Teffects of temerae- on turblem mizipg ncoize *ow'ce sttisshe
se are established, a ne wt.det is ypotexixed, and the finaZ pred ;ition.
in- general agree vith the meawzaed spectra, at 900 to the Jet =1as, vi;thin
1 or 2 dD.

In order to avoid the additional prob!ems of convective amplification
and refraction, the influence of temprature on mixing noise source
strengths Is studied by examining the data at 90W to the jet axis only. In
general, two sources of noise are apparent, one due to the familiar
Reynoids shear stress fluctuations and a second 3ttributable to density or
temperature fluctuations promoted by the turbulent mixing of stream of
dissimilar temperatures. This latter dominates the measured noise at low
velocity and high temperature. Scaling laws for the spectra at WO to the
jet axis of these noise components are respectively

(I) Reynolds shear stress noise contribution:

S'sJ- [IS]' at 7. were tL

Sm(ws) is the master shear stress noise spectrum given in Figure 24 and for
the majority of cases tested,

Ts/To - 0.7 (Tj/To - 1) + 1.

(ii) Temperature fluctuation noise contribution:

ST') - ST(W) [T'] - b2 (t), where AT - (T4 - TO);

ST(ws) is the master temperature fluctuation noise spectrum given In Figure
24.

These sources are not statistically uncorrelated as previously
supposed, but are, it appears, highly correlated. The resulting spectrum,
when both are contributing sufficiently, must therefore be calculated from

S(W) - &2 (t) + 2 /AT) V/b-(-t) + b2(t)

which assumes unity correlation between the sources, where a(t) and b(t)
represent the amplitude dependence of the far field pressure from the
Reynolds shear stress source and the temperature source respectively. The
use of these relationships, in conjunction with the spectra given In
Figure 24, is in general capable of predicting the measured spectra at 900
to the jet axis to an accuracy of 1 or 2 dB.
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3.5 LASER VELOCIIETER DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION

A Zaw'r ualoaimtenr &eakqped by thze LckJ~ee-Georqlia Cboqany has success-
fully dotated .thC- ability, to measa'e iirstantawuoyis twbueiie veZoci:ty
in iig vwoityj air ftomxs at repetition. rktes as fast as 2.4 zmicrosecondfs.

A laser velocimeter is an electro-optical system which measures local-
ized velocities in a fluid flow field by detecting the laser light scattered
by contaminant particles suspended in and moving with the fluid. Such
systems are potentially capable of masuring instantaneous velocity vectors
in a turbulent flow field over a velocity range from less than 1 inch/second
to greater than Mach Si. The measurements do not disturb the flow field and
are made in a localized region with cylindrical volume dimensions typically
of 0.3 millimeters radius and one millimeter length. As a consequence of
the feature of non-interference, a wide range of flow characteristics may
be investigated without distorting or destroying the characteristic under
study.

The Lockheed-Georgia Company has developed an advanced laser velocime-
ter (Figures 25 and 26) which provides the unique capability of measuring
two simultanieous, orthogonal flow velocity vectors at very high repetition
rates. The minimum time between samples is 3 microseconds and the maximum
continuous throughput rate for valid data is 18.75 kHz. The velocimeter
system operates over a velocity range from I to 4,000 fps with an Instan-
taneous sample accuracy which varies linearly from .1% at 125 fps and below
to 3.2% at 4,000 fps. The ability to achieve these capabilities is based
on three major system features:

(1) a set of unique and highly efficient color separator/beam
splitter optics (Figure 27) provide the basis for generating the multicolor
laser beams necessary for multivector capability; the optics are self-
aligning, extremely stable and virtually eliminate cross-talk between
vector channels;

(2) extremely high speed processing electronics (using a 500 MHz
clock rate), and error checking circuitry; and,

(3) direct coupling of the LV to an on-line, high data rate mini-
computer which provides unusual flexibility in data formatting and in
changing or adding outputs or calculations.
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Analysis of the instantaneous velocity data from the laser velocimeter
results in a probability density distribution of the samples, mean velocity,
stidard deviation (turbuZence intensity), auto and cross-correlation and
power spectrum and cross-spectrum at frequencies up to 20 kHz. Valid
comparisons have been made with hot-wire spectral data.

The on-line mini-computer is used to compute the mean, standard devia-
tion and velocity distribution of the data for immediate reference. An
advanced data processing algorithm processes the random-time samples
acquired at sub-Nyquist average rates to produce the auto-correlation of
each vector and their cross-correlation function. From these, the appro-
priate spectrum information is computed by Fast Fourier Transform. The
power spectrum measured on one channel in an 0.63 inch jet is compared to
that obtained by a hot-wire anemometer in Figure 28. The complete elec-
tronics and processing systems have been calibrated by using frequency
modulated signals to replace the laser signal inputs while retaining the
particle detection electronics for data sampling. Figure 29 shows the
results due to a 1 kHz square wave modulation indicating harmonics of
correct order and amplitude up to 20 kHz. This data was sampled at an
average rate of 6,000 samples per second. Signals up to 50 kHz have been
correctly processed in this manner. A simulated data set used to develop
the original software concepts has been extensively used in studies to
refine the data processing algorithm. Figure 30 shows the cross-spectral
density from two simulated channels compared against the characteristics of
the original signal. Data in the range 300 Hz to 50 kHz have been analyzed
with this simulation.

After absolute calibration of measured velocity and turbulence inten-
sity in the test jet have been completed, the LV will be used in support
of the theoretical program to perform detailed spectral profiles of the
test jet throughout its operating range.

A detailed discussion of the laser velocimeter design and qualifica-
tion is given in Appendix IV.

/
/
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4. CONCLUSIONS

1. The homogeneous form of Lilley's equation is recognized to be the
same as the equation which is used to investigate the stability of inviscid,
compressible sheared flows. Thus, two types of solution can be obtained:
the "acoustic solution" and the "unstable solution". Unstable solutions
are being studied in our theoretical program to provide information for a
model of the source function in Lilley's equation and are described else-
where. The "acoustic solution" is the subject of this report.

2. Acoustic solutions to Lilley's equation can be constructed from
an appropriate specification of the source function and point source or
Green's function solutions.

3. The influence of sound-mean flow interaction-effects on the
radiation level and directivity of point source solutions has been evalu-
ated in some detail for subsonic parallel jet flows with realistic mean
velocity profiles.

4. The directivity of modified point solutions are only in qualita-
tive agreement with measurement and while questions remain concerning
representation of the experimental source and the type of solution utilized
here, consideration of theoretical results, obtained elsewhere, strongly
suggests that a more realistic mean flow model is required.

5. A complete solution to Lilley's equation for a simplified version
of the standard type of source function is evaluated in the form of differ-
ence spectra which are found to be in good qualitative agreement with
measurement.

6. A model for the large-scale organized structure of a turbulent
axisymmetric jet has been developed.

7. The model gives the radial, axial and azimuthal variations in the
mean flow and the organized fluctuations. It also describes the dominant
frequencies and wavenumber, and hence the phase velocities, as a function

of position in the jet.

8. A similar model for the 2-D compressible shear layer has been
developed.

9. An existing facility has been modified to provide an anechoic
high temperature (presently 15000 F) jet noise test facility.

10. In'the facility qualification tests, it was determined that rig
internil noise was not a problem at velocities as low as 350 fps for hot
and cold operation and that the microphones were in both the acoustic and
geometric far fields.

11. A series of high temperature jet noise tests was conducted which
extended the range of available jet noise daza to temperature ratios in
excess of 3.0 up to exhaust Mach numbers of 2.

28



12. Analysis of the jet noise data at 900 resulted in the development
of a new model of noise due to temperature fluctuations. The data collapse
to within 1 or 2 dB at all frequencies, within the complete test envelope.

13. An orthogonal two-channel laser velocimeter design and construc-
tion was completed and checked out. Signal outputs from the photo-
multiplier tubes proved that the two channel concept was valid.

14!. The LV processor and analyzer system was completed and checked
with simulated particle signals. AlI features of the processor and
analysis program proved to be more than adequate.

15. In actual test runs in the high velocity jet, comparisons between
the LV spectral output and a hot-wire spectrum proved that the Lockheed
laser velocimeter is an operational system and that it meets or exceeds all
design goals.

In conclusion, all scheduled objectives for the first half of the
program have been successfully met without encountering significant diffi-
culties. Thus, it can be concluded that the program goal of understanding
the jet noise generation process can be accomplished by continuing to
follow the original schedule of work, both theoretically and experimentally.

2
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APPENDIX I

THEORETICAL STUDIES OF
JET NOISE GENERATION AND RADIATION

AND TURBULENCE/SOURCE FUNCTION BEHAVIOR

t. tIqut of Acoustic and Source Models for the Generation of Noise
" f Tarbule-nce, B. J. Tester and P. J. Morris.

In Theory of Jet Noise and Its Applications,
. Lilley, P. J. Morris and B. J. Tester~l).

t4. R.spective Roles of Helmholtz-Type instabilities and Acoustic
Pr!2p4ation in Jet Noise Generation and Radiation, P. E. Doak.

' ind Rdiation from Sources in Parallel Sheared Jet Flows,
4. J. Tester and R. H. Burrint2)

A Wdcl for hf Structure of Jet Turbulence as a Source of Noise,
P 19 forri s( 3 ).

A Model fer the Orderly Structure of Turbulence in a Two-Dimensional
tic v Lyer, S. S. Kapur and P. J. Morris.

T.% Aentunt Potential Field Description of Fluctuating Fluid Motion
*a Basis for a Unified Theory of Internally Generated Sound,

E. Doak(43.

INTRODUCTION

appendix contains papers and notes on theoretical aspects of our
prmram written by members of the Lockheed team during the past

~._e.tion 1-2, an AIAA paper by Lilley et at serves, in part, to
-cw.c sr theoretical program; but since this paper, and other papers
- ,ere, are essentially progress reports, a more general introduc-

i wen to the two main aspects of our program: the acoustic model,
Lilley's equation in Section 1-1.1 and the turbulence source
. rerly structure model in Section 1-1.2. A brief review of

ai n we-poman' work is given in each of these sectlor, a more
a' ',tVerature review has been recently published by Doak

%hed as AIM Paper No. 73-987, October 1973.
'*"At %.1ed as AIAA Paper No. 74-57, January 1974.

'2Uied as AIAA Paper No. 74-i, January 1974.
I-,hed as AIAA Paper No. 73-1000, October 1973.

Aef~rce I, Appendix I-I.
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1-i. CRITIQUE OF ACOUSTIC AND SOURCE IDELS FOR THE GENERATION OF NOiSE BY TURBULENCE

B. J. Tester and P. J. .Morris
Lockheed-Ceorgia Cor-pany

Marietta, Georgia

1-1.1 General Introduction to the Acoustic sound sources within the jet,but only with how the
Model, Based oI Lilley's Equation, and sound radiation from c soa a.a is affected by the

Its Relation to Other Contemporary Models jet mean flow fic!d. The task of solving the
Lighthili, Phillips or Lilley equations conveniently

Our acoustic model, in some respects, plays a falls into two parts: (a) specification of the
certral role -in the ranse of models currently under source function 1. and (b) solution of the inhomo-
development elsewhere; for example, in a sense, it geneous wave equation. The source function, it is
includes as special cases the model developed by assumed, can be accurately specified from a know-
Mani( 2) based on a slug flow jet and the approxi- ledge of the t .want velocity fluctuations In the
natt analytic solutions to Phillip's equation jet flow; our progress to date on the development of
obtained by Pao( 3) for a sheared jet flow. On the a model for the source function is described in
other hand in these special cases and, indeed, in Section I-5 and a general introduction is given in
,;4r %ork, the mean flow model is possibly too ex- Section I-1.2. Here we consider the problem of
.,ensive in that the ean flow is uni-directional or solving the inhoiogeneous wave equation for a given
parallel and hence is obviously at variance with source function.
the diverging or spreadina properties of a real jet.
From the analytic point of view the advantages of a The relevance of the point source studies now
parallel flow model are so overwhelming that, until becomes clear: since the wave equation is linear in
rejently, uith the work of Schubert( 4 , tiungur e. the pressure fluctuations and the source function is

t5). and Liu and laestrello( 6 ) the diverging not a deterministic function of space and time, the
flow on acoustic radiation had been completely only realistic approach is to solve the equation
ignored. Here we compare the models and results with the source function replaced by that describing
fro-i the aforerzentioned references with our own and a stationary point source emitting a pulse at a par-
also include the more receit %ork by Tam(7), which ticular time. Once this solution is obtained the
is essentially unique, at least from the acoustic required solution for a particular source function
vicarpoint. can be constructed by superposition. These inter-

mediate, stationary point source solutions serve two
In general, the acoustic models are based bn an other purposes:

inhomogeneous wave equation in say the fluctuating
pressure, p, (i) since in the absence of sound-mean flow in-

L(p) Ateractions the radiation would be onni-directIonal,
the directivity is a direct consequence of these
interactions and is not cbscured by source convec-
tion and source distribution interference effects,

L(p) = 0 and

is a type of (linear) wave equation which may in- (ii) the solutions can be checked by experiment
clude (i) the jet mean velocity and mean temperature since it is not difficult to create a stationary
as constants (hMani), as variables dependent on the point-source in practice.
radial coordinate (Phillips-Pao), plus (ii) radial
gradients of the jet mean velocity and temperature Thus, one of the main purposes of Lilley's equation,

J(Lilley), plus (iII) jet mean velocity and tempera- to accurately represent sound-mean flow interac-
ture ds functions of the axial coordinate as well as tions, can be examined in detail and checked by
the radial coordinate (Shubert, Hungur, Liu). When experiment, independently of the source function for
these quantities are absent, it reduces to the turbulent velocity fluctuations. This is why Sec-
classical wave equation which is the only acoustic tion I-4 concentrates en this type of solution.
equation used by Tam( 7 ); that is, he does not
attempt to utilize any type of inhomogenous wave We can now examine in more detail the contempo-
equation and uses only the classica? wave equation rary models having shown that the point source
uutside the jet flow region, models of tani, Schubert, etc., are quite relevant.

Again when these quantities are absent, the in- Mlani( 2 ) uses an infinite parallel slug jet flow
homogeneous wave equation reduces to Lighthill's model and, as we have said, does not have a turbu-
famous equation and the source function A takes on lence related source function but a point source
the well known form which is quLdratic in the which moves with the jet flow velocity from minus
,ei :ity fluctuations; it takes on a different form to plus infinity. Apart from this moving source
in Phillips' equation and yet another form in feature his model is simply a special case of our
Lilley's equation although in the latter it is still flow model in the limit as the velocity profile
quadratic in the velocity fiuctuations. In Mani's tends to the top-hat slug profile, or, a good
model the source function is not related to the approximation to the profile at the jet nozzle. In
velocity fluctuations at all and in this sense his his earlier work the source is of infinite life-time
work falls into the category occupied by Schubert, and the only information that could be obtained was
Mungur and Liu wncre the source or excitation for the total acoustic power radiated, which of course
their wave equations is the elementary point source. obscures the important directlvity effects. In
These works are not concerned with jet noise as current work the finite life-time point source is
such, that is the strength or distribution of being examined so that meaningful directivity
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patterns can be obtained. Mani's( Z) work has been acoustic field in the outer, ambient medium. This
of considerable ;nterest, partly because of the approach is apparently at variance with the
,ioving source feature, but this does tend to confuse accepted physical concept that velocity fluctuations
source ccnvection and sound-mean flow interaction within the jet give rise to a volume source distri-
effects. A stationary point analysis can be applied bution, which at low jet tach numbers, is of quad-
in a straightforward ,Mnner to the real case or rupole order. Sound generated within the jet also
interest: a turbulence-related source function gives rise to velocity fluctuations normal to that
whc,5e space-time covariance is separable in a irag nary surface but these are not included by
coordinate frame movin with some mean convection Tam? 7) as such. Although his approach is valid in
speed, as in Section I-4. principle, its weakness lies in the need for an

extremely accurate description of those surface
Pao( 8) has derived approximate ar ,; solu- velocity fluctuations such that the acoustic compo-

tions to Phillips equation for a oarallel, sheared nent is not lost. Both Lilley's equatio: and
jet flow which he claims should be valid for jet Phillips' equation are solved through a matching
noise radiation at frequencies near and above the process but the imaginary surface is drawn com-

peak frequency as long as the jet velocity is pletely outside the mean flow and source region such

greater than 0.6 times the ambient speed of sound. that on7.!. acoustic velocity fluctuations exist and
de believe that Phillips'equation is a special case these consist of a superposition of contributions

of Lilley's equation in that solutions from each due to radiation from the elemental sources repre-

equation should coincide at high frequencies but we senting the entire volume source distribution.
have not, as yet, proved this, either analytically
or numerically. Pao( 8) uses a source space-time i-1.2 On the Choice of Source Function

covariance function of the type described in the in the Radiation of Noise from a Jet

next section although it is not clear whether this
is of the standard, convected type or not. Pao(8) Let us examine the current state of the art with
obtains some impressive agreement with measured regard to the specification of the source terms.
directivity patterns of supersonic jet noise and There are two distinct schools of thought, though

rocket noise. Despite the many advantages of there is no essential contradiction between the two.

approximate analytic solutions we have chosen to The first may be termed the 'eddy-rodel' and the

concentrate on numerical solutions (see Section 1-4) second the 'wave-model'. The attractiveness of the

to avo;d any frequency restrictions and of course oe frmer model is its simplicity and its ability to

use Lilley's equation instead of Phillips' since the yield noise predictions which agree in many essen-
latter equation does not contain the important tial features with measurements. However, there is
shear-sound convection/refraction or diffraction much experimental evidence that this 'eddy-model' is

term. too restrictive and conceals the essential noise-
generating components of the turbulence. This

The point source models of Hungur ct al( 5 ) and opinion has led to the use of the 'wave-model' in

Liu and Maestrello continue the work of Schubert(
4 ) which the sources are described as coherent large-

by investigating the radiation of sound from a scale motions.
source placed in a diverging mean flow. Section 1-4
shows that these models are at present more The original attempts at realism such as those
accurate than our present parallel flow model in used by Ribner, Lilley and others specified certain
predicting far-field directivity patterns (through statistical properties of the flow. In this manner
comparisons with measurements carried out at UTIAS the cross-correlation between the velocity fluctua-
in recent years). We feel that this problem must be tions in the direction of the observer can be
resolved; that is, we must improve the accuracy of expressed in terms of characteristic local frequency
our solutions in this respect before proceeding to and length scales. An example of this technique is
construct general solutions to Lilley's inhomoge- given by Lilley in Section 1-2. The actual values
neous equation for realistic and detailed source of these characteristic scales are always deter-
functions. mined from experimental results. This model for

the turbulence assumes that eddies are convected
Tan's work is different not only in the sense downstream at a certain convection speed and are

that he does not use any form of inhomogeneous wave considered to be approximately isotropic in a frame
equation to obtain an acoustic solution but also in of reference moving with the convection speed. It
that he uses, in fact, the homogeneous form of is also assumed that the eddies are small and that
Lilley's eiuation to construct an orderly structure the rms-value of the correlated quantities is
model of the jet turbulence. This apparent dichot- constant within the correlation volume. Such a
ony ;, cnnid'red by Doak in Section 1-3. The fact model for the structure of turbulence may be
that Lilley's equation has unstable solutions as introduced as
well as well behaved acoustic solutions was the
basis of ProC. J. E. Ffowcs Williams' criticisms of X2
our work at the last review. We remain convinced, Vj'V(jT) = v2 ((1 - )6ij + L;2 - iXj2
however, that thu acoustic solutions are valid, 0  Li I

particJ' ', % the light of their good qualitative
agreemenit with measurement and the excellent agree-
ment when a diverging flow model is used (Section exp I- {(,)2 + Q_) A
1-4). Nevertheless, Tam's work is of considerable L t
interest from the acoustic viewpoint in that he
proposes two mechanisms for noise generation, un- where X is the spatial separation from the source, r
steady entrainment by the diverging flow and is the tin, delay, LI is the spatial scale of the
unsteady vibration of the jet column. The radiation turbulence dnd Lt is the time scale of the turbu-
is calculated by matching the resultant unsteady lence in a moving frame. This form is based on the
velocity fluctuations normal to an imaginary cylin- velocity covarirnce tensor derived by Batchelor( 9)
drical surface enclosing the jet flow with the for homogeneous turbulence in a uniform streaM where
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t longitudinal velocity correlation coefficient provides the required information. The source
f(A) is given by function predicted by this analysis may be used in

either a 'Llghthili analysis' or making use of
Lilley's equation. Bergeron(1l) has made some

f(X) = exp [- (L)2]. progress along these lines in his work on the
Ll aerodynamic sound of nearly Incompressible

boundary-layer turbulence.
We note that The essence of the model presented in Sections

vv (0,0) = v2  = 1-5 and 1-6 is that the noise-producing eddies in a
I J 0 turbulent flow may be described in terms of a large-

scale, wave-like organized structure. (Large-scale
= 0 i 0 j in this context is in relation to both the scale of

the energy-containing eddies in the flow and the
indicating the presence of only normal stress terms local width of the mean flow.) This description of
since the assumption of local isotropy requires the turbulence alo permits us to look at the noise
that the mean flow be uniform. The experimental radiation process as deterministic.
investigation by Fuchs(l0) has shown that the iso-
tropic form of the overall correlation function is The use of a wave-model for the turbulent struc-
very much at variance with the measurements in a ture has been used by Tam( 7) and Michalke(12). The
iet; in fact the correlation measurements indicate motivation for Tam's model was his observation of

Strong periodic structure for the turbulence. schlieren pictures of a supersonic jet which seemed
to exhibit a periodic structure in the developed

In spite of these shortcomings this model does region of the jet. Tam assumed that all the noise
permit the calculation of noise radiated by a jet production could be associated with a single fre-
and, as is shown in Section 1-2, much useful in- quency corresponding to the observed periodicity.
formation can be obtained. The predicted radiated noise using Tam's model

gives good agreement for both the overall level and
However it is important to notice that the directivity. However, the observed spectrum of jet

characteristic frequency and length scales which noise does not contain one single frequency compo-
are so crucial to the determination of radiated nent. Tam has argued that a degree of frequency
noise have, of necessity, to be obtained from ex- spreading will occur, but it would be fortuitous if
derimental measurements. Changes in the flow the combination of the noise spectrum of the highly
properties by, for example, use of a different jet coherent source and the spectrum of noise generated
nozzle configuration, can also be expected to pro- by the random background turbulence provided a
duce chanqes in the noise characteristics. Since the smooth spectrum over all frequencies.
prediction of the radiated noise is our goal it is
unfortunate that once again, of necessity, the The work of Michalke(12 ) was motivated by both
frequency and length scales must be measured in the the observed discrepancies between previous source
new flI,:. In the case of high speed turbulent flow models and measurements as well as the probable
the measurement of these scales has not been pos- coincidence of the large-scale motions in a turbu-
sible and only recently, with the use of optical lent flow and the stability of this primary flow.
devices such as the laser velocimeter developed in The analysis shows that there is no essential con-
this program, have these measurements become tradiction between the eddy model and the wave model
feasibl. In essence this technique has not ad- of jet turbulence though the assumption of the
vanced our ability to predict the radiated noise Gaussian form of overall correlation function leads
from a turbulent flow. to a special case of Michalke's more general expan-

sion scheme. It is also found that the number of
Where are there gaps in our understanding that components of jet turbulence which are responsible

need to be filled? Firstly, as we have discussed for the jet noise is relatively limited being con-
above, the problem must be formulated in a way fined to the most coherent eddies.
tiich accounts for interaction between the sound
, id the flow which leads to such phenomena as re- Though it is not explicitly stated in the
fraction or diffraction. Secondly, it is essential earlier works of Tam(13,14) and Michalke(15), they
to develop a model for the turbulence as a source appear to rely on the phase velocity of the source,
of noise. It is this latter need that will be predicted by a linear theory, being supersonic. In
addressed here. this way the inner solution may be matched with the

outer wave solution. This has led Tam(7,13.14) to
At the very least the model for the noise pro- study a Mach 2.2 jet. However, in the manner that

ducing structure of the flow must enable computation Tam(7) has formulated the problem in his most
of the local characteristic frequency and length recent work, this restriction to supersonic jets is
scales as well as the amplitude of the fluctuations not necessary. Since the amplitude of the sources
for use in a simplified description of the statis- is also changing in the axial direction, obeying a
lical properties. This elementary requirement non-linear process, the sources will generate com-
releases the researcher from the need to conduct ponents in their wavenumber spectra which will give
flow measurements for every change in- the primary supersonic phase velocities. This means that if a
flow; that is, detailed predictions of the radi- non-linear theory is used there is no restriction
ated noise can be made without the necessity for 'of the Mach number of the jet flow. In Michalke's
experimental input. Of course, this must not work(15) it is felt that though linear theory alone
preclude measurements being made either as confir- is used, which for a subsonic jet would not permit
mation of the theoretical predictions or to provide noise radiation, the truncation of the growing
further insight into the mechanisms of noise linear mode at some spatial distance leads to an
generation and radiation. The model for the tur- equivalent non-linear amplitude limitation and the
bulent structure described in Sections 1-5 and 1-6 wavenumber spectrum generated by this truncation
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I-2 04 ThE T EtOlY OF JET %OISE M-O ITS A"PLICATIGNS

G. ff. Lilley
Deartont of Aronautics amn Astronautics

University of Southampton, U.K.

P. J. Harris and I. J. Tester
tockhee-Gorgit Compary

Narett, -Georlgia

AhsrAL given jet wnfiguratin. This being so, progress In
removing these apparent dlscraewcies has been slowr

in appicatiotts of Lighthll's thory-of aero- The difficulty lies In the fact that Lighzthll's
dynwic noise the strength of the sources depends o, :neory is based o- sn acoustic analogy whereby the
the local lr.tensty of the turbolent fluctuations turbulent flow In a jet mlxing region, say, Is re-
together with the intensity of the sound 'aves Van- piaced by an equivalent distribution of moving
crated by the turbulence and their mutual inter- sources placed In 4 uniform me4ium at rest -- the
actions. These latter effects cannot readily be sources mow but not the fluid. The strength of the
:alculated and hence estimates of the noise spectrum sorces depends on the local intensity of the turbu-
ond directivity cannot be obtained, in the present lent fluctuations together ith the Intensity of the
work Lighthill's acoustic analogy is replaced by a sound waves generated by the turbulence and their
theoretical model more representative of the true mutual interaction. Thus, the equivalent source
fa and the turbulence fluctuations within it. In strength includes all such effects as refraction,
this model the problem Is divided into an outer diffraction and scattering. Thus, the major problem
regicn and an Inner region which includes the turbu- in applications of Lighthill's theory is uncovered.
lent flow and Its convection. Pressure fluctuations in that the source strength can only be found bAe
in the inner region are suitably matched with those the compiete problem of noise generation is solved--
In the outer. Two important results are obtained. that is, the sound intensity as well as the turbu-
Firstly, the generation of high frequency coqpnets lent fluctuations within the fla are known.
is not controlled by the gradlents or mean velocity Attempts at Iterative methods of solution have so
and temperature within the flow and. secondly, that far not been very successful and have usually been
within a given frequency band of the far field limited to solutions covering jet exit ich numbers
radiation, only certain regions of the turbulent which are subsonic and smalt. Other methods In
flow contribute to that radiated sound. which refraction in the higher frequencies is In-

cluded as a correction to-& solution in which the

I-2.1 Introuctiorp source streng!h Is exclusively that associated with
turbulent fluctuations only, are useful in distin-

Lic "ill's theory(l),(2) of aerodynamic noise guishing some of the major characteristics of the
as b;en the foundation of our present knowledge on directivity of the sound generated. However, their

the generation of npise from jets. This theory was validity at low frequencies is questlonable. There
extended by Curle(3) to Include surfaces within the is no doubt that these attempts at Improving the
flow field ont by Fiowcs Wllliaes(4) to Include Eh Lighthill theory and Its applications haw only had
tffetts of jperstunic convyection speeds. 'rny marginal success and at present we are forced to
authors, nctably Ribner(5),( 6 ) art4.1iey(7 have use experimental data in all applied work, with
made efforts to include an adequate flow model in theory marely assisting In providing a suitable
Lighthll's theory from which the distribution of background for the presentation of this data.
the efftetive noise sources throughout the flow
field ran be evaluated. Aftnough the Lighthill In the Lighthill theory the real turbulent flow
theory provides a suitable base for the correlation Is replaced by an equivalent dlstributi-n of quad-
.)f the tal acoustic power output from a jet with rupole sources TI3 per unit volume In a uniform
distributions of noise intensity and its spectra, fluid at rest through which the sources my move but
in its usual form of application it does not pre- not the fluid. The approach to be followed in this
dict the measured convective amplification, the paper Involves splitting up the problem Into an
high frequency spectrun at small angles to the jet Inner and outer probim. In the Inner solution an
axis and the changes in noise generation and propa- adequate flow model of the jet flow Is introduced
gatlon arising from changes in velocity and tem- which Includes the man flow structure and the con-
perature gradients within the flow field as found vection properties of the turbulence. Our attempt
in the careful experiments of Lush and others, here is to provide a general flow model which rep-
Some success in modifying the basic theory of resenti in a simple way the main features of Lue
Lighthill to inclu some of these effects has been flow field on the assumption that It Is not greatly
achieved by Ribner (8), Doak(9) and others, but contaminated by the sound field which it generates,
these works are far from exhaustive and a more and which propagates to the far field outside the
general treatment is clearly needed, flow. Of course in assuming that the instantaneous

flow can be replaced by a time averaged flow field

Since Lighthill's theory Is an exact theory, it plus a locally pseudo-random fluctuating field, we

Is difficult to argue on any lack of agreement be- Immediately ignore the fact that over the bulk of

tween experiment and theory. Differences that do the turbulent flow In a jet the flow is turbulently

exist are of course apparent and are only due to the Intermittent and its large-scale structure, at

introduction of approximations to the theory in least, appears from experiment to be quasi-ordered.

applying them to the caculation of the nolse gen- Although there is much conjecture at the present

erated, Its directivity and Its spectrum from a time on the correct interpretation of the experi-
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mental data(lO.(11). (12) available an the large- 4d %.Px
scale structure, nevertheless measrmnt and ~ y ;x ~(2.2)
physical observations confirm broadly a growth of ~ Z
scale of the largescale motion and a reduction of
its characteristic frequency wit h distance dow '- where k - -iix " y)Ia,.:. - X1is the %avenmber of
stream: as eight be deduced from the diverge~ie. or the saund and is iqual to that in the turbulence.
llinear growth, of the mean flow field. Thus unless The frequency is tti- Doppler shifted frequency
sound generation In a turbulent flaw is very Inter-
mittent in character and is specifically dependent U - II case)(.)
only oft the instantaneouas flow field, it can be
assumed that our flow model. in which the turbulent 6.here 6 is the angle between the line joining the
structure is evolving continuously and uniformly source at emission to thme observer and the dirtz-
along the mixing regiom of the jet, can at least tion of the mean velocity of the sources fparaliel
predict anl of the governing features of the far- to the jet axis). 6 Is the separation in moving
field sound Intensity such- as its directivity and cordinates and -t is the retarded time separation
Spettw. giver. by

The paper first reviews briefly the main charac- a+~
ter stics of the far field sound Intensity of a let 0 9i~!free, Llghthllls formulation. Secandlly, the gem- -0 FIr! - 2.&
era!ized convactive wve equation for the inner
flow is discussed and the form of the solution of with TC the time separation at the fixed observer.
Its ehar.erlstic (diffraction) equation isgie y is the coordinate of the source at emission. Px
twid Interpreted. Finally, the mdel for the flow is the space-time covariance of TIj taken in the
field Is further discirssed and our attempts at direction of source to observer.
describing the large-scale turbulent structure. In-
eluding effects of flow divergence and non-l inear Now the final two integrations on Pxz are equi-
Interaction, are described. valent to performing a four-dimensional Fourier

transform on Pxx(y;S~i) and can therefore be re-
placed by F,,(y;kiuw) andf Equation (2.2) has the

1-2.2 Lighthill's 'beary of Acuioi equivalent for~s
N~oise Applied to Jets

In LIghthills(l),(2) theory of aerodynamic noise B(X;Y) ay y---- rI (2.5)
the perturbation density p-a,,, throughout the entire-
medium. which is otherwise at rest, is given by the
equation provided Px is a continuous function along with

its derivatives and satisfies certain specific con-

- a~ a? T. ditions. By the use of this relationship the

3t2  aJCdx3 wave number frequency spectrum function which is130 responsible for noise generation is achieved.

where T j Pv~v *(pPaP"D 6.j- Tij Equation (2.5) is an exact result for the spec-
trum of the far-field radiation if Pxx includes all

Lllley(13) has given an expanded form for the effects of the disturbances in the flow. If the
term in (p - pa.) but for the purposes of this Interference between the flow and the sound mode
section we can as.sume that T is adequately generated by it Is neglected, as stated above, it
represented by its first tern, and in which the can be expected that although little error will be
velocity components are the fluctuating components introduced in the mfagnitude of Pxx its wave number
of velocity. The reason why the terms involving vector in the turbulence will strictly not be that
products of the man velocity and fluctuating com- of the far-field sound. This effect will be
ponents of velocity are neglected 15 that (se greater at high than low frequencies. The relation
Appendix t-2A) such terms can be identified as between the wave number vectors in the turbulence
being responsible for refraction and diffraction and in the far-field sound can be found in the high
phenomena assoclated with the transmission and pro- frequency limit by ray theory, as suggested by
pagation of sound across the real flow field. In Csanady( 4i) and others.
this analysis such effects are absent although their
magnitude is included in the local value and distri- In order to clarify what type of results are ob-
bution of T;1. Clearly any analysis which neglects tamned from this formulation based on Lighthill's
them can only be directed towards an estimate of the model, we introduce the gross approximation that
total acoustic power and Its spectrun. PXX(Y;6;1) =Pxx(Y)R (V;) R,(Y;r) (2.6)

For a sikatic jet the far-field spectrum of noise
at a point x at a frequency y due to a distribution
of quadlrjpoles of strength Tij moving at an average The four-dimensional Fourier transforms lead to the
Mach number K - 1Ia, Is found from the solution to functions
Equation (2.1) to ben d6 -iS

dy d6 I1 (YP If i~ e R I (; ) (2.7)
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turbulence in a ovibg frame then a relation mast
fdr -Jut 12(YT ) exist between mg o o and to such thor

I: (y; ) - fI emI it (_y;T) (2.8) ~ ~tSM 0 - oI~

hVo1 A. E2.16)
with VO

.P (y;k;=) - PXx(y) 2 -  (2.) The function A. is the characteristic Strouhal
rn ,ber in the turbulence and can, for our purposes,

If it is assumed that be assured to be a constant throughout tie flow.

With these relations we can find Px,{X;t;Q

.(Y; ) { " - - 62 - 61 (2.10) throoghout the flow and perform the volume intit-
- - " 3gratient as required in Equation (2.5). The Inte-

w4,cre 5 It etc. and Z L, .t are scales of gration is simplified if the function C(4,1) and wo
I I r are both assumed to - functions only of the axial

turbulcce ; tme d;rection'ofthe mainstrean a d distance along the jet; that is, we assume that H
-ransversely rtspectively, is a man representative convection speed of the

bulk of the turbulence and wo Is the characteristicand frequency of the turbulence in the center of the

R (y;t) - exp 1 -
2  m (2.11) ixing zone at any station along the jet. Hence,

a from Equation (2.5) we find

.e find

l(x;y) J dy (cosS + isine)4E(y,).C-M. 32 a.x
z 

2 f

,,,, --- c,)p (2.12) 2

,,her, . (y,) vo( ,) p(y1 )

b % (y')
C(KV) - (I-Mcose)

Z p b(y) ZC) (2.17)
+ -'. (cos

2 
+ Z's n

2  
). (2.13) to

where

Alth .)h I. can be argued at first sight that I
-se gioss approximations to measured values of )ff dy2dy3 , v

P., are too crude to be of value; nevertheless, it E(yY2 -d b o V o o

can ,.a-.ily be demonstrated that in evaluating the V L

far-fmeld spectrum it is not the form of the
function P.x which is critical, but how the length b(y1 ) is a reference width of the mixing zone,
scales i., in the turbulence and the reference L_ t, and ±./Li a a, a constant, d, is the jet

frequency, w , In the turbulence, all measured in diameter and Po is an appropriate reference den

the rtowing frame, vary in the downstream direction sity in each region of the jet. The non-
and across the flow. We also stress that we have dimensional quantity E will vary slowly along the

used the correct form for the source function, flow but for our purpose may be assumed to have

namely, a"PXX/3T4. which is consistent with our constant values in each of the mixing regions of

assumptions about the form of Tij and that the mean the jet within and downstream of the potential

-,roperties of the turbulence are stationary core.

functions of time. The form of the spectral density is made clear

Finally, we require an approximation for the if the two regions specified above are treated

amplitude function Pxx(y). We put separately in the integration over yl. Tnus, on
using Equation (2.16) and specifying appropriate

Px(Y) * (2.14) variations of So, vo and po with y we find, on
- changing the variable of integration from y1 to s,

where s - wo/w1 and u), is the value of wo at the
where p is a suitable average density and vx is the end of the potential core which is located at the
component of turbulent velocity in the direction of station y, " L, that the integral from 0 to L is of
the observer. If we write v.' and v' for the turbu- the form
lent components of velocity in the axial and
transverse directions then very approximately

f ds ep /2v" '4 (cosO + a Sine)" (2.15) f -m exp (- P/s2 )
x -7 1I

where 6 is the ratio of(v' /v' ) . while the integral from L to - in the far jet is

if we now write to for a typical length scale in
the turbulence and vo for a typical velocity in the
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I for refraction effects, as stated above, by the use
f ds Fs

2
) of ray theory. If the mean value of density in the

early part of the mixing region is p,. say, then
the relation between 6 and e* (where 8 is now the

0 angle of the wave number vector in the external

ere sound field) is

r _ c (m.o) cos* I cosO (2.20)

aW2  jl-M cosO V0

and YO,7 and n%,3. The values of a and n reflect the The cut-off angle for high frequency radiation is
variations of v etc. with y1 . In Equation (2.17) then found for 6* - 0 and is given by
the value of e is the angle of the wave number
vector In the turbulence, which will be different _____ (
from that in the external sound field whenever the cos(
model is extended to include the effects of refrac- P P
tion. The two angles are coupled as a result of
the convection Mach number, frequency, and speed of
sound ratio between the flow inside the jet and in Most of these results are not inconsistent with
the ambient air outside. Since the value of r can experimental data and demonstrate the deep under-
be taken as constant, say i"o, according to our standing that can be found from a systematic study
assumptions, froe 0 to L, and noting of Lighthill's theory of aerodynamic noise.

However, the simple results obtained above and sup-
ported by experimental data of Lush(15) and others,

S2 C /~ d 2 indicate that the interaction between the wave
="o = T /Ij j. (2.18) motion generated by the turbulence and the flow it-

VI self is complex and cannot adequately be described
by ray theory except in the asymptotic case of very

where thejet circular frequency Strouhal number high frequencies. It is for this reason that the
S - yd/Vj, and Co is some average value of C, we study described in Section 1-2.4 is undertaken in
find the following approximate asymptotic forms to order to display a more adequate representation of
the above integrals for low and high values of the the flow field than can be obtained on the basis of
Strouhal number. Thus, for a simple convective quadrupole source model.

1% ) 1 1-2.3 The Generalized Wave EquationcoS 2  
for the Inner Flow

In Lighthill's acoustic analogy the sources of
and sound strength and their distribution reflect not

only the turbulent generation terms but also the
S2  

wave-flow interaction processes, which include re-
SB(X;Y) o fraction and scattering. Lighthill's formulation

is therefore of importance when these interaction

showing that the convective amplification at low effects are negligible, since then the source
frequecies tt mhe roedcie asompa edtinth function is determined from a specification of thefrequencies is much reduced as compared with turbulence with these interaction effects absent.
higher frequencies. Other results which can When interaction effects require investigation it
easily be deduced are that the peak Strouha is necessary to separately describe the flow field
number (inner region) from the radiation or far-field

//f(outer region).

In Appendix I-2A the flow equations are analyzed

and that at the Mach wave emission angle Mcos6 - 1, for a slowly diverging mean flow field representa-

Sm decreases with Mach number at sufficiently tive of a jet mixing region, and a generalized
is inhomogeneous convective wave equation is derivedlarge values of . In this latter case Ymd/ant for r 2- l/y In p and its fluctuating part r'. This

constrant.
equation can be written symbolically as

The mean value of the square of the far-field L ( r' A (3.1)
densityobtained from Equation (2.17),

where A is the source function, which contains all
a , x,e)) n 

. 
/ .1 Co

/

2  (2.19) terms not linearly dependent on r', and L( ) is a

J linear operator on r' having variable coefficients
which are functions of the mean flow field and are

is a resul; previously given by Ffowcs Williams(
4
) assumed to be known. Now in a turbulent flow r'

and 6 It is found that approximately can be regarded as a random function of space andan Itne is also fon htapoiaeIy time cenatered on local conditions in the flow. if
half the total value of B (x,O) is generated within we dente of loca tion the r'owi
the initial mixing region and the remaining half is we denote this fixed location at X, then rt ill
generated downstream of the potential core. be a random function of x1, x3, and t such that

The spectrum at high frequencies can be adjusted r' E r' (x3 , x, t; x'; X) (3.2)
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Normally we will refer to the position X as the
.,.ial station x,. For a pseudo-two dimensional "
nixing region we may Fourier decompose r' with A
respect to x, and t in terms of the real wave
number k3 and the real frequency w. Hence, we
write , . - . .... ...

.............................• ,I ,

e teik3x3 ds, (x, k3 ; W, X2; (33)

which is a Fourier-Stieltjes integral of a general- Wf
ized kind with d, the Fourier coefficient of r' 2"4 17
not in general of bounded variation. For the case "f" "- "
of a slowly diverging mean flow, such as the mixing
region of a jet, we may choose . -

j (E' + iFigure 1. Jet Mean Velocity Profile, vi/Vj, at

Axial Station, Xa, One-Half Jet
and "Diameter", d, from Nozzle; Typical q

x x" -x'. Coefficient Profile at Same Axial
Station for Observer Angle, 0, of 300

Then on the assumption that derivatives of r' with and a Reduced Frequency, yd/a., of 16.

respect to X are small compared with the difference
coordinate x and noting that the mean flow variables
are functions of X only and are dominated by their clearly it is dependent on the validity of the

variations in the x2 direction, we find that the assumptions In respect of the flow model correspond-

Equation (3.1) for r' is unchanged provided all its ing to a slowly diverging mean flow. The equation,

space differentiations are in terms of x, having in its homogeneous form, has been subjected to

its origin at the chosen station X. In effect careful investigation In many branches of mathe-

these assumptions are equivalent to replacing the matical physics. For a mechanical system of one

real diverging flow by a localized parallel flow at degree of freedom

each station X. The mean flow properties in each 2m (E - V)
parallel flow are those appropriate to the station q(x ) . 2
X. This stepwise parallel flow approximatio.to 2 ;2
the diverging flow can be improved by the use of
the WKBJ method or ilternatively by making use of where m, E and V are respectively the mass, total
the similarity properties of the mean flow. energy and potential energy and h - h/2n, where h
Howevr, irrespective of the method employed it is is Planck's constant. For general values of q(x2 )
the wave motion crossing each station X that must the equation is not explicitly solvable.(16)
be under consideration. Thus, we will introduce
the Fourier transform on r' in respect of the dif- The solution of Equation (3.5) depends on the
feren~e coordinate x in terms of the real wave position and number of the transition points or
number component kI so that from Equation (3.3) zeros of q(x2). In any general analytic solution

it is necessary to find the continuous solution

•+ k~x + (3.4) across the transition points and this can be
r ei ( t + k 3X3 )d achieved following the method described by

Langer.(1 The solution is found In terms of
where k1, k. are functions of the station X In the Bessel functions of order 1/3 or in terms of Airy
aerodynamic flow. Thus, from Equation (3.1) the functions. Det 115 of this solution were given
fundamental characteristic equation can be derived recently by Pacg(17) and earlier by Lilley( 8 ). Here
and for either two-dimensional or axisymmetrical we will consider some recent numerical solutions.
flow we find (see Appendix 1-2A)

It Is Interesting to note, before considering

Sq(x h (x) (35) the numerical results, that the properties of the

dx2  solution of this diffraction equation are not de-
stroyed when the mean flow is replaced by a vortex
sheet model in which the mean velocity and mean

wherr ; Is a modified Fourier coefficient related temperature fields are constant, but different, on
to dw, q(x ) is a flow function dependent on the both sides of the vortex sheet. This latter model
mean 4elocity and the mean temperature and their is sometimes referred to as the 'plug' or 'slug'
gradients as well as the frequency w and the wave flow model. In such a model the properties of the
number vector k. Typical mean velocity and q(x2 ) mixing region are contracted Into the thin vortex
profiles for a two-dimensional jet are shown In sheet where the finite gradients In mean velocity
Figure 1; the velocity profile In the mixing region and temperature are replaced by Infinite gradients.
is based on the error function. h(x2 ) is a modi- Naturally although the solution of the vortex sheet
fied Fourier coefficient of the 'source' function A model Is qualitatively similar to that of the comr-
in Equation (3.1). Equation (3.5), which is the well- plete diffraction equation nevertheless certain
known diffraction equation, is fundamental to the Important characteristics of the wove Interaction
problem of noise generation In turbulent flows. At with the flow are only found when the equation is
high frequencies it reduces to the characteristic solved for the finite mixing region dimensions and
equation of ray acoustics. Equation (3.5) is valid the finite gradients for the mean flow field. For
for all frequencies and wave numbers although example, the far-field sound pressure due to a
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In the vortex sheet model the diffraction equa-
tion can be conveniently replaced by convective
wave equations with constant coefficients on each
side of the vortex sheet and the solutions for the
pressure on eacn side are matched, together with m
satisfying the vortex sheet displacement boundary
condition. Sone far-field directivity patterns of

--~- .- 'a monopole point source located on the centerline
of a two-dimensional sonic 'plug' jet flow are
shown in Figure 4 for frequencies which span the

" usual jet noise frequency range: clearly there
are very significant changes in far-field direc-
tivity with frequency. Of particular importance

i~l I--Iis the loss in ;nr-nsity of the high frequency

'' radiation in directions close to the jet axis in
the downstream direction, a result clearly demon-
strated in the experimental results of Lush(15) and
others. This result has of course been known for

Figure 2. Far-Field SPL as a Function of Source soee time and is generally referred to as the
Radial Position for Three Observer Angles refraction effect in the high frequency limit.

monopole point source in a jet can be critically
dependent on the radial position of the source
within the mixing region, as illustrated in Figure _./

2; in these examples both the source and observer
are "above" th." jet center-line. The far-field
sound pressure at the same angle but "below" the
center-line would be much smaller; because the
Fourier coefficient, d, decays exponentially in
regions where q(x,) is negative, as shown in Figure .,- .
3. This is also the reason for the low far-field * '
sound pressure levels (SPL) in Figure 2 when the
source is separated from the observer by negative
q(x,) regions: taking the case 8 - 300 the regions
where q(x ) is negative are, from Figure 1,
0 < 2x2/d < .87 and .914 < 2x2/d < 1.15. When both
regions lie between the source and observer, the a, ' . ,.

far-field SPI decreases in direct proportion to the .. i -:,.,
path length through the jet because q(x2) Is Figure 4. Far-Field SPI Directivity of Source
constant in the first region: this effect is clear Located on Centerline of a "Plug"
in Figure 2. When the source and observer are Jet Flow at Three Frequencies
separated by the second region alone, the SPL (for
U - 300) Is still 20 dl below the free-field level Some solutions to the diffraction equation in the
(10 dB in Figure 2) and this Is partly due to form of far-field SPL directivity patterns are com-
attenuation through this narrow second region, pared with 'plug' flow solutions in Figures 5 and
However, the free-field SPL's do not result If the 6; for axial stations at and close to the jet
source Is placed outside the jet Mow: reflections nozzle there is almost complete agreement between
from the jet flow cause a simple Interference the two solutions and low and high frequencies.
pattern in the far-field. In Figure 2 a pressure However, there are substantial differences at both
minimum in the far-field occurs at 0 - 600 when the frequencies when the axial station is at the end of
source is at 2x'/d , 1.25 and maxima occur at the potential core (shown by the dashed line).
O 45' for 2x)d - 1.3 and at 0 - 30° for Zx/d-

I ,1, • i

M \ ~ \. \ I-- .,Im .

0 0 $

Figure 3. Variation of Fourier Coefficient, d4 ii I ' '"
re: 0 - 90*), with "Radius"; Source ,.S ... ,, M M A09,
!t x1 a /2 Figure 5. Variation of Far-Field SPL Directivity

with Axial Station for Source on Jet
Centerline: yd/a®.- .25
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Cid/a •35 - 1.6

9* • t (IN m 4.0) . Oft (I14 • 0.0) Nj 0.9

,' Xd 0.0

" -- 2x1/d 0.0
• z/o 0.0 - 90.0

* 0 1.5 " / L.1 .! 1.0

.4., _ ,. !.14 e .
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Figure 6. Variation of Far-Field SPL Directivity -30
with Axial Station for Source on Jet Increasirng Frequency
Centerline: yd/a Al 16.0 .40 (Cy/2n • 1.0. 1.5. 3.0 and 4.5 iNz)

In order to obtain experimental verification of -50
solutions to the diffraction equation, we must con- 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
sider the circular jet and eventually, jets of ., Observer Angle to J-?t Axis

other cross-sections. Diffraction equation solu-
tions for a circular jet will be presented else- Figure 8. Far-Field SPL Directivitles of a Source
where, but the good qwlitative agreement between on the Centerline of a Circular "Plug"
measured directivity patterns in Figure 7 and those Jet Flow (That is, Axial Station at
calculated with a circular 'plug' jet flow model in Nozzle) for Comparison with MacGregor's
,igure 8 indicates that adequate experimental veri- (27) measurements in Figure 7.

fication will soon be forthcoming. (C f (l-McOSO) + a2ic ];
c c

C0daI .35 - 1.6

.0.9 Mr - 0.5 M.; a = 0.55)

5
1d

"2Z/ .As shown in Appendix I-2A, the solution for. ... the Fourier coefficient d3 depends on the source
Zx,/Id I ~ function Fourier coefficient and its distribution

10 0 -_90.0 accross the mixing region. The solution can then
L be turned into the wave-number/frequency spectrum

0function of the far-field pressure for each axial
station of the mixing region and the results summed

over the entire jet. The detailed results and
.-10 their comparison with experiment will be left to a

later paper.
-. z0

However, before leaving this section we refer to
0the fact that here we have specifically chosen real

-30. / ncreasin Frequency frequencies and real wave-number components. Our
(C Y12, 1.0. 1.S. 3.0 and 4.5V 6z) justification for this is that in this section we

.40 are dealing with a turbulent source function, which
is represented by a summation of harmonic waves

.•1 _ which do not suffer amplification or damping. We

0 10 220 3) 40 50 60 70 80 90 thus have replaced any problem relating to discrete

u. Observer AnqIe to Jet Axis events in the flow which might indeed be present in
the real flow. especially in the larger scale
structure, by an equivalent continuous structure

Figure 7. Measured Far-Field SPL Directivities of for the turbulent flow. The further explanation of

a Source on a Jet Centerline (d = 3/4") our model will be left to the next section.

Taken From MacGregor c. a0l (27)

(C = [(I-HcCOStl)
2 

+ Ah 1: 211; 1-2.4 The Wave-Model of a Turbulent

c •0.5 j; Al• .55) Mixing Region

The generation of noise from the turbulent mixing

of a jet has been shown to depend critically on the

flow structure and the interaction of the wave

motion nenerated by the flow and the flow itself.
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Experimental data(1O),(1l) on the mean flow and the The linear perturbation theory for both two and
turbulence properties have only recently reached a three-dimensional jets, leading to solutions of
state of sophistication such that it is now fairly equations analogous to the Orr-Sommerfeld equation,
clear to deduce that a large-scale organized struc- can be developed for both incompressible and con-
ture exists in what is usually referred to as a pressible flow. Vortical, sound and entropy nodes
high Reynolds number turbulent jet f!ow. The early all occur in the compressible flow problem. The
work of Townsend(19j also predicted a large-scale vortical modes, which were referred to above as the
equilibrium structure for the turbulence which unstable modes, possess phase speeds which are com-
passed through cycles of growth and decay. However, parable with the mean flow speeds in the jet. The
it is not yet clear that this large-scale equilib- sound modes, having phase speeds equal to the local
rium structure is of similar form to ;he organized speed of sound, are thought to be damped and are
structure found by Crow and Champagne 10) and Lau, hence of relatively minor importance in determining
Fuchs and Fisher(I ) and how far the latter struc- the turbulent jet flow structure which is essen-
ture is a function of the break-up of a pseudo tially unchanged from subsonic to supersonic jet
laminar flow near the jet exit into distorted velocities. When .he mean flow speeds are super-
vortex ring-like structures, which become more and sonic the picture is somewhat confused since the
more disorganized as they convect downstream. vortical modes may now have supersonic phase speeds.

The work of Tam(22) refers to this latter case and
Attacks on the theoretical problem of turbulent demonstrates the form of the amplifying mode wave

shear flows are thwart with difficulties. Never- fronts propagating downstream with supersonic phase
theless on the crude but simple and plausible speeds and forming weak movlig shock fronts in the
assumption that the large-scale turbulent structure inner region of the flow e.Lernal to the jet.
passess little energy, it is possible to derive
linear equations describing their structure and
motion. If further the flow variables are Fourier If we consider the case of subsonic mean flow, we
decomposed in terms of wave-number and frequency it find that at each station of the jet downstream of
is easily demonstrated that the equation to solve the jet exit an amplifying wave is set up which is
is the inhomogeneous Orr-Socmnerfeld equation. Thus distorted and dampeo by non-linear interactions and
in the mixing region flow the large-scale structure flow divergence effects. The major amplifying
will be dominated by the spatially unstable modes, effects occur in the region upstream of the poten-
which are the eigenvalues of the Orr-Sommerfeld tial core since the local growth rates are related
equation. to the local width and jet centerline velocity.

However, we have noted earlier that the linear
perturbation tolutions only describe the initial
growth of a mode. The spatial behavior of the mode
as it propagates downstream is governed by botn the

We can now conjecture a series of events in amplitude determined by non-linear considerations
sequence. As soon as the mean flow is disturbed at and the local wave number determined from linear
any station in a jet mixing region the most un- theory. The typical streamwise disturbance
stable mode will appear and dominate the flow. It behavior, including only effec s of flow divergence,
commences to grow in magnitude, at an initial is given by Ling and Reynolds.t30) It ii clear that
growth rate governed by linear theory, while being there will be a wave nunber spectrum associated with
convected downstream. However, as is evident from this downstream behavior. This wave number spectrum
experimental observation, it cannot grow indefi- will contain components with supersonic phase
nitely. Its interaction with the background turbu- speeds, so that non-linear vortical modes cause
lence will !ead to damping. The mode is also acoustic radiation. It is also to be expected that,
propagating in a region of diverging flow whose at the same time as this wave number spreading s
mean characteristics are changing which will result occurring, a frequency spreading will also occur.(23)
in distortion and damping of the mode. For example, The randomized onset of the amplified wave and its
there is no linear growth of the axisymmetric mode subsequent development nay be regarded as forming a
downstream of the potential core(29). In addition, large-scale structure in the turbulent motion and
the growth itself will generate non-linear inertial is the means by which energy is fed into the turbu-
and damping effects which in turn damp the mode lence from the mean motion. The subsequent trans-
growth. It is important to notice that if only the fer of turbulent energy in different directions
effects of background turbulence and flow diver- and its diffusion and final dissipation may be
gence are considered, then the limiting amplitude assumed to follow the usual Kolmogoroff cascade
of the mode is entirely dependent on the initial processes. However, the precise form of these pro-
disturbance amplitude, see Figure 12, a phenomenon cesses does cot seem to us to be of importance in
not verified by experiment .(l) Clearly the non- the mechanism of sound generation and its ultimate
linear self-limiting process must be taken into radiation from the turbulent layer. We may alsu
account. On this basis it is reasonable to conjec- note that our theory has not taken account of
ture that an amplitude limiting situation governs intermittency since we have assumed the turbulent
the mean square intensity of the turbulence. In structure is evolving continuously.
this state the turbulence acts as a series of
marginally stable waves as suggested, in a dif- In finding the most unstable (vortical) mode from
ferent connection, by LandahlV0). Thus, all that the eigen solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation we
may be deduced from the eigenvalues of the Orr- assume that the background turbulence is of suffi-
Somerfeld equation is the initial growth rate of ciently small scale compared with the larqe-scale
the amplifying modes. The inclusion of important amplifyin' node that its effect on that mode'%
non-linear effects and flow divergence require development can be vxpressed in term% of an eddy
further treatment to predict the growth of the mode viscosity supplanting the kinematc vicositf of
towards its amplitude limiting state and ultimate the fluid. Therefore the effective Reynolds number
decay. (1) of the turbulent flow is of 00!00) Lompired wth a
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i.i *f 10" csu ireater when based on the kinematic
-i.ity Typ1cdl curves of constant amplifica-

)r. fc~r b'ori t.o-dimensional and axisynnetrical
lIow (n-0) die shownr in Figures 9 and 10, respec-

tively. In Figure 11 is shown the Reynolds stress.~
d,.trribution orre-.pandinq to the inviscid ns1 node/
fcr .~ circular jet. In Figure 12 the amplification
.,nc attenuation is shown for the ~axisymm~etric mode
n-l when flow divergence effects are included. The
eigen functions corrkesponding to the most unstable

md.in a two-dumensional mixing region are shown
i. Fiqurv 13 to reproduce the essential character-
ostics of the m'easured distribution of the Reynolds
,te,, Corr-~poniding calculations for an elliptic
i~t have~ recently been given by CrightonC24).

Figure ]I. Distribution of v7v, for tiaximun
~- Spatial Aplification. Axisynoetric

-Jet, y1Id 2.29. Nistorbane Made
- ~.-Num~ber 1 ielost Highly Amplifying).

/_r- /o i )a dIe

-~ figure 12. ro wti of Dist-irbance Amplitude with
-tra Distarice D~e to Flc.w Diver-

gece. Mc~e ktaimber = . .d(Vd 11

n!., i)

)I 01c.tit onevr lalf O.rl ,~ ei

-,th sut g..g *z'.ntitethattrtatione anf the

.av- tn~ubr 'hpecr- soia with dsrea
ofbl thattfrequncyd modter i itFgr 1 itionino zrmx-u

ma~jr~e~ ;tab le loal 1reo which a.truany whaicn Spatia___________________ime

, ik the ww ot real wave nomtvrN aqd real fke- sicnal Shear Layer, VelocitY Ratio
* n C-c& l,.i. in S"~I.' 1-2.3 v 0-61
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-- ~e. reference s.cales ot

flach nrtber tZ1Iaj)

Of- P spe-tine cova: lance

7- P Pressure
o q(^:) flow function

t- ze usa-d is
-. r 'eferably iteat flux vector

-pi. t t. entropy

time

t o-- e4; in Tj Lighthill's st.ress ten~jr- ; this eeat'

-Ci- , t' v velocity

- -*and tn-at 5d
S -a- convection spd

, iltf. fro . Vi jet exit velocity

x position of observer, space vector

y position of source, space vector

*space separation in fixed coordinates
= -- , - ,! afeatures space scparation in moving coordinates

.0.n- radian frequency; ratio of specific heats
- De very Cp /Cv in Appendix A

-,. "4 ny " source function

s-, - xap, red density

-s. 'on between (, angle to jet axis (positive downstreaf')

*A. ,," o .3eerted in Tij viscous stress tensor

- :_ a:,vealzntly tice difference, also retarded ti-e
"I recourse to a difference

-.-:' esC5ary' The
a -- re iven and dissipa:ion function and wave nunber/

frequency spectrum function

Y wave numor/frequency spectr=e' function
- e . e .sentlal to

tse nvected ". reference mioving fra-e trequency in- te . n . re- turbulence

' ,, ese generated, moving feame radian frequency; radian
, ' , .o',*tent frequency in Appendices A and 8
- , %aIe szructure

. 'e, , car be modified Fourier coefficient
- ' tability of- - - s bilitea y flo bar denotes a mean quantity

-9 W-' S 1 ?Ot Yet com- prime denotes a fluctuating variable (except where
- -e. ent of a specified)
v acn of noise
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p. 441, 1967. entnalpy and entropy respectively. y is the ratio
of specific heats, v is the velocity. Q is the heat

21. Morris, P. J., The structure of turbulent shear flux vector, T is the viscous stress tensor and 4
flow. Univ. of Southampton Ph.D. Thesis, 1971. is the dissipation function. These equations rep-

resent the necessary six equations for the six un-

22. Tam, C. K. W., Directional acoustic radiation krowns, p, p, h and v.
from a supersonic jet generated by a shear
layer instability. J. Fluid Mech., V. 46, On eliminating p and h between Equations (A.I),
p. 757, 1971. (A.3), and (A.4), we find

23. Stewartson, K., and Stuart, J. T., A non- + y p v = ,pa 2 D /c (A5)
linear instability theory for a wave system in Dt a t P
Poiseuille flow. J. Fluid Hech., V. 48,
p. 529, 1971. where a2 = (y-l)h is the local speed of sound
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squared, and Cp is the specific heat at constant Equation (A.7), although it is not convenient to
pressure. On combining the divergence of Equation proceed without first eliminating pa2 from the
(A.2) with D/Dt of Equation (A.5), we find right-hand side.

!P + 2vV L + (v v - a2 1,): Vp - a2Vp*VSICp If we choose a new variable
t 
2  

a t _ _

r In p

pa 2  Vv: v +  . L /-p 
2  Dzs/c p

- - puJ \Ot 2  then the equation for r corresponding to Equation
(A.8) is

a
2
(V.T) Vs/Cp - a 2 V. (V.;) (A.6) PZr + (_+_) v. 2-+ (yv y a): V V r

.-t- ( -l y - I . )

where VY
+ is the transpose of Vv, 

I is the idem

ar Dlnhfactor and the usual notation for the double multi- - 12 Vlnh - Vr - (y-I) Lt Ot
plication of dyads is employed. This equation is

exact and has been the starting point of many un-
steady flow problems. In many aerodynamic noise
investigations the terms involving viscous and en- - Vv: - y-l O~v2 . (nh2 +ya2 Vr.Vr (A.9)
tropy terms have usually been neglected with 2a Dt2

a priori justification. In such an approximation
where again for convenience the terms involving

~p a2v22 +Vp-V t viscous and heat conduction terms have not been
2 -- . (~&J written out. It would appear that Equation (A.9)

Dt2  0 P Wi is a convenient starting point for problems of aero-
dynamic noise generation. It should be emphasized,
however, that if viscous and heat conduction terms

Pa2 ( y : Vv+) (A.7) are to be ignored in a problem of aerodynamic noise
generation from a turbulent flow then the governing

and can be rearranged to form an inhomogeneous equa- equations from which Equation (A.9) has been
tion in p, in whch the right-hand side contains derived are as follows:
non-linear terms in p and terms not linearly depen-
dent on p. Such an equation was derived by YDr + Vv . Dinh (A.10)
Phillips(25) and forms the basis of his theory of Dt - Dt
aerodynamic noise for flows having supersonic con-
vection speeds. which is the combined equation of state and

continuity,
However, in all turbulent flow problems it is

not im ediately obvious that the terms involving Dv
entropy changes are negligible compared with the Ot+ a2Vr = 0 (A.ll)
remaining terms in Equation (A.6). Apart from the
hea: conduction tern, entropy production arises the equation of motion, and
from the finite value of the dissipation function
and in a turbulent flow the overall dissipation of Oh
turbulent energy is balanced by the rate of produc- s = a2 3r (A.12)
tion of turbulent energy from the main flow. It Dt at
follows that the terns in entropy are not negligible
compared with, say, pa2 (Vv : Vv+ ) and must there- which is the total energy equation, where hs
fore be retained. - h + 1/2 v2 is the specific stagnation enthalpy.

If we return to Equation (A.6) and eliminate s In applications of Equation (A.9) to jet flows
using Equation (A.3) then we find after some lengthy we can assume that Vr - 0, where f is the time mean
algebra that of r. Thus, on retaining only linear terms in r',

the fluctuating part of r, on the left-hand side of
(PR+(1+) v. V 2+ (yy - I a2 ): V p - Equation (A.9) we find

3t, 'at

32r' - r'3-+ (y+l) ;-V L' + (y'fv- (Y-I)h I): VWr -
- a

2Vp • V(In h) - (y-l) (in h) 2 at
at Dt

= 
2 (VV : Vv+ y-1 D7v + - (y-) Vh Vr' - 2 V v : V v' + (A.13)

+ 'non-linear' terms.
1 \ (n 2 (A.8) where we have assumed additionally that Y-Th/Dt = 0

and the right-hand side contains terms which in
where the terms involving divergences of the heat many applications will be found to have the same
conduction and viscous terms have been excluded for order of magnitude as (Vv' : Vvl+) or less.
convenience in writing down the equation. Equation However, in hot jet flows at low speeds, for in-
(A.8) is a more appropriate equation to use in stance, this is not necessarily the case and
problems of aerodynamic noise generation than say, additional terms will then appear on the left-hand
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side of Equation (A.13). This will also be the is a known quantity and should be regarded as a

case in flows of high Mach number. In all these 'source' term to be included with other 'source'

cases the additional terms can easily be found from terms on the right-hand side of the equation. This

Equation (A.9). was indeed the basis for the theory of Phillips(25)
referred to above, and has more recently been used

Further simplifications are possible on the by Lilley(1
8) and Pao(17). Nevertheless since kI

assumption that the jet is slowly diverging so that and r' are linearly dependent, as given by Equation
the mean velocity field can be relresented by (A.ll), it is necessary to eliminate the term in
2 (vl 0,0), where vl is a strong function of the av'/ax so that finally the right hand side of

coordinate transverse to the flow, s3y x2 , and is a Equation (A.14) contains only terms which are either
slowly varying function of x1, the coordinate in not linearly dependent on r' or are of an order of
the direction of flow. We thus use the .boundary magnitude negligible compared with other terms
layer approximation that retained in the equation.

Bvl v! From Equation (A.11) we find that

xz axI
av2' - av2: + 2 ar' t (

Similarly we assume that for the mean enthalpy Tt + v -+ a = non-linear terms (A.153
distribution, noting that (y-I)h - a2 , 1 2

- - and so we can eliminate av/Dx from Equation (A.14),
> h by operating on it with the operator 6/Ot v2. The

x2  a resulting equation, which is third-order in r', is

With these additional approximations Equation (A.13) 
3 r' - ar' I - 2BY

reduces to t+ (Y2) v a a (2y+l) v I at ax -

atr' 3Y at; ax 32 t x
air=r' - 2 a2r' -2 V

2 
r'

U2+ (2+)) v1  - yv, ro- rat I ax. . 2 a'r ' " - 2 
3r' .

z~r a- A
axt ax ax axa

- ;2 ar' - yl .. r'L - 2 a;r' _

= 'non-linear' terms. a at ax2In ~ X Eqato (A.14w)hv asme ha henn

linear terms include the terms involving the stag- a; ar'

nation enthalpy fluctuations. When these terms + a2- (y-1) v - r a

cannot be so regarded, noting for instance the ax 2 ax ( ) ax 2 a vI 2

relation between the stagnation enthalpy fluctua- 2ax=ax

tions and the fluctuations in pressure given by
Equation (A.12), then additional terms must be in-
cluded in the left hand side of Equation (A.14). A (5,t) (A.16)

We see therefore that though the form given for
Equation (A.14) is not uniquet it can be regarded as where A contains only terms not linearly dependent

suitable for many practical applications, on r' plus terms involving enthalpy and stagnation
enthalpy fluctuations.

In deriving Equations (A.9) 
or (A.13) or (A.4) 

e

as an equation for the fluctuations In r, some This form of the generalized convective wave

knowledge of the mean and fluctuating flow fields equation reduces to the simpler form
must be assumed. If for instance It is assumed
that both the mean and fluctuating velocity and
enthalpy fields are kiown, in the absence of the .r . div(a2 Vr') +

fluctuating field generated by the r' fluctuations, Dt
then provided the latter are small, we can assume
that in Equations (A.10), (A.11) and (A.12) all av, a2r'
terms other than those Involving the derivatives of + 2a = A' (xt) (A.17)
r' are known. This indeed is the only justifica- ax axIax2
tion for the use of an equation of the type given
by Equation (A.M1). Thus in Equation (A.14) it can
be taken that where A' contains only non-linear terms, when y, the

ratio of the specific heats, tends to unity. For
a;3 av ' .this special case the stagnation enthalpy fluctua-
--a'- tions in the convective frame must vanish. Equation

(A.17) is also found when the entropy production

terms are neglected completely. A similar equation

t A possible modification to Equation (A.14) to in- was previously given by Landahl(20) in his work on

clude the practical case mentioned above would be turbulent pressure fluctuations in boundary layer

to replace ah/ax2 by ahs/axi on the left-hand flows.
side.
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Equation (A.17) shows that whereas the first tw -(0)" + q(3) P(3 - h(3) (A.21)
,erms are just O/Dt of the convected wave equation
in an inhooogenenus medin, the third term is the
'esult of the interaction between the disturbance The solution of Equations (A.20) or (A.21) can-
(the fluctuations in r) and the naean flow field n.t be obtained dnalytically and resort is made to
3rising from fluctuations in the source term Al. either approximatu analytic solutions or numerical

solutions. In either case the equation to be
NWw in the derivation of Equations (A.16) or solved is

(A.17) the assumption has been made that the me3n
flow field is slowly diverging. Hence locally at
any station x, = X, along the jet we can Fourier r" + q r = (x, - x) (A.22)
decompose the fluttuations in r' in terms of fre-
quency . and real wave number components k, and k3  where 6 is the delta-function and x' is the
by application of the Fourier transformation 'source' location. If the solutions'souce=locaion Ifthe oluionso obtained is

r f exp iwt + k-x rd (x2. c, k; X) (A.:8) -
= (x2 ; x;)

where k (k2 ,k3 ) and du is the Fourier coefficient for given values of w and k and distributions of v,
which is not in general of total bounded fluctua- and 5 then the solution for any source function
tion. In place of 8i it is convenient to employ a distribution is
modified Fourier coefficient given by

( A1), (x) f h(x') g(x; x,') dx; (A.23)

dC I ) 2 22

where a is the constant speed of sound in the uni- The corresponding value for the wave-number/
form melium outside the flow. In terms of the frequency spectrum function of the function r' is
Fourier transformation of Equation (A.17) reduces
to the characteristic equation kd d

d(x2 ; k,1X) dk d
d + q(x,) r h (A.20) Ldkddx2 dk,dw- O

d2

where 2S_, kI X = f ;(x;) f ;x,

'k 2k" - ' '!
2 () f'(x 'dxu ' .q = T _, _

- 0 v I - - x 2) 2 (A .

a' a' v . (X;,X'*,U) g (x2 ;x2) g*(x2 ;x') (A.24)

a a W

where

Sa,(x;x';k,) dk d

dk,w- 0

W + v ki is the wave number/frequency spectrum function of
the source function A, and * denotes the complex

and dy is the Fourier coefficient of the 'source' conjugate.
function. w' is the moving frame frequency and
primes on a and , denote differentiations with Throughout this Appendix the coordinates used
respect to x2 . The Fourier coefficient ; is a have been fixed coordintes and hence the spectrum
function of x2,w, k,, k, and X. functions 0 and T are also evaluated in a fixed

We see that Equation (A.20) is the standard dif- frame. Since * must be specified as representing
fraction equation of inhorcogeneous type. For a the known flow field, in general it will be deter-

given frequency w and wave number vector k the mean mined with respect to a moving frame of reference

velocity and temperature fields determine-the and finally transformed to its corresponding value
in a fixed set of coordinates.

function q, and will therefore be referred to as

the flow function. In concluding this Appendix on the generalized

A similar characteristic equation is found for an convection equation for r, it is stressed that

axisyrimetrical flow field. In this case the trans- throughout it is assumed that the flow field can be

verse coordinate x2 is the flow radius. The rela- determined at any station as the sum of a time mean

tions for , which we write as 4,(3) are now changed value plus a fluctuating value, which is locally a

as well as those for h and q. We find, however, random function of space and time. In the case of

that a turbulent jet flow where most of the flow is
turbulently intermittent and whose large-scale
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structure Is known from vxperiment to be quasi- - A- So T (9.2)
ordered It is clear that our flow model used in the
theoretical analysis Is grossly over-simplified. where aso (VcO. 0). and then the space-time
Hlowever, In this respect our model Is no more covariance in a fixed frame Is given by
simplified than In the related reatments of

Ribner(6) and Pao'(17). -(.) PT - P(x2;X).

APPENOIX 1-2S ex ( 2 - z1lVa/t2I2) +.3 1~

The Wave-*umber-Frequency Spectrum Function
In Fixed and Moving Coordinates + 2VC741 P(3)

The solution of aerodynamic noise problems re- Th spectral density of P(T.A) is for po Vc< 1,
quires the specification of a space-time covariance
in turbulent flow. In general this function must
be obtained from experiment. It can be specified P(WA)
in terms of a fixed set of coordinates or equi- x*)- exp 'i exp - -

valently in a moving frame of reference for which P2'x I i
the velocity is that of the .mean convective velocity 2 8.4)
of the turbulence. Thus, the space-time covariance 2vF Ct
for the source function associated with, say, vorti-
cal and non-isentropic modes in the turbulence con- where %E I * and w - t= c a result quite
vected with the local mean speed and exprezsed in different In structure to Equation (8.1). The
moving coordinates, but evaluated at a fjed fixed frame result has a form of a slowtly damped
station x would have a form wave function which is often interpreted as repre-

b senting the near-frozen pattern of turbulent motion
Px2 ;r S;!) =P (x2;) in a given frequency band. The reference frequencyp (X2 2in the moving frame is ub whereas In the fixed frame

it is Vc/t1. Although the space-time covariance in
je 1 - ;2 _ (;.2 oving coordinates can be transformed to fixed.ex coordinates with comparative ease the reverse is not

true. These simple results can easily be general-
where 6V 6. and iare the space and time separa- ized to other forms of space-time covariance
t;ons in moving coordinates and 6, - 6,IA,; functions.
4, . 61/ ;T W.1 where ii Z'. wo are reference
'ength scales and a reference frequency Of particular importance is the result given by
respectively. Equation (5.A) showing that the effective scale

length in fixed coordinates in the stream direction
If - i the space separation vector in fixed is Vc/w0, and not, as usually incorporated in the

coordinates fixed frame covariance, 1,..
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1-3. C-4 THE RESPECTIVE RtLES OF kIELrlOLTZ-TYPE INSTABILITIES AN
ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION IM JET NOISE GEN.ERATiON AND RADIATION

university if Southa.-pton. England

1-3.1 Introduction cluding the potential core and the conically
annularly spreading "turbulent- -ixing region sur-

In the l'9:u Lcntury. Helholtz, Kelvin and rounding it. Second, the region of the jet flow
Rayleigh estab!ished that sheared flows of a viscous. fron which the majo it) of the radiated sound field
heat conducting fluid could, in certain circu,4- appears to emanate is p%;.e , the sa-* region.
stances, exhibit unstable tendencies. For example. Hence, the process of sound generation most be at
if the fluid in the neighborhood of a point in a the least, a by-product of, if not actually intrinsic
previously undisturbed. steady, larinar shear layer to, the process of tne development of the mixing
were to be ,ubjected to a small impulsive distur- region from a thin annular layer at the jet exit into
bance, then the layer downstream of the region of a fully developed turbulent jet flow downstream from
disturbance would subsequently go into oscillations the end of the potential core.
of increasing arplitude. These oscillatory,
"unstable" tendencies of the layer are convective. It follows at ence from this that the detailed
in the sense that, if checked, the amplitude of nature of this flow development must be relevant to
oacillation wuild increase. both with distance down- the sound generation process, and v,_e vr.. All
strcae of the region of disturbance and with time. that remains in question is that of exactly which
In other words, the amplitude of unstable oscilla- details of the flow development are mutually
tLion is, as it %ere, zero for t-x/Vc < 0 and relevant.
thereatter increases ronotonically, and often very
rapidly, with t-x/Vc . Here x is distance downstrear Self-evidently, since the complete problem is
fro, the pcint t visturbance, t is time subsequent that of determining the flow field both inside and
to mno ti e of disturbance and V, is a convection outside the jet 'i.e., the nominally "turbulent
velocity, which is usually of the order of the mixing flo-' field inside and the nominally
ave-age velocity in the x-direction of the fluid in "acoustic" field outside), this remaining question
the layer (the average across the layer, that is). can also be approached either from inside or out-

side. In the nature of things, one must expect
In subsequent studies of the behavior of sheared acousticians to prefer the "outside" approach and

flows, inc.Jding these of the present day, this con,- fluid dynariicis;s the "inside" one. Similarly, when
cept or "Helaholtz instability" has been of great studies from two such different starting points are
consequence. In particular, it has been of central undertaken, one cannot expect results which are
importance in developing understanding of the tran- automatically and instantly in forms displaying the
siton fro ilaminar to turbulent flow of a free desired mutual relevance.
shear layer. A protblem in this category is that of
the development of the mean and turbulent flow It is not surprising, therefore, that from recent
rhard riti.s ot absonii and slipersonic jcts. studies of tne two tvpes an apparently fundamental

proble- of reconciling results and methods has
In rtil tluid tl-w, ut course, in which unstable emerged. What is surprising is that this problem of

tendenc~eS ot the helnhultz type have been identi- reconciliation is not just an academic one but that
fied and obser-,ed, unbounded growth of the oscilla- it has turned out to be crucial to achieving a
tions doe, not occur. The arplitude of oscillation cornon, basic, physical understanding of the pro-
reaches a ,.axir u', almosL always dfter a relatively cesses involved.
very srt ti., an,] then subsequently decays. In
the ca.-v or jet flows it has been argued, and/or In its essentials, the problem of reconciliationsuggestud, that viscoslty and licit conduction, flow can be described in the following terms. From the

divergen c, non-1;-ar interactions and acoustic "llelmholtz instability" approach (i.e., the "inside"
radiatioln ,,a alI, either individually or collec- approach), present experimental and theoretical
tively, pi., ie part in the limitation dnd decay evid2nce suggests that the "acoustic part" of the
of aay 'rc1 i-,-illdtions. field, both inside and outside the jet, can be re-

garded simply as an intrinsic part, locally, of the

Pf,.,., Lx.,erinental and theoretical evidence on turbulent mixing flow field. Hence, for example, a
the turbulnt and mean flow structure of jets, and dCpai'at physical identification of (or theoretical
on the ouid fields radiated by then, rather calculation of) this "acoustic part" of the field is

strongly suge~t% that the process of the growth, neither necessary nor permissible. From the
limitation and decay of such Helmholtz-type oscil- "acoustic" (i.e., "outside") approach, however,
latio-,i, -. 1 fluids, may be very closely con- present experimental and theoretical evidence
nected with the process of sound radiation by a equally strongly suggests that there is a separately
turbulent jet. The oasic evidence for such a belief identifiable "acoustic" field both inside and out-
is both simple and convincing. First, the region in side the jet, which is a sum of contributions from
which flulmholtz-type "instabilities" could be domi- all regions of the jet in which turbulent mixing is
nant flow components, and be largely instrumental in taking place. Thus, this acoustic field is a
the dynamical process of converting the jet struc- : property of the whole jet flow rather than
ture from, effectively, a "plug" flow profile at the just a , property determined primarily by local
jet exit to, eventually, a fully developed turbulent details of the turbulent mixing. Hence, a.':ar t
jet, is that extending some ten diameters or so identification of the "acoustic part" of the field
downstream from the exit: that is, the region in- (or theoretical calculation of it frcn a reasonably
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accurate model of the entire region of turbulent motion. The circumstantial evidence, both experi-
mixing flow) is not only permissible but desirable mental and theoretical, however, is considerable,
(and, in practice, for reasons to be explained later, and it is generally agreed that the developing
it may be necessary). turbulent mixing region of a jet is dominated by

some kind of superposition and/or interactions ot

From this description of the reconciliation prob- notions of this type. The lack of direct experimen-

lem two key questions can be formulated. (i) Are tal evidence can be ascribed to the usual well known

the two approaches really, and not just apparently, experimental difficulties of making and interpreting
producing mutually contradictory concepts and observations of fairly random, convected fluctua-

results, and is one or the other therefore valid? tions in high speed flows.
(i*) If both approaches are fundamentally valid, how
can the "acoustic" field be determined as part of
the "turbulence mixlng" flow or, alternatively, how Experiment is not alone an being unable, as yet.
can the aspects of the "turbulent mixing" flow that to produce more than approximate descriptions of

do determine the "acoustic" field be evaluated so the character of the turbulent mixing region motion.

that "separate" determination of the "acoustic" field Vhen one attempts tW go beyond a linearized theory

from then is permissible? of the Helmholtz-type motion, to obtain the physi-
cally necessary amplitude limitation, decay and non-
linear interactions of the Helmholtz-type motions,

The answer to the first question is that the =v mathematical difficulties ari.e, and again it must

ophact are )o- rty-. co~ ot.tadieroru in aZY wa, be said at present that results as detailed as one

zml that is frualZid. Justification for this would like are as yet unobtainable. oever, Dyuse of the methods developed by Morris and Lilley
statement, in the form of a proof of the validity of I f the mod elop b or a illey
the "acoustic" approach solution, is given In 1,2), a working model of real fluid Helmholtz-type

Appendix 1-3A. Physical clarification and discus- motions can be obtained. In this model, reasonably

sion of the situation is given in the next section, accurate growth-limitation-decay amplitude envelopes

in which atso answers to the second question are can be obtained for" the range of the representative

proposed. Helmholtz-type motions that can be expected to domi-
nate the mixing region motion. Also, the spatial
distribution (both axial, radial and circumferen-

1-3.2 Discussion tial), the convection velocity, the phase or group
velocity, and the frequency power spectral density

1-3.2.1 The Helmholtz "Instability" Approach of each of these "wave-packets" can be obtained.

Some phase information on the fluctuations in the
The apparent difficulties referred to in question packets is obtainable, but not complete information.

(i) of the reconciiation problem arise primarily Further, the model includes non-linear interaction
from physical misinterpretation of the physical sag- effects among the several quasi-linear Helmholtz
nificance, and applicability to real fluid flows, of "instability" modes only to the extent of providing,
the familiar Helmholtz instability motion of linear approximately, the limitation-decay portion of the
type. ..hich is mathematically unbounded in space and amplitude envelope for each quasi-linear mode.
time. As pressure, density and velocity fluctua-
tions in real fluid flows are bounded, no mechanical There is little doubt that this amplitude-limited
function of unbounded behavior can be permitted to Helmholtz-type "instability" model is fully capable
represent real flow fluctuations. The theoretical of providing a very good representation of the

- consequences of this necessary restriction on the surablc, locally dominant features of the mean
solutions of whatever equations are used to provide and fluctuating flow in a jet turbulent mixing
a mathematical model of the flow field are, fairly region. Indeed, one would expect that the results
rigorously, derived and stated in Appendix I-3A. may well be, if anything, more accurate and detailed
(These results will be used in the remainder of this in a number of respects than those which can be
discussion, translated into physically descriptive measured by any present, or presently envisaged,
terms, without any further proof of their validity, measurement techniques.
as this obviously would be unnecessary and
redundant.) However, there must be grave doubts as to whether

the results from the model in its present stage of
Thus, z-al Helmholtz-type "instability" motion is development can be directly extended into regions

not "unstable" at all. Instead, real Helmholtz-type outside the jet to provide an adequately representa-
instability motion is an oscillation that, beginning tion of the radiated acoustic field. fhe reason for
near the jet exit, grows initially with fair rapid- these doubts is that the fluctuating motion inside
ity, as it is convected down the jet mixing region, the mixing region, which the model can represent
and then with almost equal rapidity becomes limited with considerable accuracy, is very much dominated
in amplitude and decays away. The longest time by convected wave-packets of subsonic phase veloci-
scale for the growth-decay lifetime of such a dis- ties (except, of course, when the jet speed is so
turbance is of the order of the transit time of a high that the "eddy convection velocity" itself be-
fluid particle in going from the jet exit to the eind comes supersonic - i.e., the jet speed is of the
of.the potential core. The longest length scales order of twice the speed of sound). It is well
are of the order of the jet diameter. Non- known, however, that only the components of the
dimensional frequencies (Strouhal numbers) charac- fluctuating motion in the mixing region that have
teristic of the larger, and initially more rapidly supersonic phase velocities, will produce any
growing, disturbances are of order unity (based on radiated acoustic field at all. Such components, in
jet exit diameter and velocity), the amplitude-limited, Helmholtz-type "instability"

representation of the mixing region, will arise
In high speed jet flows there is as yet no almost entirely from the non-linear interaction

experimental evidence available which can be said to processes among the quasi-linear Helmholtz-type
constitute direct and conclusive identification of modes and, as has been explained, the model pres-
the existence and/or characteristics of this type of ently incorporates such effects only in an approxi-
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mate way, primarily to provide the amplitude In this context the Heinholtz-type "instability"
limitation and decay. In particular, the supersonic approach can be regarded, in the language of the
phase speed components can be expected to be some- rethod of matched asymptotic expansions, as being
what sensitive to the phase infornation in the wave- used, as it were, to provide the "inner expansion"
packet fluctuations and, as has been mentioned, this of the complete flow field, with the "acoustic"
information ib not completely included in the model, approach providing the "outer expansion". Methods

of matching the two "expansions", which are valid in
(it has been suggested, incidentally, that flow principle, include both that of using the "inner"'

divergence effects may assist in the active coupling field as an acoustic source distribution from which
of the mixing region flow field to the external the "outer" radiated acoustic field can be calcu-
acoustic field, but from the standpoint of a con- lated and that of actually matching the two
vected wave equation analysis of the acoustic radia- "expansions" over some convenient outer boundary of
tion problem it appears that this is not at all an the jet. (Use of this simile for descriptive
effective enough form of active coupling.) purposes should not be taken to imply that either

approach is intrinsically capable of giving correct
Of course. if either theoretical or experimental ansaers in only one or the other of the two,

techniques were available to provide a sufficiently "inner" and "outer", regions. In principle, of
detailed and accurate description of bon the course, both methods are perfectly valid for both
supersonic ar. subsonic phase velocity components of regions.)
the mixing region fluctuations, direct extension of
the mixing region flow outward to accurately include 1-3.2.2 The "Acoustic" Approach
the entire radiated acoustic field would certainly
be possible. Any correct model of the mixing region In Appendix I-3A it is proved that the "acoustic"
flow fluctuations, such as that of Morris, must, of approach, in which, say, the fluctuating pressure is
course, include correct boundary conditions at large represented every where as a superposition of
distances from the flow (i.e., acoustic radiation "acoustic" waves, arising from either "equivalent"
conditions). Thus, in principle, any such model can or "true" sources representing the exact, "non-
be extended directly to include an acoustic radiated acoustic" motions of the fluid, provides a eor.p c
field. It is only because of the present imperfect and unique representation of the fluctuating pres-
state of knowledge and limited available computa- sure ei.' ;wr., both inside and outside the jet.
tional techniques that there can be little confi- The representation is unique in the sense that,
dence in the accuracy of such a directly extended although the functional form of the representation
result at present, despite the fact that the model may equally well be expressed in other forms (i.e.,
c n be very confidently expected to give a highly for example, in terms of Bessel functions instead of
accurate and detailed description of the directly sines and cosines, etc.), any other valid equivalent
measurable properties of the mixing reqion itself, functional form must give the same pressure as a

function of space and time. In the context here,
This situation, of cource, arises directly as a the field variable thus represented could equally

consequence of the principle, first enunciated by well be the fluctuating part of the logarithm of the
Lighthill(3) and recognized by him as the corner- pressure, or the acoustic momentum potential, etc.
stone of aerodynamic noise theory: namely, that Also, the "acoustic" waves thus being superposed to
acoustic radiation in general is very much a by- make up the total representation are understood,
product of practically no significance to the total broadly speaking, to be nearly locally adiabatic
fluctuating power, of a jet flow. pressure disturbances in the form of elementary wave

trains or wave-packets, each travelling at a phase
Tnus the present, and immediately foreseeable speed of approximately the speed of sound relative

situation is that development of the Helmholtz-type to the locally moving fluid. (This broad interpre-
"instability" approach can be expected to provide tation of the superposed elements as "acoustic"
better and better descriptions of the mixing region waves must not, of course, be taken too literally, or
flow, but not yet by itself, directly, better (or out of context. For example, Lighthill's exact
even perhaps adequate) descriptions of the radiated formulation of his "equation of aerodynamic sound"
acoustic field. requires one to conceive of thermal diffusion of

density at constant pressure as a process made up as
It is patently clear that in such a situation, a superposition of acoustic waves (!), and is none-

any "separate", exact descriptions of the dependence theless an eac,, representation.)
of the acoustic field on the entire mixing region
flow field which may be available must be employed It is also similarly proved in Appendix I-3A that
to, at the least, provide whatever information is although the "acoustic" approach, in the special
available on the collective (as distinct from case of domains of infinitely mll extent in both
direct) mutual dependence. space and time, my yield not only an "acoustic"-

type solution but also an additional solution of the
It is also a presently valid inference that even linear Helmholtz instability type, this additional

if the Helmholtz-type "instability" approach could solution is definitcly not a solution of the full
be so refined as to become capable of direct exten- equations concerned in the general, non-linear
sion to include the radiated acoustic field, the problem (but only, naturally enough, of certain
dominance of the mixing region flow field by dis- linearized limiting forms of these equations. It is
turbance of subsonic phase velocities is so great of course, obvious from the most elementary consider-
that the collective "acoustic" approach would still ations that an unbounded function cannot be permit-
be necessary to provide the information on inherent ted at all, strictly speaking, as a solution to any
cancellation effects, etc. (such as given intrinsi- mathematical model of a physical problem where
cally by Lighthill's quadrupole form of the source boundedness is required from physical considerations
distribution, e.g.) which will be required for any (and especially not when a perfectly good, complete
calculation of the acoustic radiation field to be and unique bounded solution is available [!]).
done in practice, rather than just in principle. Equally, of course, it is obvious that solutions of
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the linear Helmholtz instability type have physical "acoustic" waves, can be established ig ierodynamic

significance in relation to real problems only in- noise theories such as those of LilleyM2
, 
or Doak

sofar as they are used to describe the initia (4,5). In these theories physical reality can be

growth tendencies of a disturbance; even then, of ascribed to the elementary "acoustic" wave! as

course, such solutions are only approximate - they representing, say, the aotual individual contribu-

are exact only, as it were, at zero time (or tions from different regions in the mixing flow to

amplitude), the fluctuations of logarithm of the pressure, as
arising from certain well-defined' second order non-

As another academic point in the same vein, it linear flow interactions (Lilley), or, similarly,

is worth commenting (but only because a curious the aaual fluctuating, well-deflnedt acoustic

interpretation of the results to be mentioned has momentum potential field caused by fluctuations in

been put forward, apparently seriously, on a number the likewise well defined turbulent and thermal

of occasions) on the fact that the linear Helmholtz- fluctuat nns (Doak).

type instability solutions are required, along with
an "acoustic" solution, to provide complete solu- The more interesting part of the question, for

tions satisfying "causality" for certain linearized present purposes, anid the part that requires answer-

(and also otherwise idealized) theoretical problems. ing to complete the conceptual reconciliation of the

Such mathematically correct results are, strictly Helmholtz "instability" approach and the "acoustic"

speaking, of no generalizable relevance to real approach, is that of the relationship of the

fluid motion, either in practice or in theory, fluctuating pressure field, as calculable, say, in

because the linearized problem itself represents practice from the "acoustic" approach representa-

real f' ;d motion only for zero time (and/or ampli- tion, and that similarly calculable from the

tude). Also, the use of the word "causality" in Helmholtz "instability" approach, for the pressure

connection with such problems can be misleading. It field both inside and outside the jet.
is a trivial matter to verify that in such linear-
ized solutions that the "acoustic" part of the Here the "acoustic" approach solutions show very

solution and the linear Helmholtz instability part definite advantages over the Helmholtz "stability"

each inlq,,;ndently satisfy the causality principle approach, particularly for the rad: ta,'d acoustic

in its usually accepted sense (indeed, its only field. The "acoustic" approach representations

physically valid and rLlevant sense): that is, show that, subject to acoustic scattering effects

that the cause must precede the effect. Causality, (including refraction, diffraction and radiation
in this valid sense, is, of course, also satisfied efficiency) explicitly and completely represented to
by the complete and unique "acoustic" approach date only in the Lilley and Doak theories, the

solution to the full non-linear problem. radiated acoustic field can be determined p'iwr'i
by knowledge ontg of the aotczoi&dz and zeaZ

The matters discussed in the preceding two components of the jet mixing region and jet core
paragraphs are admittedly rather academic in nature. motion, and that in this type of representation the

Nevertheless, in relation to real problems the detailed nature of the pressure field inside the jet
discussion has provided some further insight into is of secondary importance (for detailed justifica-
how it comes about that the "acoustic" approach tion of this point see the cumulative arguments put
solution is complete and unique for realistic formu- forward in reference (4)).

latilns of the aerodynamic noise radiation problem,
and into hoa it is that Linea' Helmholtz-type Thus, because of the strong tendency towards
instability solutions have no role to fulfill in collective dependence of the fluctuating acoustic
this approach, except, if desired, that of approxi- (pressure) field, both inside and outside the jet,
mate solutions for very limited space and time on contributions from -.17 parts of the turbulent
domains (infinitesimal times and amplitudes), mixing region and potential core of the jet, the
However, a valid, real question remains, Granted radiated acoustic field especially, can be fairly
that the acoustic field outside the jet may indeed accurately estimated on the basis of mi it vty
have a representation that has the character of a accurate estimations of the . noido l (turbulent)
superpo'ition of "acoustic" disturbances, how can and thozZ components of the motion in the jet. To

the (presumably non-linear) pressure field inside obtain reasonably accurate estimations of the
the jet validly have the superficial appearance of fluctuating pressure field, at a point either inside
such a character and how is such a representation or outside the jet, in other words, it is n:ot
to be reconciled with the amplitude-limited especially helpful to know the fluctuating pressure
Helmholtz-type instability representation of aub- field at other points (to the degree of approxima-

s n.' , rather than tozoicaZl travelling tion that it cin be known at present), but it fa
disturbances? helpful to know the mean and fluctuating lu'bubnt

(solenoidal) velocity (or momentum potential) fields
The answer to tne first part of the question is and the mean and fluctuating thct* fields inailc

straightforward and is not of much physical signi- the jet.
ficance. The phenomenon of interference makes it
possible for very wide classes of functions It might be said, by way of descriptive explana-
("almost any function") to possess a representation tion of the situation, that the whole matter is
as a superposition of waves of apparently "acoustic" simply a consequence of Bernouilli's equation. Local

(or other) form. Again, the example of Lighthill's prebsure fluctuations in turbulence are known, from
"equivalent acoustic waves" representing thermal both observation and the theoretical work of
diffusion is relevant. The only real physical Obukhov, Batchelor and Proudman (see, for example,
relevance of this otherwise more or less mathemati- reference (6)], to be proportional to the square of
cally accidental occurrence, of representation of the local turbulent velocity fluctuations. The
the pressure field inside the flow in terms of radiating pressures associated with these loqal

fluctuations are known, both from experiment(7) and
from Lighthill's theory(3), for example, to be pro-

and hence, in principle, r-e'urabZ. portiornal, because of quadrupole inefficiency, to
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the fo%.rth power of the local velocity fluctuations existing theories of a;rouyn),nJ. noise, iith

(subject to r tiqation by source convection, special reference to supersonic jet m,,i.e.

bcattrig and radiation efficiency effect.). Tlu,

the contribution of the radiated pressure field, at 5. P. E. oak, 1973, J. Sound and Vib, 28, 527-
a point either inside or outside the jet, may %il 561, Fundamentals of aerodynamic sound theory
be, generalli, of quite a different order to that and flow duct acoustics.
of the locally determined contribution. As has
been argued (4, 5ee p 313) it is presently very 6. G. K. Batcnelor, 1953, The theory of homo-
much an open question as to whether or not pressure geneous turbulence, Cambridge University Press.
flutuations "ij the jet will be dominated by
the local contribution, or by radiated contributions 7. P. A. Lush and R. H. Burrin, 1972, The genera-
from othLr parts of the jet, or by neither. Hence, tion and radiation of supersonic jet noibe,

in the present state of knowledge, it is much safer AFAPL-TR-72-53, Vol. V. An experimental
to reqard the pressure field inside the jet as investigation of jet noise variation with
possibly made up of tij local 2)'J radiated velocity and temperature.
contributions.

8. B. J. Tester, 1973, J. Sound and Vib. 28, 217-
It is now evident that for the present, at least, 246, Some aspects of "sound" attenuation in

descriptions by the Helmholtz-type "instability" lined ducts containing inviscid mean flows

approach should be considered to give the best with boundary layers.
possible descriptions of the tux.ut':r velocity (or
momentum) fluctuations inside the jet but that 9. P. N. Shankar, 1972, J. Sound and Vib, 22,
"acoustic" approach descriptions should be con- 233-246, Acoustic refraction and attenuation
sidered as qiving the best possible descriptions of in cylindrical and annular ducts.

pressure (or "acoustic") field fluctuations, both
inside and outuide the jet.

1-3.3 Conclusions APPENDIX I-3A

() The Helrholtu "instability approach, in the A Proof of the Validity of the

Vro,.'It state of advancement of techniques and Acoustic Approach Solutions for Describing

knowledge, is capable of giving the best possible Acoustic Field Variables both Outside and

representations of the mean and turbulent velocity Inside a Jet or Other Turbulent Flow Field

and temperature fields inside a jet flow.
In aerodynamic noise theories, the complete

(it) Th( ".coutic" approach (of Lilley or Doak), "exact" equations of mass density and energy density
in the Pres,!ot -ate of advancentnt of techniques transport of the fluid are arranged to yield some
and knowled,'e, i capable of givinq the best possible generalized form of "inhomogeneous acoustic wave
representation of the fluctuating pressure (or equation":
zx.,;.fy o-mntum potential or particle velocity)
fields, both inside and outside the jet, given La P' = -Q (A.])
Jither experimental knowledge, or theoretical model-
linig from the H,,'mholtz "instability" approach of where La is a linear partial differential operator
the n. ot and *.(,,, - o velocity fields, and ;' with variable coefficients (usually functions of
fields, inside the jet. position but in general they also could be function,

of time), p' is the (total, "exact") fluctuati.,
(iii) o*-, Helmholtz instabilities have no pressure (or logarithm of the pressure, or momentum

direct rvlevance either to real jet flows or to the potential) and Q is a non-linear function of the
sound radiated from then. They have indirect rele- pressure, mass density and fluid velocities (or of
vance uonl, in,ofar as they can be regarded as some other suitable set of primary dependent field
approximations, for very small times and amplitudes, variables).
to the bounded, non-linear Helmholtz-type motion.

For applications to far field acoustic radiation
from disturbed flow regions embedded in an infinite

References extent of fluid which tends to a state of rest at
very large distances from the disturbed region, the

1. P. J. orrik, 1971, Ph.D. Thesis, University operator L. is selected so that outside the dis-

of Suuthdmpton, The structure of turbulent turbed fluid it tends to proportionality to the

shear Ilow. small amplitude acoustic wave equation operator,
i.e.

2. G. M. Lilley, 1972, The generation and radia-

tion of supersonic jet noise, AFAPL-TR-53, 
a - A (Cl)

2/x
2 

-

Vol. IV, 2-90, Generation of sound in a mixing
region. where A is a constant (or a trivial space or time

differentiation), C. is the speed of sound in the
3. M. J. Lighthill, 1952, Proceedings of the fluid at large distances from the disturbed region,

Royal Society A 211, 564-578, On sound gener- the xi are the Cartesian position coordinates, and
ated aerodynamically: I. General Theory. t is time. It is clear that in such situations the

necessary and sufficient physical boundary condition
4. P. E. Doak, 1972, J. Sound 3nd Vib, 25, 263- for equation (A.1) as Jxi l is the usual acoustic

335, Analysis of internally generated sound in radiation condition.
continuous materials: 2. A critical review of
the conceptual adequacy and physical scope of In this context. the exact problem of fluid
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motion posed by equation (A.1) can be put as exist, to an uwboured solution in a situation where
follows. Given the coefficients of the operator La a bounded solution is required. Because of the

and the source function Q as bounded functions of requirement of boundedness; therefore, there is no
position and time, find p' as a bounded function of alternative but to reject the entire solution con-

position and time that satisfies equation (A.1) taining any such unbounded part, should it be

everywhere in space-time and satisfies acoustic obtained, and to ask if any bounded solution can be

radiation conditions as lxii , -. (For the purpose obtained.
here, it is not necessary to explicitly consider
situations in which the fluid has boundaries either In some particular cases where La is the Landahl

inside or outside the source region. Such boun- operator, it has been argued by Shankar(9), on the

daries, if present, could in any case be represen- basis of certain general considerations and computer

ted simply by equivalent, bounded surface or image tests, that the set of acoustic function solutions

volume source distributions in addition to Q.) alone of the homogeneous form of equation (A.1), the
Helmholtz instability solutions being excluded, is

Boundedness is, of course, an essential condi- "in all probability complete!' If this is the case,

tion to impose on p' ;f p' is indeed to represent a it follows that the acoustic part

physically realizable quantity. By imposing the
condition, and by assuming that La and Q are p' = p = IGa Q dyi dT (A.4)
bounded, one is, in effect, making the assumption
(which is in fact the only assumption made in this
proof) that the complete transport equations of the is, b., , a particular solution of
fluid actually possess a set of bounded solutions
for the dependent field variables (pressure, df.sity a P' = "
velocities). If the transport equations do not
possess a bounded solution, it is clear that they Furthernore, in the shear layer cases investi-
must be an unsuitable mathematical model for physi- gated by Howe and by Tester(8 ), in which an unbound-
cal phenomena that are bounded. ed part of the Green function, GH, has been found,

it is a trivial matter to prove that the acoustic
Formally, because equation (A.]), with La and Q solution by itself is in fact a particular solution

known, can be regarded as an inhomogeneous linear of
partial differential equation, its solution can be
expressed as La P' = -

p' = JG(xi, t; Yi' ) Q (Yi, t) dyi dT (A.2) (The proof for these cases amounts simply to tne

observation that in the source region, where Q i 0,
where G is a suitable Green's function (space-time in these problems PH' is always zero, so that
impulse response function), obtained from

LI G - .(x. - y) 6 (t - t). (A.3) La PH' 
= 0

where ( ) is the Dirac delta function. (Of course, everywhere in the fluid and hence PH' is a purely
in the general case La may not be self-adjoint, etc., complementary function, not in any way essential to
and so certain adjustments would be necessary in the any particular integral.)
notation of equations (A.2) and (A.3), but their
essential form would be unaffected.) The discussion of the general problem can now,

on the basis of these observations, be conducted in
Now it is possible in some circumstances for G, respect to the two possible cases: (i) Ga by itself

as the solution of the impulse response problem is a particular solution of
(A.3), to appear to contain an unbounded part. In
particular, when La is the Landahl operator (as used, L G = - 6 (x. - yi) 6(t - T)
for example, in Lilley's convected inhomogeneous wave a a
equation for aerodynamic noise theory) G as obtained
from equation (A.3) is known in at least one well- (or, alternatively, the bounded solutions of
documented case (see reference (8]) to appear to
have two parts: a bounded, "acoustic" part, Ga, say, La p' = 0
and a part displaying Helmholtz-type instability
behavior, GH. Thus, in such a case equation (A.2)would appear to yield, with G Ga + GH, form a complete set of functions); (ii) all particu-

lar solutions, Ga + GH contain an unbounded part.

P' - Pa + P', Case (i): Ga is a particular solution. Let the
desired, bounded solution of equation (A.1) be

where p,' is bounded for all space and time but PH' written as
is not. (Also, PH' may not satisfy the radiation
conditions.) p, ,a += a Pc

Formal application of the Green function approach
in this manner may thus lead, when unstable solu- where
tions of the linearized equation

La P' -0 P" fG a Q dyi dT;
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p1 is then a particular integral of renove toth tht prtcular int *rul and pt
-
r

tary function partN f

La p' -. Q,
SGH Q dd

Hence

La pc - 0. by addition of some further complementary turct icon,

then one would simply return to the result of Case

(i):

Case (ii): All particular solutions, Ga + GH, p G Q dy d.)

contain an unbounded part.

The complete solution then must be of the forn Conclusion: Insofar as the complete, "exact"
equations of fluid motion are believed to be valid

pf = Ga Q + GH Q) dyi dT. models for real fluids, and insofar as all observa-
tions of aerodyn-nic noise phenome ra to date confir-

that boundedness, and acoustic radiation conditions
The part at large distances, are always characteristic of the

flows concerned, it follows that all "acoustic"fa Q dyi dT operators such as the Landahl operators must have
complete sets of acoustic functions among their
homogeneous sol*tilons so that the bounded acoustic

satisfies the boundedness and radiation conditions solution by itself is a particular integral of
but the part equation (A.1). To establish the mathematical

sufficiency of the acoustic solution in any particu-
lar case, it is sufficient to establish that the

f GH Q dy i dT acoustic part of the Green function alone is a
particular integral of

satisfies neither. If this part contains a compo- particular intygraltof

nent essential to the particular integral it cannot La Ga " (x a " y (t -).

normally be removed by addition of any physically
acceptable complementary function. Hence, no solu- or that the acoustic solutions of
tion satisfying the prescribed boundedness and
radiation conditions exists. The fundamental mathe- La P a 0
matical model then cannot be valid for the physical
situation envisaged. (If, by virtue of some kind of
pathological circumstances, it should be possible to form a complete set.
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i"' are nolf the forn W; P,/p 0 - I):

- w.eArlalso .0 0
-. . elu ?taons do p)- -3.

tv tc preseilt ;.here. in cartesian coordinates
- ~ r its formu-

Flo s re-

a d 3:) - ..(..L.+ 3.2

WC-lo, C on- d X, Dt .2~ d x
t~ ri -
ra12 and the non-linea so-irce function is

effect, an * )i j*-~;
-C;'are in- -V''--J*V
ze, radiation --x ILi ;

ty an
'~ v3-d tf'C.

- . 1 3.3
t-a *-ex Vk -t -

* *JAre ad
-4:: 1 varia- arid

! sejet.+ V,3.1;
J t t -.

tc For the purposes of the present study the second
* - '~' ~. "~ tern in the source function. %, is ionored and the

"" ~ velocity fluctuations are assiwed to be incor.pres-
' ~ sible. that is,

't- derive a
S-~ 0

* - . ;x.

so that the source function takes on a fariliar

I J P 3.5

Wie shall work in cylindrical coordinates as defined
ir. Figure (1); the differential operator. L. reemains

J'e- the 5anle except X: is replaced by the radial coordi-
nate r ;-mere it appears explicitly in equation 3.2.
The Lignthill source function in cylindrical coordi-

-~ Inates. Sc. is the su. of the following terms:

V... - 1- V 1 g 3.6
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vibere C, is a coefficient obtained fron niuerical -~(~

solutions of equation 3.16. The method of numer;cal E H (

solution is descr;bed in Apendix 
1-4.C and the

Fwurier inversion in Appendix 1-4.B. In the Fourier

irvetsiona it is syi.-a that solution! are required -,ro MH (r )J',(i r)
for only specifc wavena-abers such that

k, cos - -( -. ,cosa) 2 
E_

where s is the observer anglz to the jet aris:
a - r (:, 0 r ) -J : ) Y (-_2')

-'o (x -x ;)

(- -+ r:11 Jnl. r'! Y'j-r o) - J'( 2ro)Yn 0.r')
- xr)' + r' 4 n 0 n 0

The frequency, ;.. is necessarily restri • to real r kro s i.n-?

values in the present analysis ard eual to the

-bserved frequency.

The zeros of the function En determine the
The r erical coefficients. Ch. then are func- position of poles on the complex k. plane; one or

tions of t,' circm-ferential wavenuzbess. n. the more of these poles defines the unstable eigenvalues
observer arvle to the jet axis. ". the frequency or of k; aod the Fourier inversion should include con-
Remr.-Olz ntuter. H - kro . ( ere r. is the jet tr;butions from these poles to give the unstable
nozzle radius), the radial position of the source, solution. Ihis type of solution, as we have already

r'/ro, and the no-dinensionalized mean ve- me-nttoned, is ignored in the present study and in

locity and speed of sound profiles. H, ala.. and sinilar %ork elsewhere (;0), (13), but will be
their gradients with respect to the radial cocrci- studied in future work. It should be emph sized
r-e, = r/ro . that the utilization of Lilley's equation, with

realistic velocity and speed of sound profiles as
It is the presence of the mean velocity and opposed to the top-hat profile, does not alter the

temperature gradient terms in equation 3.16 which general picture In any way. There will still be an
distinguishe it from the Fourier transform of acoustic solution and one or mre unstable solu-
Phillips e.quatien 4 J . There are undoubtedly con- tions, both of which will be modified by real
it;ens under which these gradient terits do not profile effects. But, both types of solution can
; 1-tly effect the solution to equation 3.16. be recognized and obtained independently by nunri-

.it : uv. .ve yet to be deternined; qualitatively cal =ethods (at least for jet Mach numbers less
-,.h "Alit;ons will be associated with large than two).
.& ie of tme Meleholtz number, k . based on the
width, , of the jet shear region. At the opposite The acosJ.tic Green's function solution to
extreme, k'--O, where the gradients based on the Lilley's equation, equation 3.19, will be utilized

scaled radial coordinate. R, are becoming indefi- in section. 1-4.4, and I-4.5 to form solutions for
nitely large, the solutions are certainly indepen- particular source distributions.
det of these terms and converge to the analytic
"olutions for a "top hat" or 'plug" mean velocity I-4.) On Theoretical Kodels of the
profile. Thus. Lilley's equatirn certainly in-
cludes the circular "plug" jet model, used, for
example, by Hani (13), as a special case. In this
limit the Cn coefficients take one of two values, In a recent paper by MacGregor et at (14) results
depending on whether the source is inside or out- are presented from an experimental configuration
side the "plug" jet: which we now attempt to represent with an approxi-.

mate, theoretical model. The experiment consisted
2 JA (Kr') of a source of sound, introduced through a 1/16"

Cn = exp[jn7/21 r<ro  i.d. hypodermic tube, placed inside a jet, two
j:En diameters downstream of the jet nozzle on the jet

axis. With the aid of an instrument which "behaves
somewhat like a correlator" (14), the acoustic
radiation level, in the far-field, at the source

Cn (IW 2 ro)n (r - frequency was effectively extracted from the let
jaEn noise signal. The radiation level directivi ,

relative to the level at 900 to the jet is presented

by MacGregor et at (14) for two jet exit Mach

- roJ'( ro)n
n 

] r'>r. numbers, 0.5 and 0.9, and for four Doppler shifted
frequencies, 1, 1.5, 3.0 and 4..5 KHz. This extrac-
tion process, that is the exclusion of acoustic

where signals at all other frequencies, means that our

acoustic component of the Green's function, which

a oniy includes the effects of stable linear trans-
(k2ro)

2 
= (kro)

2 
{( )2 (1 - ItcosO)

2 
- cos20} mission of sound through the jet shear layer, may

provide a valid theoretical description of direc-

tivity patterns measured in this way.
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where v2. V
2 - V,2 

Px,

V v' rv. -V; rv, *1tc. ae
I r j S gdx dt'. 3.14

In the Lighthill model the inhomogenous wave equa-

tion is solved by means of the Green's function,

g(E, t/x'. t'). which is the acoustic pressure at In cylindrical coordinates the right-hand side of

(x, t) due to a pulse at time t' from a point equation 3.13 is

s~iurce at x'; in the absence of boundaries, it is
sil ly 5 (x  - x I (r - r') , ( 4 4t - t') . 3,15

9( ,t/ ',t')~F - I( - '-r- '/o .
' t - t - CXxj/ao" We now proceed to solve equation 3.13 by taking its

Fourier transform with respect to t, x, and ; the

circtinferential wavenumber is restricted to integer
The acoustic pressure. p', due to an arbitrary values, n, due to ,:.e usual continuity argument.

source distribution. 
Sp, is then The result is an ordinary differential equation

p'(-X,t) =Jf(!.tlx 't') Sp(?',t')dx dt! 3.8 IdK-c)! +

-V

orvk/ 
, 

2  kk

(kk)
21 M-1 ) =

_-- /aodr,

in the present model we do not attempt to find

g(xtix'.t') since we are mainly interested in the -expf-j t' + iktx 
+ inpli 3.16

spectral density of the acoustic pressure and r

therefore the Fourier coefficient p'(x,u) where

where k = /ao , H1 = v /ao and the dependent

p'(x.u) J p'(,t) expljwtldt 3.10 variable

The Fourier transform of equation 3.8 is 4=r

4= = j f g(,Jx',t') expfjk x + jnf]dxidO. 3.17

p'(x) = f fg(x.u/x' t') Sp('.t') dx' 
dt' 3.11 -' 0

-V Once the solution to equation 3.16 is found, the

required solution g(x,u/x',t') is obtained by

and thus we require g(x. /x',t') the (complex) inversion:

Fourier coefficient of the acoustic pressure at the = .,

observation point x due to a pulse at time t' 
4

emitted from a point source at the point x'. g(x,w/x',t') = ()2 {f g(kf,r,n,u/x',t')

To sunmarizewe solve Lilley's inhomogeneous 
n=-- -

wave equation

a 2 xexp(-jklx ]dkI . exp{-jn i 3.18

L(p') = ' o C0o . SCI 3.12

When the inversion with respect to the axial wave-

by assuming the existence of the Green's function 
number, ki, is restricted to the far-field solution,

g(x,t/xItI
) which satisfies, as discussed in the orevious section, it takes the

-- -l', forvi(see Appendix I-4B):

L {g) E') 6(t - t')) 3.13 exp[-JkxlCOSG- jkrsine]

Dtg) -- - - g(x, /x',t') = I (xI-x1)z + r4)

and by finding the solution to this equation for

the Green's function Fourier coefficient, gx,u/x'

t'). The solution to Lilley's equation for The xCxp--jjt'expjjkco5Ox ]E C expj-jn( - ')I 3.19

Fourier coefficient p'(x,w) is then 
n=-3
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It might appear that a theoretical model of this where K2 - k2{(1 - k M /k) 2 - (k /k) 2)
experiment is straightforward: Lilley's equation 2 1 1

could be solved with the velocity profile found at and the solution is the form
two-diameters from the jet nozzle and with an
appropriate representation of this experimental G - A2 J0(r + 82 Yo(K2r) 4.4
"point" source on the right-hand side of that 2 0
equation. We propose here a slightly different
approach based on the argument that the experimen- but as KrrK 26 -O the first term in this solution
tal source is surrounded by a thin annular region is negligible compared with the second so that
of disturbed fluid whose mean velocity In the axial
direction is zero adjacent to the source. This 6 i B-
disturbed fluid, which is the probe boundary layer 2Yo(K 2 r, ( 2r O.0.
and wake, will of course spread at a certain rate
downstream of the probe but once again we will use Across the vortex sheet of the probe wake "plug"
a non-diverging, infinite, parallel flow model for flow the conditions of continuity of pressure and
this particular region and, further, for simplicity, particle displacement are applied
it will be assigned a 'plug' flow representation.
In fact both the probe, and hence the wake diameter
will be zero in the present model but, initially G1 = G2 4.6

equations are formulated for the model shown in
Figure 2. Regicn I (the diameter having a limit
zero) contains a stationary fluid and a point source dG1  I dG2
representing the probe excitation. Lilley's equa- dr (I-k1H1/k)

2 dr--
tion will be utilized in Region 2, which contains
the sheared jet flow, togetl, r with the radiation
condition at its boundary with Region 3 and an which with equations 3.2 and 3.5 give in the limit
inner boundary condition at the interface with ke O
Region 1. Region 3 contains the ambient fluid sur-
rounding the jet. Through this model of the source
and its immediate surroundings we can deduce the
efft:tive source strength to be used on the right- B = (I-k M /k)2 S = .'.S. 4.8
h...4d side of Lilley's equation.

Region It follows that the point source of unit strength

Boundary of 3 and the surrounding wake "plug" flow can be re-

MI (r) Jet Flow placed by a point source of strength , located in a
region of uniform flow, that is, in a region, 2,

2 which extends to the jet center-line.

Vortex Sheet According to this model the far-field pressure is

r..0 - - -Jet Centerline I given by (see Appendix I-4A)

\Point Source

Fi9 . 2 Parallel Flow Podel of Probe-in-Jet P(Rr,9t expf jkRr "exPlJot I
Experiment r 4rR r

In Region I the Green's function, G, must
satisfy x(l-M cosU) 4- 21. Al. 4.9

d2G+ I dGi k'G = 4.1)where Rr is the distance between the source and
dr + r dr 2 r observer, 0 is the observer angle to the jet axis,

MR is the value of Ml, the mean flew Mach number,
on the jet axis, "o = aoko is the source radian

where k1 = k2 - k2  frequency and A is, indirectly, the numerical
solution to Lilley's equation. If the jet shear

S - expf-jwt'jexp[jk x ' layer is also replaced by a vortex sheet then the
analytic expression for A is

and the solution is of the form I
A - -4.10Eo

G, A J(kr) 0 jS H(2)(04.1 0 2 2 kr) where

In Region 2 the Green's function must satisfy E, =(k 2ro)H 2)(k 2 ro)Jo(K r0

Lilley's equation but in the 
vicinity of r - 6

where the mean flow is uniform Lilley's equation
reduces to - (R2 ro)JoI(K 2 ro)HQ2)(.,ro)

d2G I dG2
dG2 + -+ K2G = 0 4.3 = (1 - MRcoso) 2

dr2 r"dr 2 R
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r - kr sine

k22 (k 
2  

1'l - Mk .~e2 C.2. C. .17 - .19

2*o r 0, , CO* -cs'_ __F

MacGregor's (14) results are reproduced in Figures -.J2 *Kili 0 ~
3 and 5. (in Figures 3-7 the Doppler shift factor. .0 i-
Mc- 0.5 Vj/ao; a - 0.55.)- The corresponding cal- 05 .4r, 0.0__ ___

culated plug flow directivities -1 r:0.
C,~~~~~ isdfnd sC.0'1cs) I~ ~ . - 90.01

20 lo '( 2 1 or) (lMcoe2 O'. St RANGLE 7o JET AXIS

Fig. 5 measured Far-Field SPI Directivities of a3
Source on Jet Center-Line (ro 3/8") Talcen

are shown in Figures '4 and 6. At the condition frcm MacGregor -t i (14) (V /a0  0.,g)
MR aVj/ao - 0.5 the measured and calculated re-
sults, in Figures 3 and 4, are not sigjnificantly 0.
different for angles greater than 100 (when the
observer Is either inside, or close to, the local *r_____
residual jet flow, a parallel flow model cannot be tol .7 4
expected to be valid). At the higher jet Mach
number, Figures 5Sand 6 show that there are clearly S-20.J8, 0.9
substantial differences between meas'urement and
theory over the whole range of frequencies and 12r 0.0

angles. nt If

0r 13. 0 23 jQ 50 60 6 0
C-/2-. Ri~z V /68 0.5 0 2SERVEP. ANGLE TO JET AAI$

0o _ _ _S-20. 1.0 At2% 2 13Fig. 6 Calculated Far-Field SPI Directivities of
".5 - ~a Source on the Center-ieo aCroa

3 3.-0 "t Plug" Jet FHow (That i-., Axial Station
~.3O ~ s o ~at Nozzle) for Cotmpariwon with MacGreg~or's

Ii ____. (14) Measurments Shoyn ini Fig. 5

0 30 20 30 4o so 60 70 Bc' 5-1
'OBSERVER ANGLE TO JET AXIS-4.

Fig. 3 Measured Far-Field SPL Oirectiviti, s of r
a Source on Jet Center-Line (ro -3/8")
Taken frm MacGregor x! (14)
(Vj/a0  0.5) r 12. "

C./2-, KO I , " 5 2 o

x'/2r 0 ,Fig. 7 Lilley Equation Solutions: Far-Field SPL
~-30 Directivitie. of a Source on the Center-

__3___0 ______Line of a Circular Sheared Jet Flovi for

~ 0. 0 Comparison with MacGregor's~ (14)

0 t0 20 30 40 i0 'A0 eutonaeson nFgr 7fo thcnd in

OBSERVER AISGLL TO .,t (3 MR * 0.9; for the lower Hach number (0.5) the re-
sults are almost identical to those for a plug flow

Fig. '4 Calculated Far-Field SPI Directivitics of a profile. The MR - 0.9 solutions have been obtained

Source on the Center-Line of a Circular using a velocity profile which is a good approxi-
"Plug" jet Flow (That is, Axial Station at mation to that found in a convergent nozzle jet two
Nozzle) for Comparison with MacGregor's diameters downstream of the nozzle - the location
(14) measurements Shown in Fig. 3 of the probe termination in MacGregor's experiment.

(V /o . -5)There are now less but still substantial dif-
- 0.5)ferences between these Lilley equation solution%



and MtcGreor's measurements and we now consider 0
the possible reasons for this. 101--'0.53

1-o
We have already stressed t,at to obtain the 0.5

present results we have ignorea the existence of un- 2.0
stable modes and the effects of diverging flow. We "%1/2ro I 2.0

will 1lso consider the possibility that the model- " rir a --
ling of the probe source is in question. The effect -- 300
of unstable modes is outside the scope of this re- r/r o.o
port but we can consider t.ie effects of diverging M .
flow by reference to the work of Schubert (15) and -' 0.0-90.0
itungur (16). We fix the absolute Helmholtz number
at kor o - .53, consider three jet Hach numbers. 0.3, o . - 5
0.5 and 0.9, and use Grande's (17) experimental , 1o i" 30 40 5O £0 70 80 90
results in which conditions are virtually identical . OBSERVtR ASLE TO JET AXIS
to those in MacGregor's work but here, in the direc- -MEASURED, GRADE (17)
tivity patterns, the frequency is held constant
(rather than the Doppler shifted frequency). Both INCE I E ALCULATTO. IUNGUR (16)
Schubert (15) and Mungur (16) take diverging flow R0s I ..... CALCULATED, LILLEV EQUATION
into account, with certain approximations, but Fig. 9 Comparison of Theoretical Point Source
Mungur's (16) results, shown in Figures 8-10, are in DirecLivities with Grande's (17)
better agreement with experiment :Grande's (17) rwasurement . (V/ao . 0.5)
measurements in this case] than Schubert's are with
his own mea:urements (15). Although the Lilley '
equation solutions are not particularly different ,.
from both Grande's measureents and Hungur's re- ; , / 1.
suits at the conditions MR " 0.3 and 0.5 (outside / a.re, ) 53
the 0-10' sector) there are substantial differences * I -'
at the highest Mach number. In Figure 10 the plug -i0. / Vjl 0  0.9

flow .odel results are also shown; Lilley equation ;2r 2.0

solutions yield an improvement over those for the -3 "

plug flow model but the characteristic shape of the r/r

mea ,ured directivity pattern, it appears, cannot be
reproduced with either parallel flow riodel. A -0/r.
diverging flow model does give the correct shape as _,o___ 1 0.0 - 90.
well a excellent absolute leveli and we are there- .50 . . . . . .
fore forced to conclude, tentatively at least, that 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 d0 90

.if accurate prediction of sotund-mean flow inter- . OBSERVER ANGLE TO JET AXIS
a.itiu,i effects requires .ome form of diverging jet - MEASURED ORADE (17)
1 low -- CA.t.JLATE0, MUNGUR (16)

'Jnfortunately, this conclusion can only be re- -- CALCULAMED, LILLEY EQUATIUN

gar.,-I aN t.,ntritivi, not only because of the neglect ALtULAIED. PLUG FLOu
of the unst, hie 0 'JeS but because of some new ex-
perin..trtal results recently reported by Ingard (18). Fig. IK Comparison of Theoretical Point Source
The _;trong implication in these results is that the Directivities with Grande's (17)
Ije-ti,,n of sound into a mean flow through a Heasurements (V /a o . 0.9)
boundary layer may not be correctly modelled by the
assumption that the particle disp:_cement Is con-
stint tnrough tnat boundiry later. Forther, the different from that ot the prooe-jet experiment,
result, indicate that continuity of particle it Is of Interest to modify our source model
w-oloity, wolle not explicitly justified by Ingard accordingly and to compute the new directivity
(IS), should be used instead. While the experi-(enta ShondigutInsad. i idwale flow duet Is patterns, at least for the "plug" jet flow profile.imental configuration (a rigid waited flow duct) is The results for comparison with MacGregor's (14)

measurements are shown in Figure il and although
"- the appearance of a peak in the calculated results

is not consistent with measurement It may be more
7- .31 than coincidence that there is good agreement for
0 the two higher frequencies, outside the 0-100

- MIASU10. CRANDE (III V /.3 sector.
I /'2r 0

- - CALLUL4|I0, NJNGUn (16) X 2 o In spite of these results and our other areas of
- tO r/r doubt, ungur's Impressive predictions have per-

...LAL 'LAAE LiLLEY EQUATION " nsuaded us that either his model, or perhaps a
4U r'r 0.0 similar model still based on a locally parallel flow

I.0 - 90.0 representation, should be used in our future work.

I Io 20 30 4 50 60 70 80' 9o In the next section solutions to Lilley's equa-
l. OBSERVER ANGLE 10 JET AXIS tion will be used to construct a crude jet noise

Fig. 8 Comparison of Theoretical Point Source model and particular emphasis will be placed on the
Directivities with Grande's (17) dependence of these solutions on source locationMeasurements (V/a °  -. 3) and Helmholtz number. In the light of the above

comparisons with experiment we should consider the
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trends exhibited by the solutions to be only quail- where

tatively correct. Cn(r.)  2 An (r)

I- A " expn-ilJ An

-20 / C.r h .17 and Anlr') -A (LcosO, r', n) is a numerical solu-

C./2- v,/3 0.9 tion to Lilley's equation. The components of the

~ -20 //source distribution consist of first and second

/.0 ^112r o  0.0 derivatives, with respect to x1 , r and I, of the

.3-s.velocity products vv i, v3vr, etc., but these can

r.0 be removed, as in Lighthill's analysis, by partial

r.5 0.0 integration. (From this point on we restrict the
analysis to isothermal jet flows). An example of

, 0.0-O this manipulation is at follows; the leading term
-51 -, -, . , •in F. is

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

, OBSERVER ANGLE TO JET AXIS 2

-CALCULATED. PLUG FLOW CIO 2

--- SASUPE-tENT. 0.ACGREGOR

Fig. 11 Comparison of Plug Flow "Constant and the radiated pressure due to this component Is
Particle Velocity Source" Direc-
tivities with MacGregor's (14)
Measurements (Vj/a° = 0.9) +- 1v2

P(A.U) = JJJfJ - g(x,w1/x't') dx' dr'

1-4.5 Solutions to Lilley's Equation - I

Having obtained the Green's function solution to
Lilley's equation (in the far-field) as a function which, after partial integration, is

of frequency, source position, x', and the time at

which the source emits a pulse.t', the far-field _
pressure, p(x,u), due to a source distribution (in p(x,,)-jjff 0V (x,u/x',t') dx' dt' .

c y l i n d r ic a l Z o o r d i n a t e s ) 
"x' I - --

2 This is an exact result as long as ^v
2/)xI and v2

- Sc (x,t) vanish at x *w ± ". We now use the ulual approx,-
mation, valid in the far-field.that terms like

is'~ a2  cosO

p.)= fff 5t 2  Sxc at +{r2)x + 
=

(where ;t2 (x,- xj)2 + r
2)

xg(xI/x',t') dx' dt' 
5.1

where and (cos) =

(x',r',~')
which appear in,

dx' r'dr'do' dx' a e p j kcos~x l) { kcoso

The form of Sc is given by equation 3.6 and the x exp J
Green's function is, from equation 3.19,

+ j kx! -I- cos6)exp[jkcos~xj!,

g(x3,r,4,w/x 1,r' ,4' ,t') = ~. ~ >cs}x[~o~~

can be neglected; so that for this example,

exp[-jkxlcose - jkrsino] 4 ]

47i(X-X 
)2 + r2) epjt' p(fw) L g(ux/',t') (-k

2 cos2e)OoV
2  dx' dt'.

exp(JkcosO.x',] . Cn exp[-jn(4$0')] 5.2
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Repeating these steps with all the components of Sc mental results (which are normalized by the
we obtain: radiation level at 900 to the jet axis). The func-

tions (for no Interactions) become
exp[-jkR r r'

r -

= exp[jkcose X* + jkr'sinicos( -*')3 5.6

*(ovivj, fl. cos) exp[-jwt]rdr'd'dXdt' 5.3
*(0oV 1VjfcOs ) = PoVR2  

.

where

Rr2 2 (xI - R1)2 + r
2  where

cosO = (xI - x1)/'r vR - v cos6 + VrSil, c.J.4-V) + v~singsin(O-4')

X, = -I
, -xis the turbulent velocity component in the direc-

tion of the observer. We now proceed to obtain

explicit expressions for P(xu) the spectral density
of p(xr) and for this purpose equation (5.6) is re-
written as

=exp[jkcosgX ] Cn,(r') expf-jn(¢-O')] 5.4 P(X!,r',O')

n
= -m

and = exp[jkcosOX J exp[jnn/2JJn(kr'sinO)

(PoyVlj, 1. cos05) =n=--

x exp[-jn(O- ')].

o(v2cos26 +v v h O + os_

P20

V2 vM 0 2i- P(CC) exp[jkcosO(X'-X")]
+ + - I6 + 32a - x

V 2V 1 S1 73(kr7')- 9 (kr')'

+ Vf I j 2 l I tX~ exp(Jnii/2J 0 (kr'sini) exp(-jn( -V')]3 kr')FQ 7(kWr)_' Tkr)2 ft '

+ icoso aq + 1 VP+ v~! ' ' v~2 {kr' kr' 'X Z  exp[-jmn/2]JJm(kr"sini) exp[+jm(O-0")]

(kr') ~ r')~f q

, ft
+ 3Q}1 5.5 x r'dr'd 'dXid- r"dr"d "dX1' 5.8

Note that average values have been assigned to 0(5) where
and Rr(Rr), corresponding to an average value of
xj( ;) since the variation of 0 and Rr with x1 has T
been neglected in the above steps; R, is chosen in V1= Limit I v2(, ,
such a way as to minimize the errors incurred in R T . 2T iff R
these approximations. T

In view of the apparent complexity of the expres- v(,r", ,t)dt" . 5.9
sion for p(x,u) given in equation 5.3, it is of R I
interest to consider the simplified expressions for
the functions which appear in that equation when
interactions between sound propagation and the mean P(x, ) = Limit p(x,w) p*(x,w)
flow field are ignored. This is a necessary - T 2T
exercise in any case; for we need to calculate the
radiation in the direction normal to the jet flow,
which is unaffected by flow effects (in isothermal For simplicity we will assume that the source dis-
jets), in order to compare this theory with experi- tribution is confined to a narrow annular region
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such that its r dependence can be represented
approximately by a delta function; then the inte- n exp[-3] > J2(kr'sinO) exo~jn 1

gratlons with respect to r' and r" can be discarded n

to give
2 k( 4, 

d~ldh3dt 5.13

P(x,wr') fffffexp Cj kcosi(X'"xV)
-16-

2R
2  r

where

x{ I exp(jw/2(m-n)]Jn(kr'sin ) Jm(kr'sine) I! S1 (X1 ) dXf

n.m

which can be calculated, numerically if necessary,

x exp j~tm-n) expj(ao'-m ")) exp[-jtit] 
independently of the other integrals.

To perform the remaining three integrations, we

" d'dXdT d¢dX. 5.10 again make the usual assumption for the form of S

V(X d and the functional dependence on A1' A3' T:

To carry out the 0" and X" integrations we make 
the

usual assumption that V4 can be expressed in the S(AIA3,T) = exp'.65j/x2 - '2T21 SA(A 3) 5.14

form 

0

V4 V4S (X') S2(r,) 53(" S(Xj-Xy, €'-€", ) 5.11 where 61= A- aoMcT and where S3(A3) will be

R = specified later. Equation 5.13 is then of the
form

but in the present analysis we make the realistic +-

assumption that the V4 is independent of o" for f (+V

zero separation ' that is S3(€") = . With P(x,wIr') - F, . F2  exp[ -T
(.

+ v2l
)

the transformations 

-d

-{"X = Al  dXI = dA1 
x!u~ 2~~/i)X I' - X 'I ' = a I d ~ - d• e x p [ -j w ( ] + 2 j V c 6 , 1/ i ) ] e x p j j k L ! 

c 
o 
s 
-
: d 

-
d ~ j 5 .1 5

, -O = 3 dW = dA3

m - n = 
where

, k4V4S2(r')

equation 5.10 becomes 
F8 -g 

5.16

P2k4V4S (r')
16ak R2 fffffexp JkI1cos

r F = J2(kr'sin;) f S,(. 3)exp(jnA 3j d%, 5.17

n 0
!n

x expl-juT exp IjtI2] Jn(krlsinO) The integration with respect to T is of the form

n, b2/4a
( ie-at2 e-jb T dt = a-)' e 5.18

j n+ (krlsin5) exp[jifl 
f a

x exp[jn&3 I exp 1j-0"1 S1(X) S(A!, C,) where a - +

b = u(I + 
2 jVcA 1"0)

x da1dA 3dr d "dX " 5.12

so that

The integration with respect to €" is non-zero 
only

when I - 0 so that P(x,w/r') is independent of * and P(x,./r') = I F F2 {+ / ) expI ]

0244 r) + 
c I c I

P (x,w/r') =0 2 I J exptjkol cos;]

r -
exp 2

I c I
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exp I- CA! (- kcosi)I dA! 5.19 0oaol /r') f P(x,./r') d. 5.23
U1 + v2/Z2

1) c I

which again is of the same form as equation 5.18 and in the present work, for completeness we note that

after some manipulation we get the integration can be carried out without recourse

to numerical methods (in the ahsence of sound-mean

flow interactions); the integral is of the form

P(x,j/r') = F1 . F - exp[ (I -M COSny +
V712/ C

0 f 2 n e a V d w

+ 5 "o 5.20
0 (-) 2n-i -2n+l)) 5.2

- H)" 1 2- 0 In(0) 52

Now consider the integral in equation 5.17 with

where D is the parabolic cylinder function. With

, •xp n-2, D,70) 3 and

If the correlation length is sufficiently small CO+co(' I )
('-2r), then to a good approximation the upper limit 7 l + (-'a ) }

can be extended to infinity 0

2- we get

exp-', expjn,, d - 2' 3
0 . cos 1

!(I-M cco") + a

f exPi " exptin' d, so that

l(xr') - 3 . S(r')l, (li *J- ° 5.25
11 - tCOY' ,

f4 expjn l, ,+ r a

This expression for the Intensity is identical in

and in the limit 1 -.0 the integral Is simply 4 /2 form to the expression first obtained by Ffowcs

for all values of n' Thus, equation 5.17 becomes Williams (19), but It should be em.phasized we have

not employed a moving source analysis. As Lilley
has pointed out, provided the same source space-

5.21 time covariance function, S(,], , ) is used,
F ' Z Jn(kr'sin;) . .21 the present stationary source analysis and any

2 n correLtly performed moving source analysis must give

the same result.

that is, it is independent of source position, kr', The spectral density result forms the basis for

and angle of observation ,. the presentation of experimental data In the form of

The final expression for P(xJr') is difference spectra. With

W i
cO S

O

'kV4S(r,) 312 ,,1 = - cos.)Z + ( o )
0 c a0

8ni2, 2w0
r equation 5.22 becomes

L icos yS2(r) )1{3 2LitL

expI4 ((1-"1 coso)2 + a ) 5.22 p(x ./ ' 2 2 0S() 1  1 31

ro

Although we will not be concerned with the intensi-
ty, I(x/r'), where - s . exp(.-e.) 5.26

(l.HcCoSU)
2 
+ (__oa Cos5)2)

2  0
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To allow for the fact that experimental spectrum

measurements are in bandwidths proportional to fre- 0oVS 2 (r')l 1
quency, we consider the quantity, ,)P(x,w/r') where aP(, J/r') 8.2 a " 2w

ro

5.27 suP(xu/Or') o + ( ,oI 1 5.27 2 5/2

c CoS[)
2 5

/
2

(I-McCOSO)
2 

+ ( 2
°

± cose) I
00

and where we have retained only the 5 dependent

form. This is the predicted directivity factor
provided w s is he!d constant. In the rear arc x 2

( 4 900) this means referring to increasing ob- x exp{-T-} Cn(r') Cn*(r') 5.26a

served frequencies with decreasing i. The differ-0 n=-
ence spectra are defined as the difference between

the measured sound pressure levels and the levels
predicted by equation 5.27. We now present some results which show how the co-

efficient Cn(r') depends on the Helmholtz number
We now repeat the analysis (given above) with at kro , the radial position of the source r']ro , the

least some sound-mean flow interactions included, mode number n, the jet exit Mach number MR = Vj/ao

In the present study we neglect flow effects in the and the mean velocity profile, represented by the

function . which, in the absence of flow, is distance from the nozzle where such a profile is

found in a real diverging jet. Temperature effects
= %v are excluded and mean velocity profiles are confined

Pol to those which would be found in the mixing region,

that is up to approximately four diameters from the

and is otherwise given by equation 5.5. We then jet nozzle. Finally, with some further assumptions

have we will calculate the sum

exp[-jkRr. + N

p(x,u/r') % k fJf% R I(X ,r' C4ri R (X ,, n(r) Cn*(r )

r n=O

and compare this with the difference spectra ob-

exp(-jwt'] do'dXIdt' 5.3a tained from experimental results.

In the following results we evaluate 10 logIC
where (CnCn-) z SPLn at five selected Helmholtz numbers

denoted by fi, i = 1.5, where

p ;2 _0 (',,4,t)
R R

kr o  fd/a o

is assumed to be independent of sound-mean flow fl .09426 .03
interaction effects and, it will be assumed, has the 12 P42 .I

same space-time covariance. The function f is de-
fined in equation 5.4; it has the same form as in f3  .9426 .3
the zero flow case,but with the Bessel function f 3.142 1.0

Jn(kr'sinB) replaced by a function Cn(r') which is
only known numerically and is a function of fre- f5  9.426 3.0
quency and the jet mean flow parameters as well as

the point source position r' and n. The dependence

of Q on X' and 0' is otherwise the same as before These span the frequencies of interest in our model

up to the point where the relation jet experiments. In Figures 12-18 we keep the ob-

server angle to the jet axis constant at 22.50 and

show results for the (n-0) axisymmetric node;
2.. d (kr'sinO) - I Figures 19-25 are at the same condlticns but for

(n=l) the first circumferential mode. Al: these
n--- figures are plots of SPLn versus the radial position

is used. In the present case the expression of the source, rl/r, at the five selected Helmholtz

numbers. Figure 12 is for the trivial case of no

flow, showing that, except at the two highest fre-

quenciesthe radiation level (which is proportional

S(r' ) Cn(r )  
to SPLn) is independent of the radial position of

Sn( the source. In Figure 13 the conditions are the

n--= same except the Mach number is 0.32 with a "top-hat"
or "plug" profile (that is, corresponding approxi-
mately to the profile at the jet nozzle). At low

cannot be further simplified and must be evaluated frequencies radiation due to sources anywhere inside
numerically. The final expression for the frequency the jet are increased whereas at high frequenciesweighted spectral density is thus
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particularly for sources near the axis there is a 40 1.0
substantial reduction or attenuation in radiation
levels. The discontinuity in level when the source 30 - 0.9

is on the "lip-line", r' = ro is due to the dis-0.
continuity in the mean velocity profile at the same 20

point: the source is either inside or outside the I, I
mean flow. When we use a velocity profile like that 0 I0.7

at the end of the mixing region, that is a continu-
ous mean velocity profile, the solutions to Lilley's 0 - 0.6

equation for SP~n are well behaved, as shown, in _1 _ ;
Figure 14; the "low frequency lift" and the high -0.

frequency attenuation characteristics of the "plug" "r

flow solutions remain although quantitatively there -20 0.4

are large differences between the two solutions.
Figures 13 and 14 illustrate one of the man! ad- 03

vantages offered by Lilley's equation; the radiation
can be calculated in a realistic way for source - .0.2

distuibutions within the jet shear layer. The use
of "plug" floo models inevitably leads to an un- -S0 0.1
realistic discontinuity in radiation levels unless
the source distribution is arbitrarily confined to -60 . 0

0 . 4 .6 .8 1.o 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0

regions either inside or outside the jet. At higher
Mach numbers Figures 15 and 16 (MR = 0.71) and
Figures 17 and 18 (MR = 1.0) show that the "low 094 - 9..
frequency lift" and the high frequency attenuation 0.32

levels continue to diverge unless the source is "A 0.32

located in the outer regions of the jet where re- 0.0

suiting radiation levels are relatively insenzitive -CD
to frequency. 0 - 2

In Figures 19-25 the results are repeated for the 22.s

n=I mode; the "low frequency lift" is far less
apparent but the high frequency atteiuation effect
is clearly visible and is very similar to the n=O Fig. 13 Variation of SPLo with Radial Position of
mode's behavior at the highest frequency. Source: MR = .32, n 0

2010

10 08ft" f 
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r26 0 22 I6 2
00

Suc MR = .32,, 0

S 22.5 " 0-

Fig. 12 Variation of SPLo with Radial Position of
Source: MR = 0.0, n = 0 Fig. 14 Variation of SP1o with Radial Position of

Source: MR = 0.32, n 0
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Ii ~I!

F+q 29 - --'tic of /L wihFrqecy
.+ "\ + .

'V /

.1 ,,

L___ ______________ _____ Fq. 29 i'arlatie,:u of SPL1  lih Vrequeicy: n -

ig. 26 nlrlation of SPL. Kith Freqec.: n =0 Hzever. It is worth c aring or results with
rea.~rvent!5 zo a I;alted basis for an assuled fore3

-of thc source 4itribution wU-ich leads to the exores
sion fur sp.:tral density given by equation 5.26a.

- This ex;re,-.;iun is ideniizkl to that given by

I eqution 5.26. where sound 'ean flow interactions
have been ignored. except for the factor

C (r') cn " ')

S- - - ~ .- - This ifnite su. over all ode number. is equal

to unity fo zero nean flow but %hen t e C. coef
, -- _ - -ficient,, are nu.erical solutions to Lilley's

- equation. i t.an only evaluate this sum numeically

I and inclL.-: at, %any terni as aro necessary for con-
* - verrence. The table b.:low shor.s the highest value
- • of n reqgired to obtain cconvergence in the zero

- - flow case for each angle/freq-.ency combination.
The-se nunbers appear te be a good indication of
rho-e required to evaluate the sue at finite Mach

Fii. 27 "ria tion ot SPL1 .;th Frequvrnci: n nu'bers.

kro/- 82.5 67.5 52.5 37.5 22.5

-- 0.09426 0 0 0 0 0

* " , .. 0.3142 1 1 1 1 0
" - 0.9426 2 2 1 1 1

I-*3.102 4 4 3 2 1
7 9.426 iI 10 9 7 5

* - We associate the sun

t SPL O  10 log\r, C C r
: n

/ -

with the non-zero difference spectra; tlat is, the
mode; which ignores interactions between sound pro-

S... .. . pagation and the mean flow gives an expression
(iequation 5.26) which predicts a certain dependence
on the observer angle '. This dependence is

Fiq. 28 Variation of SPL with F,-qu~nLy: n - 2 assumed to be correct and is subtracted from the
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e.asured directivity to yield the so-called dif- !-4.- C. clu io,. aid Futl.,-e :c*rk
fernce spectra. If the model was correct, the
difference spectra levels would collapse on the 0 d8 1. The homcenwyus forn of .;lley's ewatki-n is
line. An example of their actual behavior for MR- I recognized to be the sare as :he equation ,hich is
taken frm reference (21) is shown in Figure 30. used to investigate the stabilit4 of irr'iscid. con-
Ch.r evaluation of the sound-cean flow interaction press;ble sheared flows. TnUs. tWO tYpCs of SOlu-
effects for direct coarison with Figure 30 are tion can be obtained: the "acoustic solution" and
shown in Figure 31 (with r' - re, that is a point the "unstable solu.tion". inst.ble solutions art
source radial distribution centered on the lip-line), being studied in our theoretical prograx to provide
The agreezent Is not good at low frequencies. as - information for a model of the source funutiun in
might have erpected: at high frequencies and small Lilley's equ3tion and are described el-ewacc. The
angles the predicted trends are correct while at "acoustic solution" is tnfe subject of this report.
larger angles the "alcuated spectrL= levels are too
high. Neverthecess. we feel that this comparison as 2. Acoustic solutions to Lilley's equation can
fWrly encouraging when %e reflect upon the number be constructed from an appropriate s;ecificati-i of
of aSsu -tions used to ebtain these throretical the source function and point source or Green',
d;ff ernce spectra. Both the general lou frequency function solutions.
behavior ar.o tI.' high frequency-large angle discrep-
ancies may be radically improved once (i) effects of 3. The ;if;._nce of sound-nen flcw interaction
the diverging jet flow are ore adc-uately rmdelled, effects on the radiation level and directivity of
(ii) other problea areas -_entio-.ed are satisfac- point source solutions has been evaluated in some
torily resolved and (iMi) a care accurate source detail for subsonic parallel jet flow- with real-

function distribution is used. iatic cean velocity profiles.

4. The directivity of gcodified point solutions
are only ir, qualitative aoireement with measurement
and while questions remain concerning representa-

4. tion of the experimental source and the type of

Scal results. obtained elsewhere. stronoly zuggests

S. oluthat a ire ralistic ne.an lsi ai- if reored.

0 - 5. A complete solution to Lllty's equation
for a simplified version of the standard type of
source function is evaluated in the form of dif-

ference spectra which are found to be in Sood
qualitative agreement with masare'wnt.

Future work will concentrate on the role of un-
stable solutions fro the acoustic viewpoint, the
development of a more realistic mean flow rmodel
and the evaluation of solu:ions to Lilley's equa-
tion for source functions based on a conbin ,tion of
turbulence measurements and the theoretical model

-- _, currently under dcvelapoent.
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_- List of Symbols >

,1 (r). ao speed of sound ;nside and outside
jet

b.c constants in analytic representa-

tion of mean velocity profile

Cn numerical solution to Lilley's

Fig. 31 Theoretical Difference Spectra equation

*Sone of the infrequently used syr'bols defined in the text have been oitted.
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En dispersion relationship in "plug" vR fluctuating velocity in direction
flow model of observer

9.G Green's functions x= (x),x 2 ,x5 ) position vector in cartesian
coordinates

H Helmholttz number
) - (xI.r,.) positi.i vector in cylindrical

5essel function of the third kind coordinates

or liankel function
x (R',e,6) position vector in spherical

Hn  Hermite polynomial coordinates

sound intensity Yn Bessel function of the second kind

-- polar coordinate angle in complex
R plane

Bessel function of tha first kind admittance paraeter

= -/ o free space wavenumber
f cratio of specific heats - assumed

k, ax:al wavenumber constant

K , k. radial (r) wavenu-ber inside and d. i3 separation coordinates in x1,
outside jet directions

s( ) Dirac delta function
Z1, 1 

source function correlation

lengths in t1, Acoordinates probe radius

partial differenxial operator of separation cordinate in x1
Lilley's equation direction in moving frame

circumferential mode number n ro = 1; Cn - 2, n > 0

r. - v(r)/ao mean axia: Hach number r Lilley transform variable

la - Vjlao  mean axial Marh number a- jet q similarity variable in mean
nozzle and in potential core velocity profile functions

eddy convection Mach number A source function in Lilley's

n circumferential mode number 
equation

P.. *P fluctuating pressure displacement parameter in r
direction

P0  man pressure - assumed constant td displacement in r direction

P spectral density of p D(r), Po mean density inside and outside

q coefficient in Lilley's trans- jet

formed equation polar coordinate radius in complex

ro  
jet nozzle radius R plane

R = r/ro  nondinensionalizeo radial T time separation variable

coordinate X variable used in mean velocity

Rc radial position of critical point profile functions

Sp, Sc Lighthill's source function in radian frequency

cartesian and cylindrical probe excitation frequency in
coordinates section 1-4.4

t time wo frequency constant of source
cuct onstn ofsurc

v'. i=1,2,3 fluctuating velocity components in function in section 1-4.5

icartesian coordinate directions
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The required solution to equation A.3 in region 2 g3 (x1.r.4,u/x'.OO.,t') -

is

G2 - A8J2(k2 r) * S2 Yo(k~r) A.8

The required solution to equation A.5 in region 3
is and from Appendix I-4 the far-field approxinations,

93 , A3Ho( 2 ) (kr) A.9 kRr';sto equation A.18 for the acoustic component

The unknown coefficients A,, r (r - 1, 2. 3) are
determined by the conditions of continuity of pres- g(Rr,8,%./x ,O,O,t,) =

sure and particle displacement across the vortex 
..

sheets at their man positions r - 6 and r - r.

The continuity of pressure at r - 4. ro gives exp[jkRl x[.-1 A.

42R ep - _~t - -4
A IJo (k7&) + --1§1.1. (2 ) M26) 

rE

where

A2Jo(K26) + 82 Yo(K26) A.I0
r - (xi - x)2 + r

A2Jo(K-ro) + B2 Yo(K-ro) , AHo(2)(k.ro) A.11 V ( - m1coss)
z

- . i [2ro Ho(2)1 2oJ(~o

and the continity of particle displacement at E 0 0 (i2 r)J0 ( 2r0)

r = ,, ro  gives - i2r,J.'(-r)H (2)(0 2r

k2 {A1J O' (k26) +2 EJ-4(')(kz)) -2 ro = kr 0SinO
2ro2 (kro)2  ((1 - HlCOSO)2 - cos20}.

(I - klh 1/k)2)"'K. {A2J0o (K2 i)

In principle the Green's function 93 (t/t') may be
+ B2Yo' (K24) I A.12 obtained from equation A.19 with

K2{A2Jo' (K2 ro) + B2Yo (K2 ro)) 93(t/t') r L CA
2r )

k2A3 Ho (2)(k 2ro) A.13
but this is not actua!ly evaluated since we only
require the far-field pressure. p(t), due to the

From equations A.10 - A.13 the solution for A3 is, source time dependence, f(t) = exp[j 0 t], rather
in the limit ko - 0, than 6(t-t'), and with

A = +- A.1h 4
A3 Eo A.14 =W g3(t/t') f(t') dt'

where

Ea = k2 rO He
(2) (k2r) Jo(K2 r) we obtain, formally,

exp[-jk^R I ..
K2 ro Jo' (K2 ro) H(2)(k 2 ro) A.15 p(Rr,0, ,t) = 4nR or expjjW ti (-21/) A.21

2r 0 (k )

(I - klm,/k)2 .  A.16 or, as to be expected, the function E is to be
evaluated with kro - kor o where ko = %o/an. For

0 = 900 that function takes the value -2j/n and
The required Green's function is then obtained = I so that

by performing the two Fourier inversions (the
latter being trivial as n = 0):

g3 (x,r,n,w/x;,0,o,t') =,02)9---7 = ( r0 A.22=p(9O
o) -~o(kro) A2

1_2 f A3 H0 ()(k 2 r) exp[-jklxli dkl  A.17
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APPENDIX I-4B

Fourier Inversion byI
the Method of SteeFest DescentsJ ,-

The inversion integral is of the form:r "r

I F * (2)!f aik.H (k-r) expi-jkl (x-x')Jdkl B.1
-- 0 Jet Axis

where (kZro)2 - (kro)2 (I - (kl/k)2} 8.2 Fig. 8.1 Spherical Coordinate System

This integral can be evaluated approximately in the where
limit kRr +-,where

f(kl) = -J(klk)cose - ;(L,.k)sine
2rZ + (x1 - xj)2  8.3r

It will also be assumed here that the argument F(kl) - .a(k.) expfj-- +(2-+
of the Hankel function k,r is sufficiently large 2z k2RrSine
such that the function can be replaced by its
asymptotic representation: Equation 8.6 is in a standard form which can beevaluated approximately in the limit kRr , see
Hn)g expIIj(z n B.4 for example, Brekhovskikh(22), p. 245]:n( - , 8

This approximation is made to simplify the analysis; I 4 exp~kRr f (k1 )- -" 4r + ...] B.8however, a more detailed analysis [see for example, Rr Tr
Moretti and Slutsky(I0)], does not require this
approximation and there is no restriction on the where k, is a solution to the equation
value of k2r, except, indirectly, as stated above,
that kRr -+ .. df 8.9

With equation B.4, equation B.1 becomes
and

I a(k,) exp[-jk 2r - jkl(xl - xl)J 2 f..k. r(k1) 8.0O

exp[j (2-+ t) dkl 8.5 The required soluticn to equation 8.9 is

k, kcose B.11
By using spherical coordinates, (Rr, e, , (see

Figure B.1), and

x, - x! - Rrc°SO f"(k1 ) =8 8.12

r = RrsinO

(where 0 is the observer angle to the jet axis)
equation 8.5 is obtained in the required form: so that equation B.8 becomes

4- k -2kSin20 O kI a3 (kl) 2_- exp[kR cosO exp[-jkRr] - 2 = kcosO)

or
k2 ep n t2--jsine)] .k B.6 -2NOsin2 2 )dk 8.6 expf-jkRrJ ( jkR kRrsi-n O.

that is
a~kcosO) . n+ n

exp [kRrf(kl)l F(kl) dk1  8.7 2r, exp2j
c
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or Region 4 (r 4 < r< ): A homoganeous fluid at
rest (speed of scunrd ao) containing no sources or

I * exp[-jkRr] 
-
L
-  a(kcose) expij 2] 9.13 boundaries.SRr"

Region 3 (r2 i r < rJ: A fluid with a mean ve-
locity, aol, and speed of sound, 5 , which vary

A useful check for equation B.13 is the simple case with r and which may contain a point source at
of a point source located at r' "-0 in free space: r = r' (that is, the jet mixing region).
then

Region 1 (0 < r < r2 ): A homogeneous fluid with

a uniform mean Velocity. Vj, and a uniform speed of

a3 = - exp[-iwt']; n = 0 sound, aj, which may contain a soiree at r =

(that is, the potential core).

and In region 4 equation C.1.1 reduces to (5 = ao ,

expf-jkR r] M = dMi/dr 0

1 4 .Rr exp [-ju t '] d2 g, + dg,, ( Q n2  gI

dr - + 7 - ) - 0 c.l.2

where

k- k
2 

-2

APPENDIX I-4C

(and where the notation g is used for the Green's
Lilley's Equations: Method of Solution function in region 4). The soluton to equation

C.i.2 is of the form

I-4C.i Lilley's Equation for the Circular ,et:
Method'of So - Fourier Trg, oed = A,, Hn' (2 2r + 84 Hnt (k2r)

The Fourier transform of Lilley's equation in
cylindrical coordinates for the Green's function, G, but Ou must be zero to satisfy the radiation

is condition, so

I d_ G) fio_ a2 2kI/k dM1 dG 94 - A4. Hn (2)(k~r)
7 7r d ) + Td 'l Me i ) 1 + 'r - Trr

where A4 is yet to be determined.a

+ G ,k2((2)2 (I-M~k,/k)2 - (kr/k)) 2  In region I equation C.i.I reduces to (d5/dr
r dMi/dr = 0).

6(r C.. d2GI dG1  2 r 2

dr2 -
+ 
7 '-" 

+ (K2 !77'2)G!
= O(..

6 where G ' G(kjrn,w/x',r',' ,t') and where the

source strength factor S = - expi-jwt + jklxj + the right hand side being zero because we have

jnA'] for simplicity has been suppressed. The jet chosen the source position r ar to lie in region

and its surrounding nedium are divided into three 2. (The necessary modifications to the present

basic regions (see Figure C.1). analysis for the case when the source does lie in-

side region 1 are given at the end of this section.)

The solution to equation C.1.4 is of the form

r r Region

4 GI = A1 Jn(K2r) + B1 Y n(K2 r )
... .. ... .. ... ..---------rr 4

Point Source (5) where
-r=r' a

Va Ia M 2 K2Ika ~ =aM1 2 
2  U()2 (I - 14kl/k)2 - (k1/k) 2 )

laj jaoMR but B, must be zero as G, must be finite on the

axis (r - 0), so

GI - Al Jn(K2r) C.1.5

Fig. C.i Cylindrical Jet. Regions: (1) Uniform
Flow, (2) Sheared Flow (and "Below" In region 2, the Green's function, G2 , must satisfy
Point Source , (3) "Above" Point equation C..1 which, in general, can be only solved

Source.1 (4) No mean Flow numerically.
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We now consider how the solutions in the three .P+ C.1.9
regions are watched together to provide numerical dr r" 

+ 
P .G

values of the coefficients A, and A,; the co-

efficient A4 will determine the required Green's a first order, non-linear differential equation. We
function in the far-field, after one of the Fourier now divide region 2 into regions 2 and 3 where
inversions has been performed. reqion 3 is r' + t < r , r4 and rcgion 2 is

r, < r r' -v, thait is neitner region now contains ,
The first step is to introduce a variab!e, &, .~ - r I '-.ta snine einnwcna

the point source which is assumed to exist in the
which is proportional to the particle displacement, region rl - c < r < r' + L such that

d, where
rl £

dG I r dG I ! A(r-r') f(r) dr - f(r') C.l.1O______ - r r -'
(O)2 (l.-Iikl/k)2  

rl-L
a

Consider now region 3 (r' + 4 < r < rL) and the
solution 03 (r) to equation C.l.9: -an initial value

a of ss at r - r4 would, with numerical integration of
P - (.°)2 (1 - Mlkl/k)2  equation C.1.9, yield a (unique) va;ue of j at

a r = r' + c. Similarly an initial value of 62 at

r = r2 would yield a value of b2 at r = r' - c.

and Analytic integration of equation C.1.9 across the
source position gives, in the limit as c-O, the

F - r$ kr(ooao) condition that

From the "plug" flow models it is known that, d, 63 (r') - 2 (r') P(r')G(r')
the particle displacement will be nearly constant

through thin shear layers, as will the pressure, G,
and therefore these are probably the most suitable or
dependent variables for the type of numerical inte-
gration scheme described below. At present, however, I

we find it more convenient to use the variable t G(r') (.3(r,) . 12 (r,) P(r').
rather than &d; its variation through thin shear

layers will clearly be very similar as the varia-
tions in kr will be small. !where G(r') = G3(r') = G2 (r')].

With equation C.1.6, equation C.1.1 reduces to The values of e3(r) and 02 (r2) are obtained from
equations C.l.3 and C.1.5. For r > r4:

dE = G[QJ + 6(r-r-) C..7 (2)'
dr P F dgI H (k2r)

3 d 4 - = r - (kr) P--)

and rewriting equation C.1.6 
n

dG or
*dr r [ ]  .. Hn(2),(k r,,)

83 (r4 ) = (k2r4) Hn (k2r C.1.12

where H (k2r4 )

Q (k2(P - k n/k2) n2  [as P(r) =1, r > r4 , by definition] and for r < r2S"" (p "77k2 r

&I dGl I (K2r) t

we obtain a pair of coupled first order differential 82 
=  l = r - (=

2r) n(K-r) P7r
equations, C..7 and C.1.8, in the dependent vari-
ables G and C. These are the equations which are or
actually solved numerically, as described in section
I-4C.4, but one further step is required in order to J'n(K2r)
illustrate the principle by which solutions in each n Ir°2 / )

region are matched. An admittance parameter, 6, is 2(r2) (K2r2  in (K2r) a2 , 2

introduced, where (a, 0-M R

= In principle the coupled equations may be integrated
numerically outward from r = r' to r = r4 and from

and equations C.1.7 and C.1.8 are combined to give r - r' to r = r2 with the starting value G(r') given
a Riccati equationt by equation C.l.11 and with

tThis equation was derived independently of a similar equation obtained by Miles(23) for

the simpler case of two-dimensional incom.pressible flows.
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3(r') - B3 (r') G(r') C.i.14 Gl(r 2 ) C.l 7a

and the "outward" iNtegration 
and

which with equation C.1.16 (and n 0 0) gives the
= B2 (r') G(rl) C.1.15 required value of A4.

for the "inward" integration. Thus, absolute values 1-4C.2 Fourier Inversions of the Solution Outside

of G and would be obtained at r - r4 and r = r2  the Jet and Source Region (Region 4)

which immediately determines the unknown coeffi-
in particular: As described In the previous section, the solu-

cients A and A; np rtion in region 4 (outside the jet flow and source
region) can be obtained from the solutions to the

g4 (r4) G(r4) Lilley equation inside the jet flow and source
A,  n((2r) = (2) C.1.16 regions,and the radiation condition, and is of the

Hn (k2r) Hn (k2v) form
In practice we do not solve tle Riccati equation g = A Hin"k r) r > r4 C.2.1

C.l.9 but instead integrate the coupled equations

C.l.7, C.1.8 with G(r) and G(r,) set equal to unity where the coefficient A is a function of the source
to obtain 'guessed' values Gj(r') and G2 (r') and true position, frequency, jet flow parameters (all thesevalues s3(r'), 2(r=1. Equation C.l.li is then used ~sto ~ .Jtfo aaees(l hs

parameters are suitably normalized in section C.1.4)
to calculate the true value of G(r') and the ampli- wavenumber, n, and the normalized axial wavenumber
tude A4 is then still given by equation C.1.16 but kl/k. To obtain g as a function of the space coor-
with dinates (xI,0) the Fourier inversions must be

performed:

G(r,,) = G(r') C..17 +.

g(xj'rn'w/xi r', 't') -' L g exp(-jklXlI dk
Detailed aspects of the numerical integration of
equations C.i.7 and C.l.8 are given in section C.4.

We now consider the case when the source is (2)
located inside region I which, since r2 may be as- = A(kn)Hn (kr) exp(-jklxli dkIC.2.3
signed an arbitrarily small value, amounts to the
case when the source is on the jet axis. From the
jet noise radiation point of view this special case
may not be particularly relevant when considerina
the potential core region since the noise sources on
the jet axis are presumably insignificant, if not
non-existent. However, we will eventually consider n,/xI r' t')cos n(¢-)
other regions of the jet flow and, perhaps of more = ' r
importance, we wish to model experiments where a nO
controlled source of sound is placed inside the jet
flow on the center-line, in order to compare the
measured far-field acoustic radiation from the con- where L= I = 2, n > C.2.4
trolled source with solutions to Lilley's equation.

The modifications to the above equations for this The coefficient A is determined with a source

special case are as follows. The Green's function function

in region 1, GI , does not have to be finite at r = 0 6(r-r')
and is zero for n 1 0, so that B1  0 and it can be
shown that GI is of the form r

that is, the source strength, S, is suppressed but

G,= AIJ(K r) +j H (2)(K 2r) C.l.a can now be re-introduced so that

or as K~r -0. g(xl'r'n'ex ,r'' ,t') 
=  

exp(-jwt' + jn ']

, Y (. Yo (K(2)G 2 x J A(kjn) Hn(2)(k2r') expJ-jkI(xI-%If) dklC.2.5
Equations C.1.6 - C.l.8 still apply, as does the
radiation boundary condition given by equation
C.1.12; also the first integration pass from r = r. It is the following step which is the center of any
to r = r2 is carried out to obtain G3 (r.,). But now significant criticism of the present work, for, as
we simply need to match G3(r2) with GI, defined in the "plug" fiw models (discussed in the main
above, and hence text) the integrand in equdtion C.2.5 has one or

more poles which represent the unstable jet modes.
In principle there are two components which result
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from this Fourier inversion and these will be simply and
referred to here as the acoustic solution and the
unstable solution. The acoustic solution is ob- C3= 4(r-r')

tained from the method of steepest descents, as , a
described in Appendix 1-41, whereas the unstable r=(.--)(I-kltil/k)

solution results from the residue evaluation of the a

integral along the contour enclosing one or more
poles in the complex k, plane. In the present work where
the unstable solution is deliberately suppressed 2 k!Mj/k

for the reasons discussed in the main text. . I + k(I/k) g

Thus, the acoustic solution,is, from Appendix B 0

g(R ,o, n,w/x',r',O',t') = - exp[-jut' + jn '] + klM/k + + k IM/ 1 C.3.5
r (I-k1M1 k)1 + a (1-kM-1 /k) -

exp[-jkRr] - A(kcosg,n) exp[jnn/21 Fisher(24) has pointed out that the coefficient, q1 ,"lr defined by equation C 3.3, must inevitably be nega-

tive an and near the axis due to the terms
and -(n

2 
4 1/4)/r

2
. When all the other terms add up to

a positive quantity in this region a zero or tran-
exp[-jkP sition point will exist near the jet axis. It is

g(RrO' q,/xlr''LJ = 4nR expf-jot'] suggested here that a zero or transition point of
r ql, due to this feature of ql, may not have any

mathematical or physical significance because the

x(kcos0, jne/2 transformed equation should be in a form appropriate
_ cn{-2j A , cosn( - '). to the coordinate system on which it is based. Such

n=O an equation can be obtained by using the transfor-
mation

It can be seen that, for this acoustic solution, the

coefficient A is only required for a specific value G C.3.6
of 'kil(= kcosO); that is, when the equations with
appropriate boundary conditions are solved numeri- =) (1kMl/k)

cally, 'kl'need only take the above value in those

equations. In addition 'n' need only take positive
values. The equations with this specific value of to give

'k i'are given in section I-4C.4. d -

I-4C.3 Alternative Form of Lilley's Equation: r d 2 + {q2 "(r-r'aC.3.7

'q' Coefficient Definitions (._)(i-k 1Ma/k)

a
In reference ( I) Lilley transformed his equation where

into the form
a

d2;1 q2 - k2((-')2 (l-k 1H1/k)2 - (kl/k)
2}

d + ql
= 
h, C.3.1 a

as a first step toward obtaining approximate analyt- -{ + 2k 1/k) a)2- +
ic solutions and to aid interpretation of the be- + 2k 1 M1/k)

} 
[ okM1/k71

havior of the solution both inside and outside the

jet. The alternative form is given here again

because a minor simplification can be made to the a klM_/kC3.8
one given in reference (I ) and because we wish to +

compare it with another alternative form which may

be preferable or even necessary in the present

coordinate system. Lilley transformed equation Note that the I/r term is multiplied by gradients

C.1.1 with (in the present notation) of mean velocity and temperature which must vanish

as r+O (at least in the context of axisymmetric

;r G G C-3.2 mean flows).

a G I-4C.h Numerical Solution of Lilley's Equation:
(-(l-k1 M1 /k) Computational Detailsa

We solve Lilley's differential equationinto the form shown above (C.3.1) with

I ld (RdG) + g (2L) ) + 2coso dMI1dG
q, k2((-)

2
(lM 1 k1 /k)2 - (kl/k)

2
) T F R i - R 'I]-- lFo( .) 

+  
_lO d R

a
n a o eag _ ltico) _n R

n2 
-" C.3.3 + GI(kro)2((°) : (l-)rcoso) -cos2O)-,-JO C.'. I

77 a
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in the form of two coupled, first order, ordinary as, for convenience, R2 is chosen to be virtually on
differential equations (see section 1-4C.1 for the jet axis so that 5 = ad, l = MR. (This is only
derivation) true, of course, for the potential core region, to

which the present analysis is restricted.)
dR [o]G +C.2
dG C.4.2 We now consider a particular source position and,

if necessary witn elementary interpolation, obtain
d& = [Q"G + f C.4.3 from the stored values of G and 4 the value G (R')
dR and the values 63 (R'), 83(R') (S = C/G).

where Then G(R') is calculated from

R = r/r, C.4.4 S(R') I

a'={ 3(R,) _-2(RP(R,)
P(R) = I- 0 (1- I-I(R)cost))

2  
c.4.5

a (R) ,P1 the required ceofficient A from

Q(R) = - 1 (R(kro): [P(R)- cos2AJ - £I C.4.6 G(R*)(R PRTA,. - G () c.4.12
GI(R') H (:; rR,,)

ote that although the mean velocity gradient 
n o

aodMI/dR and the temperature gradient, d/dR(log e  As an aid to the interpretation of solution be-
(a2/ao )), appear in thL original Lilley equation, havior the coefficient q, is computed in the form:
these are absent in the coefficients of the coupled
first order equations and one only has to specify M,
and 5 as a function of R. This i, a rather useful a -

feature ebpecially when neasureu values for MI(R) and qro = (kro)" -(.) (I-Mcos)
2 " cos2e)

(R) are to be used, for, while these can usually be

measured fairly accura'tely, estimated values of I 2MIcos- _ M'cosO
their gradients and higher derivatives almost in- -4 + ( - "O gea o  (1-M cosO)
evitably contain relatively large errors. Of course, 

o

this does not mean that solutions for the dependent
variables are necessarily independent of flow !,, M'11cosO
gradients (although in the limit of vanishing shear - + C.4.13
layer thickness they in fact are): in general the a (-M-cosO)
solution must depend on the variation of the coef-
ficient P and Q with R and hence the flow gradients The numerical'integration is performed by an IBM
and higher derivatives, routine, HPCL, which utilizes the Hamming's modified

predictor-corrector method and which chooses and
Equations C.4.2 and C.4.3 are integrated numeri- changes the integration step size based on an esti-

callv from the outer boundary at R = mate of the local truncation error. In its original
(2)1 form the local truncation error was calculated as an

H (k~r R.,) absolute value so that the variables had to be care-
G = 1.0; r = (k2 roR4) 1( 2) - C.4.7 fully scaled; now the routine has been modified so

n (k'rR,) that the error is calculated on a relative basis and
no scaling is necessary. This type of routine is

where k r = krosinO to the point R = R2 (see Figure particularly useful in detecting regions where
C.). This upper bound of the numerical integra- unusually small step sizes are required due to rapid
tion, R - R2 appears to be unnecessary as the method variations in the dependent variable. Conversely it
of solution outlined in section C.1 requires the will use large step sizes where the variation is
upper bound to be R = R', that is the source loca- small, for example, at low frequencies.
tion. However, we will require the source location
to be varied in the range R2 1R' R4 and hence we As long as the factor (I-MicosO) remains posi-
include all possible locations by choosing this tive, the computational procedure described above is
upper bound. The results from this first integra- straightforward; but when there exists a point, Rc,
tion pass are stored and the same equations are along the integration path such that
integrated again, starting at R = R2 with I - MI(Rc)cOSO -0 C4.14

(R2roR2) J '0C~ro.)

G = ,; = - R n C(2 roR2) C.4.8 the step size chosen by the integration routine
Jn(KroR2) P(R2 )  decreases indefinitely as this point is approached.
n 'This behavior is caused by the appearance of a

singularity in the differential equations: the
up to the point R = R4 (instead of R - R', again for above factor appears in the denominator of the co-
the same reason). We note that efficient Q, raised to the second power. This

singularity at the so-called critical point, Rc, is
P(R2) = (ao/aj)2 (I-M cosO)2 C.4.9 well known in stability analysis (8) and it is now

S aRc well established that the correct reatment of this

and problem is to deform the path of integration into

the complex R plane so that is passes around the
= (kr0 )

2 (.j)2 (i-M RcosO) 2 - cos 20) C.4.10 critical point and hence the coefficients and the• o solution remain finite and well behaved, The inte-
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and

Imag(R)/- -% *( ') f.2S

L a- 0  C 0

Real(R) R=2 R=cR 4 The critical Point Rc ;s deterrninea by solving by
iteration the equation

Fig. C.2 Integration Contour in the Complex R I - M1(R dcoso4 = 0 C.4.23
Plane

The velocity and speed of sound profiles used ijn

gration path chosen is shown in Figure C.2; in the these equations are described in the following

present notation the integration path must pass section.
below the critical point (8B), that is, a must vary
between 0 and -7. The contour is chosen to be a 1-4C.5 teapn Veloc ity Prof iles

.semi-circle of radius o. On this contour the corn- Thveoiypole sdinrfece(
plex coordindte R is related to ai byThveoiyp fleudinreece(

R =Rc +' oc il C.4.i5 YR c xp J X \2" C.5.1

and the differential operators are related bywhr

d I d C.4.1 C
R ioe - C.4.i b

so that equations C.414. and C.4.1 are transformed to and

R-

do = o)G ' ioei ---------- C.4.17 (/ 0)
(RC + cc')

b m .45 c = 0.104
d (ioeiciQiG + t0o) C.4.i8

U-0 had to be discarded because its second derivative
is non-zero at \ = 0 where the shear layer merges

where with the potential core. This causes the second
derivative of ; and hence the 'q coefficient' (see
section 1-4C.3) to be discontinuous at this point

P(O,Q) ao ) (1-M1 (0a )cos6)
2  C.4.19 and often resulted in excessive step size sub-

a (0,C0division in numerical integration. it would also
probably cause difficulties in the representation

I [(R+ nea) (r )2of M (and 5) in the complex plane (see section
Q(C - p

4
ci 7 (e C e

0  
(k 0) l-4C.4). The expressions for Lte first and

second derivatives are:

X fPNo,c) - cos20] - n2 C.4.20 -
R C+e m cc X- - exp[ -X2 . C.5.2

The Mach number, Ml(o,a), and speed of sound, 5 arec xl/

expressed in the complex plane as a Taylor series V I (R) (-2 + 4x2) 2
expansion about the point R =Rc: -R- V =b'/ expi - X1 C-5.3

M()= Mii(o,ci) = MI(Rc + M1(R) d The magnitude of the discontinuity at X~ = 0 is

+M(d (R-Rc)
2  

+__-2_
2 + (bxj'/r0)2

br and is inversely proportional to the square of the

Mjaa IR + M'(R) (oe'
0  normalized distance from the nozzle.

1i(oe)= c 
1
c Other velocity profiles, such as the hyperbolic

tangent profile, were used in the early stages of

+ w'R ) 00102 C..21 this work but eventually the error function profile
c M'( C..2 given by Schlicting(25) was adopted. This is of

C 2! theform
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which is the value used to obtain the results pre-

- .!. (I - erf [X]) C.5.4 sented in this paper.
Vj 2

The erf function is evaluated using a rational

where approximation [(26), p. 299]
I+c

b erf(X) -

R-1
(xl/r) -i + a3 + + a' x4]J + , C.5.5

and (from Schlicting (25)]

Ic(x)l • 5 x lo-0 C.5.5

b = !/13.5.
where

The ,constant c defines the point at which a1 -- .278393 a = .230389

=1 I a3 = .000972 a4 = .078108

-V=0.5;

Derivatives of ,, for integration in the complex
in recent calculations the value of c used was R plare (see section I-4C.4), are evaluated using

the exact expression
c =- .016

dn+l ,l(R) In f+l _n+l2
but work is in hand to provide values of b and c d (R) I n f n 2--
which will give improved agreement with measured dR + l  (i) W

velocity profiles. Currently comparisons with
measured profiles such as those shown in Figures
C.3a and b indicate that b = 1/13.5 should remain x H (x) exp[-x^4 (n _ 0). C.5.6
the same but a better value of c is n

c = - .022 where H is the Hermite polynomial of order n.n

Fiq. C.3a Comparison of Measured Mean Velocity Fig. C.3b Comparison of measured Mean Velocity
Profiles with Erf Profile Used for Prof:les %,ith Erf Profile Used for
Lilley Equation Solutions: At 2 Lilley Equation Solutions: At 4

Diameters D iameters,



1-5 A MODEL FOR THE STRUCTURE OF JET TURBULENCE AS A SOVRCE OF 1OISE

Philip J. Morris

Lockheed-Georgia Co-,'pny
M.drietta, Georgia

Abstract or most highly amplifying mode. All the features of
this transition process have their equivalents in

A model for the organized turbulent structure of turbulent flow. The existence of a large-scale
a jet which describs the acoustic sources is pre- wave-like notion has been observed and 'bursting' of
sented. The noise radiation nay be calculated turbulence is readily visible in jet flows. This is
using Lilley's equation with the source terms pro- to be expected since there is a close correspondence
vided by the turbulence model. The organized between the stability equations and the disturbance
turbulent structure is described as the sum of the equations for the turbulent flow.
least stable fluctuations of cach azimuthal node
number at any axial location. Thesu modeL are ob- The work by Tam

(9 "ii) 
on the noise from super-

tained using techniques analogous to those of sonic jets has made use of these ideas. Tam chose
stability theory. Non-linearity leading to ampli- to only consider a single frequency for the large-
tude limiting of the modes is described. The scale noise producing structure. This model is
effect of the background turbulence is accounted for essentially different from the work to be presented
by a turbulent eddy viscosity. The downstream here which is not so restrictive.
behavior of single frequency organized motions is
described. Results are presented for an axisym- The paper first describes the model for the tur-
metric jet. bulence in general terms. Secondly, the equations

for the model are derived and their solutions
1-5.1 Introduction given. A few comparisons between the results for

the turbulence model and experimentally obtained
The aim of this paper is to describe the large- data will be made. A more complete comparison will

scale noise-producing turbulent structure of an be left until later when results are available from
axisymnetric jet. The work represents the continua- an experimental program paralleling this work. A
tion and expansion of earlier ideas on the structure method by which the noise radiated by the large-
of turbulence in a two-dimensional shear layer(l). scale structure can be calculated has been covered

by Lilley, Morris and Tester(12), and this work will
The existence and importance of a large-scale not be repeated here. Further discussion of this

organized structure in turbulent flows has only aspect of the work will be given by Tester(13).
recently been justified by experimental results(2),
(3). This is mainly due to the degree of sophisti- 1-5.2 The Turbulence Model
cation in the experimental techniques that are
required. However, the postulation of such a struc- In this section a model for the large-scale,
ture is not new. The early work of Townsend(4) noise producing, structure of an axisysnetric incom-
predicted a large-scale equilibrium structure for pressible jet will be presented. The corrtsponding
the turbulence. The relationship between this mathematical formulation will be given later.
structure and the organi7ed motion detected by Crow
and Champagne(2) and Ldu, Fuchs and Fisher(3) is not The velocity and pressure in the jet are sepa-
yet clear, rated into three parts(14). The first being the

time averaged component, the second a time dependent
Evidence that a large-scale organized motion is organized flutuation and the third representing the

important in the noise generated by turbulence has background disorganized turbulence. This background
also been obtained. The work of hollo-Christensen turbulence is accounted for by the use of a turbu-
(5) indicated that turbulence 'may be more regular lent eddy viscosity. This has the effect of
than we think it is'. Laufer, Kaplan and Chu(6) reducing the effective Reynolds number of the flow
also concluded that 'the large-scale structures are which has a stabilizing effect on the organized
the primary sources of noise'. Bishop, Ffowcs motion. Crow(15) has considered how a body of fine-
Williams and Smith(7) were drawn to similar conclu- scale turbulence may be regarded as a continuous
sions and proposed a model for the large sound- viscoelastic medium. The relationqhip between the
producing eddy structure which in many ways time averaged disorganized turbulence shear stresses
parallels the model to be presented here. and the rate of strain of the medn motion is also

represented in terms of an eddy viscosity.
Considerable attention has also been paid

recently to the similarity between the large-scale If the equations for the organized motion are
ordered motions in a high Reynolds number turbulent Fourier decomposed and linearized and the mean flow
flow and the instabilities of a laminar flow. The is assumed to be locally parallel,the fluctuations are
transition from laminar to turbulent flow is domi- seen to satisfy the homogeneous stability equations.
nated by certain wave-like modes which grow very HenLe, the structure of the organized motion is seen
rapidly before reaching a limiting amplitude and de- to be dominated by the spatially unstable modes
caying.( 8 ) Te appearance of harmonics of these which are eigensolutions to the stability equations.
dominant waves also occurs. Occasional small explo- It was noted earlier that in the transition from
sions or 'bursts' of turbulent fluid are detected. laminar to turbulent flow the motion was dominated
All these phenomena have been determined analyti- by that solution of the stability equations which
cally or numerically by various theories of hydro- receives the highest amplification. The inclusion
dynamic stability. The results indicate that the of an eddy viscosity has meant that the organized
transition process is dominated by the most unstable fluctuations exist within an equivalent low
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1l;ynolds number flow. Thus, it is a plausible In the next section the integral equations
.,!'u7ption of the turbulence model that the struc- joverning the downstream development of the jet are
turc of the jet at any axial location is dominated derived.

by the most preferred mode or the most highly
amplifying fluctuation at that location. It i. thi.. 1-5.3 Integral Equations
mode which extracts energy at the fastest rate from
the r-ean motion. The downstream development of the mean flow and

the large-scale fluctuations is governed by a set of
The amplification rates observed in free shear integral equations. The mean momentum, mean nechan-

flows are very large and the organized fluctuation ;cil energy and fluctuation energy integral equa-
quickly reaches a level where the assumptions of tie,-s ar. derived in Appendix I-5A
linear theory are no longer valid. Under these cir-
cumstances it is the divergence and changing char- In order to sirplify the analysis and make inter-
acter of the -rean flow and a self amplitude limiting protation of the integral equations easier, certain
process which prevents the continued growth of the assumptions may be made. It is assumed that terms
fluctuation amplitude. The downstream amplitude of involving differences of squares of turbulent
the organized motion and its effect on the nean flow velocity components, such as (F- - M are snall.
is determined by the solutions to a set of integral Further, the turbulence production i assumed to be
equations(1

6
),(17), which are non-linear in the dominated by the integral term,

fluctuations. These products of turbulent veloci-

ties and pressures are approximated by the products
of the eigensolutions to the stability equations r dr 3.1
assuming that the flow is locally parallel. In this
,ranner account .ay be taken of the effects of flow
divergence in the integral equations. Ling and These assumptions are valid if the axial rate of
ReynoldsI8), however, have shiwn that a non- change of the mean flov width is snail but are not
parallel flow correction to the amplification factor valid for very low wave number fluctuations.
for a two-dimensional jet is only required for a
Reynolds number of less than 20. With these two experimentally justifiable assump-

tions the three integral equations reduce to,

However. any Fourier component 
of the organized

notion will propagate downstream and pass through
regions where it is amplifying, neutral and decay- d r dr = 0 3.2
ing. It is only at that location where it is most dx
amplifying that it dominates the flow btructure. It
is clear that at any location the turbulent struc-
ture is not dominated by the component having the d o;-- fi r dr = 2,fv - r dr
,reatest magnitude but rather by the node having dx rr
the qreitest amplification. For example, a
frequency component of the organized notion which
is most amplifying at the end of the potential core - C 2
will not reach its maximum amplitude until further - 2( v+VT) J () r dr 3.3
downstream. The local amplitude of any frequency
component may be obtained by considering the local
growth rate, given by solution of the stability d - --
equations assuming locally parallel flow, as a dJO - dr
function of downstream distance, noting that the dx p

mean flow structure has been pre-determined by con-
sidering its interaction with the most amplifying -2 Tr
mode at any axial location. = -2 3r r dr -2(v€ ) Idr 3.4

The model may now be summarized. It is hypothe-
sized that the large-scale organized motions within where 0 represents the viscous dissipation terms
the shear flow dominate the flow structure. The defined in Appendix I-5A.
large scale motions are given by the locally most
amplifying disturbances in the flow. The disorga- Equation 3.2 which states that the momentum flux
nized background turbulence is of smaller scale and across the jet is constant at any downstream station
may be connected with a turbulent eddy viscosity is directly integrable and leads to,
which reduces the effective Reynolds number of the
flow. The downstream growth of the organized large
scale motion is distorted and damped by non-linear CO2r dr = 6? r

2  
3.5

interactions and flow divergence effects. The f-=--
axial variation in amplitude of any single frequency 0 2
component is given by the local amplification or
decay rate from linear theory. It is the axial where ro is the jet exit radius. Nondimension-
variation in amplitude which enables a particular alizing equations 3.5, 3.3 and 3.4 with respect to
frequency component, whose phase velocity given by the jet exit velocity and radius gives:
linear theory may be subsonic, to radiate acousti-
cally. Associated with the typical streamwise

behavior of growth and decay of a disturbance will *f2 r* dr I 3.6
be a wave number spectrum. This spectrum will 2
contain components with supersonic phase speeds, so
that non-linear vortical modes cause acoustic
radiation.
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- = ' rc>h xx .

r- c- 2r + -. 3 u C x x
rvh x >x

(_+ 1 r-dr" 3.7 ' - ,

drwhere r, = r-h/b, h is the radius of the potential
d+ +zi .d core, xc is the length of the potential core and b

uis the omentum thickness of the jet defined by,

S-2 r-dr -24 + 1i *d2"- 3.8 b= dr 4.2
R R

where r/b and 5c is the center-line velocity of the
jet. The mean velocity shape function is shown in
figure 2. It has been compared with the results of

u u.r 5.r a jet meon flow prediction program which is acc-ate
R -. = 0 o RT 1..LA 3.9 for the subsonic, unheated jet. Also shown for

T T T reference is the mean velocity shape function used
by Tam(ll) for a supersonic jet. The use of these

and nondimensional quantities are denoted by stars. coordinate systems for describing the nean flow is
very convenient, however, close to the jet exit

Inspection of equations 3.7 and 3.8 reveals how deviations from measured velocity profiles are dis-
the mechanical energy of the mean flow is balanced cernable.
by the production of turbulence and effettive
viscous dissipation while the fluctuation gains
energy from the mean flow and is dissipated by vis-
cosity and the viscous action of the background

turbulence.

1-5.4 Shape Assumption for the Mean Flow -

and Fluctuations

Ko et at(17) demonstrated that the unknowns that
exist in the integral equations may be approximated
by a few shape parameters. The same approach will

be adopted here.

A sketch of the 'oordinate system used to charac- -" ""
terize the mean ve,ocity is the same as that used
by Tam(iI) and is sketched in figure 1. fig. 2 Mean Velocity Profiles and Mean Velocity

Shape Function

Changing the independent variables in equations

3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 to x, rj and & leads to

i) in the annular mixing region,

(hA
2
-1) + 2h*b*Bl + 2b*

2
62 = 0 4.3

X. (h*
2 

+ h~b*63 +

2b*l4 - 2{ -
L )
+ 4I h + 5 4.4

R 
T

Fig. I Sketch of Coordinate System for Jet

,{b*2(l! + 12+ 213))

It is convenient to divide the jet into two
regions: the first being the annular mixing region
which exists from the jet exit to the end of the .5
potential core and the second being the developed = 2b

1
, - 2 {-+ 1)( Is + I1.

jet region downstream of the potential core. The R RT
mean velocity takes the form,
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and (ii) i41 the devwloped jet region, ik(; - c) + -p

r, - .(n 2+l) 2in-
. (+T)(V " " -(k2 +" - ")w + -2) 4.13

d (a c3b*2 ( The boundary conditions are:
dx* c

v(O) - w(O) = 0 nil

N 261 b*l1, - 2 (1 + 4 6v() = -iw(0) n1
C R RT

u(O) and p(O) finite n=O 4.14

d(0) = p(O) = 0 niOd .E¢ b:(It+ I:+21)

x u +(r), v(r), (r), j(r) -0 as r -0

-20 Ab*I4 - I + Uc{ I, + If) 4.8 where k is the wave number, u the real frequency,
R T  c - -/k and T is the turbulent eddy viscosity re-lating the tine dependent random shear stresses with

the rate of strain of the organized disturbance.

where the a's and I's are integral functions of the In the annular nixing region of the jet the
mean flow and the I's are integral functions of the equations are nondimensionalized with respect to the
fluctuations. These are defined inAppendix 1-5C. In jet exit velocity and the local momentum thickness.
these definitions the independent variables n and &, Downstream of the potential core the reference
defined above, are both used for convenience. All velocity used is the jet center-line velocity.
velocities in the integrands are referred to the
local center-line velocity. The eigensolutions are found using the method of

solution described in Appendix 1-53

Once the fluctuation integral terms in these

equations have been defined, they present a simul- The assumptions that led to the mean momentum
taneous system of differential equations which may integral equation being written in the form of
be solved for b* and h* or~ as functions of x'. equation 3.6 have enabled the potential core radius

h* and the jet center-line velocity U- . to be di-
The organized turbulent fluctuations are de- rectly related to the local momentum thickness b*.

scribed in terms of the eigensolutions of the Thus, the integrals of the fluctuations may be
Fourier transformed fluctuation continuity and mo- written
mentum equations. The Fourier transform of any
velocity or pressure fluctuation is defined such I. = tAI.'ki(bW) i= 1,2 .... 6. 4.15
that

The turbulent diffusion integral 12 involves triple

ein,,(r;k,n,w) products of the fluctuations and thus becomes zero.

The integrals are normalized 'such that

I ei( tkx)'(r;A,€,t)dxdt 4.9 kI + 2k3 = 1 4.16

so that

The continuity and momentum equations for the
Fourier transforms of the organized motion are, JI:' Of=A~~ {(( +v i ) + 2u~p--) r d 4.17

i ku + v' +- + __2n W -N 0 4.I0
r r The total fluctuation mechanical energy flux,

EF, is given by

ik(5 - c) + U' + ik

, n ^E F  Of 6-2(G + _2+ 72) + 2 } rdr 4.18+(+)r7 +---(k + )u 4.11 F 4

Then, in the annular mixing region,
ik(0 - c)v +p'

EF = I IAJ2b*2 .3 4.19

= (V+\ ) P " + - (k2 -iv 4.12 F
and in the developed jet region,

E= I IAI2b*20 *3r, 4.20
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In terms of EF the mean mechanical energy and fluc- regions they are

tuation energy equations may be written,
.T K bV r. 

-  
x < x c

f(h*,b,') dbT K r
dx* 5.1

= 2± 2  f d T = K b" u: r, u. x>xtit" k)-( + Ih*s +b*66} 4.21 -

R* R4

The value of K is taken to be .02. This corre-
spords to the value used by Tam(II) and is approxi-

b* dE m nately equal to the values given in Schlichting(23)
- -i k- 2+ kf! 22(for the to dimensional and axisy'metric jet. It

F Rxw R o tet
T can then be seen that the local turbulent Reynolds

number, RT*, defined in equation 4.26, is constant

in the annular mixing regi3n, where throughout the jet.

With this definition of eddy viscosity the

f(h*,b*) = solutions to equations 4.10 to 4.13 with boundary
conditions 4.14 may be found. The viscous solu-
tions for all values of n have not been obtained

Ih-*2 (' 3 -f) + 2hbV(ai,- 2) + 2b*
2
(tq 4-42p3) but a qualitative comparison between their ampli-

4.23 fication factors may be obtained by considering
(h* + b* ) the inviscid solutions. The amplification factor

-a. as a function of frequency is shown in figure
and 3. Clearly, the order of modes from most unstable

to more stable is n = 1, 0, 2. This is in agree-
db4 I- 1 1 ment with the results for axisymmetric pipe flow by
dx - * k4 + 2 1- + - 4.24 Garg and Rouleaui0), who also continued this

c R" R' sequence to higher mode numbers. The results of
T Batchelor and Gill(21) for linear temporal stabil-

ity shoxi that for a plug flow the amplification for
by dE = -2k, - 2 + 7 I k + kO 4.25 all modes is equal at high wave numbers and for a
F

dx "  
R* R.' bell-shaped profile, characteristic of the devel-

T oped jet, only the n = I mode is amplifying in the

inviscid limit. These results are confirmed by the
in the developed jet region, where, present viscous analysis. The amplification factor

as a function of frequency for the n 0 0 mode is
O.b 6.b shown in figure 4 and for the n = I mode in figure

R, =.L and R* = J" x < xc 5. As the jet width increases, the n = I mode be-
T comes increasingly more amplifying relative to the

6 b G b 4.26 n = 0 mode. However, for small jet widths the n=0
R - c and R= c x > x mode and n = I mode have similar maximum amplifica-v T vT - c tion rates. This is shown in figure 6. The

detailed radial variation of the mean velocity pro-
file governs the relative magnitudes of the modes.

Equations 4.21, 4.22, 4.24 and 4.25 may be The phase velocities defined by cr = w/er, where ar
solved to determine the axial variation of b*, EF is the real part of the wave number, are shown in
and W. or . These results are given in the ligure 7 for both n = 0 and 1 modes for two jet
next section. ..mentum thicknesses. The value of b* = .4128

corresponds to the momentum thickness at the end of
1-5.5 Results and itscussion the potential core, since A2 = 2.93408. The phase

velocity of the n = I nde increases with increas-
Before calculations can bc made the values of ing frequency. This relationship is characteristic

the eddy viscosities 7T-and DT need to be specified. of the fully developed aisymmetric jet [e.g.
Tam(11) has argued that since the effects of vis- Wygnanski and Fiedler122)]. It is in the fully
cosity on the organized motion are confined to a developed region of the jet that only the n = I
thin critical layer whose dimension is much smaller mode is amplifying. The n = 0 mode has a phase
than b*, the value of T will be an order of magni- vclocity which decreases with increasing frequency.
tude smaller than vT. However, the thickness of It is interesting to note that the results of Crow
the critical layer is a function of the viscosity, and Champagne(2) indicate a different phase-
increasing with decreasing viscosity. Also, as will velocity/frequency relationship for the axisymmet-
be seen below, the wave length of the most ampli- rc mode. However, their results were for a plug
fying mode is only of the order of four times the flow jet velocity profile and inviscid flow whereas
local physical width of the jet. Thus, the eddy the n = 0 mode was growing in a jet flow whose mean
viscosity coefficients are chosen to be equal. flow characteristics were becoming more smooth as a
The same hypothesis was used by Reynolds and function of axial distance. The inclusion of vis-
Hussain(14). In physical terms it states that, cous effects would have reduced their overestimate
since the large scale and the mean flow structure of the amplification rate and the use of realistic
of the jet are of a similar scale, then the action velocity profiles would have ;mproved the phase
of the background shear stresses in the form of a velocity agreement for spatial amplification. Thus,
viscosity will be of the same order of magnitude on their conclusion that temporal instability theory
each. The notation vT is used to represent both is more valid by comparison with experimental
coefficients of eddy viscosity and in the two jet results is open to question.
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Fig. 9 u*(r.':) for Most Amplifying n = i Mode
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Fig. 7 Phase Ve!ocity as a Function of Frequency

and Two Momentum Thicknesses

The eigenfunctions u*(r) for the most amplifying
n = 0 and n = I modes are shown in figures 8 and 9, \ .'
respectively. The n = 0 mode is normalized such , ,
that u*(O) = I and the n = I mode is normalized such
that v*(O) 1. ':-- t--,pondina radial velocity
fluctuation eigenfunctions are shown for the n = u
and n = I mode in figures 10 and 11, respectively. Fig. 10 v(r*) for Most Amplifying n 0 Mode

at b: = .2
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In order to determine the axial behavior of the m
organized motion as well as the growth of the jet, b*d d ( E.
it is necessary to specify which eigenfunctions are b x* F)
appropriate at each axial location. In the work of =
Ko at al(l7) the problem of transition in an incom- m
pressible wake considering finite amplitude
disturbances was studied. In this case it was -2 .o {(k4 + (I+ }{k 5 +k6 })E€  5
appropriate to look at the development of a mode i-O R* R i i

with a frequency corresponding to the measured fre-
quency of the fundamental mode. Tamr!1) also chose
to look at a single frequency to represent the The fluctuation energy equation 5.3 and 5.5 take
noise-producing, large-scale, turbulent structure of an identical form in the annular mixing region and
a supersonic jet. However, the spectrum of turbu- the developed region of the jet. However, the
lence does not consist of a single frequency but a reference velocity used in the evaluation of the
continuous spectrum whose peak varies with axial integral terms is the jet exit velocity in the
location. annular mixing region and the jet center-line

velocity in the developed jet.
It has already been noted that in stability

theor the mode which dominates is that receiving It will be assumed that the growth of each mode
the highest amplification. It has also been argued satisfies equation 5.3 and 5.5 independently.
that the mode within the turbulence which locally
dominates the flow structure is that which is The fluctuation energy equation must give the
locally most amplifying as it is this mode which same amplification factor as the eigenvalue solu-
extracts energy at the greatest rate from the mean tion, that is,
flow. Thus, it is clear that at each axial loca-
tion the integrals to be used to determine the
downstream behavior of the turbulent energy and the d
growth of the mean flow, are those given by the dx EF 5.6

eigenfunctions of the most amplifying mode. However
irm the axisyrnetric jet there is a most amplifying
or least damped solution corresponding to each azi-
muthal mode number. The amplification factor for For example with Rf'= 50., R* = 2.15332 x 105 at
all these modes is of a similar magnitude close to b* = .2, .b* = .174533 for n I
the jet exit. It is only away from the jet exit
that the n = I mode is the only amplifying mode. k4 a .05402

k= 1.144
The overall organized structure can only be fully 

k6  .133

accounted for by considering all these modes. If k6 - .08733,
only the n = I mode is used, the rate at which
energy is transferred from the mean flow to the equation 5.3 then gives b* dEF/dx* = .058716,
orqanized wxtion will be too great. Although the which agrees closely with the eigenvalue a* =
other modes hve gained energy from the mean flow in .2771248 - .0293371i.
the region near the jet exit they will be losing
this energy back to the mean flow and by viscous Having established the validity of the solutions,
dissipation as they propagate downstream, equations 5.2 to 5.4 will be solved. The calcula-

tions are made for only the n = 0 and n = I modes.
The mean mechanical and fluctuation energy This is expected to increase the rate at which the

equations are written, jet center-line velocity decays and the jet spreads.

f(h-,b ) db" The frequency for maximum amplification as a
dfunction of'the jet momentum thickness b* is shown

in figure 12 for the n = 0 and n = 1 modes. Near

Ei 2 - 52 the end of the potential core the least damped (n
E k- 2 (1 + I )(h,+b;6) 5.2 0) mode is at zero frequency, however, the frequency

b R* R. used in the calculations was chosen to coincide withT the peak in the amplification curves in the damped

m region. The Strouhal number at the end of the po-

tential core, that is b* - .4128, is .385 for the
b , - . EF I n = 0 mode and .35 for the n = I mode. Figure 13

"= shows the amplification factor as a function of jet
momentum thickness for the n = 0 and n = 1 modes.

m The n = 0 mode is seen to be damped for b* > .29
-2 Y I(k,,, + f+k ) 5.3 whereas the n - 1 mode is always amplifying.

i=R Rn i F
T The downstream growth of EF. for the n a 0 and 1

modes are shown in figures 14 and 15 respectively
for various equal initial amplitudes of the two

S2 +modes. Examination of equation 5.3 and 5.5 reveals
db, -L/ Y. EF kt, + 2 (1+ I J Yc 5.4 that the value of EF1 tends to a constant as b* be-

c T velocity profiles are shown in figure 16. The best

agreement is seen to be obtained with initial
values of EFo and EFI equal to I x 10

-5
. As noted
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earlier, by considering only the first two azimuth- The effect of the initial ratio of EF, to EF is
al mode numbers, the rate at which energy is lost shown in figure 18. Increasing the n

° = 
0 mohe

by the mean flow, which is reflected in the center- initial value decreases the center-line velocity
line velocity decay, is too high. This is shown in decay but moves the end of the potential core down-
figure 17 where the decay of Uc- is calculated, stream. The following calculations will be made
assuming only the n = 0 mode or the n - I mode is with initial values of EFo and EF1 equal to I xlO

-5 .

present. The n - 0 mode does not cause sufficient Their relative amplitudes are shown in figure 19.

energy loss by the mean flow whereas the n = I mode
alone causes too great a loss of mean flow energy.

..0 .024

2.0

.40

.3

.,0 I I a-'x |

0 1

S </d

Fig. 12 Most Amplifying Frequencies for n = 0 and Fig. 14 Fluctuation Energy in n = 0 Mode for

I Modes as a Function of Momentum Various Initial Conditions

Thickness

.05.•

.04 Er) . to

Ix I0"

* . 02

.01

x/d

Fig. 13 Amplification Rate for the Least Stable Fig. 15 Fluctuation Energy in n = I Mode for
n - 0 and n = I Modes Various Initial Conditions
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Fig. 16 Effect of Initial Energy Amplitude or Fig. 19 Relative Magnitudes or n = 0 and n I 1
Jet Center-Line Velocity Modes

Examination of equation 5.4 revLals that for
4. db*/dxi

, 
to asymptotically approach i constant in the

.8 "developed jet region,

6 \Ei k4

i=o

S..(EQ, 0 must be proportional to uc* or else b3 zero. If
only the n - I mode is considered, then EF1 tends to

(r I x0 a constant since the mode's amplification is
approaching zero as the jet momentum thickness in-

.2 creases. Thus, the asymptotic behavior of EF must
b% determined by the sum of several azimuthal modes.
However, it is also probable that for long wave-
length motions the transfer of energy from the mean

0 2 4 8 0 12 flow to the fluctuation does not obey a simple
6/8 linear relationship and the sub-harmonics and har-

monics of the fluctuation contribute to further
Fig. 17 Effect of Single Mode Number on Jet amplitude limitation of the mode.Center-Line Velocity

C e i V cKo et al (
17
) have correctly noted that a more

realistic indication of the amplitude of the turbu-
lent fluctuations is given by an energy density
rather than a total energy calculation. Defining

.8 -ETj= 0 + i
2

) + 2 2R} d 5.7

(rF),!" I X 10 this gives

UE

.E F - 7 3X < x• (Ero ), ET 2 X<Xc
T It

2 5.8

2 JAI 22 7-P 3 7. 3x
2 c J xx

0 2 6 8 I0 3U

Xd The magnitude of ET^ and ET! for initial values of

EF of I x 10
5 
are plotted in figure 20. Both

Fig. 18 Effect of Rates of Initial Mode Energy modes are seen to peak at approximately 21 diameters
Amplitudes on Jet Center-Line Velocity downstream of the jet exit.
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b v n-s i0 20 0

n-d F;. 22 Radial Dtribution of ean Square Radial
axial elocitVelocity Fluctuation; x/d = 2.75

Fig. 20 Energy Density as a Function of Axial
Location

With this information on the relative magnitudes
of the turbulent fluctuations the mean square tur-
bulent velocity distributions in the jet may be at
obtained. The radial distributions of mean square,
axial velocity fluctuations, -Fi2, radial velocity o
fluctuations, e 2, azimuthal velocity fluctua-
tions, Tw e2 , and ii at x/d e2.75 are shown in
figures 21, 22, 23 and 24, respectively. The same

distributions downstream of the potential core at
x/d = 8 are shown in figures 25, 26, 27, and 28.
The distributions are all normalized such that 1. 2. .

v*(o) = unity for the n - 0 mode. In the annular
mixing region the axial velocity fluctuation is Fig. 23 Radial Distribution of Mean Square Azi-
dominated by the n = 0amode in the potential core muthal Velocity Fluctuations; x/d = 2.75
region. However, it is to be remembered that no
account has been made of the intermittent character .G
of the real turbulent flow. In the model ohe or-

ganized motion is assumed to be evolving continu-
ously and uniformly along the mixing region of the
jet. The n = 0 mode need not possess an azimuthal .05
velocity fluctuation, since this fluctuation satis-
fies a completely independent eifferential equa-/
tion. The u*v* distribution, which for incompres-
sible flow, is proportional to the Reynolds stress .04
exhibits similar characteristics for the n = 0 and
n = I modes in the annular mixing region and is
dominated by the n = 1 mode in the developed region u~v- 7
of the jet. .03

n..02
Tn 0

\f0 .01

-- - -- r- -- -- \ /

0L 1 30 -. 01 i
0 I.0 rho 2.0 3. 0 1.0 2.0

r/ro

Fig. 21 Radial Distributions of Mean Square Axial F
Velocity Fluctuations, x/d = 2.75 Fig. 24 Radial Distribution of u~v ; x/d = 2.75
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rig. 25 Radial Distribution of Meart Square Axial 0

Velocity Fluctuations; x/d =8

0S. 1.0 2j 2. 3 300

r~ig. 2 Radial Distribution of Mean SqaeAx8

The axial growth and decay of single real fre-

quency velocity fluctuations may be determined by
solution of equations 5.3 and 5.5 or equation 5.6,

7-- 4ith the axial dependence of b* already determined
by the most amplifying modes. The value of ai for
several frequencies as a function of axial position
is shown in figure 29. The downstream behavior of
a number of different frequency components for the

.N. n = I mode, for a given equal initial amplitude of
I x 10- 5, is shown in figure 30. The higher fre-
quency components grow very rapidly to a peak
before decaying at a similar rate, whereas the
lower frequency components peak further downstream.

- - ------ -- - The downstream distance at which a particular fre-
-,quency component peaks is given in the table below.

Fig. 26 Radial Distributions of Mean Square Radial
Velocity Fluctuations; x/d 8

.3

6 8

Fig. 27 Radial Distribution of Meant Square Fig. 29 Paplification Factor for Several Frequen-
Azimuthal Velocity Fluctuation; x/d = 8 cies as a Function of Axial Position, n=i
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d/. x/d PeakJ _-~di0.

1.7453 J
.05 - Q1.;453

1.0472 5.3 a 1.0472
.39o 13.75 * .3490

.1744 18.8K .04 .1744

EF

.03

6. o 1.7453

a 1.0472 .02

* .3490

5. .1744
.01,

. 4.
0 4 8 12 16 20

Ald

3. Fig. 31 Relative Amplitudes of Integrated
I X I 0"Fluctuation Energy Flux for Single

• F Frequency Components, n

2.
coordinate system depending or the-jet momentum
thickness and the potential core width in the annu-
lar mixing region of the jet, and the jet center-

1line velocity in the developed region of the jet.
The integrated energy flux associated with the
first helicei azimuthal mode, n = 1, is shown to
increase at a gradually decreasing rate with axial

0 distance whereas the energy flux of all other modes
0 4 8 12 16 20 decreases with axial distance. The amplitude of

x/d the organized fluctuations, which is characterized
in terms of an energy density, is shown to reach a

Fig. 30 Integrated Fluctuation Energy Flux for peak in the annular mixing region of the jet before
Single Frequency Components as a decaying. The downstream growth anJ decay of
Function of Axial Location, n = I single frequency components is found by determining

the local amplification rate as a function of
downstream distance with the scale of the mean flow

The relative magnitude of these frequency compo- predetermined by the most amplifying mode analysis.
nents may be determined since the magnitude of each The relative magnitudes of the single frequency
is known at the axial location where that frequency components are calculated using the amplitudes of
co, )nent was most amplifying. The relative magni- the components when they are most amplifying, which
tudes of the frequency components computed in this are calculated in the determination of the overall
manner for the n = 1 mode are shown in figure 31. structure. The location of the peak magnitude of

high frequency components occurs close to the jet
Since the magnitude of EF1 tends to a constant exit and increasingly lower frequency components

far downstream in the developed region of the jet, have their peaks further downstream.

the peak amplitudes of lower frequency components
will eventually decrease with decreasing frequency. Future work includes:

1-5.6 Summary (I) extensive comparison with measurements

currently being obtained using a laser velocimeter,
A model has been presented for the orgdnized

large scale structure of an axisymmetric incompres- (2) calculation of radiated noise using both an
sible jet. The structure is described locally by a extension of Lighthill's theory of aerodynamic
sum of the least stable modes for each azimuthal noise, Lilley et al(12), and solutions of Lilley's
mode number. The downstream growth of the mean flow equation with the source wavenumber/frequency
dimensions, jet center-line velocity decay and tur- spectrum determined from the present work,
bulent energy are found by solution of the integral
forms of the momentum and energy equations for the (3) extension of the work to include compres-
mean flow and the fluctuations. The mean velocity sible flow. Results are already being analyzed for
profile is characterized by a shape function and a a two-dimensional compressible shear layer, and
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(4) examination of the rile of harmonics of the VT kinematic eddy viscosity
fundamental mode in the distribution of energy from
the mean flow to the organized motion. radian frequency
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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS FOR AN AXISYMMETRIC JET

-~+ (v + ;T){V2(W ~ + 2 2v A.6

Making use of the equation of continuity, the where vT is defined by
equations of motion In cylindrical coordinates may
be written

3U+ U2 +I UV-r+ 1 UW .1 2P + VV2rU1 .
t ax r rar r a p ax V J
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The organized disturbance kinetic energy equation
u'2 > <u'v'> u'w' r.y be obtained by multiplying the x, r and 0

organized disturbance momentum equations by 5, 0
and ; respectively adding. The resulting dif

o  
,

<ulvZ> VV2> <vW,> UT ferential equation when multiplied thrcughout by rnlt
Iand integrated across the jet is, l

d + 3 v2~u ' w ' > < v ' ' > < w ' 2 X ( _(U: + +7 + ' u+2 p ] r d r =

x-2 72 - 22) .r dr - 2 fuv r- r dr +

-i 0 r

X - (3x (r Jr +, r r r
+ 2 ( W-2 )dr - 2(v+;T) ,fdr, A.l0

I +3,+0 
0

Y" " + )  (r + (T)+ j" ,) 7* *+W r where the integrand in the dissipation term is

given by,

This relates the time averaged components of the
background shear stresses with the rate of strain of 2r2+ (2) 2 + 2 " +3 2

: x + #)+ + -
the mean motion. Phase averaging is denoted by < -t " -x"
and time averaging by an overbar. Fuller distribu-
tion of the definition of phase and time averaging -

and their corresponding properties are given by ) 1 jZ+ + 2 v-- - 2 - +2

Reynolds and Hussain (14). In the light of the +
results of Reynolds and Hussain, the eddy viscosity
has been assumed to be independent of radial
position + "+" A.11

Use of the boundary layer approximations for an
axisymnetric mean flow allows the pressure to be and the eddy viscosity v relates the time depen-
eliminated from equations A.4 and A.5, yielding, d the radom ra es he tees

dent part of the random background shear stresses

to the rate of strain of the organized motion, such
.a2 + I ji_. .r + (O2 - 2) + 1 "uv.r that,
"Ox r ;r ax r ar

r sj =-2 vT a i A.12

57 W- d ( r r Jr I- A 7

T r rwhere . =Ij

Integration of equation A.7 across the jet with the
assumption of no fluctuations at the edge of the <f. u 2 >- < u.2"> <u'v'>-<u'v'> <u'w'>-<u&w'>

, jet gives fnly 
17 v,> ll

O r <u'v'l>-<u'V'> ,v,2>_<v, > <vw,>- v,,>

r Ir(2 + (-;2 - 2) . (v "wZ)dy) dr = 0 A.8 <u'w'>-<u'w'> <v'w'>-<v'w'>

A.13

The integral equation for the mean mechanical and e.. =
energy is obtained by multiplying equation A.7 iJ

throughout by 6r and integrating across the l. u 1 u
jet, giving, 

( + -)

I 2x a 2 3 a Yr 2
r

d r +-  " fA /dri)- .2._)) ia ia'

Jax-i G( -72 --(r I-) +--) , r3o r
2ur - ((62- -)_ (v 2dy) dr + (. 2LU ,w I, , I (r a 1 3

axY r( X)  i- trT + - -') T + 7

A.14

+ r (--) dr - (v+T) r (a) 2dr A.9 In the derivation of equation A.10 the value of
o o TT has been assumed to be constant across the jet.
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APPENDIX 1-58 spect to an appropriate velocity, length and
density such that

THE SOLUTION OF THE STABILITY EQUATIONS IN CYLINDRICAL R o Lo  
T

COORDINATES FOR ARBITRARY DISTURBANCE MODE NUMBER R

The study of the stability of axisyrmetric flows For the case where n = 0 the terms involving i

has not been as extensive as that in problems where are decoupled from the equations leaving a fourth

the flow is described in a rectangular coordinate order system of differential equations. The

system. michalke and Schade(24) have considefed the analysis below is ror the case of n 1 0 since this

problem of the inviscid stability of various para- requires a more complicated technique. A similar

bolic piecewise mean velocity profiles to axisym- method may be used to solve the n = 0 case.

metric disturbances. Batchelor and Gill(21)

analyzed the stability of axisymmetric jets and ob- The solution to equations 5.2 to 8.5 may be

tained general results for the inviscid case. The found for small r using a series expansion for the

viscous stability of bounded axisy,,-metric flows as dependent variables. The same result is obtained

pipe flow has been investigated. Recently, Garg and as that by 6arg (20). The dependent variables are

Rouleau(19) looked at the linear spatial stability found to have the series form,

of Poiseuille flow using a numerical technique and

achieved good agreement with the analytic work of r r+F + F r
2 
+ F rL 

+  + 
F r +

Gill(25). i(r) r (F1  2 3

The analysis below presents a method for the 
+ 

"
--

)

solution of the viscous stability of unbounded axi- G r2(-_i )

symmetric flows, such as round jets, to disturbances 6(r) = r (G + Gr
2 

+ G + - + G r +

of arbitrary mode number. 
2 3

Let us define the Fourier transform of any 
+ 

"' ')

velocity or pressure fluctuation such that

u(r) Irn(u + U2 r
2 

+ U3r" + " U

ein (r;a,n~u) = 2.l
and p(r) = rn(P + P2r

2 + 
P3r4 

+  + 
P;r +

1 jei(ut - x) . (r;x, ,t)dx dt 8.1

4TT

where f(r) = +

Then the linearized continuity and momentum

equations in terms of the transformed fluctuations and 1(r) - iw

are,

The recurrence for F;, G,, UZ and P are given

ia+
+ D + in = O 8.2 by

r r

G+ R - 1 ) 7G+I.Bi 6.6

{D2 + - [a~2 + -+ InR(G - c)]} - 22(+ i=l

- RDG.v - iaRp = 0 8.3 m

Ui= 4 ( {iRP, -N U41-1-ii

( 2 + [,2 + 
2
IL) + iaR( - c)]} ; -

r r2
m

- 2in RDp = 0 B.4 + R [ N (i-i) (F +I i + G +2_ i ) Cli) B.7

r
2

i=2

D2 _n
2 + W 

+ 1) m(02 +- - .- 7-+ icR(-c)]) + + X F
r r2 P + -(-icU + F BI +I 4 ZI-+1 R {' tU+l 4-i [ "F iil

i=1
ini~ !.2 Rp =0 O5.5

+ 2in i .th"
r2 R = B5

m

where D =_ d/dr, c = (da the phase velocity and the +4 
[ "

G+2-1B
]  .

equations have been non-dimensionalized with re- i=
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and malization and orthogonalization procedure is per-
m formed at each step of the numerical integration.

[See Bellman and Kalaba (26) and Betchov and
F,.+] 2(n++) ( +1+li i  B.9 Criminale (27).

il The numerical solution at some radial position
in the uniform flow outside the jet will.be in the

where BI = - 0
2 - iaR(C1 - c) form,

and B. = - -oRC. 6(a) = P1 6](a) + U, G2(a) + G! G3 (a), etc. 5.11
a II I . 21 3

and the mean velocity 6 is written in a series such The six coefficients in equations 5.10 and B.11 may
that be found by elimination of the -ix dependent

i = C 1 + C2r
2 
+ C3 r' + --- + Cr2(ml) 

variables which leads to

8

Inspection of these recurrence relationships
r.vcals that the solutions may be written in terms 3
of three coefficients, for example P , U1  and G1 . B5

The solutions to che equations in the region ,
outside the jet where the mean velocity is constant I
may be obtained in znalytic form and are found to G
be:

;1r0 = B! H ()(Ir) + B3 Hn(1)(i6r) P1

where F(a,w,R) is a 6 x 6 matrix whose coefficients

v(r) = - 8! d (H (l)(i)} - may be easily found from equations 8.10 and B.11.
I adr n

The eigenvalues are determined by satisfying the
B,1 (i)(1) n H n()(i~r). condition

n+5 ±H (i~r) B inn3" B n+l r

det. F = 0. e.13

H () r)(1)
w(r) = B r 8 (i0r) + The eigenvalues may be located using the methodproposed by Garg (20) which was found to work well

8.10 for this problem.

As an example of the solution, the results for

+5 d (H (l)(W~)) an axisynanetric jet profile at x/d = 2.29 is given
F dr n in figure 32. The results are for the n I mode

and the first five eigenvalues have been located.
I

Pr) B8(c - H (1)i A more complete derivation of the above equa-
a (ir) tions and a study of the viscous spatial stability

of several axisymmetric jet profiles will be pre-
sented later.

where 6a is the constant mean velocity around the

jet and 6 = (a2 + iaR(Ga - c)]1 . Hankel functions
of either the first or second kind are used in
equation 8.10 so as to satisfy the boundary condi-
tion in the outer region, .,

uvwp * o as r-=.

Equations 8.2 to 8.5 may be written as six first
order differential equations in the dependent
variables 6, , , p, xand , where

e. and d d' '

These six equations are integrated numerically
outward from the jet axis using the starting con-
ditions provided by the series solution. In order
to maintain the linear independence of the three Fig. 32 Location of Eigenvalues for n = I Mode
solutions with coefficients U., P1 and G, a nor-
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1-6 A MODEL FOR THE ORDERLY STRUCTURE OF TURBULENCE IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL SHEAR LAYER

S. S. Kapur and P. J. Morris
Lockheed-Georgia Company

Marietta, Georgia

1-6.1 Introduction through an eigenvalue analysis of spatially unstable
modes described in 1-6.3. A discussion of numerical

The aim of tli work is to extend the model pro- results is included in Section 1-6.4.

posed by Morristl), for the large-scale noise-
producing structure of an axisymaetric jet, to In the following, the starred quantities refer to
include the effects of compressibility. In vie' of dimensional variables whereas non-starred quantities

the simplicity afforded by a rectangular coordinate will refer to non-dimensional variables.

system the first look at compressible flow has been
chosen to be a two-dimensional compressible free 1-6.2 Finite Amplitude Effects on

shearlayer. Shear Layer Growth

The basic philosophy behind this model for the The interaction between mean flow and the finite

turbulence has been discussed in Section 1-5 and amplitude disturbances is discussed here, in terms

further elaboration is not felt to be necessary of an ,nc2ral formulation, where products of the

here. However, in order to properly accourt for organized fluctuations toov been retained. An

changes in the turbulent structure as, for exarple, integral formulation of the type to be described has

the temperature of the flow increases or the Mach been used to consider the finite amplitude efficis

number changes, it is essential to consider the full in a laminar compressible wake by Liu and Lees (3
numbescanes item.. is he tobule , aand by Ko, Kubota, and Lees 4)for an incompressiblecompressible problemn. If the turbulence, as a wae Thfomltoblwfrato-insnl

source of noise, is taken as incompressible, Crow(2) wake. The formulation below for a two-dimensional

has shown that this so-called 'Liepmann approxira- compressible flow is more general for two reasons.

tion' leads to errors in calculation of the radiated First, the effects of viscosity varying with tem-

perature have not been ignored. Secondly, following
Reynolds and Hussain(5), the total flow quantities

The first stage in the extension of the model to have been separated into three parts; viz, mean,

include compressibility is to demonstrate the abili- organized disturbance and disorganized random dis-
ty to formulate and solve the relevant differential turbance. The effect of the random disturbance has

and integral problems analogous to those of Section been taken into account by the introduction of an

1-5. This has been done and the results are eddy viscosity.

presented below. This exercise has been formulated
only to demonstrate the ability to solve compres- Denoting a flow quantity by q, we define

sible flow problems and is the stepping-stone to
the problem of the axisymmetric compressible jet q = + q + q', (2.1)

flow problem. In view of this, only a limited
amount of calculations have been performed and a where bar, tilde and prime refer to the mean, the

detailed model of the large-scale structure has not organized disturbance and random disturbance com-

been obtained. ponents of the flow. Averaging over a long time
interval determines q. Then, the phase average <q>,

In this study the mean flow is tho-dimensional i.e. the average over a large ensemble of points

and is assumed to be compressible as well as having the same phase, is

viscous. Both of these considerations add a degree <q> = q

of complexity to the formulation of the mathematical
model. The dependent variables in the problem are
the fluctuating components of the velocity, the den- That is, it is assumed that the phase average of the

sity, pressure and temperature. To solve these, the random motion for a large ensemble is zero. From

internal energy equation and the equation of state these definitions, several properties can be easily

have to be considered as well as the momentum equa- deduced, for example,

tions and the equation of continuity. The viscosity
is assumed to be a function of the varying q =q = <q'> = O
temperature.

In order to determine the structure of the finite For each of the continuity, momentum and energy
amplitude organized disturbances, all flow quanti- equations the flow quantities q can be replaced by

ties are separated into three components; a time- the form given in equation (2.1). The time average
averaged component, an organized fluctuation compo- of the equations then provides the corresponding
nent and a disorganized random component. The equation for the mean flow. Subtraction of the
effect of this disorganized motion has been repre- mean flow equations from the phase averaged equation
sented in this study of organized turbulence through provides the equation for the organized disturbance.
the use of an eddy viscosity and an eddy thermal
conductivity. The downstream growth of the shear In order to simplify the model to be presented
layer thickness and the amplitude can be described, here, it will be assumed that the temperature of the

through an integral formulation of the equations of two streams is equal. It will also be assumed that
continuity, momentum and energy in terms of local the mean flow profile may be defined in terms of a
transverse distribution of fluctuation quantities. shape function whose derivative in the transverse
This is described in Section 1-6.2. By assuming direction is symmetric about the x-axis. It will be
the flow to be locally parallel, the local trans- seen that the development of the shear layer and the
verse distribution of fluctuations can be determined orqanized fluctuations can be determined by the use
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- I -

of two integral equations. These are the mean equation can be shown to be,
mechanical energy equation and the disturbance
kinetic energy equation.

The mean kinetic energy equation is derived by x( +  ) ( i+ ) 1(6 2 + 2 )]
eliminating the pressure term from the mean momen-
tum equations and multiplying the resulting
momentum equation by 5. After application of the +
appropriate boundary-layer approximations and after 3y

non-dimensionalization, we obtain:

+ [ (;2 - 2) + ax ;2]
+2 Tvl) + +( 2. 2)] +x

+ ;(5 1 +5 +Zi N-ZiT11y a x 3y

- -( ) a--- 
- -(2.2)

v ;where, using summation convention,

Z

- [ u _v + -- T121 = 0 ;
ay 3x* ij

where T12 is given by,
T* = (,* + CT) te.j (2.10)

T12 = .) 12.3)
5*(<ut' u*'> - u*'. u-') = j (2.11)

1 j C j

Here the kinematic Reynolds number is given by,

CT in (2.9) is an equivalent definition of eddy
uod viscosity describing the effect of background turbu-

Re = po-0 0 (2.4) lence on the organized disturbance. For the reasonsdiscussed in Section 1-5 the values of CT and ZT are
taken to be equal.

and the turbulent Reynolds number is given 
by,

The integral form of equation (2.2) and (2.9)
u d can be obtained by eliminating y through integra-

RT = .T (2.5) tion from the lower edge of the shear layer to theCT upper edge. The range of integration can, however,
be extended from -- to +- by noting that the inte-

where the coefficient of eddy viscosity ET is given grands vanish outside the disturbed region.
by

1-6.3 Shape Assumptions for the

* u* i' u*' ET t* (2.6) Organized Motion

In order to evaluate the integrals involving
with ,j the rate of strain tensor given by fluctjations in equations (2.2) and (2.9), it is

necessary to describe the transverse distributions

of the fluctuations.tk .=2 el . +2 . )% 6"

tIJ 3 u* Ui Folloving Liu and Lees(3), we introduce local
'stretched' coordinates x' and y' given by

and

I= X = x/b
00 . a* /3x* + aul. /axt~) 31J J (3.1)

y = ., dy

lit is the second coefficient of viscosity and its y
ratio to p* is assumed constant. The eddy viscosity
ET in (2.5)describes the effect of background turbu- The fluctuations are assumed to take the form
lence on the mean flow. Noting the results of
Reynolds and Hussain(5), its value is taken to be = A(x) f(y') exp(-iw't') + conjugate
independent of the transverse coordinate y as a
first approximation. v = A(x) e'O(y') exp(-iw't') + conjugate

The time-averaged organized disturbance kinetic A(x) r(y') exp(-iGt') + conjugate (3.2)
energy equation is derived by multiplying the x and
y disturbance momentum equations by u and ; respec- A(x) n(y') exp(-iw't') + conjugate
tively and adding. Using the normal boundary layer
approximations, the non-dimensionalized form of the T = A(x) ,(y') exp(-iw't') + conjugate
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where A(x) is the amplitude of the disturbance. The

primes have been used to indicate that the quantity

has been non-dimensionalized with respect to the y

local thickness b. It is assumed that the local uZ. I

derivative of A with respect to x1 is ia'A +

Substituting these relations in equation (2.2)
and (2.9), one can easily obtain )

d
d_ [b II + b IAl 2 ; 1

- Ic - IAI2 ( x l + 14 + 1q) (3.3)

arJ

d
dd [blA r? 16 + bIAJ

2  1] =

1A12 dx 13 + 14 - 19 + I1 + 111) (3.4)

where IK are integrals involving the mean velocity FMj. 1 Coordinate System for Two-Dimensional
and the shape parameters, given in Appendix I-6A. Shear Layer
These integrals can be evaluated at any downstream
distance x, by determining the transverse distri-
butions of the eigenfunctions from the locally equations, internal energy and equation of state.

parallel flow theory. Thus, after specifying the As before, the disturbance equations are derived

initial values of the unknnn quantities b and 1A12, by subtracting the time-averaged mean equation from

their downstream growth can be determined by inte- the phase averaged equation. The mean flow has

grating the differential equations (3.3) and (3.4). been defined in terms of the shape function; i.e.,

mean velocity is known as a function of position,
The solutions of the equations for the flucnua- and the coefficients of viscosity, thermal conduc-

tions are given in the next section. tivity and specific heat are described as functions
of mean temperature.

1-6.4 Eigenvalue Analysis for a The disturbance equations are linearized by
Two-Dimensional, Compressible, assuming that the product of fluctuation quantities
Turbulent Free-Mixing Laye is small. Further simplification is introduced by

assuming that the mean flow is locally parallel
The eigenvalue analysis for unstable modes in an which allows one to ignore the transverse mean

incompressible, two-dimensional free-mi Y g layer velocity components as well as the derivatives,
has previously been performed by Lessen 6 and with respect to x, of the mean flow quantities. The
Morris(7) among others. The extension of this work fluctuations i* and k* in the viscosity and thermal
to compressible, viscous flows has now been carried conductivity are approximated as follows,
out. Aoart from the mathematical complexities

/ introduced by the compressible and viscous nature
of the problem, the major difference between the A = dI*
two analyses is that the single fourth order dif- dT*

ferential equation for the fluctuating viscous
stream function in the incompressible analysis, is
replaced for the present problem by three second = d *.

order ordinary differential equations for the dTA
fluctuating axial velocity, pressure and tem pera-
ture. Using the fact that a three parameter The eddy viscosity coefficient is introduced as in
analytic solution can be found on either side of (2.9). The eddy thermal conductivity coefficient
the disturbed region, the cigenvalue problem con- is defined as follows
sists of finding a single parametric family of

solutions which will integrate from the solution on
'the upper side to a solution on the lover side. p* (<u*.' T*'> - ut' T*e) = kT 2
Again, the effect of the background turbulence on 3 ,
the organized motion has been described using an

eddy viscosity and an eddy thermal conductivity The eddy coefficient CT and kT are related to each
coefficient. other by using a turbulent Prandtl number, PT, de-

fined by

fhe problem to be considered is that of finding CT CP

eigenvalues for spatially growing two-dimensional PT T k
modes in a compressible, turbulent free-mixing T
layer sketched in Figure 1. The equations which
describe the fluctuations are the organized dis- The 'stretched coordinate' introduced in Section
turbance equations for continLity, x, y-momentum 1-6.3 will be used, that is, the independent vari-
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ables xy are transformed into x',y' by using equa- problem. An iterative procedure can now be set up
tion (3.1). The equations are non-dimensionalized to find the eigenvalues.
with respect to the local shear layer width b.

1-6.5 Results and Discussion
By introducing the Fourier transforms r, f, U.,

i and C of the disturbance quantities 4, 6, V, p Before considering the solutions to the integral
and t respectively, we can reduce the partial dif- equations for the development of the shear layer
ferential equations of the fluctuations to a set of and the growth of the organized fluctuations, we
ordinary differential equations. These equations will look at some solutions of the stability equa-
are given in Appendix I-6B. Introducing the vector tions derived in Section 1-6.4.
Z of unknowns, as defined below, one can obtain a
Tinear, homogeneous, system of six differential The axial behavior of an infinitesimal distur-
equations bance in a parallel shear flow is governed by its

complex wavenumber, a. For a fluctuation component
Z' - A Z (4 1) of frequency w the change in amplitude as a func-

tion of axial distance depends on the imaginary
where part of its wavenumber. We will consider the pro-

blem of a two-dimensional parallel shear layer
Z = ff, f', 0, %/YIM 1

2
, V, F'JT where the mean velocity profile can be represe;,ted

by,

A = [a ]. i,j - 1,6 u(y) = .5 tanh(y)J (5.1)

Here, prime denotes differentiation with respect to and the mean temperature profile takes a similar

y', y! is the ratio of specific heats of the high form. The amplification factor ai is shown as a

speed stream, and I, is the Mach number of the high function of frequency for several flow conditions

speed stream. The coefficients, aij, are complex in Figure 2. The inviscid, isothermal incompres-
expressions involving a single unknown, the parame- sible curve gives the greatest amplification.
ter c, which is the ratio of real frequency to the Increasing the Mach number to I reduces the maximum
complex wave number. amplification rate by 30 per cent. Increasing the

high speed stream temperature to 2.54 times that of

To describe the boundary conditions necessary to the ambient air for the same Mach number does not
solve for Z, equation (4.1) is examined at either decrease the amplification rate further but shifts
side of the shear layer. Since steady state condi- the frequency at which maximum amplification is

tions prevail on either side, the matrix A reduces reached to a lower value. It also stabilizes the
to a constant function of the parameter c. Thus, higher frequencies.

if Xi are the eigenvalues of A, the most general
solution of (4.1) in the far region is of the form

6

where Z. = . e XiYe w. being the eigenvector
corresponding to the eigenvalue Xi. ai are arbi- I -
trary constants. However, it can be easily deter-
mined that the eigenvalues occur as ±)i pairs. i. .
Thus, depending on the sign of the real part, three ,.
of the solutions which do not satisfy the boundary
conditions but increase with distance from the ,..i

shear layer must be discarded. Only three solu- •
tions satisfy the boundary conditions on either
side. Let Zl

+
, Z+, Z3

+ 
and I,-, Z2, 13" be the 1

solutions above and below the mixing layer,
respectively. Fig. 2 Curves of Amplification Rate Against Fre-

quency for Compressible 2-D Shear Layer
Because of the homogeneous, linear nature of the

differential equation (4.1), it is clear that if

lI, -, Z3 are integrated solutions corresponding Let us now look at the results for the finite
to initial values ZI

+
, Z2+, 3

+
, then all, + a2Z + amplitude organized disturbances. The Mach number

a3_ is also a solution corresponding to initial of the moving stream is taken to be 0.50883 and both
condition all,+ + a2j2+ + a31 3+. Thus, in order to the moving stream and the ambient air have the same
match the boundary conditions at the lower edge, temperature. The turbulent Reynolds number defined
one must have in the same manner as in Section I-5 is a constant

b+Z+ bthroughout the flow of value 50. The mean velocity
a- + aZ2 + a3 3  b2-j+ b3jZ;- profile is given by

In other words, this homogeneous linear 6x6 system u(y) -. 5 [1 - tanh(y')] (5.2)
must have a non-trivial solution. The values of
the parameter c, for which this condition of non- where yiis defined in equation (3.1). The local
triviality can be met, are the elgenvalues of the amplification factor -ai' is shown as a function of
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the local frequency o' in Figure 3. The maximum
amplification occurs for a local frequency of .176
and the neutral mode occurs at a local frequency of
388. Since the local frequency w' is given by

w' - wb (5.3)

a frequency component of fixed frequency w will pass
through growing, neutral and decaying stages as b
increases.

$3 0 2 13 5 $ "t 7% 5Is0

" "Fig. 5 Phase Velocity as a Function
of Frequency

Using the distributions for the most amplifying
mode the integrals in equations (3.3) and (3.4) may

be evaluated and the development of the shear layer
can be found for various initial conditions. The
amplitude of the fluctuations as a function of
downstream distance is shown in Figure 6 for various
initial amplitudes. It can be seen that in spite of
a change in initial amplitude of one thousand times
the limiting amplitude of the disturbances is the
same. The growth of the shear layer width for an
initial disturbance amplitude of I x 10-6 is shown
in Figure 7. After an initial transition region the
width increases linearly with axial distance. The
location of most amplifying frequencies is shown in

* ' Figure 8. The high frequencies dominate at small
ilAmplification Rate -, as a shear layer widths whereas the lower most amplifying

Fig. 3 Local Lcal reuency frequencies are inversely proportional to their
Function of Local Frequency axial location.

In the same manner as for the incompressible
problem, the organized motion is considered to be
locally dominated by the most highly amplified mode.
The transverse distributions of the mean square
axial and radial velociLy fluctuations and the shear
stress parameter 0 for the most amplifying mode are
shown in Figure 4. The phase %elocity as a function
of frequency is shown in Figure 5. The phase ye-
locity of both the most amplifying mode and the
neutral mode is .5.

Fig. 6 Growth of Amplitude with Downstream
Distance
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"Distributions forHost Amplifying mode Fig. 7 Growth of Shear Layer Width with
Downstream Distance
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to m"ean value

organized fluctuation

q' random fluctuation

r density fluctuation shape function

Ro  kinematic Reynolds number

5 RT turbulent Reynolds number

T temperature

u,v axial and transverse velocities

(x,y) axial and transverse coordinates

(x',y') stretched coordinates

a2,a wavenumber and local wavenumber

a.. transverse velocity fluctuation shape
., c .w , .z . ,. 2 function

AXI $A I

y ratio of specific heats

Fig. 8 Most Amplifying Frequencies 
for

Two-Dimensional Disturbances as a CT coefficient of eddy viscosity
Function of Downstream Distance

kT coefficient of eddy thermal conductivity

1-6.6 Conclusions WIWI frequency and local frequency

A differential and integral formulation has been 7 pressure fluctuation shape function
carried out to describe the development of a two-
dimensional compressible shear layer. The organized p density
structure at any axial location has been determined
from the most amplifying eigensolution to the temperature fluctuation shape function
viscous compressible stability equations.

Future work will
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APPENDIX -6A APPENDIX I-6B

Definition of Integrals in Equations 3.3 and 3.4 Governing Equacions of motion

- 1. Continuity

S u(u 2  
- i) dy' i(u - c) r + p(p' + i f) + ppl = 0

2. x-Monentum Equation

12 f u [ill2 1 'e1I ] dy' i(u - c) of + O u o nZ

=. i k2

13 = ' [1f12  I 012] Lu. dy' + R 
-  - 2 f. i(R2+)ci

2 ' + of",. p'f'J
ay'

+ L [(ou" + p'u') s + pu s' + (f' + ic20)

1,, = p 0 R f ,2u, dy'

.)y do T1
dT

is (a- + iu dy' 
where,

16 = ./ 4 u f 2 + Jae*~2 dy I2 +
- dy R2  Ro +t

17= R[rf 7F + 2 rfl,'a- 2 + 3 rf IfI 2 J dy'
.ok 2 =k, + 2

' =3. y-omentufy Equation
-f du R( f dy

i (u-c.)o2, = - Y1 1 + [ i(k1+1)fr

'0
110 ( 1 ) -L ( (IkIf12 .P2 I1, 12) . +,2

/ - o R.' -

+ la' 2 l2 + p2l f'12 + (k+ 1) p R[ i'f ' ;+ _o [iu's, + T
7f'O dT f+

- i ' f' ' dy

4. Internal Energy Equation

IM f R +'a dy' PCv[i(u-c)C + ao T']

(!L 
2  [d - k +( k TI)I

k, (! ... 1), k2 - k, + 2 01 R0 [ -kt+ t
3 1'*

R° 0= b Rot RT = b RT V ' = - o(Y1-1) p [I f + ']

+ )Ro u' [s u' + 2 u(pf' + ia2o)]
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where ce and k? being the eddy viscosity and eddy
thermal coefficients respectively.

kt = k + - cv . In the above equations, the primes denote thederivatives with respect to y', as defined in (3.1).
Furthermore, all non-dimensionalization has been0T is the turbulent Prandtl number, defined as carried through with respect to the local thickness,
b. Thus, the symbols alRo as used here correspond

cT * C* to the symbols a' R in Appendix 1-6A. For
0 T  k k* ' simplicity, the bars over the mean flow quantitiesT have also been dropped.

/
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1-7 THE MOMENTUM POTENTIAL FIELD DESCRIPTION OF FLUCTUATING FLUID MOTION
AS A BASIS FOR A UNIFIED THEORY OF INTERNALLY GENERATED SOUND

P. E. Doaktt
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research

University of Southampton
Southampton SO95NH, England

Abstract Ilere, p is the mass density, vi the fluid velocity,
xk the Cartesian position coordinates, t the time,

A new, concise, exact expression for the scalar and ' is the scalar momentum potential. Bi is the
momentum potential of a time-stationary, but other- unique solenoidal component of the linear momentum
wise arbitrary, fluid flow is derived and dis- density and - 2 /3xi is the unique irrotational com-
cussed. The expression is shown to lead to a gen- ponent (uniqueness of these components, of course,
eralized analog of the Landahl-Lilley equation, is fully guaranteed only after application of ap-
which is presently being used as a basis of studies propriate boundary conditions in each particular
of local and radiated pressure fluctuations associ- situation).
ated with turbulent shear flows.

From the mass transport equation, the mass den-
1-7.1 Introduction sity can be expressed in terms of the scalar momen-

tum potential only, and thus is explicitly inde-
In recent publications(1-4) results of initial pendent of the solenoidal omentum field:

investigations of the momentum potential field de-
scription of fluctuating fluid motion as a basis Dp/at = 20/ax. 2. (3)
for a unified theory of internally generated sound
have been reported. In particular, equations de-
scribing, to quite a good approximation for many Also, from the mass transport equation (3) it fol-
purposes, both the generation and propagation of lows that when the flow is time-stationary (that is
pressure fluctuations associated with turbulent when each scalar and vector field variable can be
flows, such as jet flows, have been derived and expressed as a sum of a time averaged component and
some of their properties and implications have been a purely fluctuating component of zero time aver-
investigated and discussed, age), then the time average of the scalar potential

is both irrotational and solenoidal: i.e.,
In the work reported here, a new expression for

these purposes, which is both exact and symboli- 2 =,
cally much more concise than the previous approxi- /i
mate expressions, has been obtained. Also, this
expression leads naturally to an exact, generalized where the overbar indicates the time average (or
analog of the Landahl-Lilley equation. These ex- mean). Any vector field that is both irrotational
pressions provide some new insights into the nature and solenoidal care be expressed in terms of either
of the local physical processes which result in a scalar potential or a vector potential, both
production of "sound generated aerodynamically" by satisfying (in Cartesian coordinates) Laplace's
fluctuating fluid flows, equation. Therefore, it follows that for time-

stationary flows, without any loss of generailty,
1-7.2 Momentum Potential Theory: the mean value of the scalar momentum can be taken

Basic Definitions as zero, so that the scalar momentum potential be-
comes a purely fluctuating quantity, and the mean

In the momentum potential formulation of problems value of the irrotational momentum component, ii,
of fluctuating fluid motion, the linear momentum then includes all of the mean field that is both
density, rather than the velocity, is regarded as solenoidal and irrotational. The mass transport
the primary dependent vector field to be determined equation thus becomes, for time-stationary flows,
in terms of space and time coordinates. It is ex-
pressed, by means of Helmhioltz's theorem, as a /t=3i;X2(4
linear superposition of unique solenoidal and irro- '/ t = 2)/ xi,
tational components:

(the primes indicating purely fluctuating quanti-
ties) and the definition of the linear momentum

Ovi(xkt) = Bi - 30/axi, (1) density components, equations (1) and (2), can be
rewritten as

aBi/ax i  0. (2)

tHawker Siddeley Professor of Acoustics.

fConsultant, Lockheed-Georgia Company, Aeroacoustics Research and
Technology Laboratory, where much of the work reported was carried
out during August 1973.
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nvi(xkot) il(k) + B;(Xk't) S u(--..+.....v..L- 2-k6)

ax. ax. ax~ i

- 3a'(Xkt/ax i., (5)
+ ( + C) --k (8)

I/axi aB!/ax i. 0 . (6) +

u being the coefficient of shear viscosity and €

These results comprise the essential physical that of bulk viscosity, and 6.. is the Kronecker

and mathematical simplifications, in both concept delta (6ij = 0 when i 0 j and 6ij -1 when i = j).
and analysis, that are introduced by the momentum
potential description, ispecially for time- The irrotational part of equation (7) can be
stationary flows. First, one of the five (scalar) isolated by performance of the vector divergence
equations specifying the two scalar and one vector operation, and the fluctuating part by partial dif-
dependent fields (say, pressure, entropy and linear ferentiation ,ith respect to time. Performance of
momentum density) becomes linear, and involves only these operations yields directly
the fluctuating quantities [e-quation (4)]. Second,
the vector dependent field can ot expressed as a 32 (2p 2L) +  2
linear combination of three fields: (i) the sole- i - +-{ ovj)

noidal mean field, Bi; (ii) a solenoidal fluctu- axi2 at at2  ax iax. at

ating field, B!, which can meaningfully and un-
anbiguously be called the "vortical" (or, less av. as..
preferably, the "turbulent") component of the + ov j - - a = . (9)
field; (iii) an irrotational fluctuating component,
-ai'/ax-, which in turn, if desirable on physical By elementary operations, and use of the mass
grounds (3), can be expressed as a linear super- transport equation (4) and the momentum definition
position of "acoustic" and "thermal" components. (5), the double divergence terms in equation (9)

can easily be rearranged as follows:

1-7.3 A Concise, Exact Inhomogeneous Equation

for the Scalar Momentum Potential 2 (a a

In previous work(l"3), an equation for the ax. ax. a ax.-.axv a vj ?a
scalar momentum potential was developed which is
valid for situations in which the fluctuating
thermodynamic quantities are relatively small (i.e. as..
p'/5<<l and p'/5<<l, p being the thermodynamic v v - ._
pressure, but all mean quantities and the vortical 

at at

momentum fluctuations, B!, are, a priori, arbi-
trary). In these previous descriptions all compo-
nents of the fluctuations -- acoustic, thermal and a2  a ap a.
vortical -- were explicitly identified throughout x.ax. (2v -(pv) -v lV Tt at
and their interactions were thus explicitly dis- I j
played. The approximate equation previously
obtained for the scalar momentum potential is of a a ,.
generalized convected-wave-equation type, and con- - {2v + v v.
tains terms explicitly displaying both convective ax. ax. i atax. i j a2
and shear refraction rnteraction of the scalar I j J axk

potential disturbances with the mean flow and
temperature fields. aB. aS..

2 - _J. (10)+ 22 (2v i t

An exact generalization of this equation can be ax ax j at

obtained, as follows. (For convenience and brevity
of notation, not all of the interactions among the
mean, acoustic, vortical and thermal components of Finally, provided only an equation of state exists,

the motion will be explicitly displayed, ini- the pressure time derivative, ap/at, can always be

tially.) expressed In terms of the mass density derivative
and those of any other appropriate and convenient

For a Stokesian fluid, the exact equation of thermodynamic variables, such as entropy, for

linear momentum density tranpport can be written as example. When the equation of state is that of an

(for time-stationary flows) ideal gas, an appropriate second therrodynamic
variable is the adiabatic variable

(B + ?S ax i - ) Sij 0, (7) a E In (p/pY), (11)at _ I xi xI  axj (iv

Where y is the ratio of specific heats, y 2 Cp/Cv.
where S is the viscous stress tensor, The variable o is obviously closely related to the

entropy: variations in o are in one-to-one cor-
respondence with entropy variations, and vice
versa. In terms of p and o, exactly,
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3p C2  
+p = C2 2, + Furthermore, in this limit;ng case of a constant3 C . p + pC2 (12) mean velocity, it is clear that equation (15) is

5 Xk2 simply an inhomogeneous, second order, convected
acoustic wave equation for the Laplacian of the

%,here C
2 

is the ;nstantaneous local speed of scalar nomentun potential, 
2 

'/4xk2. which, by

sound, virtue of equation (12) can be replaced by

C2 -p/o. (13) .__ . 2.
C2 it C2 5t

Straightforward substitution of expressions (12)
and (10) into equation (9) then gives the new, Thus. again exactly, for this limiting case of con-
exact equation for the scalar momentu.., potential: stant mean flow, equation (15) can be written as

--- (C2 - )x t 
2  

C
2 
"1"

' tDt
2 C

Ixi k 
2 

0

-xi-xZ-(2v 
+  

= - - Wx x ( " ) - " 6)
~x.3. i.t2X. 'J- ii at otc2t

Equation (15) thus becomes, in the form of equation
+S (. (16), an inhomogeneous convected acoustic wave

x x (2v. J 
p  

t i ..97L) "  
equation for the time derivative of the pressure.S ItThe only linear source terms are those arising from

irreversible processes (i.e., from Sij and 3).

This exact expression has many very interesting Further analysis (which will not be described here)
properties in its physical interpretation. Con- readily shows that these simply provide, to first
sider first the limiting case of constant mean order in the Stokes number [see section 2.1 of

velocity: i.e., vi in equation (14) is equal to reference (2)], the well-known viscous and thermal
Vi , a constant vector, plus a fluctuating part, attenuation of the acoustic pressure waves. The

w, which is a priori arbitrary. Then equation remaining quadratic source terms are dominated by

(14) becomes-- the equivalent quadrupole source strength density
tensor Q--. The leading terms of this tensor [see

a2  3 5 equation 4)] are of the form v!3B!/;t, or, when
(C

2 
) . (-L .V) the velocity fluctuations are largely vortical inax.2  X t aXk2 nature, as in turbulence, (/ )B!Bj/at.

aas.. Apart from the assumption of a constant mean
2  

(pa . - 3 .l+ ' ) (15) velocity, the results expressed in equations (15)
ax.ax. 

(P  6ij at Qij and (16) are exact. No assumptions have been made
about the mean or fluctuating behavior of the local

instantaneous speed of sound, C
2 

(i.e., the temper-
where ature), or about the behavior of the adiabatic

variable, a (i.e., the entropy), or about the mag-
D/Dt a/at + v a/ax., nitude of the mean velocity, or about the ampli-

tudes or space-time behavior of any of the fluc-

In equation (15), the quadrupole fluctuating source tuating quantities of primary interest, such as the
u (d pressure itself and the velocity fluctuations (i.e.

strength density tensor , Qis of quadratic (an
higher) order in the fluctuating velocities, the vortical, "turbulent" fluctuations, B-). In

this connection, it is interesting to observe that
and/or the mass density fluctuations, P', (or, what the momentum potential approach yields, for this
is the same thing, quadratic in the mass density case of uniform mean velocity, a slightly simpler
fluctuations and/or the fluctuating momentum compo- and more physically satisfying (note, for example,
nents, B! and - Z '/axi). The linear term admr hsclystsyn ntfreape
a2niB/and a- Ix 1  he leare r the automatic presence of a quadrupole type of
Soli. t he~a, asece a s puely source distribution) description than does
solenoial. In the absence of mean shear, then, Phillips' equation. (See, e.g., section 2.4 of
the scalar momentum potential is coupled only qua- reference (2); further details of the results which
dratically to the vortical momentum fluctuations, can be obtained by comparing equations (14), (15)

and (16) with Phillips' equation will not be given

B . (Strictly speaking, the double divergence of here).

the time derivative of the viscous stress tensor, Thus, the pressure fluctuations, in the case of
aSi,/at, on the right side of equation (15),
forI~ally throws up some linear coupling terms in- uniform mean flow, but otherwise arbitrary condi-fo l thow tuon some linea coulin sterar ioenunptnta

volving B, but these are usually very small in- tions, are, like the scalar momentum potential,
Igradi- only quadratically coupled with (i.e., "driven by")deed, especially as they depend as well upon di - the vortical and/or irrotational momentum (or

ents of mean mass density and/or the viscosity velocity) fluctuations. Furthermore, this coupling
coefficients.) is via a source term of quadrupole type, in a

(me-a-flow-) convected acoustic wave equation.
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Again, from the point of view of the physics of represented by the terms
the situation, comparison of equation (16) with the
Lighthill "acoustic analogy" description of the 2 2 a2q, 32  a2e,
same situation is instructive. These points will - ( -) vi-) IxI
not be pursued further here, however, as much of a a 2 i 3x 2
the ground has already been covered in a previous
publication(2). The main conclusion that emerges
from such a comparison is simply reinforcement of pure shear refraction by

the need, in the interest of retention of a realis- av 2 , - a2
tic physical conception of what is actually going . J __,
on in a moving, turbulent flow, to explicitly dis- ax. axi ax.at ax. ax
play in the theoretical description, as in equation J J ax k
(16), terms that explicitly represent the convec-
tion of the pressure disturbances by the mean flow, dilatational "refraction" by terms like
and the possible contributions to radiated noise by
entropy fluctuations. av 2'

-2 a a 2

In sharp contrast to the situation obtaining a Xk2

when the mean flow is uniform, the presence of a
mean velocity gradient, in a direction either par- and also there are mixed convective-refractive
allel or transverse to the mean flow direction, terms like
results in equation (14) displaying linear coupling
of the solenoidal momentum fluctuations with the W 2'
scalar momentum potential and hence, by inference, V. axi a (2)
with the pressure fluctuations. Of course, if the i ax2
mean velocity field and the fluctuating solenoidal k

momentum vector (and the entropy fluctuations, if
significant) are known independently, and accurate- With only the linear terms on the left side, all

e , either from theory or experiment, equa- the quadratic and higher order terms being repre

ion (14) can still then be used, perfectly sented by an equivalent quadrupole source strength

validly, to calculate the scalar momentum poten- density tensor, W., and transferred to the right

tial, and hence, for example, the near and far side (note that elh term in M!-, of course, will
contain either a2 

2 21 r /tx;a

field pressure fluctuations associated with a tur- c'/axk or a 3'/atax. as a

bulent jet flow, via equation (12). Here it is factor), equation (14) can be written exactly as

most interesting t-'observe that since the linear
coupling source term in equation (14) is, exactly, a2  2.' . 2  

)

-a B a. axi 2  axk2 at2

ax. ( atJ

a2  D24' + - L2L'which is a dipole-type source distribution, repre- ax ( t x .
senting physically a mean shear/vortical fluctua- aaJ a tk 2

tion interaction, it follows that linear coupling
of vortical fluctuations to the scalar momentum a2  3B. as..
potential (i.e., "pressure") will only occur im- -(2 v -- + H!. + pa" - " (17)
portantly in regions where both strong mean shear ax ax~ j ' at uj at ii at
and strong vortical fluctuations are present. The
quadratic coupling, via terms like Note that, as for the sources in Lighthill's acous-

av. alB. tic analogy description, all terms in this equa-
t- , )  tion, and, for that matter,'in equation (14), have

ax (2ax. equivalent "quadrupole source" representations, as
Ix J double divergences of tensors. Equation (17), in-

(again note that by virtue of the solenoidality of cidentally, is not a linearized or otherwise

Bj, this term reduces automatically from quadru- approximated version of the exact equation (14). It

pole-type source distribution to a dipole-type), is the exact equation simply rewritten in a form

which provided the only coupling in the uniform such that the left side is linear in the scalar

flow case, is, of course, still present as well. momentum potential (and In all fluctuating quanti-
ties generally).

As regards propagation effects of a non-uniform On the computational side, linear partial dif-
mean flow (as distinct from the generation effects f ntihequation with k n ar ial i-
Involved in 2vlaBi/at on the right side of equation ferential equations with known variable coeffi-

(14)), it is clearly evident that, in the general cients, of the type of equation (17), can be solved

case, those terms involving the velocity on the without too much difficulty with the all-Tof modern

left side of equation (14) that are linear in the analytical and machine-computational techniques.

fluctuations collectively display expicitly all Thus, given knowledge of V and !, say, and suf-
the convection, convective refraction and shear ficiently accurate estimates of the quadrupole type

refraction effects on the scalar momentum potential source strength density terms on the-rgFt side of

caused by its interaction with the mean flow. Also, equation (17), it is entirely practical to use such
an equation for theoretical studies of aerodynamic

of course, the linear ter(4 involving C2 on th left noise problems and other problems of fluctuating
side of equation (14), C2a'/3Xk2, explicitly rep- fluid flows.
resents thermal refraction. Convection, and con-
vective refraction, by the mean flow is explicitly
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Finally, although equation (14), the central new .= [V(x 2), 0, 0/
result here, is explicitly valid only for an ideal
Stokesian fluid, the same procedure can be used, =(x2).
with formally similar results, for studies of time-
stationary fluctuations in any continuous medium, The only linear contribution to expression (19) is
provided only that, as in the case here, constitu- then
tive relations are available to express fluctua-
tions in the pressure, and in the rest of the 3VI(x2) av2
stress tensor in the particular rredium, in terms of _[2 ( v2  I,
the scalar momentum potential (and other convenient 5x1  3x2  3-x-] "
variables, if necessary).

Operation onthis term by the mean flow material
1-7.4 The Generalized Analog of the derivative, 01/Dt - VI/t + Vl(x 2 )a/3xl, evidently

Landahl-Lilley Equation gives

It has been pointed out, in the previous sec-
tion, tnat the exdct scalar momentum potential 1VI3x2  - DjV
equation (14) exhibits linear coupling between the x x2 3x2 D
scalar momentum potential and the fluctuating sole-
noidal momentim, whenever the mean flow is either
sheared or possesses a gradient in the direction of But from the equations of linear momentum for such
flow. On the other hand, it is well-known [see, a flow,
e.g., section 3 of reference (4)] that for the
special case of a uni-directional, transversely D1v2 ' .., _S2k =
sheared mean flow, an expression can be derived, J(X 2) Dt ax2  xk ,
the Landahl-Lilley equation, in which the fluctu-
ating pressure (or logarithm of the pressure) ex-
hibits no linear coupling to any other fluctuating to first order. Hence, to first order, and apdrt
quantities, from the viscous stress tensor term, the mean flow

material derivative of thi first term of expression

In previous work [see section 2.3 of reference (19), in the case of uni-directional, transversely

(3)] it has been proved that, insofar as all linear sheared flow, with mean mass density also varying

terms are concerned, the partial time derivative of only in the transverse direction, becomes a pure

the Landahl-Lilley equation is equal to the materi- shear refraction term for pressure, transferable to

al derivative of the previously obtained 0pproxi- the left side as

mate version of equation (14) for the scalar momen-
tum potential. It is therefore of interest to re- . vi  2p
examine this relationship for the new, exact - a [2 - (20)
equation itself. 5x. ax. tax 

The comparison can be effected in a very simple
manner, which has the advantage of bringing into It follows from this that the material derivative

focus a very close interrelationship between the of equation (14) is a generalized analog of the

process of pure shear refraction and the process of Landahl-Lilley equation: that is, it will have the

linear coupling of the fluctuating pressure (or same property of exhibiting only quadratic (or

scalar momentum potential) to other fluctuating higher) order coupling of the pressure (and/or
variables. The procedure is as follows. When the scalar mom.ntum potential) fluctuations to other

differentiation with respect to xj is performed on fluctuating variables in the case of a uni-direc-
the first convective-refractive term of equation tional, transversely sheared flow, with only a
(14) two terms are obtained: transverse mean density gradient.

a2 2 It is a straightforward matter to obtain this

- (2v i ,3' 1 equivalent version of the general, exact Landahl-
axiaxJ  iatax j Lilley equation, which is, for comparison [see

equations (15, (42) and (45) of reference (2)),

a (2- a (2 v _ r) 3
x. ax . ataxx. a . tX. 2  (C2  r- r) . 2 - (C2 3r

I aa. Dt ax i Dt2  ax. ax.

If the first of these two terms is then transferred av. av. avk . as..
to the right side of equation (14), it can be com- = 2y -- L __ k (D L L - -J.-). (21)
bined with the first term of the right side to give ax.Dt 3 x a x.

-a [2 avi -. (pv)]. (19) The desired analog to equation (21) can be obtained
axi j by following the procedure outlined in the twopreceding paragraphs. As the algebra is somewhat

For the case of uni-directional, transversely tedious, it is omitted here. The final result,
sheared mean flow, in which the mean mass density however, can be expressed in relatively simple
may also have a transverse gradient, one has, say, terms, as follows.

The time derivative of the equation of linear
momentum density transport can be written as
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*p [( ,- .. v 'v. B. Dv. B
- i) - v4 -- v.------ F( I . ( L

S - .* ij itX.x' . _-7 -) 2Dt '-xr

3v 3  S(
" vv.4-4] - 2 '.xi Xk.. (25)

ik j

5-B. 3B. 38. a-S..

I + i- (v i v ..!) j+ ' (22) it can be seen by inspection that all of the terms

3tv x t j x.t in equation (24) (apart from the viscous terms. o,

course) becor.e of quadratic (or higher) order in

the solenoidal momentum fluctuations, B!, and the

velocity fluctuations, vi , when the mean flow is

uni-d~rectional, transversely sheared, and has mean

a(Z
p 
- ) left side of equation (22), mass density variation only in the transverse

C x- directio ..

32B. 3B. 36. These source terns on the right side of equation

i(B; v) [ .-- (v. J-- + v.-)], (23) (24) can be seen from equation (25) to all be ex-it Sat J"t plicitly deoendent on the solenoidal linea-r rorren-

tum density fluctuations, T6. It follows that

the analog of the general Landahl-Lilley equation radiated sound fields can only be produced "aero-

(21) is, exactly, dynamically" when the flow in question has vortical

momentum density fluctuations.

DVk )3Si.. For the case of a turbulent mixing region having
(Dt 3x.x.t a uni-directional, transversely sheared mean flow,

Si 3xk ) with zero mean pressure gradient and mean mass

density varyinq only transversely, when all the

D a avk 3vK 3
3S.. flow in expression (25) becomes at least quadratic

-x 2-----)S i - 2- (24) in the fluctuations, one would expect the dominant
t oxk xi 3XkXa at quadratic terms in equation (25) to be themselves

dominated by the solenoidal momentum fluctuations.
(The term arising from the viscous stress tensor That is, factors like
term in equation (22) has been split because the
principal effect of the left side term in the vis- 3v '  (k -

cous stress tensor in equation (24) is to nrovide - ( a )
viscous attenuation of acoustic pressure waves via ?x x 0
diffusion of momentum, while the corresponding
right side term in equation (24) provides terms of

a general character like the others on the right can be satisfactorily approximated by
side, but which are usually considerably smaller
in magnitude.) vk 1 (Bk

The left side terms of equation (24) are clearly x i  3x i

all propagation terms in the scalar momentum poten-
tial and/or pressure fluctuations. As was noted
previously, the pure shear refraction term of because, from equation (4), the scalar momentum
equation (18) in the scalar momentum potential will potential is of the same relative order as the mass
be replaced in the expression, when it is worked out density fluctuations.
explicitly, by the pure shear refraction term in the
pressure, expression (20). Thus, broadly speaking, An interesting consequence of such dominance of

the left side of equation (24) can be expressed the source terms by solenoidal fluctuations (which

either as a fourth order differential operator also has practical uses in analytic and computa-

acting on the fluctuating pressure, or as a fifth tional work) is that, because of the solenoidality,

order differential operator acting on the scalar terms like
momentum potential. When the fluctuating pressure
is used, the equation is obviously a direct analog 3vk' 2Bi
of the Landahl-Lilley equation for the logarithm of 'x i 3x.3t

the pressure. 
J

The right side terms of equation (24) are, in an say, automatically become expressiole as

explicit form,
B '328:

av. avk 2Bki32,i

right side of equation (23) 
= 6 

J
a ax-- 0 - '"Ixa)3xk x 3x.3t JJ

3vk D @v. 3. av. av 3B and so on.

x. ax ax. t) ax -ST x. at
i k k It is also relevant to note, in equation (25),

that the velocity divergences can be replaced by

the material derivative of the logarithm of the
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mass density, since sheared mean flow, although the advantage of a
quadratic right side will not necessarily be

1Do av. present in general. However, for relatively slowly
Ot--- Ox 0 diverging jet mixing flows, for example, such asDt Ox.

j those of aircraft engines, it can be easily estab-
lished by inspection of expression (25) (or from

and also that the term involving the material the Landahl-Lilley equation) that quadratic source

acceleration can be expressed in terms of pressure terms can be expected to continue to dominate, as

or entropy qradients and viscous stresses, since long as the expansion angle of the jet, in radians,
is smaller than the representative turbulence

Dv. as.. level, Iv i/I~iI, in the mixing region. Also, of
D- = h I -11. . T as I . course, the accuracy of the parallel flow model for
Dt o axi  x ax. ax. x 0 ax. ' a slowly diverging flow can easily be increased by

the well-known coordinate transformation methods

of, say, acoustic horn theory or boundary layer
where h is the enthalpy, T the temperature and S th-ory.
the entropy.

Comparison of equation (24) with the general References
Landahl-Lilley equation (21) shows that equation
(24) is the partial derivative with respect to time 1. P. E. Doak, 1971, Journal of Sound and Vibra-
of equation (21), rewritten in terms of the fluc- tion 19, 211-225. On the interdependence be-
tuating pressure, instead of the logarithm of the tween acoustic and turbulent fluctuating
total instantaneous pressure which is used in the motions in a moving fluid.
andahl-Lilley equation. Thus, when fluctuating
quantities are of interest, the new equation (24) 2. P. E. Doak, 1972, Journal of Sound and Vibra-
nas the advantage of being automatically and ex- tion 25, 263-335. Analysis of internally
plicitly expressed, to the first order, in terms of generated sound in continuous materials: 2. A
fluctuating quantities. It aiso displays explic- critical review of the conceptual adequacy and
itly the nature of the fluctuating flow field -- physical scope of existing theories of aero-
i.e., its irrotational and solenoidal components -- dynamic noise, with special reference to
again to first order. In this latter respect it supersonic jet noise.
can be made completely explicit by expressing the
particle velocity as 3. P. E. Doak, 1973, Journal of Sound and Vibra-

tion 6, 91-120. Analysis of internally

1 generated sound in continuous materials: 3.
v ( i + 8! - aO/ax ). The momentum potential field description of

fluctuating fluid motion as a basis for a
unified theory of internally generated sound.

Like the general Landahl-Lilley equation (21),

the new ecuation (24) is exact and thus is not 4. P. E. Doak, 1973, Journal of Sound and Vibra-
restricted in its applications to special cases tion 28, 527-561. Fundamentals of aero-
such as that of uni-directional, transversely dynamic sound theory and flow duct acoustics.
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II

APPENDIX I

A NEW ANECHOIC FACILITY FOR SUPERSONIC HOT JET NOISE RESEARCH AT LOCKHEED-GEORGIA

R. H. Burrin, P. D. Dean and H. K. Tanna
Lockheed-Georgia Company

Marietta, Georgia

Abstract control the jet efflux velocity.

The facility described in this paper has been The following pages outline the design philoso-
carefully designed accounting for shortcomings of phies and steps taken to ensure the best possible
other facilities, being guided by the stringent de- facility obtainable, utilizing the existing basic
mand5 of on-going jet noise research at Lockheed- laboratory buildings available in the Lockheed-
Georgia. The design goal was the capability of Georgia Acousti.s ...search Center, fcr present and
testing 2 in. diameter model jets up to 20001F future requirements of fundamental hot jet noise
stagnation temperature at pressure ratios 3s high research.
as eight, in a free-field environment, anechoic at
ill frequencies above 200 Hz. 11-2 Facility Planning

A comprehensive series of flow visualization and The Lockheed-Georgia Company's aeroacoustics
temperature mapping experiments in a one-sixth laboratory consists of three adjoining rooms: a
scale model of the proposed facility, conducted to small 11 x It x 17 foot tall anechoic chamber, a
establish foundations for the unique design fea- 21 x 22 x 28 foot tall reverberation chamber and
tures, are described. A test program using a an instrumentation and control room. In order to
specially designed impedance tube to examine full- conduct the supersonic jet exhaust noise experi-
scale, four-wedge arrays is discussed, leading to ments with the required precision, a new facility
the final selection of an acoustic material and was needed at Lockheed. It was evident that use
design for the wedges to be used as lining for the of existing buildings would be most desirable from
new facility to ensure the 200 Hz frequency the standpoints of both development time and cost.
requirement. As a consequence, the existing reverberation room

(which had been lined with 6-inch foam slabs to
Details of construction of the room and exhaust act as a semi-anechoic room in a program of experi-

nuffler/collector are given together with a de- mental research into the characteristics of duct
scription of the design and fabrication of the air acoustics) was chosen as the prime candidate for
supply system. conversion to the new anechoic facility. This new

facility was designed to satisfy the following
Finally, tests conducted to evaluate the perfor- acoustic criteria and physical requirements.

mance of the complete facility are discussed in
detail. These include (i) exhaust muffler/collector
attenuation measurements, (ii) inverse-square law 11-2.1 Design Criteria

tests to determine the anechoic quality of the room
and (iii) a systematic study to establish the lack I. Tests were to be conducted on model jets de-
of any significant internal (or upstream) noise signed to simulate full-scale jet engine noise
levels for cold as well as hot operation of the throughout the frequency range from 20 Hz to 10 kHz,
facility, which is typical of modern jet engines.

11-1 Introduction 2. For the far-field tests, the microphones
should be placed in the acoustic as well as the

Much confusion about jet noise has arisen in the geometric (or interference) far fields of the jet
past as a direct result of inadequate facilities exhaust.
and insufficient knowledge and control of test con-
ditions, in many cases giving rise to completely 3. Model jet nozzles up to 2 inches in diameter
erroneous conclusions, were to be used, which typically is of the order of

1/5 to 1/20 scale.
The facility described here has been very care-

fully designed accounting for other facilities' 4. Measurements were to be made over a wide
shortcomings and being guided by the stringent de- range of jet exit velocities from 400 fps to 3500
mands of on-going jet noise research at Lockheed. fps.
The fundamental nature of this research requires a
meticulously controlled environment for all tests. 5. Stagnation temperatures of the order of
This includes not only the quality of the basic 2000'F were required.
acoustic measurements to be made in the anechoic
room, involving correct placement of microphones, 6. Provision should be made to measure the
minimization of air circulation over the micro- directivity of jet noise both downstream of the
phones which would otherwise affect noise measure- nozzle exit plane and in the forward arc.
ments, adequate supply of entrainment air to
simulate free-field conditions for the jet, and 7. During testing, a continuous and adequate
elimination of adverse temperature gradients supply of fresh air must flow into the anechoic
affecting sound radiation, but also the precise room to provide both entrainment air for the jet
control of mean flow parameters, which is probably and cooling air to prevent undue heating of the
one of the most critical aspects of a jet noise room lining material.
test, since the mean flow pressure and temperature
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8. Safety required that the material used to interfere with the experimental sound field. The
line the chamber should have flame retardant char- cover, like the crane, was also required to be
acteristics. remotely controlled from the access door.

11-2.2 Requirements and Decisions 5. The required velocity (and hence SPL) and

frequency ranges dictated that microphones with a

The criteria led to the following requirements broad dynamic range and a broad/flat frequency
and decisions: response be used. The 1/2 inch BDK type 4133 free-

field microphone has a dynamic range of 32-160 dB,
1. Assuming a minimum model-to-engine scale of and a flat frequency response from the 20 Hz to 40

I:iO, the lowest frequency of interest in the model kHz. A system based on these microphones was
facility would be 200 Hz. In order to ensure that chosen.
the microphones used to record the sound field
would be in the acoustic as well as the geometric 6. The existing reverberation room was furnished
(or interference) far-fields of the jet exhaust at during construction with a 15-foot long, five-foot
all frequencies of interest above 200 Hz, the square concrete exhaust duct in one outside wall,
microphones ideally had to be mounted at least 60 the center of which was some 16-feet from the floor
or 70 nozzle diameters from the jet exit (i.e., 10- and offset some 3- feet from the horizontal center-
12 feet for a 2-inch diameter nozzle). line of the room. Exactly opposite this duct,

provision was made to insert an air supply duct
2. The room had to be anechoic at all frequen- through the front wall from the laboratory control

cies above 200 Hz, based on the spectrum of interest room.
from a 2" jet. It was anticipated that this could
be achieved by lining all six walls with nominally 7. This five foot square exhaust duct was to be
18-inch long, polyurethane foam wedges, 9 inches modified to serve a number of purposes:
square at the base. The optimum shape and material
for these wedges would be evaluated acoustically in o Provide a means of exhausting air from the
a specially constructed impedance tube (see section room.
11-3).The length of 18 inches was chosen based on
the available room dimensions and the required o Provide an anechoic termination for the jet.
microphone distance from the nozzle exit. It wo,
also essential that the microphones be sufficiently o Provide a means to prevent significant levels
far from the wedge tips to be away from any near- of outside noise from entering the room.
field influence. The 9-inch square base size was
chosen for convenience to tie in with the fact that o Provide air for room cooling during heated
anchor points were available in all walls on three flow tests.

foot centers. The method chosen for mounting the
wedges involved gluing an array of 16 wedges onto 3 o Provide entrainment air for the jet to
feet square boards, each board being attached to simulate free-field operation.
the wall by a single threaded rod and nut at the
center of each board. This system would allow easy 8. A unique feature of the exhaust collector/
replacement in the event of any localized damage ejector design philosophy was that entrainment air
during subsequent operation, was to be supplied to the jet in quantities dic-

tated by the jet operation conditions themselves.
3. Another important consideration affecting In most facilities extra air required for entrain-

the final anechoic performance of the room was the ment is forced into the facility. The main diffi-
design of platforms or equipment required to gain culty in these designs is knowing exactly how much
access to instrumentation for calibration and to air to inject so that a natural free-field entrain-
test installations for modifications. In most ment is ensured. In this facility it was planned
facilities of this type platforms or cable floors, that the entrainment air would be iniested into the
etc. are used which provide some degree of unwanted room by the operation of the jet itself, thus pro-

sound reflections. In this particular facility, it viding a natural self-generating system. This was

was decided to employ a "cherry picker" telescopic to be accomplished with a minimum static pressure

crane for access. The room itself has an access drop in the room.
door which is located about 11 feet above the con-
crete floor of the room. The crane could conve- 11-3 Impedance Tube Design

niently be placed in one corner of the room with
the boom stowed parallel to the floor and side wall In order to evaluate the acoustic performance o(

when not in use. It had to be of appropriate selected samples of acoustic flame retardant poly-

length when retracted for the required stowage and urethane foams, a special impedance tube was

to have sufficient extended length to reach all required. It was designed to measure the basic

points in the room. It had to be totally electri- acoustic property of acoustic impedance (and normal

cally operated since the possibility of hydraulic incidence absorption coefficient) of an array of

fluid leaks would be undesirable in such close four wedges. In order to accomnodate these wedges,

proximity of the foam wedges. A further require- each with a 9-inch by 9-inch base, the impedance

ment was the provision of crane controls in both tube was designed to have an 18-inch square cross-

the bucket and remotely at the door. The door section.
control was to be used to park the crane in its
stowed configuration during testing. The lowest frequency for these tests was chosen

to be 50 Hz; thus, in order to obtain at least one
pressure maximum and minimum in the tube, a length

4. During all tests this crane must be com- of 15 feet was required. The side walls were con-
pletely enclosed by some form of anechoic covei to structed from highly polished 5/8-inch thick alumi-
eliminate unwanted acoustic reflections which would num plate, thus ensuring that the wall losses would
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rI
be negligible for all cases of interest. The end
termination plate behind the wedge array was made f°(mn) 374 %ml + n2

from 1-inch thick aluminum plate which was fitted
with a rubber gasket and clamped to the end of the The mode orders, in ascending frequency, are given
tube. A loudspeaker was mounted in the opposite in Table 1.
end from the test specimens.

The 18-inch square cross-section of the tube TABLE I
places an immediate frequency limitation for the CUT-ON FREQUENCIES FOR 18" x 18" DUCT
(0,0) mode (plane wave) operation at approximately
370 Hz, since the (0,1) mode cut-on frequency is Mode f Mode f Mode f
374 Hz,(see below). Order 0 Order 0 Order 0

The 1/2 inch B&K microphone (Type 4133) used was O,0 0 2,2 1058 1,4 1542
mounted on the longitudinal centerline of the tube 0,1 374 0,3 1122 3,3 1586
and in order to extend the tube frequency range, a 1,1 529 1,3 1182 2,4 1673
four-armed "spider" made from 1/2-inch stainless 0,2 748 2.3 1348 0,5 1870
steel tubing was attached to the grid (see Figure 1,2 836 0,4 1496 3,4 1870
I ). This mcved the measuring points from the

exact centerline to the quarter points of the duct
cross-section. The ends of the tubes were precisely The "spider" microphone head eliminates all modal
terminated in the same axial plane. In order to components in order up to m = 3 and n = 3. The im-
nove the microphone axially in the impedance tube it pedance tube results will be valid to an upper
Js ,nted on a "trolley" which could be manually frequency limit of only 1490 Hz based on the cut-on
1, :.ed along the tube to locate pressure maxima frequency of (0,4) mode. This behavior was vali-

o.rd i'nima. dated experimentally, prior to proceeding with

impedance tests.

11-4 Impedance Tube Wedge Evaluation Tests

Anechoic room wedges have traditionally been
evaluated in terms of a normal incidence absorption
coefficient as derived from the measured standing
wave ratio in an impedance tube. It is recognized
however that the absorption coefficient is usually
less at other angles of incidence, but this reduc-
tion is not very significant until an angle of 60
or 700 is reached.

Thus in the general case the 99% absorption fre-
quency as measured in the impedance tube will be

. I / lower than that in a completed anechoic room.
j However, for this application the nearest walls to

the proposed microphone positions will present an
angle of incidence not less than 800 or so and thus

Fig. 1 Microphone "Spider" and Trolley the normal incidence absorption coefficient should
adequately reflect the properties of room walls for
the strongest reflected signal situation.

Thus, this system samples and sums the sound Five different types of poiyurethane and poly-
pressure on the quarter points of the tube cross- ether foams were selected for testing, the types
section diagonals. It is easily shown that, for any largely being determined by the manufacturer's

higher order mode combination up through the (3,3). ascertions to good acoustic quality. Three of these
the higher order modes cancel (to the accuracy of foams were of the flame retardant variety, the other
the spider construction and alignment) and only the two being of similar density (but highly flammable)
plane mode component is measured. However, since and pore size, thus providing some data for compari-
this technique relies on the measurement points son purposes. A wedge configuration consisting of
_)ing on node lines for even modes and cancellation four wedges placed in alternate directions (i) was
for odd modes, the four point system will not be tested for all samples, with no air gap between the
valid for even modes greater than 2. Higher order wedges and the tube end termination plate.
mode cancellation systems can be conceived based on
greater numbers of microphones. The logic of the tests was to attempt to opti-

mize first on the mnatev'iacl composition and then
Theoretically, the mode cut-on frequencies (fo) optimize on the wedge geometry while still attempt-

can be determined from the following relationship: ing to remain compatible with the original idea of
a wedge height being no greater than 18 inches (as

c 2 n 2 dictated by the aforementioned room volume limita-
1O(mn) = 20 ) + t tions). Thus, the most promising materials weretested with various air gap depths and wedge dimen-

sions. It should be noted here that the interpre-
where co is the speed of sound, m and n are the mode tation of the meaning of the word "promising"'

orders and a and b are the duct cross dimensions, so involves the consideration of cost as well as
that in the present case, acoustic performance, as differences of 400% in cost
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between similar types were encountered. measurements. The system of alternate horizontal
and vertical wedge installation was therefore chosen

Finally, the effect of wedge layout in the imped- for its basic aesthetic appeal in conjunction with

ance tube was investigated, together with the effect an unsubstantiated feeling that parallel periodic

of a plywood backing plate on the wedges, which structures should be avoided from a near field

simulated the proposed wedge mounting system in the scattering point of view. This aspect could not be

anechoic room. tested with such a limited test array.

The most significant results of these tests are /
shown in Figures 2 through 6. It can be seen ., .

that all but one of the tested materials in Figure , "

2 exhibited similar absorption characteristics -. i
with a pronounced and well defined "knee" denoted
loosely as the lower cut-off frequency. One material

stanus out; the Dunlop DFI20 flame retardant foam
sample, with its cut-off frequency point markedly
lower than the rest. This material was therefore "1
chosen as the most promising acoustically and was
used for all subsequent wedge design and mounting
investigations. [

Fig. 3 Effect of Air Gap on 18-Inch Wedge, 6-Inch

J-IBase Height, Dunlop DF20 Acoustic Foam

".. .I _ o

,", ..... - .:.:.

Fig. 2 Comparison of Acoustic Performance of S f
Different Foams Under Consideration
for New Anechoic Chamber J 2-j-

The effect of an air gap on wedge performance was
th-n investigated. Figure 3 reveals that while an
increasing air gap lowers the frequency of the t0 to so I 254 zoo t 400 i Ito4
"knee" point (i.e., increasing the absorption below ()

100 Hz), an unacceptable decrease in absorption be- Fig. 4 Effect of Air Gap on 16-Inch Wedge, 4-Inch
tween 100 and 200 Hz occurs- this "valley" in- Base Height, Dunlop DF120 Acoustic Foam
creasing in depth as the air gap increased. The 99%

absorption value however remained essentially un- ,,

changed at a frequency of about 300 to 350 Hz.

In an effort to modify the loss of absorption in
the 100 to 200 Hz band, the wedges were shortened by
removing 2 inches from each wedge base. The results
of this modification as shown in Figure 4 were an 

increase in the 99% absorption point (of 50 Hz or
so) and a 10 to 15% improvement in the 100 to 200 Hz ,I
absorption coefficients. This Improvement however
was not sufficient to meet the targeted minimum ab-
sorption in this band of 96% and it was considered **
that the pursuance of low frequency enhancement by
use of an air gap would be fruitless within the LL

current bounds of the geometric constraints of the
room.

The question of wedge layout was then investi- '*, -4
gated and Figure 5 shows conclusively that the
three possible wedge layout systems in the impedance Fig. 5 Effect of Wedge Mounting Layout in
tube had negligible effect on tie absorption Impedance Tube
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w-1 MA2LC."ICA U01 the roof. The extension at the left represents the
concrete room exhaust duct with the modified exit

/ ~.and intake hardware. In order to make the best use

system was adopted for the exhaust collector. The

I design philosophy was to use the centrally ex-
I hausting jet together with its entrained air, to

injest fresh, cool outside air through the outer
concentric duct, and diffuse this throughout the

? t; room in order to cool the wedges and provide a
free-field type entrainment for the jet. Several

designs were investigated for the collector intake
and for the method by which the injested air could
be distributed eveniy throughout the room. The
final design is shown schematically in Figure 8.

I: This system involves a false wall behind the acous-
. " - tic wedges creating an air gap between the wedges

and the concrete wall. The outside air is drawn in
and directed betwe'' the two walls (concrete andL. *, 7 false) and allowed to diffuse into the room around

,.W-., Vthe periphery of the rear wall. This system was
devised to minimize or eliminate a collector lip

Fi'i. Effect of Taper Angle Variations vortex that existed when intake air was allowed to
on 18-In,.h Wedge enter the room from imTnediately behind the collector.

Ti wedge taper angle and base height were the
rvxt geometric parameters to be studied. From the
earlier tests it was apparent that the 18 inch over-
alA length had to be maintained in order to keep the .
"knee" roll-off frequencies in the desired region of
less than 150 Hz. Thus, modification of the wedge
base height was directly related to the taper angle
in order to maintain the desired overall length.
The three test wedge configurations are shown on
Figure 6 , with the obvious compromise between high
relatively flat absorption with frequency and an
acceptably low "knee" roll-off frequency being ex-
hibited by the 4-inch base height wedge layout.

The final test involved the replacement of the
aluminum backing plate by a 1/2 inch plywood panel.
No significant changes in absorption over the fre-
quency range of test could be dis,erned and thus
this proposed method of mounting t;ie wedges was
confirmed to be acceptable.

The primary conclusion reached from all these Fig. 7 One-Sixth Scale Model of Anechoic Room
above tests was that the optimum configuration (for
the previously defined constraints of a 9 inch x 9
inch base and an 18 inch overall height) was one
having a 4 inch base height with a 14 inch tapered
height. In addition, this optimum configuration,
f3bricated in Dunlop DF120 foam, demonstrated its
complete ability to provide the required low fre-
quency performance in the proposed anechoic room_ _1
application.

11-5 One-Sixth Scale Model of Room L
The primary objective of building this model was

to aid in the design of the jet ejector such that W.-
the wedge thermal and the jet entrainment criteria
could be satisfied. In addition, the positioning - -\
of the microphones for the proposed acoustic mea-
surements and the best location for the crane in 2
terms of accessibility to microphones and test
installations could conveniently be assessed.

The completed model is shown in Figure 7 . Tne
rear wall on the left side containing the exhaust
duct was made removable for convenience. The plexi-
glass window in the side was included so that the
flow visualization tests could be accomplished using Fig. 8 Schematic of Final Design of
a smoke generator. Another window was included in Exhaust Collector
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,-5.1 Flo Visualization Tests

Flow visualization tests, using a smoke gener-
ator probe inserted through the wall of the model,
with a model jet operating at various velocities,
indicated that the intake air diffused very evenly
into the room from around the rear wall periphery at
extremely low velocities. Also, the undesirable lip
vortex was virtually eliminated, thus minimizing any
reflections of hot turbulent air from the collector
back into the room. T

Although the visual observations of the air flow
circulation patterns obtained in the model room
were very clear, attempts to photograph the smoke
through the plexiglass windows were rather unsuc-
cessful due to surface light reflections and optical
imperfections in the windows. The observed air flow
patterns are therefore shown schematically in Figure
9. The figure shows that as soon as the cold in-

take air leaves the air gap between the walls it Fig. 11 Smoke Flow Illustratiiig Lack of Short
diffuses evenly throughout the room and provides Circuit Between Intake and Exhaust
essentially free-field type entrainment for the jet.

A smoke generator was also used to investigate 11-5.2 Room Temperature Distribution Tests

performance of the intake end of the system. Figure
10 illustrates that the cold ambient air was being A vital requirement of the jet exhaust collector
drawn into the outer concentric duct for distribu- was that it should provide sufficient cooling air
tion throughout the room. The absence of any short for all jet operating conditions so that the room
circuit between the air exhausting through the temperature would never reach a level that would
central duct and the intake duct is demonstrated in exceed the temperature limit of the foam wedges. In
Figure 11. addition, the temperature gradients in the room

were required to be small enough so that acoustic
, .. measurements would not be affected.

-.. ___, In order to investigate these aspects of the col-
"'-" -- " _'- .... lector performance, a one-sixth scale jet of 0.33 in.i :"- ' i ' )/ " ""nozzle diameter was operated at a temperature of

s- 750'F at three pressure ratios. The temperature
j , .... ...... : distribution in the model room was measured using

seven thermocouples placed at critical locations
inside the room and in the collector, and an eighth

, .. thermocouple mounted on a hand-held "wand" was used
. . to measure temperature distributions within and

.. . . surrounding the jet flow.

The results of the three tests are shown in
Fig. 9 Air Flow in One-Sixth Scale Model Figures 12, 13, and 14 where, in addition to the

temperature values at various locations, contours
of constant temperature are also illustrated. The
shaded areas indicate temperature between 750 and
800 F. The temperature of the entrainment air
measured in the outer concentric duct was less than
70OF during all tests, with an ambient air tempera-

, ture of 60 F.

It is interesting to note that, as the pressure
.- - - ratio was increased while maintaining an essen-
..... ~tially constant stagnation temperature of
S - :, " approximately 750 0 F, the room temperature distri-

bution remained approximately constant. This was

--", due to the fact that as the pressure ratio in-
creased the mass flow through the nozzle of course
increased, but the jet static temperature decreased.
At the same time, the amount of entrainment air
injested through the collector also increased.

The temperature at the collector walls was less
than IOOF and the temperature on the foam lining
on the wall closest to the jet axis was between 850
and 90*F. Outside the jet flow region the tempera-

Fig. 10 Smoke Flow into Outer End of Room ture gradients were found to be too small to produce
Air Intake any significant effect on the proposed acoustic

measurements.
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by coarse glass cloth and wire mesh was installed.
S ,.'- ".--.. ---- -- ) Figure 15 shows the top and side walls alrr-st

complete and the plywood floor installeo.

' -- U. -- " -6" - . Figure 16 shows the completed exhaust collector
N .,- /as seen from the jet centerline from the opposite

_ _.f . wall. The outer edge of the 45' square collector
i *was fitted with a bell mouth fairing made from the

" ."" . i! same acoustic foam as used for the anechoic wedges.

Fig. 12 Model Room Temperature Distribution, Plan
View Jet Velocity = 730 fps

- - .' *, ..

Fig. 13 Modl Room Temperature Distribution, Plan ,,"
Viu.j Jet Velocity 1090 fps

1 1 -4

Fig. 15 Completed Plywood Installation of Exhaust
Duct Showing Sides and Top Partially

Lined with Acoustic Material

S. ....

Fig. 14 Model Room Temperature Distribution, Plan
View Jet Velocity = 1420 fps

11-6 Construction of the Exhaust Collector

Following the design principles established
during the one-sixth scale model tests, a concentric
sound attenuating duct system was to be constructed
utilizing a 5 foot square, 15 foot long exhaust
tunnel in the wall opposite the jet air supply
ducting. A square cross-section plywood duct, 4
feet by 4 reet was constructed in situ, being
attached 'o threaded rods mounted in wall anchors
and forming, with the concrete duct, a central tube Fig. 16 Completed Exhaust Collector/Muffler
surrounded by a square section annular outer duct 6
inches wide. As indicated earlier, this exhaust
duct was also required to act as a muffler to mini- Figure 17 shows the outside construction of the
mize outside noise interference in the interior of exhaust duct. This is seen to be exactly like the
the anechoic room and to provide an anechoic termi- one-sixth scale model. The intake was connected to
nation for the jet. An acoustic lining consisting the outer annulus, all joints being sealed to pre-
of 4 inches of polyurethane foam covered by I inch vent short circuiting between the exhaust and
of thermal/acoustic insulation (Kaowool) retained intake sections. An identical intake/exhaust "wing"
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was installed on the opposite side of the concrete
tunnel shown, forming a symmetrical system. An
anti-insect and bird screen was installed across the
intakes.

- - Fig. 18 Standard 3 Feet by 3 Feet Wedge Board
~remained on the surface much more satisfactorily

whereas a brush seemad to cause the adhesive to
penetrate further into the foam, consequently not

Fig. 17 Details of Collector Exhaust and Intake enough remained on the surface to create a good bond

at Exterior of Building when applied to the board.

Threaded rods were screwed into anchor points on
11-7 Anechoic Room Construction the walls located on three foot centers. Each

board, with a hole at the center, was slipped over
A number of preliminary tasks were required to a rod and secured with a single washer and nut.

be accomplished prior to installation of the room Short stand-off legs were attached to the back

lining: corners of each board so that tightening the nut
firmly positioned the board. This simple mounting

1. An overhead monorail crane installation was arrangement allowed for removal of any board, when-

removed, ever necessary, with a minimum of effort.

2. Light fittings were suspended from the All corners of the room, except those around the
ceiling, electrical outlets extended from all four periphery of the rear collector wall, were fur-

walls and the sprinkler system was modified to nished with 14-inch blocks of foam to ensure that

position the heads below the level at which the no resonant cavities would be produced where wedges
ceiling wedges would be mounted. on adjacent walls met.

3. A false wall on which to mount the wedge At the periphery of the rear wall a different
boards was installed to enclose existing air supply configuration was required. The wedge boards form-

ducts and valves. ing the rear wall were positioned six inches from
the concrete wall creating the air gap required to

The first major task was to install the "cherry distribute intake cooling and entrainment air. A
picker" crane. Its optimum location was determined six-inch gap was required between the rear false

by making a one-sixth scale cardboard replica to be wall wedges and those attached to the ceiling, floor
placed in the room model. Installed in the chosen and side walls in order to allow the free flow of

position, with the bucket removed, it could be intake air. To ensure that sound waves generated
stowed parallel to the floor and left wall farthest during testing could not be reflected from any hard
from the jet exit. wall surface behind this six-inch gap, special

elongated wedges were attached to the side wall,

Although the majority of wedge boards required floor and ceiling boards to extend behind the rear
were the standard 3 x 3 foot configuration shown in false wall.
Figure 18, a considerable number had to be custom
made because the room was not a standard rectangu- In order to ensure that the crane would not
lar shape. In fact, the right side wall, rear wall impair the anechoic quality of the room during
and ceiling were built at 3 degree angles relative testing, in addition to placing the crane as far
to the front wall, left wall and floor to meet the from the jet and the microphones as possible, a
requirements for reverberation tests. Also, the special anechoic cover was designed and constructed.

wall dimensions were not exactly multiples of 3 Because of the inaccessibility of the crane in its

feet and in addition, boards had to be fitted around stowed configuration, this cover, like the crane,
the exhaust collector. had to be remotely controlled from the door. A

"clam-shell-like" cover was built from 1/2-inch

The anechoic wedge boards were made by applying plywood stiffened with aluminum angle. The cover

contact adhesive to the plywood panel and spraying was hinged on two axes as shown in Figure 19 and

the base of each wedge with the same adhesive, pulled over the crane by a motor connected through

Application of the adhesive to the foam wedges by a cable and pulley system to the top edge of the
means of a paint spray gun was found to be far cover. Since the cable was required to pass over
superior to application with a brush. The adhesive the telescopic boom of the crane, extra cable was
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reusred when the cover was retracted, so that the Fig. 20 Crane Under Anechoic Cover Just Prior
,r, ne would be raised without breaking the cable. to Closing
Tli' was achieved by threading a lead weight free
to slide on the cable between the cover and the wall!
pulley as shown in Figure 19. When the crane was
to be used the cover would be retracted and the

irotor run until the lead weight rested on the floor.
This would allow sufficient extra length in the

ciLle for complete operation of the crane and ob-
viate any possibility of undesirable slack in the
cable. The telescopic boom of the crane was perma-
nently wrapped with 4 inches of acoustic foam which
completed the anechoic cover.

Figure 20 shows the crane stowed under its
anechoic cover and Figure 21 shows details of the
entrance door.

Completion of the crane cover and its remote

operation system left only one task to be accom-
plished before initial acoustic evaluation tests
could be conducted; namely, the installation of a
sound source and travelling microphone system which
is discussed in Paragraph 11-9.1. Two additional
tasks were required to be accomplished before jet
noise tests could be initiated. ihese were, (I) the
construction of the air supply ducting and (2) in-
stallation of the microphone system. These phases
die discussed in Section 11-8 and Paragraph 11-9.2,
respectively.

11-8 Design and Installation of the Fig. 21 Entrance Door Details

Air Supply System

The control of mean flow parameters is one of 11-8.1 Design and Fabrication of the Air Supply
the most critical aspects of a jet noise test, System
since the mean flow pressure and temperature
directly control the jet velocity. The main air supply continuously delivers 20

The supersonic heated jet tests to be conducted pounds per second of clean, dry air at 300 psi. !;-
in this facility required that a system be built addition, storage tanks retain 12,000 pounds of air
capable of supplying a controlled flow of air to at 300 psi for higher demands. Tha main air,
the 2-inch diameter jet nozzles at pressure ratios initially controlled with a 4-;nch automatic regu-
up to 7. (approximately 105 psi) and at stagnation lating pressure control valve located within the
temperature ratios up to 4.6 representing about acoustics laboratory serves three systems: (1) the
tempear rjet noise facility, (ii) the small anechoic room,

and (20i) d flow measurement facility located out-
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side the building. This main control valve isolates
all three facilities from most pressure demand
fluctuations in other facilities, such as the low
speed wind tunnel. Downstream of this valve, cold , r
air is delivered to the Marquardt Sudden Expansion
(SUE) Propane Burner through a 2-inch automatic ,
regulating control valve. This burner operates best
at relatively high pressure and if test requirements
dictate low flow, hot air is bled off at the burner

exhaust stack through a 2-inch manually controlled , "
high temperature (12000 F) valve.

A plan view schematic of the new jet noise .....--
facility is shown in Figure 22. In order to con-
trol both pressure and temperature to a high degree
of accuracy for jet noise tests, hot and cold air
are mixed just downstream of the burner. The 2- Fig. 22 Plan View Schematic of the New Facility
inch cold air valve is automatically regulated by
plenum pressure and the new 2-inch hr.- air valve another layer of ceramic paper and finished with an
(nominally temperature limited to 15001F) is con- outer sleeve of stainless steel mesh. The ends were

trolled by plenum temperature. These servo controls retained with rings of 1/8 inch thick high tempera-
provide ideal regulation cf test pressure and tem- ture gasket mzterial and stainless steel locking
perature simultaneously. wire.

Initial design of the hot air supply syttem Details of fabrication of the muffler section
utilized the super alloy Hastelloy X in order to are showr in Figure 23. The complete installation
withstand air temperatures up to 20000 F. It con- wrapped with Kaowool insulation is shown in Figure

sisted ef a 4-inch supply line from the SUE burner 24
which carried the air throuoh the outside wall into

the laboratory area, follo%.'i by a diffuser leading
to a 24-inch diameter 48-inr long muffler, followed
by a 24-inch diameter, 48-inch long section in which
an electric after-heater was to be installed. Down-
stream of this was a conical contraction to a final
settling chamber or plenum~at the end of which the
jet nozzles would be attached inside the anechoic
room. The maximum air temperature to be supplied by
the SUE burner was to be limited to 1500°F because
of the control valve temperature limit. The electric
after-heater was included in the design considera-
tions to raise the air temperature to the required
maximum of 2000°F. In view of both the estimated
high cost and long lead time for supply of this
material, a compromise design was arrived at, such

that a refractory lining inside the 1/4-inch thick
304 stainless steel ducts could be used. All ducts
except the 4-inch supply line were fabricated from
1/4 inch stainless steel and lined with 2 inches of
vacuum formed, or mold formed, Kaowool ceramic
material (used primarily in furnace applications up Fig. 23 Completed Muffler Section
to 32000 F), the foot long sections being sealed with
ceramic cement. By wrapping all assembled ducts
with a further two inches of Kaowool blanket, the
metal temperature would be maintained below 800°F
in all proposed test operations of the facility and
also the thermal loss of the system would be mini-
mized. The 4-inch lire from the SUE burner to the
diffuser was made from schedule 40 Inconel 600 pipe
and wrapped with 4 inches of Kaowool ceramic blan-
kets tc pr-ve it excessive heat loss.

The muffler section was designed to minimize the
propagation of upstream valve, burner and pipe
noise into the anechoic room. Virtual elimination
of this upstream noise is a most important require-
ment to ensure meaningful jet noise measurements.
The muffler was made with two concentric 2-inch
wide annular tubes and a central 4-inch tube in-
serted into a Kaowool lined 24-inch internal diame-
ter 4-foot long duct. Each tube consisted of an
inner wall of stainless steel mesh lined with
Kaowool ceramic paper used to retain a filling of Fig. 24 Air Supply Ducting Installed and Wrapped
Kaowool blanket. The outside was then wrapped with with Heat Insulating Material
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The electric heater section is required to have attached to the wooden strut at the jet exit plane
o large heating surface area in order to achieve and secured to the pulley bracket. A 1/2 inch B&K
the required heat transfer and is to be designed 4133 microphone was mounted by means of teflon
for minimum production of turbulence or other noise bushings on this cable so that it would run freely.
generation mechanisms. Since it is very difficult Another cable was run from the microphone carrier

to accurately predict the heat transfer coeffi- over the pulley on the pulley bracket to a take-up

cieots of any heater element, consistent with the spool on the motor shaft. In this way the micro-
philosophy applied to other aspects of the facility phone could be traversed from close to the jet exit
dtsiqn, model heater tests were planned. Initial plane outwards in any selected direction toward and

tEtinq of one type of rectangular element has in- into the troughs between wedges or from the wedges

dicaed that the preliminary design should be toward the jet exit plane. A further refinement of

capable of providing the required temperature in- ounting a deflection box on the wooden strut and
*re, . At this trme samples of a more efficient attaching its cable to the microphone carriage
,and mor, desirable from the turbulence point of allowed microphone position to be ascertained.
viev) h.IP-round element have been ordered for Using the microphone output signal and the loga-
,oilar .vdliuation. The electric heater section in rithmically converted signal from the deflection
_: cur -.nL configuration simply serves as an addi- box, a sound pressure level versus position plot

"zonal plenum. was recorded on an X-Y recorder during each test

11-8.2 Alignm it it th.< , Witn tt EAhaust run.

Collector Initially a loudspeaker was used as the sound
source, but later an acoustic driver unit which was

In order to ensure : it flow wouid be much more representative of a point source was used.
aligned with the exhaust collect, r, an alignment The arrangement with loudspeaker source is shown in
system using a I mw contirivos ,. (- lI,.er was de- Figure 25.
vised. The laser was t.u,te ) the central axis
of the exhaust collectur. .1 oC*v of cross wires In addition to the discrete frequency and 1/3
were positioned at the ent. r. - to the parallvl octave band random frequency spectra measured for a
section of the collector, number of different microphone paths in the room

(discussed in Section 11-10), a cold subsonic jet was
The air supply duct .,.w rAiqhly positioned also used as the sound source and a similar series

through the front I 11 trn - L laboratory. A of tests was carried out. The results of the tests
mirror was secjrd 1-,) th. "tdin.. plate and cross are discussed in Section I1-10.
wires were attach-d to t, .-irivr inJicating the
*, sition o' tt-e nozzle cent.-rl.ne. Thu laser was
t . and the ducting was -aneuvered until the
Io b'am eras ro-flected from the center cross
. -. on the -iirror. Lack along it, length to the
cro % wires in tri, exhaust Ju.t t;ntrance. In this

• the jt axis was aligned to better than 1/2
acrura~y.

11-8.3 P ,vi ion for Foruard Aic Noise Measurements

In ,,rder to determine the Lffects of noise radi-
ated in the upstream direction, particularly in
connection with shock-associated noise investiga-
tions, provision had to be made to move the jet
exit plane closer to the exhaust collector in order
that microphones could be placed as far as 1500
from the downstream jet axis. This required that

10 fout exttcnsion to the plenum be made.

11-9 The Systems for Acoustic Measurements Fig. 25 Traversing Microphone System (with

This section is divided into two parts. The Loudspeaker) for Acoustic Perform-

first part deals with the special installations for ance Evaluation Tests

acoustic performance evaluation tests associated
.ith the anechoic quality of the room and the second 11-9.2 Jet Noise Measurement System

part deals with the microphone installation to be
used for jet noise measurements. Based on the results of the inverse square law

tests to be discussed in Section 11-10, the micro-
11-9.1 Acoustic Performance Evaluation System phones were required to be mounted 72 jet diameters

from the exit plaie in order to be in both the

In order to check the performance of the room acoustic and geometric far-fields of the jet exhaust.
and to determine the best location for the micro- Accordingly, a microphone boom made from an arc of
phone support structure for jet noise measurements, 3/4 inch stainless steel tubing was installed in a
a movable travelling microphone system and station- room diagonal so that the microphones would not be

ary sound source was devised. This system consisted within the wedge near field. The boom was supported

of a small electric motor mounted on a wooden strut rigidly and located accurately by using adjustable

just behind the proposed position of the jet exit struts as shown in Figure 26. Initially the micro-

plane. A support bracket and pulley designed to be phones (twelve mounted in 71' intervals from 150 to
attached to the wedge boards or sprinkler pipes was 971' to the downstream jet axis) were attached di-

made. A cable, whose length could be adjusted, was rectly to the tube by means of standard chemical
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retort-stand clamps. During the preliminary jet applied to the measured jet noise spectra will vary
noise measurements, an interference problem created with the environmental conditions (relative humidity
by reflections from the microphone boon wa! dis- and temperature) in the anechoic room. The magni-
covered at about 400 Hz. The interference resulted tudes of these corrections at all one-third octave
in a 3.5 dB reduction in jet noise in the 400 Hz 1/3 frequencies from 5 kHz to 40 kHz will be derived
octave band. This problem was experimentally deter- experimentally at the end of every test run as
mined to be eliminated when the microphones were follows. Using a compact high frequency driver
moved 8 to 10 inches forward of the boom. Accord- unit, the SPL at each frequency of interest will be
ingly, the original boom was removed, modified measured at two convenient distances, say 3 feet and
slightly to have an increased radius and remounted 12 feet, from the sound source using two microphones
closer to the wedges. The microphones were then permanently mounted on the axis of the driver unit.
attached to the support boom by extension tubes For frequencies above 5 kHz, both measurement points
approximately I foot long so that they were still will be in the acoustic far-field of the sound
located at 72 nozzle diameters, but were signifi- source, and hence, any additional decay over and
cantly forward of the mounting boom. The final above the familiar inverse-square law decay in the
installation is shown in Figure 26. SPL's measured at these two locations will give the

atmospheric attenuation at the frequency under test.
In this manner, it will be possible to obtain
accurate atmospheric attenuation calibrations for
z,11 tests carric- out in the facility.

A WP, 96 t' -;f1
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Fig. 27 Sound Pressure Instrumentation and
Recording System Schematic

Fig. 26 Microphone BOOM Arrangement

The noise data analysis system utilizes a
Hewlett-Packard Model 8804i-A Real Time 1/3 Octave

11-9.3 Data Acquisition System Audio Spectrum Analyzer. The data reduction block
diagram is illustrated in Figure 28. In order to

A twelve channel 1/2 inch B&K microphone system obtain the 1/3 octave spectra from 200 Hz to 40
was installed consistent with the requirements of kHz, the tape speed was reduced to 30 ips on play-
the type of tests to be performed in the new back. The 1/3 octave levels were then recorded on
facility. Bruel and Kjaer (Type 11133) microphones digital magnetic tape using a Hewlett-Packard Model
with FET cathode followers (Type 2619) were mounted 254!7A Digital Coupler connected to a Kennedy Model
on the microphone support boom at 7 °intervals from 1406 Incremental Tape Recorder for later detailed
150 to 97.to from the downstream jet axis. The re- analysis using a data reduction program developed
cording system as shown in Figure 27 incorporated for use on the Univac 418 digital computer. This
a twelve channel 8&K model P-220 microphone power program incorporates the microphone frequency
supply unit. The responses of these microphones response corrections and atmospheric absorption
were recorded simultaneously on a 14-channel Honey- corrections. The results are finally displayed to
well Model 7600 FM tape recorder at 120 inches per include test conditions and computed jet flow
second (ips). An Ampex Time Code Generator and parameters, 1/3 octave acoustic spectra, and com-
Search Controller was used for input to channel 14 puted overall sound pressure levels. The day-to-
to expedite the location of data on tape for subse- day repeatability of the complete measurement and
quent analysis. Provision was made to monitor the analysis system is ±0.5 dB.
response of any selected microphone on an oscillo-
scope during recording to ensure that the system I1-10 racility Performance Evaluation Tests
was functioning correctly.

11-10.1I Exhaust Collector Noise Attenuation
Before any test runs were made an SPL signal of Measurements

approximately the same level as the test noise was
applied to each microphone using a Photocon Model A multilayer lining arrangement as described in
PC-135 calibrator, and recorded on tape to provide Sections 2 and 6 was adopted for the reasons out-
an absolute reference level for data reduction. lined therein. This type of duct presents a diffi-

cult problem in regard to attenuation easurements.
The atmospheric absorption corrections to be Any microphone system installed in the duct will
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invariably be affected by higher order duct modes
of propagation. Total power attenuation measure- Fig. 30 One-Third Octave Attenuation Spectra
ments are hampered by the duct end terminations of Exhaust Collector Sections
presented at one end by an anechoic room and at the
other end by an outdoor environment, the duct "line of sight" axis and the microphone

Thus, a simple test arrange *. was adopted arc measurement point in the room.

which, although not perfect peinaps for discrete As can be seen the initial bend provides -the
frequency noise, was considurea to be sufficiently most attenuation, particularly above I kHz. At the
accurate to provide a means to establish noise re-duction between the outsiue and inside. The method higher frequencies the instrumentation noise level

was reached at about 40 dB down for the microphonechosen 'i' to position loudspeakers five feet from at the 150 measurement point (number 7).
r. oti'e exhaust duct openings and to compress

the s,und levels at each opening such that a con- In an attempt to estimate the probable levels of
stant 90 dB, in-phase amplitude was obtained at each outside ambient noise, a time history was taken
exit point over a frequency range from 150 Hz to 10
KHz. Microphones were then positioned on the ex- during a "typical" day. The maximum observed level
h3ust duct centerline at various axial locations, of 78 dB overall occurred when a low flying jetw;th the inner-most micropone actually in the ane- aircraft passed over the facility. It was concludedchoic roo at the location of the 150 microphone. that this type of interference would not intrude onFigure 29 shows the layout of the measurement the interior room microphone measurements, since

system, the exhaust duct attenuation will reduce the out-
side noise level in the room to below the room
ambient. One source of 85 dB occurred when a lawn
mower approached the duct termination, but this
source is considered to occur sufficiently rarely
or may be appropriately diverted so as to present
no problem.

i .." 11-10.2 Anechoic Room Performance Evaluation Tests

In order to confirm the design criteria and to
a, 3- ensure the accuracy of the subsequent jet noise

' , ¢ 3 measurements, the facilities were subjected to
rigorous performance evaluation tests at appropri-

Fg- ,ate stages. The major results are given below.

1. The background (or ambient) noise in the
anechoic room was measured with a 1 in. B&K micro-
phone (Type 4131), which has a dynamic range of 15
to 146 dB. The overall SPL in the room is 45 dB
and the corresponding 1/3 octave spectrum from 50
Hz to 10 kHz is shown in Figure 31 .

Fig. 29 Test System Layout for Exhaust Collector
Attenuation Measurements 2. In addition to the detailed collector atten-

uation tests described in Paragraph 11-10.1, a crude
The swept frequency SPL measurements showed test was conducted where the attenuation produced

marked evidence of higher mode propagation cut-on by the lined exhaust collector was approximately
effects but still the SPL decayed at a constant determined by subjecting the outside end of the
rate down the duct. For clarit,, the results are collector tunnel to a broadband noise and measuring
presented in Figure 30 in terms of the separate the 1/3 octave SPL spectrum at the entrance to the
attenuation of the three distinct components of the tunnel and inside the room at the collector en-
system In 1/3 octave bands. These components were trance. The two spectra are also shown in Figure
(i) the initial bend at the outer end, (i) the 31. The overall noise reduction of the collector
parallel duct section, and (Iii) the "bend" between exhaust system for this crude test was 47 dB, being
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20 dB in the 200 Hz band and increasing to approxi-
mately 60 dB in the 10 kHz band.

IA

Fig. 31 Anechoic Room Background (or Ambient)
Noise Spectra

3. In order to evaluate the anechoic quality of

the room and to ensure that the proposed microphone

distance of 12 feet (72D) is in the acousti far
field, an audio driver unit placed at the nozzle "
exit location was used as the sound source (i.e.,
point source) and the intensity vs. distance plots
along several directions were obtained with the OA - CI Directions alonq .dhich Inverse Square t., Tests
traversing microphone arrangement described in ,,ere ndutted with acoustic driver source.
Paragraph 9.1. The microphone was traversed along-4 OIiS whcbckrwdnteeel .r
the nine different directions shown in Figure 32, I- Poionathchbkgud osleesee

and for each of these traverses, measurements were
made of the SPI fal 1-off as a function of distance, OA.OD.OF.OG Directions along ohich Inverse Square Las Tests
both for a pure tone noise source and for a one- were conducted w.ith cold jet source.
third octave filtered white noise source. Along
each of these traverses, the two sets of results Figure 10.1, Mlcrophene Traverse Geovetry for "'Inverse-Ssuure

A'' .. Xt

(i.e., for pure tone and for filtered one-third
octave) were in general, identical. Furthermore, Fig. 32 Microphone Traverse Geometry for
the results along various directions from the sound "Inverse-Square Law" Tests
source were essentially similar. A typical set of
the intensity-distance plots at various frequencies _
is presented in Figure 33 • It can be seen from tests described above have established that, at the
this figure that the cut-off frequency of the room proposed distance of 12 feet (RID = 72) from the

isblw20H ndta tadsaneo 2fe, nozzle exit plane, the microphones will be both in• -

the microphone is in the acousti far field at all teaoutcswllsth eeti frfedsf
frequencies (above 200 Hz) of interest,.h e ehut

4. Using the same traversing microphone 11-10.3 "Acoustic Cleanliness" Tests

arrangement, a cold jet (Vj/a O = 0.85) was used as
the sound source in a second series of tests to The "acoustic cleanliness" or internal noise
determine the limits of the geornetric far field, aspect of the rig was examined in the first instance
The intensity-distance plots at various one-third by employing the usual method of measuring the noise
octave frequencies were measured at four angles to from a cold convergent nozzle at 900 to the jet axis

the jet axis, namely 150, 250, 450 and 900. Here and studying its velocity dependence. The overall
again, the results along different directions were SPL is plotted against the jet efflux velocity Vj
similar, and so only one set of results (900) is in Figure 35 • It can be seen that the overall SPL
presented in Figure 34. At distances greater follows the Vj

8 
law within 1 dB between the veloci-

than 9 ft. from the nozzle exit plane, thne intensity ties of 400 and 1000 fps, whereas at velocities
conforms to "inverse-square law", except at frequen- outside this range, the levels are higher. At
cies above 8 kHz, where the decay is somewvhat velocities above 1000 fps, the levels are higher

sharper because of the increasing atmospheric atten- clearly due to the presence of shock-associated
uation with frequency. Hence, it is established noise. At velocities below 400 fps, however, a
that for frequencies above 200 Hz, the acoustic in- careful examination of the one-third octave spectra,
terference produced by sources distributed over a together with the combined spectrum of background
finite region of the jet exhaust flow does not and instrumentation noise of the complete measuring
affect the "inverse-square law" decay of intensity system as shown in Figure 36 , revealed that at
for observer distances greater than approximately these low jet velocities, the low and high frequency
54 nozzle diameters, ends of the spectra were being lifted by the instru-

mentation noise.
In conclusion, therefore the far-feld criteria
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Figure 38 The background/instrumentation noise
is given by spectrum A in this figure. Spectrum B A.. *

represents the turbulent mixing noise for the 2-
inch diameter cold jet at Vj/a o = 0.32. The
internal noise for this jet operation condition was
estimated by increasing the nozzle diameter to 4 ....

inches and keeping the mass flow through the pipe-
work constant. The jet velocity is therefore
reduced by a factor of 4, and from the relationship .

I . 02 Vj8

for the turbulent mixing noise, it can be calculated Z
that the mixing noise will be 42 dS down in this
case, while the internal noise will be essentially i
unaltered. The resulting spectrum C shown in Figure 7 51.

38, therefore, represents the combined back- -

ground/instrumentation/internal noise contribution ,
and it will be observed that it is much loser in
magnitude than the corresponding mixing noise
spectrum B.

Having estimated the internal noise for the cold
jet, it is necessary to repeat the exercise for the
heated case, since the internal noise spectrrn will
be different due to the presence of combustion
noise. The mixing noise from the heated 2-inch
diameter jet (Tj/To = 2.8, Vj/ao = 0.32) is given * .....

as spectrum D in Figure 38. This spectrum ex-
hibits the characteristic increase over the corres-

sponding cold jet spectrum B. In order to confirm
that this increase is a genuine effect of heating, ". ,

Fig. 37 Jet Noise Spectra at v o 900 for
Various Jet Velocities - Cold

1,155|1) , 153 .t I
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Fig. 36 Jet Noise Spectra at 0 = 900 for Fig. 38 Turbulent Mixing Noise and Internal NoiseVarious Jet Velocities Spectra at 0 = 450, Cold and Not
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and not a direct result of the increase in internil t,,cility will provide is shown in Figure 39 as
noise, the nozzle diameter was increased to 4 the rea between the TR/To = 3.6 and 4.6 curves.
inches as before and the mass flow through the pipe-
work was kept constant. The resulting spectrum E for turbulent mixing noise studies, the nozzles
therefore represents the combined background/ oust be operated at on-design pressure ratios so
instrumentation/internal noise contribution for this that the data will not be contaminated with shock-
heated jet, and once again it is much lower in mag- associated noise. The convergent nozzle can there-
nitude than the corresponding mixing noise spectrum fore be operated at any pressure ratio up to 1.89
D. and thL corrtsponding ranges of Tj/T o and Vj/a 0 are

stkn by the shaded area of the chart. In other
In conclusion, therefore, it has been established words, the H 1 I nozzle can be used to obtain jet

that thL internally generated noise, for cold as ,xi conditions (Tj/To, Vj/ao) at any point within
.4ell as rot cperation of the facility, is P,-. si3- this shaded area. In contrast, the three convergent-
nificant at least dowii to Vj/a o = 0.32. All data divergent nozzles can be operated at fixed pressure
for Vj/a o > 0.32 obtained from this jet noise rig r.tios only and hence the jet exit conditions
represent true turbulent mixing noise, unddulter- availabtle with. these n-zles are represented by
ated by internal noise. Due to the limitations the three lines on the right of the shaded area. On
imposed by the background and irstrumentation noiie, the othvi hand, for shock-associated noise studies,
however, the lower limit of Vj/ao in jet noise it goes withiout saying tat the nozzles can be
experimental programs will be restricted to 0.35. operated at any combination of operating conditions

..ithirn th.- envelope shown in the figure.
11-10.4 Jet Perfor,%ance lor Optriting Conditivr.i

Envelope
I1-11 Conclusions

In order to emphasize the tlke range of jet oper-
ating conditions that the presn( facility is A rxw facility, anechoic at all frequencies
capable of providing for supersonic hot jut noise above 20n Hz, has been designed and built for in-
research, a performance chart is presentedl in Figure vestigations into supersonic hot jet exhaust noise.
39. There are i;e.ral special features that make this

facility unique:

1. The "acoustic cleanliness" tests have estab-
lished that the operation of the facility, both

- ~ cold and hot, is not at all affected by internal
noise, at least down to 300 fps. Due to limitations

'*j a i" imposed by the background and instrumentation
' - - noise, however, the lower limit of jet velocity

._ ratio (Vj/ao ) in jet noise experimental programs-- -U, -- , -t b
will be set at 0.35.

, , 2. The series of rigorous performance evaluation
tests, cdrried out to ensure the accuracy of subse-
queit jet noise measurements, established that at
the proposed distance of 72 nozzle diameters from
tie jet exit plane, the microphones will be both in

I,, the acozc~i' as well as the geometric far fields of
the jet exhaust.

SA. U 0 v" a 'J. The air supply and air heater system are
presently capable of supplying 1500OF air at
pressure ratios up to 8 for testing supsrsonic

Fig. 39 Jet Performance Envelope nozzles. This sufficiently extends the range of

current facilities to allow the determination of

The diagram essentially shows the ranges of jet temperature effects on jet noise. In Appendix III
static temperature ratio Tj/T o (and hence also jet Tanna, Fisher and Dean have initially evaluated the
density ratio PJ/Po) and jet exit velo'ity ratio effects of temperature on jet noise and the wide
Vj/a o that can be obained with the available ranges operating ranges of the facility were very aptly
of stagnation temperature ratio TR/To and pressure presented in that report. Figure 39 suffmarizes the
ratio PR/Po. The lower limit of Vj/ao (where a, is performance (or operating conditions) envelope of
the ambient speed of sound) is set by the measuring the facility in terms of jet temperature and exhaust
Instrumentation noise discussed earlier. Tle four pressure ratio. The higher stagnation temperature

s 1 convergent ratios up to 4.6 will be reached upon installationnozzles tested to date are the H =Ionegt ofa 300 KW electric heater bank.

nozzle and the M = 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0 convergent-

divergent nozzles. Noting that the maximum stagna-
tion temperature available at the present time is 4. An acoustically lined exhaust collector in-
1500*F, with pressure ratios up to 8, the portion j . ena inment a ir, throug t oetchan

of the chart for TR/To < 3.6 represents the test jests entrainment air, through the outer channel of

regime offered by the facility at the present time the coaxial duct arrangement, in quantities dic-
for jet noise investigations. This capability will tated by the particular jet operating condition

be increased even further when the electric after- with no special forced-air injection or fan system.

heater is installed in the near future. Stagnation 5. An air gap between the concrete rear collec-
teperatures of up to 2000F are estimated and the tor wall and the false wall created by the wedge
corresponding additional test regime that the boards distributes this entrainment air symmetri-
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cally into the room around the jet axis. The air- interference will occur even at the lowest noise
flow circulation velocities are maintained at a levels at which measurements will be made in the
minimum so that the microphones are not affected, room.
Cooling air is supplied for the room lining material
during high temperature jet operations and room 7. A "cherry picker" crane is used to gain
temperature gradients are kept to a minimum so that access to instrumentation and test installations for
noise measurements are unaffected, calibration, test set-up modifications, and mainte-

nance, thus eliminating the need for access plat-
6. In addition to providing entrainment and room forms and their attendant reflection problems. The

cooling air the exhaust duct provides an adequate crane is stowed by remote control from the entrance
anechoic termination for the jet and attenuates out- door under an anechoic cover during all test
side ambient noise sources sufficiently so that no operations.
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APPENDIX Ill

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON SUPERSONIC JET NOISEt

H. K. Tanna, M. J. Fisher* and P. D. Dean

Lockheed-Georgia Company
Marietta, Georgia

Abstract at low speeds is an effect associated with the jet
flow field, and not the result of "rig generated"

The influence of temperature on the sound field or excess noise problems. What is not so clear,
of supersonic, ihocK-free jets Is studied experimen- however, is the physical origin of these effects
tally by measuring the turbulent mixing noise in the ard their accountability in terms of the Lighthlll
far field fro.. four 2-inch diameter nozzles, opera- acoustic an ,ogy approacn or other prediction
ted in a carefully designed anechoic room which methods.
provides a free-field environment. The nozzles were
operated at pressure ratios up to 7.40 and over the A major problem in such studies is, of course,
range of stagnation temperature ratios from unity to that the effects of temperature are relatively
3.3, thus providing exit velocity ratios in the weak, particularly in the regime of subsonic jet
range 0.35 to 2.8. In order to avoid the additional efflux velocities. This, as we shall show later,
problems of convective amplification and refraction, is because the decreased contribution of noise due
the effects of temperature on mixing noise source to fluctuating Reynolds shear stresses (the oviv j
strengths per se are established by examining the term) is largely compensated by an increased con-
data at 900 to the jet axis only. In general, two trib.tion from what we shall term "Temperature
sources of noise are apparent, one due to the famil- Fluctuation Noise." Thus in working in the range
iar Reynolds shear stress fluctuations and a second 0.5 < Vi/ao < 1.0, it I,. often difficult to distin-
attributable to eensity or temperature fluctuations guis h, 7ram available experimental data, between a
promoted by the turbulent mixing of streams of dis- number of apparently contradictory theoretical
similar temperatures. Scaling laws for the velocity models which have been published recently (2-6] and
an' t:.,erature dependencies of the spectra of these all of which clicm to be in accord with published
noise components are derived and tested. Further,
it is shown that these sources are not statistically
uncorrelated as previously supposed, but are, it The objective of the present study was therefore
appears, highly correlated. The final predictions to extend the range of available data to include
in general agree with the measured spectra within I velocities in the range 0.35 < Vj/a o < 2.8 with jet
to 2 dB. stagnation temperature ratios in the range from

unity to values In excess of 3. Furthermore, In
Il1-1 Introducti,n order to avoid contamination of data in the high

velocity range by the presence of shock associated
The influence of flow temperature on jet mixing noise, four nozzles (diameter - 2 in.) were em-

noise has becore a subject of considerable debate ployed, namely a convergent nozzle for pressure
within the last two years. Previously, it was ratios up to 1.89 and three convergent-divergent
commonly accepted t:.at the effect of heating, at a nozzles having design Mach numbers of 1.4, 1.7 and
fixed jet efflux velocity, should lead to a noise 2.0, respectively. These latter were operated only
reduction due to the reduction of the density in the at their design pressure ratios, thus ensuring that
Lighthill source term pvlvj. However, a carefully observed trends and dependencies were due only to
conducted series of experiments reported by Hoch turbulent mixing.
et al (11 showed that this was true only at jet
efflux velocities above about 0.7 times the ambient The resulting test plan matrix is shown In
speed of sound. At velocities below this value, the Figure 1. It can be seen that by considering test
noise levels increased progressively with increase points in each horizontal line it Is possible to
of jet temperature. These findings have since been keep the jet efflux temperature constant while
amply confirmed by other independent investigations. varying the efflux velocity. Conversely, each ver-
It has therefore been established that: tical line maintains constant efflux velocity while

varying jet efflux temperature. Throughout this
i. the effect of jet heating at low jet efflux report data will be Identified in terms of the test

velocities is to increase the noise radiated, and point numbers (TP), shown on Figure 1, an approach

which it is hoped will assist the reader's
2. the effect of jet heating at higher jet interpretation.

efflux velocities is to reduce the noise radiated.

Furthermore, the degree of agreement between the
various independent investigators is such that it
must now be fully accepted that the noise increase

This research supported by the Air Force Aeropropulsion Laboratory and the U. S. Dept. of
Transportation (Contract AF 33615-33-C-2032).
Lecturer, University of Southampton and Consultant to the Lockheed-Georgia Company where
this work was conducted.
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- _ _ _ _41 Expansion (SUE) Propane Burner. With the planned

installation of an electric hedter between the
muffler and the plenum in the near future, it will
be possible to increase the range of stagnation

7 'temperatures to 2000
0
F.

4. Three special features of the facility are:

' . , -- I. an acoustically treated exhaust collector
S'. , 0 that sucks entrainment air through the outer chan-

- .7_-44. nel in quantities dictated by the particular jet

, , ,,',' ,' ' operating condition with no special forced-air
injection or fan installation,

.* 2. an air gap between the concrete wall and the
fctIse wall on the collector side of the room to
distribute this entrainment air synrnetrically

around the jet axis, as well as to keep the room
. ' - air-flow circulation velocities to a minimum, and

Fig. I Experimental Program Chart.
3. a "cherry-picker" crane used to gain access

111-2 Facilities and Test Procedure to instrumentation, etc. for maintenance, calibra-
tion and set-up, thus eliminating the need for

access platforms. The crane is stowed by remote
Much confusion about jet noise has arisen in the control under an anechoic cover during all test

past as a direct result of inadequate facilities operations.

and Insufficient knowledge and control of test con-

ditions. The present facility was carefully The jet/collector axis lies in the horizontal

designed accounting for other facilities' short- plane 16 ft. above the floor and is displaced by

comings and was guided by the stringent demands of approximately 3.5 ft. from the center of the room.

on-going jet noise research at Lockheed. Prior to The microphone arc is installed in a diagonal plane

the design and construction of the facility, a one- in order to maximize the distance from the nozzle

sixth scale model of the anechoic room was con- exit to 72 nozzle diameters (i.e., R - 12 ft. for 2

structed and a comprehensive series of flow visu- in. diameter nozzle), and at the same time to re-

alization and temperature mapping experiments was main outside the near field of the wedges. For

conducted. The results of this model study dic- noise measurements in the forward arc (0 > 900).

tated the design of the exhaust collector/muffler provision has been made for moving the nozzle exit

to provide entrainment and room cooling air in the pl.ne closer to the exhaust collector by adding an

quantities demanded by the jet operating condi- extra plenum section. Thus, the facility is capa-

tions. The choice of acoustic wedge material and ble of measuring the noise at all angles to the jet

design was optimized by conducting an extensive axis between 150 and 1500..

series of performance evaluation tests In a
specially built impedance tube. 111-2.1 Facility Performance Evaluation Tests

A plan view of the complete hot jet noise In order to confirm the design criteria anid to

facility Is shown in Figure 2. The facility is ensure the accuracy of the subsequent jet noise

described in detail in Appendix II, (7), and measurements, the facilities were subjected to

the major points are summarized below, rigorous performance evaluation tests at appropri-
ate stages. Once again, the results of these tests

- , -. are described in detail in Appendix II, (71, and
/41 COUCI.* G W MUM -M.. " only the major findings are summarized below:

4P ..... 4-1 .... 1. The overall SPL of background (or ambient)
noise in the anechoic room is 45 dB.

2. The attenuation produced by the lined ex-

.,,.,, , < w.,,w, - , haust collector was approximately determined by

.Ilt subjecting the outside end of the collector tunnel
to a broadband noise and measuring the 1/3-octave

--------- SPL tpectrum at the entrance to the tunnel. The
measured noise reduction of the collector was 47

dB, being 20 dB in the 200 Hz band and increasing

Fig. 2 Supersonic Hot Jet Noise Facility to a,proxlmately 60 dB in the 10 KHz band.
Plan View.

3. In order to evaluate the anechoic quality of

the room and to ensure that the proposed microphone
The anechoic room measures 22' (long) x 20' distance of 12 ft. (72D) is in the acoustic far-

(wide) x 28' (high) between concrete walls and the field, an audio driver unit placed at th-nozzle

lame-retardant wedges are 18 in. long. The room exit location was used as the sound source (i.e.,

is anechoic at all frequencies above 200 Hz. At point source), and the intensity vs. distance plots

the present time, the facility is capable of test- at various one-third octave frequencies were ob-

ing model jets of 2 in. diameter at stagnation tained with a traversing microphone arrangement.

temperatures up to 1500°F and pressure ratios as These plots estab]Tshed that the cut-off frequency

high as 8. The hot air Is supplied by the Sudden
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of the room was 200 Hz and that at a distance of 12 Hewlett-Packard real time 1/3-octave audio spectrum
feet, the observer was in the acoustic far-field at analyzer, the tape speed was reduced to 30 ips on
all frequencies (above 200 Hz) ofr 'interest, playback. The 1/3-octave levels were then recorded

on an Incremental tape recorder for subsequent de-
4. Using the same traversing microphone ar- tailed analysis using a data reduction program

rangement, a cold jet (Vj/ao - 0.85) was used as developed for use on the Univac 418 digital con-
the sound source in a second series of tests, and puter. This program incorporates the microphone
the Intensity-distance plots at various one-third frequency response corrections and atmospheric ab-
octave frequencies were measured at four angles to sorption corrections. The results are finally
the jet axis. At distances greater than 9 ft. from displayed to include test conditions and computed
the nozzle exit plane, the intensity conformed to jet flow parameters, 1/3-octave acoustic spectra,
"inveis--square law," except at frequencies above 8 and computed overall sound pressure levels. The
KiI: whare the decay was somewhat sharper because day-to-day repeatability of the complete measure-
of the increasing atmospheric attenuation with fre- ment and analysis system is ±0.5 dB.
quency. Hence, it was established that for fre-
quencies above 200 Hz, the acoustic interference 111-2.3 Experimental Program Chart
produced by sources distributed over a finite
region of the jet exhaust flow does not affect the The test point diagram, introduced earlier and
.inverse-square law" decay of intensity for ob- shown in Figure 1, is now described In a little
server distances greater than approximately 54 more detail. The diagram essentially showed the
nozzle diameters, ranges of jet static temperature ratio Tj/TO (and

hence also jet density ratio /g/0o) and jet exit5. The "acou-stic cleanline-" or internal noise velocity ratio Vj/a o that can Be obtained with the
aspect of the rig was examlneA y employing the available ranges of stagnation temperature ratioTR/To
usual method of measuring the noise from a cold and pressure ratio P/P. The lower limit of
convergent nozzle at 900 to the jet axis and Vj/a o is set by the performance of the facility,
studying its velocity dependen-t. It was found discussed earlier. The four nozzles employed arethat the overall SPL followed a the N - I convergent nozzle and the K - 1.4, 1.7
between the velocities of 400 and lO00 fps, whereas and 2.0 convergent-divergent nozzles. Since the
at velocities below 400 fps tVe levels were higher. naximum stagnation temperature available at the
Two points need to be made here. First, a careful present time is liited to 15000F, the portion of
examination of the spectra at velocities below 400 the chart above the TR/To - 3.6 curve represents
fps, together with the combined spectrum of back- the regime used in the present test series, while
ground and Instrumentat;on noise, revealed that at the portion of the chart below this curve repre-
these low jet velocities, the low frequencies were sents the additional regime that will be available
being lifted by the room aibient or background in the near future when the electric heater Is
noise and the high frequencies were being lifted by installed.
the instrumentation noise. Hence, it appears that
the acoustic cleanliness of the rig is not at ali in the present study of turbulent mixing noise,
affected by internal noise; at least down to 300 the nozzles must be operated at on-design pressure
fps, where the tests were terminated. Oue to the ratios so that the data will not be contaminated
limitations imposed by the background and Instru- with shock-associated noise. The convergent nozzle
mentation noise, however, the lower limit for Vj/a o  can therefore be operated at any pressure ratio up
in the tes' progra-m will be 0.35. rhe second point to 1.89 and the corresponding ranges of Tj/T o and
to be made here is that although the results fol- r flowed the Vj law within 1 dB over the velocity /ao are shown by the shaded aea o the chart. In

range~~~ of 4 0 t 0 0 f s ] 
5  

s o e a o a r ed other words, the M - I nozzle can be used to obtain
range of 400 to 1000 fps, a VJ'5 slope also agreed jet exit conditions (Tj/To, Vj/ao) at any point
with the measurements equally convincingly. Hence, within this shaded area. In contrast, the three
it was decided to study the corresponding spectral convergent-divergent nozzles can be operated at
rpsults. The spectra were first collapsed on the fixed pressure ratios only and hence the jet exit/ Vj basis, and then on the V

7
.
5 

basis. It was ob-V J conditions available with these nozzles are repre-
served that while the first collapse resulted into sented by the three lines on the right of the shaded
closely spaced parallel curves, the second collapse area.
was convincingly better, It appears therefore that
the V7.5 power law is more appropriate. This point An important feature of high temperature flows
is discussed in greater detail in the later sections which must not be overlooked is the variation of the
of this paper. For the moment, however, it is im- specific heat ratio y with temperature. For dry
portant to realize that deriving velocity depen- air, the value of y is 1.40 at ambient temperature
dencies from overall results, especially over a and it decreases steadily to 1.31 at 20000 F. This
limited range of velocities, could lead to mis- variation is not negligible in the current calcula-
leading conclusions, and it is more appropriate to tions of jet flow parameters. For example, If the
examine the spectral results. H = 1.4 nozzle is operated at the stagnation tem-

perature of 20000 F, the vaiues of Tj/T o and Vj/a o
111-2.2 Data Acquisition calculated by assuming f = 1.40 would underestimate

the actual values by approximately 5%. Hence, it
In the present experimental program, twelve 1/2 was essential to incorporate the variation of y with

inch B5K microphones Type 4133 with FET cathode temperature in the preparation of the chart of
followers Type 2619 were mounted on the microphone Figure 1.
arc at 71' intervals from 150 to 9740. The re-
sponses were recorded simultaneously on a 14-
channel Honeywell FM tape recorder at 120 Inches Having prepared this chart, the task of selec-

per second (ips). In order to obtain the 1/3- ting the test conditions for a systematic study of

octave spectrum from 200 Hz to 40 KHz using a the influence of temperature on mixing noise was
relatively straightforward. A total of 65 jet exit
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conditions (Tj/To, Vj/a o ) were in fact chosen, and With the assumptions that:
these are identified by test point nurbers (TP) in
Figure 1. For each TP, the jet operating condi- I. The source region density can be t,,ken as

tions (TR/T , PR/Po) were first calculated by using the geometric mean of that in the jet potential
y - 1.40. Paving obtained the first estimate of core and that of the ambient fluid (i.e., p=s
th. stagnation temperature ratio TR/To, the correct (Ojo),
value of y was then used to calculate the more
accurate values of TR/To and PR/Po. 2. The middle term of the rhs of (3) is un-Important,

111-3 Theoretical Considerations

3. The entropy fluctuations, S', are propor-

We have already alluded above to a degree of tlonal to the difference of the mean entropy values
conflict between a number of theoretical models across the shear layer, and
which have been presented recently, each of which
claims to follow the observed trends of the noise 4. The remaining two terms represent uncorre-
as a function of temperature. With the exception lated sources,
of Hani (6], who considers the acoustic power spec-
tra, the remainder conc~.trate on the noise radi- 'ush tested thi --suiting scaling law for the

ated at 900 to the jet axis in the Interest of intensity model.
avoiding additional, and still poorly understood,

problems of convective amplification and refrac- Vj C Vj 4
tion. The present authors endorse and therefore I - A (-) + B (-) • (4)
follow this philosophy in the belief hat an im- 0  ao

proved fundamental understanding of the influence
of temperature on mixing noise source strengths per In the above equation, the anticipated temperature
se must not be further confused by refractive or dependencies of A and B are respectively
other Influences. Thus, while the test program of

Figure 1 included acoustic measurements at all Tj Tj -1 Tj 2
angles between 150 and 9740 to the jet axis, only A (-) and B a(y-1 (log e To) (5)
those at 900 are considered In the present context. 0 0 0

The first attempt to rationalize the observed in- We also note for future reference that for prac-

crease of noise with increasing temperature at low tical values of the jet static temperature ratio.

jet speeds by other than purely empirical devices, Tj/To, the second dependence can be approximated

appears to be due to Lush (2], a summary of which is by

also given in [3). To follow this approach and Tj.T(
those of (4] and [5], it is convenient to express 8 e(__'. )2 (6)
Lighthill's acoustic analogy equation for sound

generation in an arbitrary fluid flow (neglecting
viscous stresses) in terms of pressure. In the The dependences predicted by equations (4) and (5)

absence of body forces and fluctuating mass addl- were examined In considerable detail and found to

tion it Is:* conform In an acceptable manner to the measured
data then available, the majority of which was for

2 a2 subsonic jet efflux velocities. A comparison with
a2oa (VlVj) the current data is presented In Section 111-4.

a 2  
Morfey (4], In considering a more general pro-

+ -_2 (p - azo) (1) blem, has also alluded to the observed variations
+t " of jet noise with temperature. The starting point

of his analysis Is again equation (1). However,

Following standard procedures this equation pre- it Is also claimed that if, in deriving (1) the In-

dicts a far field acoustic pressure which scales fluences of viscosity and heat conduction are

according to neglected, then entropy must be conserved In the
Jet flow in a true Lagrangian reference frame.

1 a2  
2 2 Hence, density and pressure are related more

p(r,rt) - t [ovr + (p t-r/ (2) generally by
°2t P=a0 Q"-J "(7

Lush in his approach to the problem chose to D2 a 2 
- (7)

split the density fluctuation Into a portion which DO
2  Dt

2

was isentropically related to the pressure and a

remainder due to entropy fluctuations. Thus, Development of this approach leads Morfey to con-

equation (2) becomes clude that for a Jet flow In which temperature or
density inhomogeneities exist, two source terms

2 (ao)2) will exist. The first is %ViVj, which Is the
p~r,t)- r" Oavr2 + p(l -famililr Reynolds shear stress term, but with the

at s difference that the density is now to be evaluated

Osao 2S at ambient temperature and not at some estimated
+ - ]. (3) source region temperature. The second term Is of

the form

1-Po ap

*A list of symbols is included in the Section I11-11 a axi
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which with the assumption that the pressure fluc- It was against this background of previous work
tuations scale as pV2, leads to an acoustic in- that the present investigation was undertaken. One
tensity dependence for this term of the form thing Nad become clear. The essential differences

between the various scaling laws arose principally
Ts-To 2 Vj S because of the manipulations of the (p - ao) term

(- ) (- ) . in equation (1) in terms of different sets of flow
TS a0  variables. Hewever, in each case, having estab-

lished a set of source terms each investigator then
The differents between Lush's model and this model assumed that the sources so represented were uncor-
are of significance. First, Lush suggests a de- related in the statistical sense. As we shall
creased contribution from the Reynolds shear stress demonstrate later, correlation between source terms
term (the (Vj/a O) term) as the jet efflux tempera- is clearly apparent from the measured data and It
ture increases. Morfey, however, suggests that is probably in the neglect of such effects that
this term remains independent of temperature. many of the apparent differences between the
Second, although both models predict the presence various approaches have arisen.
of an additional noise source if the jet tempera-
ture is different from that of the ambient, the In this light therefore two important principles
velocity de endencies are different, being (Vj/ao)4 were established a. zhe outset of this work:
and (Vj/ao)f, respectively. It must also be
pointed out that Morfey's model, as it stands, I. The source terms to be scaled should be
would not predict the observed decrease of noise chosen such that, as far as possible, an indepen-
with increased jet temperature at high velocities, dent check cf the character and dependence of each
fie argues however that at these higher speeds the could be carried out in some appropriate regime of
wavelength of the higher frequency sound becomes flow velocity and temperature.
small compared to the shear layer thickness. In
this situation the expression for acoustic intensi- 2. In the light of Horfey's suggestion that
ty from Reynolds shear stress fluctuations, namely high and low frequencies might behave differently,

all analysis should be performed in terms of spec-

02Vj8 tra instead of merely utilizing overall sound
10 1 - (8) pressure levels.pa

5

111-4 Presentation of Data
should be evaluated in its entirety at the source
temperature. Thus, it is suggested that at high In the course of this investigation, data from a
jet efflux velocities the lower frequency sound total of more than sixty test points were measured
should be independent of jet temperature, while the and analyzed, coveriag the range of variables shown
higher frequencies should diminish as (To/Ts)147 2 . in Figure 1. The purpose of this section Is to
This indeed may appear a rather attractive possi- present a few typical results in order to display,
bility in view of the empirical observation by Hoch in a preliminary manner, the major effects of tem-
et al [1] that the noise output at the highest jet perature on the noise spectra and the variation of
velocities diminished as (To/Tj)+2 which is close these effects throughout the speed range.
to the suggestion above if one assumes, as Lush
has, that the source temperature is proportional to Figure 3 shows a comparison of measured spectra
the square root of the jet efflux temperature. at low speed, Vj/a o - 0.4, for the isothermal jet

(TP 2, see Figure 1) and at the highest temperature
The final theoretical model which deserves employed (TP 41). The isothermal jet shows the

attention In the light of the present work is that characteristic broad band spectrum while the effect
published recently by Lilley (5]. In this work the of elevated temperature is clearly to provide a
wave equation (I) is re-derived utilizing a con- significant noise Increase particularly in the
servation of energy equation in addition to the lower frequencies.
usual mass and momentum equations. The result
essentially is to replace the pressure term on the
rhs of equation (1) by a combination of enthalpy
and density. The predicted scaling law for the in-tensity Is then obtained as | - •--i- ..

VJ 8 VJ VJi
a0  a0  a0  (9) I0 1,

which appears to offer a compromise between the
work of (2] and [h]. It is also shown that the
value of C/A is similar to the ratio of the fourth
and eighth power of velocity terms of Lush's ex- ,
pression, while B/A is relatively negligible if the , .
stagnation enthalpy of the jet flow is much higher " 1 (W(." " I"" .

than that of the ambient air. It was concluded Fig. 3 Effect of Temperature on Jet Noise at Low
therefore that while the (Vj/ao)6 term does exist, Velocity (Vj/a o - 0.4).
the range of velocities over which It Is of sig-
nificance would be too limited to make its presence Results for a medium velocity, Vj/a o - 0.8, are
clearly apparent In general experimental compari- shown in Figure 4. Here all measurements on the
sons. constant velocity line between TP 6 and TP 45 have
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been included. At first sight It is tempting to creasing temperature is clearly apparent at this
conclude that the lower frequency portion of the high, but constant, Jet efflux velocity does indi-
spectrum is independent of temperature, while cate a temperature dependence for this particular
clearly the higher frequencies decrease progres- source mechanism, contrary to Morfey's suggestion
sively with Increased temperature. Indeed this that the low frequencies should be temperature
would be in full accord with the suggestions of independent.
Norfey outlined above if one assumes that at this
velocity the fluctuating Reynolds stresses are the One further point regarding the data of Figure 5
dominant contributors to the noise field, must be made at this stage. It will be noted that

in the high frequency range, above 10 KHz, the
However, a more careful review of the data, at a spectrum for TP 52 actually crosses that for the

series of velocities in this region, indicated that lower temperature TP 57. It was thought at first
this is an oversimplified view. As can be seen that this was indicative of shock associated noise,
from Figure 4 the levels at these lower frequencies due perhaps to poor "on-design" operation of this
first decrease as one proceeds from TP 6 to TP 18 particular M - 1.40 nozzle. However, a systematic
and then begin to increase again as the temperature study of other data indicated that this apparently
is further Increased. As we shall see later, this erroneous high frequency contribution occurred
is because the decrease of the Reynolds shear stress irresoective of the velocity line considered and
contribution with increased temperature is more than was always associated with the test poin! on that
compensated by the temperature fluctuation noise, line for which the jet efflux temperature was

closest to the ambient temperature. To put the
- - - .point another way, it was observed that the rate of

decrease of spectral level above 10 KHz was always
,. .e' n . : : : .at a minimum when the jet was operated so that the

-, . .i jet efflux temperature was close to ambient. When
the jet temperature was different from the ambient,
irrespective of the direction of this difference, a

. more rapid decrease was observed. We shall return
.: '° ,,,' to this point again towards the end of this paper.

To summarize therefore, the major points revealed
*s i, by this preliminary data review are:

S,* 1. The effect of operating the jet at high

,, ,' .., J,,," (,.,, temperature and low speed is to generate an addi-
tional noise source whose spectral characteristics

Fig. 4 Effect of Temperature on Jet Noise at are distinctly different from those of the Reynolds
Medium Velocity (Vj/ao - 0.8). shear stress contribution (Figure 3).

Confirmation that the Reynolds shear stress con- 2. At high speeds where the Reynolds shear
tribution (i.e., Pvlvj) does decrease progressively stress contribution is anticipated to predominate,
with increased temperature is shown in Figure 5. the progressive decrease of measured levels with

Ir - Increasing temperature over the entire frequency

range (Figure 5) suggests that this contribution is. .... indeed temperature dependent.

, From the latter in particular, therefore, it

- appeared that the current data agreed more with the
type of model postulated by Lush (2] than that of

/ .. " orfey (4) . Hence, it was decided to compare the

overall sound pressure levels measured in this
present series with the prediction method given in
" 3]. This involves essentially the use of equa-

,, ~ tions (4) and (5) of the present paper, the actual
values of the quantities A and B being obtained from
the best fit theoretical curves given in Figure 11
of reference (31.

0 * 5 S1 The result of this comparison is shown in Figure
,, €, CV ,=,,,V ~6. The major result is clearly for the theoretical

model to overestimate the measured levels for
Fig. 5 Effect of Temperature on Jet Noise at values in excess of about 100 dB. Furthermore, be-

High Velocity (Vj/a o - 1.47). cause of the strong dependence of these levels on

jet velocity, it is possible to define the area of
As can be seen from Figure 1 this data for Vj/a o - the eAperimental program chart, shown in Figure 1,
1.47, covering the vertical line from TP 62 to TP from which they arise. They are in fact all points
49 (Figure 1), yields the largest range of jet for which Vj/a o > 1. However, it should also be
efflux temperature available in the present test noted that the tendency for the measured points to
series. Furthermore, irrespective of the theoreti- be below the prediction occurs irrespective of
cal model chosen one would anticipate maximum con- whether convergent or convergent-divergent nozzles
tribution from this source term at these high are employed to obtain these velocities. In the
velocities. The fact therefore that a progressive region where the levels are below about 100 dB
decrease of level at all frequcncies with in- (i.e., Vj/ao < 1.0), the agreement is generally
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excellent (except at very low velocities), the mixing of the jet efflux with the ambient air. Thus
majority of the points agreeing within !I dB. Of equation (10) becomes
course, since this is the range of velocities for
which data for this particular prediction tech- 2 a
nique were derived, this agreement demonstrates p - =2 IosVr +p' (1 0 -

2 o, I (11)

only that the data of the present test series are a T

compatible with those of previous independent

investigations.
*  

This division sheds some light on the physical sig-

nificance of the middle term on rhs of (i). It
occurs as a result of the existence of acoustic
pressure fluctuations in a source region which is
at a temperature different from that in the far-field.
It remains as a finite source however only if the
temperature difference is maintained. The existence
of the same amplitude pressure fluctuations in a
source region at ambient temperature would not yield
such a source. It is very tentatively suggested
therefore that this term represents an effective
source which in sowe -y describes the transmission
of acoustic waves between media of differing sound
speeds. We shall present more circumstantial evi-
dence to support this view later, but for the

r= moment this "effective source" will be ignored in
favor of the remaining two. If finally it Is

- zassumed that the amplitude of the temperature fluc-

Xtuation promoted density changes oT are proportional
,*.,".'*' m.i.- .. to the change of mean density across the shear
*n ,,,s cw,=,,u,,, .u.,u.,, layer, then for the present experiments in which the

mean static pressure was constant across the shearq 7 Wlayer, we may write

Fig. 6 Comparison of Experiment with Previous PT Dj - Do Tj - To
Prediction Model (Lush): Overall - 0 -(---T7-) (12)

Intensity at e - 900. 0o 00 J

An important feature is in fact revealed by the This then permits us to write equation (11) in a

comparison presented in Figure 6. We have already form suitable for a scaling law investigation,
stated that irrespective of the theoretical model namely

adopted one would anticipate that the Reynolds shear
stress contribution (ovivi) would predominate at K(os Vj 2 Vj/n T2 ()(VJ 2)
high velocities. The fac therefore that Figure 6 5-) () 3 " + K2 J 7 (13)
does not show good agreement at high velocities in-

dicates that either the velocity or temperature where K1 and K2 are constants *o be determined
dependence or both of these terms are incorrectly empirically. It will also be noted that, for the
predicted by equations (4) and (5). The first moment, the power law dependence on velocity of the
essential step therefore is to establish the cor- Reynolds shear stress term has been left to be
rect scaling for the Reynolds shear stress term by determined. The (Vj/ao)

2 
portion of the dependence

utilizing the data where the additional temperature arises from the secord time derivative on the
(or entropy) source would be negligible. assumption, confirmed later, of the Strouhal number

dependence of the acoustic radiation. The value of

Ill-S The Model n, however. depends essentially on the variation of
mean square turbulence level with velocity.

To this end the following scaling law model was

adopted. Following previous discussion we antici- 111-6 Scaling Laws and Master Spectra
pate the amplitude of the far-field acoustic
pressure at a fixed large distance from the nozzle 111-6.1 Reynolds Shear Stress Noise
to scale in accordance with

111-6.1.1 Velocity Dependence
az 2

P - Tu (psv + (p - asp)]. (10) Equation (13) suggests clearly that the velocity
dependence of the Reynolds shenr stress contribu-
tion should be obtained from data for which the jet

We now divide the density fluctuations into a por- efflux temperature is equal to the ambient. In
tion P'A, which are due to any acoustic pressure this case the second term on the rhs of (13) Is
fluctuations in the source region and which are precisely zero as would be the middle term of (11)
therefore isentropically related to pressure (i.e., had we retained it. The velocity dependence was
p1 , a2p'). The remaining density changes, P'T, are therefore obtained from spectra measured along the
assumed to be those due to temperature fluctuations horizontal line of Figure 1, Joining test points I
at constant pressure, promoted by the turbulent and 63. An initial attempt to collapse these

*Although Lockheed-Georgia Co. results were cited in (3), those results were obtained In a

previous investigation prior to the utilization of the current larger and improved anechoic
facility.
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spectra on the usual basis of plotting

SI ;. I'D(va fo.... "2 ,, -. , ""*

SPL(w) - 80 log 10 (-) vs -, , . ,

t t * $ $

was not entirely successful. It was found that a r 
series of accurately parallel curves resulted, but i , ' *

°
",,

with a clearly pronounced trend for the value$s to " . 2 ,,
decrease with Increasing speed. In fact, between
Vj/a 0 - 0.5 and 2.0 a 3 dB spread had resulted. It 2 * - - * , - 2 , *

may appear, at first sight, that a difference of 3
dB over a velocity ratio of four Is unimportant. . Y .

However, it must be pointed out that on the basis"
of regarding the source temperature as a geometric. , ,. ,,

mean of the jet efflux and ambient temperatures, _ _ _,_ _

this 3 dB decrease would correspond to a ratio of a Os 3 0 n ,
Tj/T o - 2.0, which is not an insignificant tempera- ,,, ,,(,,,,( .,.
ture rise. Fig. 8 Shear Stress Noise (Tj/T

o - I):

A 3 dB discrepancy on an eighth power basis over Comparison of Measurements with

a velocity increased by a factor of four suggests
that a more accurate power law would be (Vj/ao)

7 5
. Theoretical Model.

This was examined and found to collapse the spectra unheated jet when attempts were made to replot the
over the entire velocity range to an accuracy of data on a linear rather than the normal logarithmic
.1 dB, this range being principally a scatter with- (dB) amplitude scales, so that the suggestion of a

in experimental tolerance, rather than a consistent velocity index slightly less than eight is not
trend as for the previous case. The resulting peculiar to the present data. We very tentatively
spectrum, scaled to (Vj/ao) - I for future use as attribute it to a minor reduction in the reatiye
outlined below, is shown in Figure 7. A computer turbulent intensity as the jet velocity increases.
program, described below, was designed to use this Consideration of equations (11) and (13) indicate
spectrum as Input and then to calculate anticipated that the presently postulated Vj

7
.
5 

law would cor-
spectra for any other velocity (and later tempera- respond to a relationship between the rms turbu-
ture) using the relationship, lence level and jet velocity of the form

s(U) - S (S) (a)0 . (14) vjO.875
ao r

w- and is the "master To put these numbers into perspective this suggests
wReolds shea strs s that the normally accepted peak turbulence level of
Reynolds shear stress noise spectrum" shown in .5 measured at velocities of order Vj/a o - 0.5
Fiqure 7. might decrease to about 12% at Vj/a o - 2.0. This

- point should certainly be re-examined when Laser
Doppler Velocimeter measurement techniques of suf-
ficient accuracy at thest higher speeds become
available.

111-6.1.2 Temperature Dependence

Having establi:.hed a velocity scaling law for the

sisothermal jet, the next problem was clearly the

examination of the temperature dependence of the
A Reynolds shear stress contribution. Equation (13)

A A A AA AA A A A AA A clearly indicates that this should be performed at
.,., ,, high velocity to minimize the relative contribution

0,. 2, 0 ,0. of the temperature fluctuation term. It was
A • *2 .i SIMS 1 0 1..2 , 1 .0 therefore decided to Investigate the dependence in

A 02.2'a 1.l 2terms of the data previously presented in Figure 5
0 IS .S 1 2 ,' s (i.e., Vj/ao - 1.47). This offers the additional

,.0i .,2i , advantage of yielding jet efflux temperatures on
both sides of ambient in the range 0.56 < Tj/T o <

Fig. 7 Master Spectra for Reynolds Shear Stress 2.88. The first attempt employed the previous con-
Noise and Temperature Fluctuations Noise. cept of assuming that the source density was the

geometric mean of the jet efflux and ambient density.
The result of plotting the relevant relationship,

The utility and accuracy of this technique Is namely,
shown In Figure 8, where a direct comparison Is
made between the predicted and measured spectra be-
tween TP 8 (Vj/ao = 0.5) and TP 63 (Vj/a o - 2.0). SPL(w) + 10 loglO To vs frequency

It is necessary nevertheless to attempt to jus-T 5 8
tify a power of V 7.5 rather than the normal Vi .
First, it should ge mentioned that in reference [3] .is shown In Figure 9. It is clear that while cor-

a similar problem was experienced with data from an pared to Figure 5 the data spread is much reduced,
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a consistent trend still exists, indicating perhaps to the data of Figure 5 is shown in Figure 10. In
that the source temperature variation has been comparison with Figure 9 It appears that a much
underestimated. improved collapse has been obtained. Values of

,-- -- -- source temperature were henceforth based on this
relationship. Some scatter does still exist in the
higher frequencies and we shall return to this

. •point later.

*1 - I.,.

.-- A- -. " 060. W.t e g ,a a c i
.446 '". 0. n,.

amben tempeatur are +l copaed 11-61- Toa Dependence41 0 |,+l. +

Fig. 9 High Velocity Spectra Collapse Using

Ts1T°  (Tj/To)1  tO- 3s, , , , 3

This is of course a feature to be expected from Fig. 10 High Velocity Spectra Collapse Using
the geometric mean approach, in spite of its power Ts/To  0.7 (Tj/T o  1) +1
la-i convenience. This Is demonstrated in Table 1"-

below where estimates of source temperature based

* ~~on geometric and arithmetic means of jet efflux and 11613 TtlDpnec
anbient temperature are compared. III6 .3 TtlDpnec

Tabl 1.Souce en'deraureHod isTo summrize, it appears that the acoustic in-
Tabl I.Soure Tmpeatur Moelstensity generated by the Reynolds shear stress

T __T______ Tj+T o  Ts  Tj contribution varies In accordance with
Tj TS tjt Ts Tj+T0  Ts TJTo_ T ' T9" o"0"(f"- + 1.0 T, -2 (Vj 7.S

Geom. Mean Arith. Mean Current Prediction I (-) (-) (16)
1.5 1.224 1.25 1.35

2.0 1.414 1,50 1.70
3.0 1.732 2.00 2.40 where Ts . 0.7 (Tj - TO ) + To .
4.0 2.000 2.50 3.10
5.0 2.236 3.00 3.80 Spectral levels generated by this component can be

calculated from the expression

If similar temperature profiles are assumed, then T)-2 V , 7.5
the effect of utilizing geometric means Is essen- Sm(U) Sm(Ws) 0  ( (17)
tially to "push" the source further towards the
outside of the shear layer. At this point It was where w/cs - (Vd/a o) and Sm(ws) is the master
decided to utilize some well known properties of Renolds shea and specru she master

jet shear layers to find an alternative method of Reynolds shear stress spectrum shown In Figure 7.

* / estimating the required source temperatures. The 111-6.2 Temperature Fluctuation Noise
region of maximum turbulent Intensity occurs at a
point where the mean velocity is of order 0.7 times The remaining problem Is clearly to define the
the jet efflux velocity. If this is the major spectral characteristics and levels to be associated
source region, and assuming that temperature and with the temperature fluctuation noise spectrum
velocity profiles are rather similar, the logical which was so clearly apparent in Figure 3. Further-
choice for a source temperature is

more, as can be shown from the data In this veloci-

Ts - 0.7 (Tj - TO) * To . (15) ty range the extra contribution will be dominant If
the temperature scaling of the Reynolds shear

The effect of this choice as a function of jet stress term given In (16) above is accepted. That

static temperature ratio is also shown in Table 1, Is, the spectrum given in Figure 3 for TP 2 must be
where it is clear that considerably higher source reduced by a further 7.3 dB to obtain an estimate
temperatures result. of the Reynolds shear stress contribution at TP 41

for which Ts/T o - 2.316. Thus, It appeared that in
The result of employing the correction, the region of test points 30, 31, 40 and 41 the

measured spectra could, for all practical purposes,
be regarded as those due to the temperature fluc-

(s1 tuation source alone. The spectra measured at
SPL(ow) + 20 log, T-0T0 these four test points were then scaled In accor-

dance with the assumed dependence of this term
Lwhere Ts is given by (15)], given In equation (13) to a common velocity,
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Vj/a_ - 1, and ratio of temperature difference to • •
Jet Oefflux temperature, AT/Tj - , with, of course, "'" ....
due allowance for Strouhal number scaling of the,''" ' ,•
frequencies. The resulting mean curve, labelled ,
temperature fluctuation noise master spectrum is "
shown in Figure 7, while the actual data points :'a
showed a scatter of up to 1 dB about this mean line. : •

It is, of course, readily admitted that this is "
not conclusive proof that this is the correct scal-
ing for this term. The jet conditions are neces- - " .
sarily rather similar - the maximum difference In "
the scq)lng factors being only 3.8 dB. However,
within this limitation the contribution of the tem- • .3I
perature fluctuation term can be written as ""

ST() - ST(ws) (2 T 2, (!Vo)", (18)

ki ao .

where ST(ws) Is the "master temperature fluctuation.. " ...
noise spectrum" given in Figure 7 for Vj/ao - I and ..
AT/ITj - & and as before, /ws  - Vj/ao. 4.1 ,-, ,, .

The crucial test however is to see whether the ,,, , ,, f.,
sum of the contributions given by equations (17)
and (18) will predict the measured spectra over the Fig. I Comparison of Experiment with Theory:
entire velocity and temperature range. This is Without Correlation Between Source Terms.
discussed in the following section.

well as their sum, over the entire test point range,
111-7 Comparison of Model with Experiment the reason for this discrepancy became clear. It

was noted that the type of difference noted in
111-7.1 ncorrelated Sources Figure 11 for TP's 33, 36 and 39 was always at a

maximum when the two terms were making equal con-
In order to test the scaling laws of equations tributions, and then diminished progressively as

(17) and (18) for the contributions of Reynolds either term began to dominate. This suggested
shear stress and temperature fluctuation noise, strongly that the two source terms were not uncor-
respectively, a computer program was prepared which related as assumed universally but were indeed
calculates the scaled contribution of each source statistically interrelated,
separately and then sums the two. The quantity
calculated initially was therefore 111-7.2 Effect of Source Correlation

Ts -2 Vj 7.S To demonstrate this effect of correlation, con-
S(w) - Sm(ws)(-) (D sider two time functions a(t) and b(t), representingT0  0 the amplitude dependence of far-field pressure due

to the two source terms considered above. The

+ S Ts T 8,(19) resulting acoustic pressure Is therefore+ 0T' Tj o (19)

p(t) - a(t) + b(t) (20)
where Sm(ws) is the master shear stress noise spec-
trum of Figure 7 and ST(ws) is the corresponding so that the mean square pressure or intensity Is
temperature fluctuation source spectrum. It should
be noted here that equation (19) makes the Implicit I - -a-(t + 2 a(t)b(t) + Mt) (21)
assumption that the two noise sources are com-
pletely uncorrelated In the statistical sense, where - denotes a time average. Hence, defining

a correlation coefficient

A comparison between the theoretical levels from
equation (19) and those measured is shown In Figure a('t) bit)
11 for selected points on the constant Tj/T o line R(a,b) a bt (22)
Joining TP 30 and TP 55. This is chosen as typical 4
because it encompasses a regime where the relative
Importance of the two terms of equation (19)
"switch-over" entirely through this velocity range. the equation for intensity becomes
It can be seen that while agreement Is reasonable
at the extremes of velocity (i.e., TP's 30 and 55) __---

there is a definite tendency for the calculation l(t) - a2(t) + 2t(ab) Ja(it b (t)
to underestimate the measured levels for the inter-
mediate velocities over a large middle frequency
regime. + b2(t) .(23)

In inspecting the computer output, which lists The uncorrelated source as~u:nption made above, of
the contr!bution from each of the terms of (19), as course, corresponds to R(a,b) - 0. We see there-
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fore from this expression that the difference In 111-7.3 Correlated Sources
far-field intensity generated by two correlated and
uncorrelated sources, respectively, will be at a The effect of including the correlation effect

maximum when they are of equal strength and this on the previous comparison of Figure 11 Is shown In

difference will diminish as either begins to domi- Figure 13. It may appear at first sight that one

nate. Furthermore, this maximum difference is 3 set of difficulties have merely been replaced by
dB. others. The comparisons at TP's 33, 36, and the

lower frequency portion of TP 39 are much Improved.
The computer program was therefore modified to By contrast those at TP's 30 and 55 are very much ,1

Include this effect using essentially equation ,(orse.
(23), where a-7t" and VIETrepresent the first and

second terms on the rhs of (19) respectively and, r .
after some initial investigation, putting R(a,b) - I
I. The effect of this modification is shown in ' " • •
some detail in Figure 12 for TP 36, that is, for
the worst case In Figure 11. . . .. . .

._-,-.- .. . . . . . . .

Fig. 12 c of

• .'". •- .
*. I.-

-• . -4°. ..o

............... ......... f -

Fig. 12 Effect of Correlation Between Source ... " '"

Terms on Predicted Spectrum.

It can be seen that indeed over the range where Fig. 13 Comparison of Experiment with Theory:

the maximum discrepancy occurred, the contributing With Correlation Between Source Terms.

terms are almost of equal strength and as we have

seen previously their uncorrelated total fall below The problem at the lower velocity (TP 30) was of
the measured values. By contrast the assumption course to be anticipated. The master spectrum for
that they are perfectly correlated yields calcu- the temperature fluctuation noise was obtained
lated values within 1 dB of those measured over the directly by scaling data from this vicinity of the
majority of the spectrum. We might also note In test point diagram. On the basis of our previous

passing that the middle term of equation (23) has a assumption of uncorrelated sources it was reasonable
velocity dependence of the form (Vj/ao)

5
.
75

. It to assume that these spectra were almost entirely
would in fact have been (Vj/ao)

6 
had we persisted due to temperature fluctuation noise, the estimated

with the usual (Vj/ao)
8 

power law for the Reynolds Reynolds stress contributions being a little more

shear stress contribution. While this point has Reynol d ess c hesebu easured l ttl e oe

not been followed up in any detail it does suggest than 10 dB below these measured levels. However,

/that the appearance of sixth power dependences in as a littie consideration of equation (23) will
show, a contribution which is 10 dB down, while

the work of Morfey [4) and Lilley (5] arise because making little contribution in its own right, does
In using further equations, beyond those of momen- add an appreciable contribution in the coupling term
tum and mass conservation, this coupling or corre- 2fa'\'(- T. it must be concluded therefore

lation between Dvivj and OT has been implicitly in- that the master spectrum for the temperature fluc-
cluded in these equations. The question still re- tuation component, Figure 7, is a little (-2 dB)
mains nevertheless as to whether or not their high in some places as a result of the neglect of
resulting source terms are really uncorrelated. this effect.

For the motnint, however, we shall content our- Confirmation of this suggestion is shown in

selves with the question "Is it physically plausi- Figure 14, which is the lowest speed, highest tem-

ble to assume unity correlation between these two perature test point available. It can be seen that

postulated noise mechanisms?" We believe the while the uncorrelated source prediction follows
answer Is affirmative on the basis that It is the the data consistently, as it should if we have done
Reynolds shear stress which produces the turbulent our arithmetic consistently, the effect of adding
mixing, which according to the present model, Is the correlation term Is to raise the predicted

the process which mixes the hot jet efflux with the level by about 2 dB. It was, of course, extremely
cooler ambient air, thus giving rise to the postu- tempting at this point to "judiciously adjust" the
lated density fluctuations at constant pressure. master spectrum of this source to obtain better

agreement. Hcever, since this could be done only

by trial and error with no independent check of the
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~~0.7 (1 + 0.21 2] L--+ 0.3Ts 7 : (27)

VA+ f, + +l

raw.-W 0,41.0° which clearly approximates to our original expres-
T t Vg., .,) ,_ sion for Ts/T o as the Mach number diminishes.

U .1 C991 -tema . t-.t Table 2 below shows the influence of these

assumptions on the values of Ts/T o as a function of
Fig. 14 Effect of Correlation on Temperature both Mach number and jet static temperature ratio

Fluctuation Noise Spectrum. Tj/To.

subsequent validity, this temptation was resisted '

in favor of awaiting higher temperature test point Table 2. Values of Ts/T odata, planned for the near future. Of course, as
the jet velociyv increases, the seriousness of this
discrepancy diminishes and thus all comparisons Tj Tj Ti Ti
were continued on the basis of the spectra of Figure Mach Th To To7• Number T0o & 1.0I "  o 2 T

0 .650 1.00 1.70 2.4o
111-7.3.1 Effect of Mach Number 1.0 .655 1.04 1.80 2.56

1.4 .655 1.06 1.87 2.68
A problem of a more fundamental nature however 1.7 .660 1.09 1.94 2.81

appeared to be associated with the now clear over- 2.0 .665 1.11 2.01 2.92
estimation of the lower frequencies for TP 55,

Figure 13. A review of the data Indicated that
this type of discrepancy was always most noticeable
with a combination of high Mach number (high It is clear that within the limits of the assumptions
pressure ratio) and high temperature ratio, and made, there is a clear tendency for the calculated
hence caused us to review our assumptions regarding source temperatures to increase above the M - 0
the variation of the source temperature Ts. The estimates employed previously whenever both the Mach
relationship Ts - 0.7 (Tj - TO) + To essentially number and the temperature ratio are high. The test
assumes both that the sources remain at the same point in question on Figure 13, TP 55, which is the
point in the shear layer and that the static tem- Mach 1.40 nozzle at Tj/T o z 2 has in fact been re-
perature profiles remain similar irrespective of calculated using the value of Ts/T 9 given in Table 2
Mach number, above. The improved correlation with experiment is

shown in Figure 15. The number of data points for
A little consideration suggests that the latter which this type of phenomenon was observed in the

is probably not very realistic. Let us suppose In- present test series was really too limited to ensure
stead that It Is the Mach number and total tempera- that the explanation provided above is correct and
ture profiles which remain similar Irrespective of further studies are required.
Mach number. Furthermore, merely to permit compari-
son with our previous assumptions, we suppose the
source to be located at the point where ,:: ,,.

1. The local Mach number Is 0.7 times the jet . .
Mach number, and *ji,• .2.•

2. That at this point, rs, the ratio of total
temperature to the total temperature at the nozzle
exit plane is

TT(rs) - To  Igo.0, ?,* -0 (yy'.l) I)

TT(r-o) - To - 0.7. (24) ___', ______________ ,______

We can now substitute for the ratio of static to Fig. 15 Effect of Mach Number (and hence Sourcetotal temperatures to obtainFg.1 Efeto ahNmr(ndeneouc
Temperature) on Predicted Spectrum.

Tj This is confirmed in Figure 16, which shows the
0.7 f(M) Lo + 0.3 comparison of calculated and measured spectra for a

Ts (25) constant Vj/a o - 1.33 covering the range on the test
To f(O.7M) point chart from TP 56 to TP 48. Reference to Table

2 will show that for this constant velocity line,

where f(M) - (I + 1 (26) the differences In the original and speculative
S1]source temperatures are relatively negligible and

indeed no discrepancy between the calculated and

Thus to a close approximation we obtain measured spectra exists over the majority of thefrequency range.
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source is significantly different from that of the
,- @' ,'S..,,) ambient fluid.

' 111-7.3.3 Overall Lev2ls

2 a The final comparison between calculation and
: : .: * . experiment to be presented In this paper Is that for

the overall sound pressure levels. These have been
'•• : calculated by sumation of contributions from the

- Sthird octave bands obtained by the methods described
•" ,I above. This is shown In Figure 17 and should be

S" . ...... compared with a similar diagram shown In Figure 6,S . . * • • which was obtained using the data and methods of [21

, and [31. It can be seen that an overall Improvement
in the degree of agreement Is obtained. However,

: , ,,. some discrepancies are still apparent at the ex-
6 a s 4 tremes. At low velocities corresponding to levels

III I, s less than 80 dB, the r'rrent overprediction of up to.0 : " :' 2 d8 is undoubtedly a result of the difficulties
. . . .. _ with the temperature fluctuation noise spectrum

a 25 05 , 1 1 S 1 a)1 described in relation to Figure 14. It is felt that
MCOWtI.,t. 6-.(K (0,) these can be eliminated once the higher temperature

Fig. 16 Effect of Temperature Difference low speed data became available to yield an Improved

(Tj - TO) on High Frequencies. estimate of the basic spectrum of this noise source.

111-7.3.2 Effects of Temperature Difference on High

Frequencies r . ."

At high frequencies, however, a definite trend is [
apparent for TP's 56 and 48 for the calculations to z
overestimate the measured levels. It is to be noted /
carefully, furthermore, that this occurs whenever /
the jet efflux temperature is significantly dif-
ferent from the ambient irrcspective of the sign of V
that difference. It cannot therefore be explained ,,

in terms of the arguments involving modification of
temperature dependences for the high frequency -

sound. This should yield a consistent trend as one .'
proceeds up Figure 16 and not a phenomenon which
occurs only at the extremes. ,s

It is currently speculated that this effect is in
some way associated with that term of equation (11) __

which we have implicitly ignored, namely - . " ' '"

a°
2  

Fig. 17 Comparison of Experiment with Current
as

2 
- Prediction Model: Overall Intensity

at e - 900.
We have already argued that this term appears to de-
scribe the transmission of pressure fluctuations At the high speed end, the principle and most
between media of dissimilar sound speeds. In Figure basic source of error is undoubtedly the tendency of
16 we see that the effect in question Is absent for the current model to overe3timate the measured
the Isothermal and near isothermal case TP 51. levels above about 10 KHz whenever the jet efflux
However, it does occur for TP's 56 and 48, that is temperature is significantly different to the ambl-
when the sound speeds are dissimilar. Furthermore, ent temperature, Figure 16. Future studies must
it occurs principally above a frequency of about 10 clearly concentrate on a better understanding and
KHz, that is when the acoustic wavelength is of the quantification of this effect.
order of one inch or less. This distance Is com-
parable to the distance between the region of maxi-
mum turbulent Intensity and the edge of the shear 111-8 Summary and Conclusions
layer towards the end of the potential core for the
present 2 in. diameter jet. It seems probable The principle objective of the work reported
therefore that at these frequencies there Is an herein was to study the Influence of temperature on
Interaction between the a',,ustic field and the flow. the noise generated by shock-free jets over the
A proper description of 6.ls phenomencn is still extensive range of temperatures and velocities
required. In terms of the acoustic analogy, shown In the test point diagram, Figure 1. The
however, it appears, from the current data, to be a major conclusions of this study are:
negative source term, perhaps a term in antlphase
with PvIvj. It Is apparently of importance only I. In general two sources of noise are apparent,
when the wavelength of the sound Is less than the one due to the familiar Reynolds shear stress fluc-
shear layer depth and when the temperature at the tuations and a second attributable to density or
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temperature fluctuations promoted by the turbulent mean of the jet efflux and ambient temperatures is

mixing of streams of dissimilar temperature. This attractive in terms of Power law analysis, it

latter dominates the measured noise at low velocity progressively underestimates the reduction of noise

and high temperature. with increased temperature ratio. The current
ph;losophy of using the relationship given in b)

2. Scaling laws for the spectra at 900 to the above does, by contrast, appear to be both consis-

Jet axis of these noise components are respectively tent with our knowledge of jet structure and to
provide an acceptable scaling law relationship. The

a). Reynolds shear stress noise only exception appears to be at high nozzle Mach

contribution: numbers and temperature ratios where the marginally
more comp-ex relationship

Ts -2 Vj 7.5S.M~ - sm¢ s) (T)( - y Tj
0 0T s  0.7 [P + 0.2M2J y ° + 0.3

where q (-r.); + 2

0
appears more ap;.opriate. It is emphasized that

Sm(ws) is the master shear stress noise spectrum this is not aa. c-r;;rical relationship, but Is based
given in Figure 7* and for the majority of cases on the assumption that it is the Mach number and
tested, total temperature profiles which obey similarity

relationships. The quantity of data, however, for
Ts Tj which the source temperature calculated from the
To -0.7 (To- 1) + 1. above relationship differed significantly from that
TO 0 obtained for M - 0 was too limited to really test

this relation. Nevertheless, the trend is in the

b). Temperature fluctuation noise correct direction.
contribution:

The principle new finding from this work is the

)T2Vj 4 observation that the Reynolds shear stress noise

ST(u) - ST(s)(A - b2 (t) and that due to the temperature (or density) fluc-ao  tuation are correlated. The fact that this is so
does not appear at all strange when one remembers

where ST(ws) is the master temperature fluctuation that both are intimately associated with the turbu-
noise spectrum given in Figure 7. lent mixing process. It is tentatively suggested

that it is, at least partially, the neglect of this

3. A major new finding of this work is that effect which has caused the apparent divergence be-
these sources are. not statistically uncorrelated tween the various theoretical studies cited herein.
as previously supposed, but are, It appears, highly
correlated. The resulting spectrum, when both are The only fundamental discrepancy between the
contributing significantly, must therefore be cal- present model and the eAperimental data is the
culated from former's tendency to slightly overestimate the

spectral levels above about 10 KIIz (2" diameter noz-
a___

t
_ zle) whenever the jet efflux temperature is signi-

S(w) - a )+ 2 •Ja'T J + 7Ut ficantly different from the ambient. Discrepancies
of up to 5 dB at AD KHz have been observed to date.

4. The use of these relationships, in conjunc- The fact that this occurs irrespective of the sign

tion with the spectra given in Figure 7, is in of the temperature difference and only when one
general capable of predicting the measured spectra would expect the source's acoustic field (i.e.,
at 90° to the jet axis to an accuracy of I to 2 dB. kr>l) to be within the flow tempts us to the con-

clusion that this represents a phenomenon of acoustic

During the course of this work several new energy transmission between two fluids of dissimilar
features of noise from jet mixing have become ap- temperatures and hence sound speeds. Equally tenta-
parent. The most controversial is undoubtedly the tively we attribute it to the p'(1 - ao2 /as2 ) term
observation that a velocity index of 7.5 appears of Equation (11) which has not been included in our
more appropriate than the normally accepted eighth numerical studies. More work to examine this
power. For the majority of practical purposes the phenomenon further is clearly reouired.
difference is negligible, but not in relationship
to a study of jet temperature effects. We tenta-

tively attribute the lower index to a reduction of In suimmary, we hope to have revealed in the course

relative turbulent intensity by about 2% between a of this paper some of the physical processes asso-

jet velocity of 500 and 2,000 fps. It is empha- ciated with noise generation in shock-free jet flows

sized however that no proper confirmation of this over a broad range of jet velocities and temperatures.

currently exists. The numerical work does, we believe, provide a major
foundation stone for the prediction of noise from

A second important feature revealed by this work such flows over the range of flow properties nor-

Is that, while the expedient of regarding the tem- mally experienced in practice. Of course, the

perature in the jet source region as a geometric present study covers only the radiation at 900 to the

*It should be noted that all data given in this paper are for a 2 in. diameter nozzle with the

measurement point at seventy-two diameters. The normal scaling laws must therefore be applied
for other measurement configurations.
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"et axis and furtner similar studies to extend these A, B functions of jet static temperature
rather basic concepts to other angles of observation ratio (Tj/To )
must be continued. In particular, a more detailed
understanding of the conflicting roles of convective C specific heat at constant pressure
amplification and refraction must be established
before complete prediction techniques of the a/3t, D/Dt partial, total time derivative
accuracy obtained here can be contemplated.
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APPENDIX IV

LASER VELOCIMETER FOR SUPERSONIC JET TURBULENCE AND TURBULENCE SPECTRA RESLARCH

D. M. Meadows, M. C. Whiffen, D. M. Smith and W. T. Mayo, Jr.*
Lockheed-Georgia Company

Marietta, Georgia

IV-] Introduction
ously; most argon lasers, for example, provide this

For a number of years conventional techniques of feature.
anemometry such as the hot-wire or pitot tube have
proven highly satisfactory methods for measuring
air flow at low speeds and under limited environ-
mental conditions. However, analytical and experi-
mental understanding of more complex aerodynamic
and acoustic phenomena has improved to the stage
that the limitations of these methods of measure-
ment are now too restrictive. The limitations are
basically caused by the need to insert a mechanical
device in the airstream. When inserted in the air-
stream, the mechanical device and its supports will
often not only alter the flow characteristics being
measured, but will also frequently suffer mechani-
cal damage where they are subjected to high-speed
and high-temperature flows. The physical device
also has the disadvantage that it provides the
measurement over a relatively large region rather
than at a point.

Laser anemometry seeks to resolve many of these
problems by providing an instrument which will mea-
sure,by optical means, the velocity of microscopic Fig. I Interference Fringe Pattern
particles introduced in the flow. The flow is
therefore not disturbed except for the introiuction
of very small particles at a low seeding density,
and optical techniques can ensure that the tolume
in which the velocity is measured is small compared
with conventional techniques.

There are a number of optical techniques for
remotely detecting the velocity of particles, and
these techniques are now well documented in the lit-
erature(l). The technique to be described in this
report is based on an intcrference pattern of light
formed in the measurement volume region by inter-
secting two coherent monochromatic light beams.
These intersecting beams interfere with one another
producing alternate constructive and destructive Fig. 2 Detected Particle Signal
bands of light (see Figure 1). As a microscopic
particle passes through this region, light is
scattered f'om the particle and is detected by a
photo-sensor. The sensor output signal is a burst
of radio frequency energy whose frequency is pro-
portional to the spacing of the interference
pattern fringes and the vector velocity of the
particle (Figure 2). Since the spacing of the
fringes is fixed by the geometry of the optics, the
particle vector velocity is readily derived from
the signal frequency.

If a second set of fringes is oriented at right
angles to the fist, a cross-hatch pattern results
as shown in Figure 3, and a velocity vector may
then be computed which is perpendicular to the
first vector. The second interference pattern may
be formed using a different wavelength of light
such that its signals are readily distinguishable
from those of the first pattern. These different
wavelengths do not necessarily require different
lasers, but may be derived from a laser that oper-
ates with several color lines present simultane- Fig. 3 orthogonal Fringe Pattern

*Science Applications, Inc., and Consultant to Lockheed-Georgia Company.



At the beginning of the design phase of the esed to seed the flow and their frequency response
Lockheed-Georgia velocimeter, the major objectives in high temperature, high velocity jet exhausts.
were:

IV-2.1 Particle/System Statistical Analysis
o to measure flow velocities within the jet

over a range of 1 to 2,000 feet Per second, In order to investigate the problems associated
with attaining high data rates, it is necessary to

o to provide 2 orthogonal velocity vectors at evaluate the effect of all possible combinations of
the same point, particle/measurement volume interactions. Of the

possible combinations, only one is considered to be
o to derive auto- and cross-correlation ecceptable, that is, when a single particle crosse3

functions for these vectors, and it least eight fringes in the measurement volume.

All other combinations are considered to produce
o to measure turbulence intensity and bad data and also consume valuable data processing

power spectra. time and reduce the valid data rate. These bad
data are usually caused either by particles which

These objectives have all been met, with a num- intersect ewer than eight fringes (see also
ber of other features added beyond those originally Section IV-3) or by more than one particle passing
planned; for example, the system also has the through the measurement volume at one time.
capacity to provide cross-:orrelation of single
velocity vectors at two spatially separated points. A probability model of the particle/electronics
A complete set of specifications for the, system is system was derived after introduction of some sim-
included in Paragraph IV-3.6 describing "System plifying assumptions. First, it was assumed that
Specifications." all particles travel in the direction of the mean

fluid velocity. From this assumption, the measure-
ment volume was defined by the area of the l/e

2

IV-2 System Concepts incident intensity surface projected normal to the

flow. Ideally, the measurement volume should have
In the preliminary design of the LV it was a sharply defined shape, as shown by the dashed

necessary to decide which of the two classical lines in Figure 
4
(a), with a flat top and bottom

analysis methods should be used to derive estimates such that all particles intercept at least the
of the power spectral density. The first method, fixed number of fringes necessary for a valid
which is logically simplest, is to perform a tpec- measurement. Actually the shape is closer to an
tral analysis directly upon the sampled velocity ellipsoid, as shown, which results in a definite
time histories. The second method is to measure projected area where a particle travelling in the
correlation functions and apply a Fourier transform direction of nominal flow cannot intercept the re-
to these functions to derive tne required power quired number of fringes, leading to unusable data.
spectra. The decision as to which of these to use The ratio of the good hit area, Ag, to the total
is based upon the fundamental question of whether a area, Ag + Ab, is defined as the measurement volume
single-particle detection LV can produce velocity efficiency, E:
samples fast enough to describe the velocity time
history in real time. A discussion by Lorens(2) E = A .
indicates that the mean data rate necessary to re- A9 + Ab

construct the velocity time history from random
time sampling within 1% is 200 times the highest
frequency content of the signal. To achieve this 7
accuracy for 20 kHz spectrum c-,ntent therefore
would require 4 MHz mean sampling rate. State-of- 1_.
the-art electronic techniques require approximately
two microseconds to evaluate and record data due to
a single particle passing through the measurement
volume. Typical measurement volume transit times , ,
for a particle range from 5 microseconds at 100 fps
to 1/4 microsecond at 2000 fps. Since the maximum Fig. 4 Measurement Volume Sections
theoretical rate at which data can be processed is
less than 500 kHz (based on 2 microseconds pro-
cessing time per particle), it appeared that the There are a number of different events which can
velocity time history could not be reconstructed occur during the processing time associated with
accurately from single particle data and this one particle. The probability as a function of
the analysis should proceed indirectly by way of seeding density, of the various occurrences is de-
correlation functions to estimate power spectra. fined for a single data processing period, tp. The

:n order to confirm this important conclusion, possible occurrences considered are:

since it would dictate the design of the complete Pnh - Probability that no particles intercept
data system and also to estimate the data rates the measurement area, A9 + Ab.
actually available, a detailed study of the statis-
tics of particles in the measurement volume was Ph - Probability that one or more particles
undertaken. This study is outlined and discussed intercept the total measurement area,
in Paragraph IV.2.1. Ag + Ab.

In addition to the important area of particle Pt - Prooability that 2 or more particles are
statistics, another major area of concern is that resident in the total measurement volume
of particle dynamics discussed in Paragraph IV-2-2. during the transit time, tt, of one
This describes the characteristics of particles particle.
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P9  - Probability that one or more particles volume and obtaining 8 good counts reaches a maxi-
intercept area Ag. mum value. This is the curve showing the probabil-

ity of good data for measured velocities of 100 to

Pm Probability that two or more particles 3000 fps. If the particle rate is lower than this
sequentially intercept a part of the optimum, the probability of good data is limited by
total measurement area, Ag + Ab, during the number of particles passing through the
the maximum time allowed for a particle measurement volume. If the particle rate is higher
to pass eight fringes, ti. than the optimum, the good data is limited by the

increased probability of multiple particles in the
Pb Probability that one or more particles measurement volume eliminating significant possi-

intercept area Ab. bilities of good data from a single particle.

Pv Probability of obtaining valid data from The curves for different flow velocities indi-
one particle, cate that at lower flow velocities the probability

of valid data is reduced. This is because the
The total probability of all events in the process- lower velocity resulted in longer transit time in
ing interval tp is the sum of the probabilities of the measurement volume and an increased proba-
no hits in time tp, one valid data point, one good bility of particle interference.
hit invalidated by a second concurrent particle and
one bad hit whose 8-fringe count may or may not be An important result is evident from the curves
completed by a second particle before the maximum of Figure 5. It indicates that even with elec-
time expires, tronics capable of processing data at a steady

throughput rate of 400 kHz, the max;mum probability
of achieving good data during one particle process-Details of the derivation of these probabilities ing interval is under 20%. Thus, the maximumare given in Appendix IV-C. possible rate of valid data to the data acquisition

system is below 100 kHz. It is therefore totally
The probabilities are presented graphically in out of the question to consider reconstruction of

Figure 5 for a range of practical values for tp, the velocity time history with 20 kHz bandwidth
tm, td and c, each using the transit time tt re- using a single-particle detector. This forms what
suiting from 100 to 3000 fps particles, is probably the most important finding from the

system conceptual studies. It immediately precludes
.- the use of direct spectral analysis, either analog

or digital, for frequencies exceeding 2 kHz. The
physical impact of this conclusion is that one must
resort to the method of correlation analysis as the
means of deriving turbulence frequency spectra.

, /" IV-2.2 Seeding Particle Requirements

Since the LV derives its signals from micro-
scopic particles embedded in the fluid flow, it is

" "Y' essential that the particles follow the flow.
Additionally, it is a basic requirement under the

/ , / - contract that the particles be capable of surviving
, severe environments such as temperature as high as

2000F. The following sections contain a discus-/ sion of these and other critical problem areas
regarding seeding particle requirements.

/ IV-2.2.1 Particle Response

Berman(3) has analyzed the response of particles
embedded in a turbulent gas flow. His analysis
shows that for solid particles the phase and ampli-

Fig. 5 Particle Probability Curves tude response relative to the turbulence is
approximately an inverse function of the density
ratio of the particle material, Pp, to the gas, Pf,

The abscissa represents A, the average rate of and the square of the particle diameter (assumed to
particles passing through the measurement area. The be spherical). Helling( 4) arrives at similar con-
ordinate is the probability that a particular pro- clusions with a somewhat more simplified approach.
cessing time period is occupied by data derived Figure 6 was prepared from Melling's expression for
from the various types of occurrences being con- amplitude, n, and phase, 8, response:
sidered. Neglecting transit time overlap effects,
this probability is also analogous to the average x
rate of these occurrences per unit time, since for x2 + I
a probability of 1.0 we have filled all the pro-
cessing time periods giving a rate of 1/tp.

8 tan- i (- )
The right hand ordinate shows the rate of the

occurrences for a tp of 2.4 microseconds. it can
be seen that for any given measured velocity there 28 Ns2

is a seeding rate at which the probability of where x
receiving a single particle in the measurement Pp/Pf
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A1203 , melts at 3720F). Of these two, the alumina
is the most desirable because ot its availability
in the sizes required. Fly ash, however, does have
an advantage over alumina in that it has a somewhat
lower density, 2.5 ,as opposed to 3.9 for alumina.

The required particle size has been determined
Ij by considering two constraints. The particle must

be large enough to scatter sufficient light to
produce signals with gcod signal-to-noise ratios,
SNR, and must be small enough to follow the high

, ____._.__frequency turbulence perturbations within the flow.
The previous discussion indicates that alumina I'
particles must be less than one micron if they are

Fig. 6 Particle Response Curves to follow high frequency turbulence. Preliminary
experiments with the LDV system in the backscatter
mode have shown that good signal to noise ratios
are possible with nominal 0.5 micron particles. Mie

and N = V scattering curves
{(M along with experimental obser-

wd2 vations show that an increase of order 10 in SNR is
rclizable in the 200 off-axis forward scatter mode.

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the gas, w is Since this mode is to be used for future experi-

frequency of turbulence and d is the diameter of ments, sufficient SNR is anticipated for particles

the particle. From Figure 6 it is evident that the in the sub-micron range.

response of particles greater than 1.0 micron is
inadequate to describe turbulence frequencies in IV-2.2.3 Particle Agglomeration

the 20 kHz range. In fact, reasonable arguments
can be made that the particle size should be less Dispersion of sub-micron sized particles is a

than 0.25 micron. Unfortunately, the problem is problem area which must also be addressed. This

not as clear as the curves would make it appear. includes both the introduction of the particles

First, the response parameters must be considered into the air flow and assurance that they are dis-

in the light of their effect upon the turbulence persed as single particles. The latter has been

spectra which are desired. The velocity accuracy the subject of several experiments. Figure 7 shows

required must be dependent upon the turbulence in- various types and sizes of alumina particles. Some

tensity. The value which is used to estimate the of these particles were injected into an air flow

correlation is the difference between the absolute and samples of their dispersion taken by collection

velocity measurement and the mean of the sample. on adhesive surfaces exposed to the flow. Agglom-

Since small turbulence intensities result in small eration is clearly shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).

deviations from the mean, more accuracy is re-
quired for the same signal-to-noise ratio (the In an effort to reduce agglomeration, crushed
ratio of scattered light received by the photo- alumina particles were mixed with flame phase
multiplier to photo-multiplier noise) to achieve silica (CAB-0-SIL). Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show

the same correlation accuracy. Secondly, although samples of these particles collected from the air

phase deviations can be tolerated in the auto- flow. Note the dispersion and absence of agglom-

correlation estimate if the particles are of a eration. This particular sample was taken on an

single size, in practice their distribution of sizes adhesive surface positioned normal to the flow.

may vary by a factor of 4 at two standard devia- Since the smaller particles were able to follow the

tions. This leads to additional errors due to the flow and were therefore not deposited on the

variation in phase delays. Third, the particles' surface, we see only the largest particles in the

response as shown in Figure 6 considers the move- distribution along with any significant agglomera-

ment cf the particle relative to the gas. In tions. The median of this distribution of particles

practice the gas has considerable velocity with is 0.5 micron with 1.0 micron as the upper two

respect to the LDV, hence, turbulence frequencies standard deviation point.

are Doppler shifted upwards. The LDV in this case
measures higher frequencies than those to which the
particles are responding or conversely, for a given
indicated frequency from the LDV, the particles are
actually responding to some lower frequency. This
phenomenon reduces the particle response require-
ments by significant factors depending upon the
turbulence intensity at the frequency of interest.
These are factors which will be the subject of
future study.

IV-2.2.2 Availability and Suitability

Many particle materials are being used with LDV
systems. They include abrasive powders, fly ash,
smoke, aerosols, pollen and others. Since the
study of high temperature (2000°F) jets is required
in this program, only solids such as aluminum oxide
and fly ash are suitable since their melting points
are sufficiently high (aluminum oxide or alumina, Fig. 7(a) 0.5 Micron Microgrit GB-2500 1OOX
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Fig. 7(b) 0-: icron Microgrit WCA 5000X

Fig. 8 Laser . e Block Diagram

? 1

Fig. 7(c) 0-1 Micron Alumina Mixed with

CAB-O-SIL 200X

Fig. 9 LDV Processor

tors. The measurement volumes for these vectors are
coincident but are separated electronically by using
two different wavelengths (colors) which are de-
tected by separate photo-detectors. The electronic
processor, Figure 9, measures the time required for
a particle to pass eight fringes in the measurement
volume region. Certain tests are also applied to

Fig. 7(d) 0-I Micron Alumina Mixed with these data to eliminate ambiguities and to assure
CAB-O-SIL 80OOX that only valid data are accepted. Valid output

data from the electronic processor consist of two
16-bit digital words: the time for the particle to

IV-3 System Description pass through eight fringes for each axis (from
which velocity is derived) and the elapsed time

The Lockheed laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) since the last valid data point. These data are re-
system design, shown in block diagram form in Figure trieved by a mini-computer and stored on a 500,000
8, consists of two optical electronic channels which word disk. The data are subsequently processed by
detect pa'rticle velocities as two orthogonal vec- the mini-computer to provide "real-time" information
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to the operator in the form of mean velocity, turbu- plenum. Injection rate is controlled by both the
lence intensity and, if desired, a histogram listing differential pressure between the nitrogen supply

of velocity samples. The data on the disk is made and the nozzle plenum, and the vibration level of

available to a second computer for computing power the sifter. Both of these controls are located on

spectrum and various correlation functions, the operations console, remote from the injection
device itself.

The Lockheed-Georgia laser velocimeter as de-
scribed in the following sections is based on four The particles presently being used for turbu-
major system advances: () a set of unique and lence analysis are alumina mixed with CAB-O-SIL to
highly efficient color separator/beam splitter reduce agglomeration. The alumina particles are
optics - these optics provide the basis for gener- distributed from 0 to I micron. Initial results,
ating the multicolor laser beams necessary for discussed in this report, indicate response and
multivector capability; the optics are self-aligning, agreement with hot wire spectra to frequencies
extremely stable and virtually eliminate cross-talk approaching 20 kHz. Extensive experimental studies

between vector channels; (2) extremely high speed of the effect of particle size and distributions on

processing electronics using a 500 MHz clock rate, measured spectra are in progress.

and error checking circuitry; (3) direct coupling
of the LDV to an on-line, high data rate mini-
computer which provides unusual flexibility in data
formatting, changing or adding additional outputs
or calculations, and in data collection; (4) an
advanced random sampling data processing program
which allows power spectra to be derived from. data
whose average sampling rate is far below the
Nyquist criterion; this particular feature repre-
sents perhaps the most significant aspect of the
total LDV program.

The laser velocimeter, mounted on the jet test
stand, is shown in Figure 10. While the system
features optional forward scatter, off-axis forward
scatter, and backscatter modes of operation, only
the off-axis forward scatter configuration is shown
in the photograph.

Fig. 11 Partic e Dispenser

IV-3.2 Optics System

Figure 12 shows the plan view of the optical
system for the laser velocimeter. The optional
receiving configurations are illustrated on the
diagram: a forward-scatter lens position, a 310
forward-scatter lens position, and a 130 back-
scatter lens position. The laser used in the system
is a Spectra Physics Model 164-03 Argon laser which

... provides 4 watts of multimode power. The laser
t | beam is brought from the backside of the test fix-

ture mounting frame through a periscope and up to

Fig. 10 LDV Test Configuration a beam diameter adjusting telescope. A pinhole has
been included in the telescope assembly to provide
spatial filtering of the beam. A series of lens
are available for this assembly which provide beam

IV-3.1 Particle Dispenser diameter changes from .75 to 3 millimeters. This
capability allows a trade-off to be made between

The particles are introduced into the air flow measurement volume size and the total number of
in the plenum chamber, well upstream of the nozzle. interference fringes contained within the volume.
The air velocity is sufficiently low at this point Normal settings for the telescope are such that the
to allow a homogeneous dispersion of the particles, dimensions of the 1/e2 measurement volume are
They are injected in the upstream direction to approximately 0.3 mm by 1.0 mm with a total number
assure that residual injection accelerations do not of fringes of 33.
affect the velocity measurements. The injection
device is a converted abrasive unit designed for One of the key components in Lockheed's LDV is
abrasive etching of small devices. It is shown in the beam splitter/color filter assembly. This unit
Figure 11. The unit uses a vibration device to provides the ability to derive two independent and
sift the powder into a small plenum where it enters orthogonal velocity vectors from the air flow by
a stream of dry nitrogen and then into the nozzle means of color separation techniques. Color sepa-
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Fig. 12 LV Optical Configuration Fig. 13 Beam Splitter Assembly

ration was selected in lieu of other candidate
techniques due to the ease of implementation and /,

also due to the high probability of achieving very
low cross-talk between the two velocity data
channels. The other candidate techniques evaluated,
but rejected, were (a) orthogonal pola-ization and
(b) frequency shifting of light in one channel with
respect to the other.

The beam splitter/color filter assembly separates OAT. €4ATOS

he two predominant lines of the argon laser, 4880 , ,
and 5145 4, into 4 beams - 2 blue and 2 of green.

The 4 beams are positioned in a rectangular pattern Fig. 14(a) Beam Splitter Flats (Lower
with beams of the same color positioned diagonally Pair in Fig. 13)
across from one another as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the optical arrangement. The in-
coming beam from the argon laser impinges on a .
neutral beam-splitter flat and is split into two -, *-

equal power beams; the second optical flat on the
right provides pathlength compensation. The two
beams which emerge from the beam-splitter contain
a number of spectral lines. Figure 14(b) shows the

path of one of these multimode beams and the method ----------- -- ,- .
used for color separation. The color separation
optics consist of two optical flats with 2 inter- -t ,
ference filter coating sections on the same surface: -.";A,.,,,=

,; . L -sLa transmit-green/reflect-blue section and a %. .I '

transmit-blue/reflect-green section. The incoming , , , . ,. . ,, . +
beam is color separated at the first surface of the
optical flat with blue light being reflected and Fig. 14(b) Color Separat:rn Flats
green light transmitted to the second surface and (Vertical Pair in Fig. 13)
then reflected. At the second ojtical flat, the
opposite effect occurs with blue light being trans-
mitted and green light reflected, rations provide an advantage in that the elongated

measurement volume can be effectively reduced in

size. This occurs since the effective measurement
rhe optical geometry provides very efficient volume is defined by the intersection of the trans-

removal of all unused wavelengths in separately mitting and receiving focal volumes. Figure 15,
located reflection beams which are later blocked, which illustrates this effect, is a photograph of
The cross talk is minimized by the fact that each the measurement volume created by the intersection
beam used is transmitted through a narrow band of one light beam sent through the transmitting
filter coating twice.' The geometry also provides system and a second beam sent back through the
coherence path length compensation. receiving optics. Each of the alternate receiving

configurations has been used, although the back-
Upon leaving the beam splitter/color filter scatter mode has been predominant in the early

assembly, the beams are simultaneously focused and phases of the contract program. It is anticipated
caused to cross by the transmitting lens. The that the forward scatter modes will provide some
result of this is to create two coincident ellip- distinct advantages in received power where the jet
soidal measurement volumes whose cross-section is velocity is extremely high.
as shown earlier in Figure 3.

As mentioned previously, three alternate receiving The light scattered by the microscopic particles
configurations are available. The off-axis configu- passing through the measurement volume is collected
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and transmitted to the photomultiplier assembly. quantizing the 8-cycle time interval into I nano-
This assembly, diagramed in Figure 16, utilizes a second increments and converting the time interval
450 interference filter, along wth conventional into a digital word.

interference filters in front of each photomulti-
plier tube, to separate the scattered light from
the two measurement volumes. This particular con-
figuration provides low cross-talk between the
velocity vector channels. The two colors are
separated by a measured power ratio of 0.0001. It
should also be noted that a further reduction in
cross-talk is provided in the receiving electronics
by the zero crossing detector where the larger
signals effectively determine zero crossing points
and make the effects of additive interference
negligible.

Fig. 17 :lectronics Block Diagram

Fig. 15 Measurement Volum e (Artificially
Illuminated)

MIRR INTERFERENCE FILTER 51450A Fig. 18 Particle Signals on Orthogonal Channels

If the maximum allowable time is not exceeded and
INCOMING the particle ambiguity tests are successfully
SCATTCREO --. . 1BLUE passed, the 16-bit word selector selects and loads

.two words containing both channels of velocity and
the elapsed time into the buffer memory. The coin-

COLLIMATING LENS INTERFERENCE FILTERS 488OX cidence detector decides whether the measurements
16 Photomultiplier Assembly from each channel occurred sufficiently close to-

Fig. hgether in time to be recorded with the same elapsed

time since the preceding data transfer. The elapsed
time from the last data transfer is measured by

IV-3.3 Electronics counting 1 MHz clock pulses. Whenever data is
transferred, the 12-bit tine count is stored in the

The system block diagram of the LDV electronics 12-bit storage register for transfer to the buffer
is shown in Figure 17. The output from the optics storage. At the same instant, the counter is reset
system, in the form of light scattered from par- and begins counting on the next clock pulse. If
ticles crossing the blue and green fringe patterns, the time counter reaches its maximum count, an
is converted by separate photomultiplier tubes into extra word pair containing the maximum count is
electrical signals as shown in Figure 18. The output to the selector and the counter is reset.
signal is processed through the high pass filter to
eliminate the DC pedestal and other undesirable The buffer memory provides temporary storage and
signal characteristics. The resulting RF burst is accumulates a block ol data for transfer to the
amplified and input to both threshold and zero- computer memory. Since 'he buffer has independent
crossing detectors. If the input exceeds the input and output controls, the LDV can process
threshold setting, a gate is enabled allowing the particles as they appear vthout being limited by
output of the zero-crossing detector to clock the the maximum computer input *ate. Although the
fringe counter. The output of the fringe counter is average data rate is limiteo by the computer input
a pulse whose period is equal to 8 cycles of the rate, the Poisson time distr,bution can still be
received signal. This pulse is subsequently used to approximated since measuremtits as close together
gate a 500 MHz clock which drives a 13-bit binary as 2 or 3 microseconds will ')e recorded and
counter. The 13-bit counte; urves the function of buffered by the silo memo '.
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IV-3.4 Data Validation

From the system probability model it can be seen A/ A-

that if maximum good data rates were to be realized, . !

some method or methods were required to inhibit the
recording of the various types of erroneous data. ~
These tests were, of course, considered in the ( / \,
development of the model since each requires some .
processing time to perform. The types of erroneous \ I
results which must be inhibited are: data resulting J
from the passage of two or more sequential particles
within the period tm and data resulting from the
passage of two or more simultaneous particles.

J

The electronic processor operates by measuring
the time period required for the particle to pass a
fixed number of fringes. Should the particle pass f \
through the edge of the measurement volume, it is V - \ -A f
possible that it will not pass enough fringes and
therefore the electronics are detained, awaiting
completion of the count. A second particle may
complete the count, but, of course, the data is
invalid. Two tests are incorporated to eliminate
these data. First, the maximum time gate automati- Fig. 19 Particle Sig'.l Interference
cally terminates the count and invalidates the data
after sufficient time has elapsed to measure the is the elapsed Lime since the previous valid ve-
slowest particle of interest. Second, a 4/4 test locity measurement. The two words are input to a
is applied. This test consists of comparing the Lockheed Electronics Company MAC-16 mini-computer.
time for the first half of the fringe count with This mini-computer is controlled by a teletype at
the time for the last half. if this time differs the LV location and is provided with a J million
by more than a fixed percentage (3%) the data is word high speed dist memory upon which all of the
considered invalid, data are recorded. It is capable of maximum

throughput rate of 37,000 words/second. A set of
Errors resulting from simultaneous particles data may consist of up to 40,000 words which are

have been treated extensively in the literature(6-9) recorded on disk directly from the LV processor.
from the standpoint of tracking LV systems. For The run times for a set of data are typically I to
the purposes of the single particle detector, a 5 seconds. Following the run, the mini-computer
simplified sum of two interfering particles has calculates the mean and standard deviation of the
been examined. Figure 19 shows typical calculated data, along with a velocity histogram, if desired,
curves from the addition of two sinusoidal signals and outputs these data to the teletype.
representing the light scatter of two simultaneous
particles passing through the measurement volume. Permanent storage and analysis of the data is
The frequency of one has been varied and the signa- performed by a Univac 418 computer which also has
ture as seen by the electronics of the resulting hardware access to the MAC-16 disk. Permanent
signals plotted. Note that the zero crossing de- storage is maintained on magnetic tape and software
tector would not receive a periodic signal. In this provides the correlation and spectral analysis.
case not only is one pulse of the series effectively Basically the analysis consists of first removing
missing, but also a phase delay of about 1800 is the mean velocity from each measurement, leaving
introduced. The 4/4 test eliminates the vast only the velocity deviation from the mean which
majority of erroneous data from simultaneous par- contains all the turbulence spectra data. The
ticle interference of this type. The possibility correlation function is estimated by an algorithm
still exists, however, that no phase shift is which tabulates the lag products v(t) .v(t+t), for
accumulated and the same number of zero crossings is sample pairs separated by time T. t is computed
lost on either half of the fringe count. In this from the elapsed time data associated with each
case although the 4/4 test would validate erroneous velocity.
data, in practice the probability is extremely
small. If, however, this is found to be a limita- The turbulence spectra are computed by taking the
tion to the system, the electronics is provided with Fourier transform of the correlation function. The
accommodations to incorporate a second test to correlations and spectra are presented on a graphics
measure the time for an odd ratio of the fringe CRT display which is part of the Univac 418 system
count such as 3/5. and may be retained for hard copy by punched paper

tape. A CALCOMP plotter is used to prepare the
IV-3.5 Data Processing final copy.

A detailed discussion of the data processing IV-3.6 System Specifications
equipment and software is contained in Section IV.4
of this report; only a brief description is included Velocity range: I to 4,000 fps
at this point in order to aid the reader in visual-
izing the total LV system. From the LV processor, Accuracy: 0.1% at 125 fps
block diagrammed earlier in Figure 17, two digital 0.2% at 250 fps
words are transmitted to the computer facility for 0.4% at 500 fps
each valid velocity measurement. These words include 0.8% at 1000 fps
10 bits of 8-fringe period data for each of two 1.6% at 2000 fps
channels and 12 bits of time data. The time data 3.2% at 4000 fps
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Two orthogonal velocity vectors (u, v) collection and analysis procedures.

Effective measurement volume: One Lockheed capability which has been used ex-
tensively on this project is the visual examination

A cylindrical volume with a radius of 0.3 x of data by computer graphics. By this means,
10- M, and length of approximately 1.0 x insight nas rapidly been gained into the behavior
10- 3 M (with off-axis receiving optics) of complicated algorithms and a level of confidence

in the procedures achieved which would have been

Data outputs: impossible without such a too!. During program
development, much valuable time in plotting errone-

Sampled velocity: u1 , u2, ... v1, v2, ... ous results has been saved by the ability to
(given as an array of samples taken). preview data before plotting. During production

use of this faility, graphics will continue to be
Mean velocity: , , and , resultant. used to preview data in order to reduce the quantity

of data sent for hcrd-copy plotting.

Turbulence intensity:

IV-4.l Theory

(x1-R)
2 + (x2 - )2 + ... (xn -) 2  The technique useo for computing estimates of

n - I power spectra from random samples of two time his-
tories was independently conceived by the authors

where x = u or v. at Lockheed-Georgia Company and by W. T. Mayo at
Texas A & M University(lO) and subsequently

Histogram of velocity: a plot is provided for developed cooperatively into a practical algorithm.
u and/or v. It is important to note that the theory upon whict,

the power spectra analysis is based rests on the
Autocorrelation function: assumption that the data of interest is derived

from a statistically stationary process. Results
T-T of preliminary experimental tests have confirmed

R(T) = f x(t) x (t + T) dt the validity of this assumption.

The initial objective of the analysis program is
to convert the randomly-occurring samples obtained

where x = u or v. from the laser velocimeter into a form suitable for

input to an implementation of the Cooley-Tukey Fast
Power spectrum: Fourier Transform(ll). This program seeks to solve

the discrete equation

S(f) = max - j2uft dt N-) -___k
f R e S() = AT R(k)e N W 0,1 ... 11-1
0 Z

k=O

Cross-correlation function:
where the sequence R(k) is a complex array repre-

T-t senting a correlation function sampled at regular
Ruv(T) f u(t)v(t + T) dt intervals Ar, and S(co) the resulting complex array

o representing the signal power spectral density. It
should be noted at this point that the auto-
correlation function of any one signal is an even

Cross-spectral density: function of time and will produce the required real

Ta power spectrum from the transform if R(-k) is

S (f) = j2nft appended to R(k) in the input array. The cross-
uv Ru (T)e"  dT correlation function of two signals, however, is

o uv not an even function, and produces a complex power
spectrum.

Three dimensional positioning of the measurement As indicated by Mayo, the method used to compute
volume anywhere in the flow is possible. the series R(k) is best described by an algorithm

rather than an equation. The emphasis in designing
IV-4 Data Collection and Analysis this algorithm has been on speed of execution with-

out compromising accuracy or, in an experimental
The following paragraphs describe programs configuration, flexibility. The object is to

currently available for processing data received establish three arrays, DXX, DXY and DYY, each con-
from the LV electronics package. These programs taining N entries, with each element representing
were all written to use existing Lockheed computer the sum of lagged products AT apart; where N and AT
configurations with minimum changes to the system are chosen to satisfy the Nyquist criterion. This
structures. Considerable attention has been given requires that the effective sampling rate, I/AT
throughout the development of the system to safe- should be double the highest significant frequency
guard data against computer failures, etc. which content of the data if spectrum folding is to be
potentially require a run to be repeated. The avoided. The Fourier transform automatically
programs may be re-entered manually at three dif- selects the maximum frequency to satisfy this
ferent places to recover from potential problems. criterion,
These re-entry points have been successfully used
throughout the program in optimizing data f = I/2AT,

max
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and provides 11 samples of the spectrum, giving an
effective spectrum resolution of Af = I/2t;l.P)

The basic process of updating the correlation 120. (2)

arrays with a pair of samples [x(t),y(t)] and
[x(t + T), y(t + t)] is to compute the product OVERALL
x(t) x (t + T) and add it to the sum DXX, compute 5)L

y(t)y(t + T) and add to DYY, compute y(t + r) x(t) 100 - - --- - -- - -

and add it to DXY, and increment the array

showing the number of products in each element 0
wshere for example x(t) represents the axial veloc- 3 60.
ity at the same point. 80

The velocity data samples are processed serially . . ..

in the order which they are taken. A time history 10 20 30 40 50
out to the maximum delay time of interest is main-
tained at all times. As each sample is processed, TIME (.S)

it is first correlated with itself to update the 20(a)
first correlation element. The time to the
previous element is then resolved onto the corre- s&ViC TIm Since eviatlons Frm

lation time grid and the pair is used to update N_.. br Lst S.Pe (PSec) F.A (fps)

that element. Subsequently, the next element in I to 5
the history is processed and updated until the 2 3 .25

accumulated delay exceeds the maximum delay of 3 16 427
interest. The function computed may then be 4 17 -8
described as: 5 4 6

I6 3 -20

Di= i Xk + (i-1)Lil 20(b)

k=l Entries NeTo Sople I . o 10 20 30 40 50

where Di represents the i'th element of DXX, DXY or
DYY, and IHTi represents the number of entries in I 5x5
that element. 2 15.15 15x5

3 27x27 27x15 27-5
Figures 20(a), (b) and (c) illustrate the accumu- 4 -6-8 -827 -5.x 5 -8.5

lation of a small number of samples to produce DXX 5 6.6 6o-8 6x27 6x15 6x5
(note: only 6 samples are shown out of 20,000 6 -20o-20 -20x6 -20x-8 -20z27 -20x(15.5)
normally taken). Figure 20(a) shows the velocity - ____ __Ot__

time history with an overall mean of 100 fps sampled 0x00 XXX 0002 00x3 Oxls 0x0s
at random intervals. Figure 20(b) shows the tabu- 20(c)
lated data from the LV and Figure 20(c) shows the
process of accumulating these values into the corre-
lation function. For example, in processing sample Fig. 20 Correlation Function Example

number 6, its product with itself is entered for
T=O, sample 5 was 11 pS earlier giving a product at
= 10, sample 4 was 15 uS earlier giving an entry For these reasons, the logic inserted in the

at T = 20 etc. If this were a complete series, the analysis program to allow the correlation latitude

sequence R(k) would be: to be varied has been removed. The analysis is
consequently faster and uses the minimum amount of
data to establish a given accuracy of the spectral

R(k) = DXXoDXXDXX 2 DXX 3 DXXDxX 5  density function.

Having computed discrete estimates of the corre-
Experience has shown that the major factor ir lation functions, the problem has been transformed

the accuracy of the power spectra computed from to the familiar one of computing the power spectral
correlation functions accumulated as summed lagged density from a regularly sampled correlation func-
products is the number of products summed into tion. Considerable knowledge has been accumulated
each interval. During early experimentation with and published on this subject and the following is
synthetic data, it was suspected that the process a brief distillation of those portions considered
of permitting all data with random time intervals to be relevant to our particular problem. The basic
to be entered in the "nearest" grid slot was intro- result of much discussion in this field is that
ducing errors which affected the computation some knowledge of the characteristics of the data
results. Subsequent experimental evidence, which is required before it can be properly processed.
is supported by the theoretical analysis of other For example, if some discrete frequencies are known
investigators, has shown that if this is signifi- to be present and must be detected individually,
cant at all, it affects only the shortest delays then the filtering which provides the most resolu-
and therefore the very high frequency end of the tion is required whereas, if only the smooth enve-
spectrum. A more serious result of discarding lope of the spectrum is required, considerable
those data which do not fall close enough to the AT amounts of unnecessary "noise" can be removed.
grid points in order to correct this effect is to
reduce the amount of data accumulated in the corre- Since the exact expression for the Fourier
lation function. The computation time required to transform requires an infinite length correlation
make this decision was also significant. function, the process of transforming a finite
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correlation function of length T0 implicitly A secondary study to determine the effect of
assunes a correlation window function. The most truncating the data is shown on Figures 22(e) and
obvious function is the "Zero'th" window, using (f). The correlation function was truncated respec-
the nomenclature of Blackman and Tukey(12): tively to one-half and one-third of its original

length and the Bartlett window applied with the
Do(T) I < x T, expected loss of definition of the data.

= > Tm In addition to these analytic windows, two other

smoothing processes are applied before displaying

whose effect is to convolve the resulting spectrum the resulting power spectra. The first, wnich may
with the function be suppressed if there is reason to suspect the

presence of sharp spikes in the data, is designed
sin(27rfT ) to improve the presentation of smooth spectra by

= mT applying a running average over ten points of the( 
2

fTm spectrum. The second is an Integral part of the

conversion from the linear output of the Fast

which is plotted on Figure 21. Among the other. Fourier Transform to the more convenional log

functions tried, the most effective and that cur- frequency/log amplitude (dB) plots. Since the fre-
rently in use for the data being processed Is the quency distribution of the data Is linear and tne
Hamming window log plot has a large concentration of points at the

high-frequency end, an algorithm was introduced to
D(T) = 0.54 + 0.46 cos(nr/Tm) T < Tm coalesce all points to be plotted within a speci-

fied mantissa tolerance. The effect of this
= 0 T > Tm smoothing is most graphically observed on those

spectra having spikes at high frequency where the
amplitude of the spikes is reduced by averaging

which transforms to: with points of lower amplitude. By adjusting.the
width of the mantissa tolerance, these effects can

Q3(f) = 0.54 Qo(f) + 0.23 (Qo(f + 2-;) be minimized.

IV-4.2 Computer Configurations

%0 (f - 2
m Figure 23 shows the configuration of the labora-

tory data acquisition and processing system as
which is also plotted on Figure 21. The horizontal augmented to include the LV. The Central 1AC is
scale of Figure 21 is normalized to 2fTm so that an LEC MAC-16 computer used as a data management
the integer values indicate the spacing at which and switching center. Its capabilities have been
spectrum samples will be produced by the Fourier expanded recently by the addition of a 4-channel
transform. multiplexed data channel (MDC), two channels of

which are used to handle high-speed data throughput
from the LV to the disk file. The computer also
supports a file management system for the disk used
by the Univac processor and by the other experi-
ments at remote terminals. Its memory will be
expanded from 4K to 8K words in the near future.
The Univac 418 system is a 32K 18-bit word processor
on which most of the Company's research into com-
puter graphics was done in the late 1960's, and is
still used for concept development. Except for

'.time-critical subroutines, all analysis on this
machine is written in FORTRAN IV, a feature facili-

-tating the translation of the analysis to other

, .... ' .. 'computers. The graphics language used by this pro-
gram to drive the display is a machine-independent
FORTRAN graphics language, FLING.

Fig. 21 Spectral Window Functions IV-4.3 Data Management

The success of the LV data processing system In
Three of the most common window functions to- producing reliable spectra relies upon the rapid

gether with the "default" or "Type 0" window are collection of a large volume of data. Althodgh the
currently available rn the analysis program, and Nyquist criterion does not apply to randomly
the effect of each upon a spectrum taken from a sampled signals as will be discussed below, current
0.63 inch jet is shown in Figure 22. experience indicates that in order to achieve

reliable results, It is necessary to maintain a
Figure 22(a) shows the spectrum using the "Type relatively steady sample rate of the same order as

0" window. Figures 22(b), (c) and (d) show the the bandwidth of the data of interest. The sample
effect of "Type 3" cr Hamming window, the "Type 2" rate necessary to meet these requirements would be
or Hann window and the "Type I" or Bartlett window less demanding if It were a regular rate at which
respectively. Since the overall structure of these synchronous writing of the disk could be maintained.
windows is similar, it is not surprising that their With the Irregular arrival rate of the data,
effect Is distinguishable only In detail, but the however, It became necessary to use a special disk
difference from "Type 0" is remarkable, handier whereby the sector to be written on next Is
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Fig. 22(a) Window Funlction Stn-, - Type .101 Fio. 22(d) lino. Function Study -Bartlett

Rectangular Windoa .i,

Fig. 22(b) Window Function Study -Haraming Fig 22(e) W.indow Function Stud~y - Bartlett
Window Uinlo4 Half Truncated

Fig. 22(f) Window Function Study -Bartlett

Fig. 22(c) Window Function Study -Hann Window Window 2/3 Truncated
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when a file is completed on the disk, it is re-
L v Icalled, reformatted and stored on digital magneticOPTICS tape. The reformatting at this point discards all

data beyond three standard deviations from the
mean and recomputes the mean velocity. The data
format is also changed from the two-word format of

OTER LEO y, j Figure 24(a) to the three-word format of Figure
C AS0O" EtcOV LIciue24asoth he

EL ,WsCTROMICS 24(bj. The mean of this data for each channel is

printed for comparison with that of the raw data.

When a data tape is available for processing,
CENLT Rs the operator prepares a data card indicating which
MAC rdata set on the tape to process and the parameters
(4-) associated with the processing and initializes the

processing. During processing, if further runs
CARD j are completed, the processing is suspended to

a[AtEA retrieve and store the data.

[ED0 56Is
UVAR WOR A I . S. TIME I -FALNSE EI4*0 A

F1A PE[R TAPE $ a

WOR L. S. TIME 4-AFRiGCPERIO0 S

(a) Collected Data

17 0
CONTROLS FMOTE I VELOCITY CNINIGE FROM S.IAN. CH. A FPS x 30

Y I VELOCITY CAOME FR509 MAN C4. 3 FPS x 30

Fig. 23 Data Processing Block Diagram
t I TIME SINCE LAST A e MICROSECONDS

determined, logic is used to select an available
track, and as soon as a block of data becomes (b) Processing Data

available the data is written and then further
writing at that sector/track is prohibited. The Fig. 24 Data Word Formts
synchronous transfer rate to the disk for 16-bit
words is 75 kHz in its current configuration, and
the above logic permits a maximum throughput rate
of half this, 37.5 kHz. The maximum sample rate IV-4.4 Results
for two channels which, with the associated time
data, require two 16-bit words for each sample is In order to establish the validity of the system

therefore 18.75 kHz. This is considered satisfac- design and operation, a number ef major functional

tory for data with bandwidths above 20 kHz tests have been performed.
especially when data buffering in both the elec-
tronics and the central MAC permit short bursts of The first of these was used during the develop-

data at rates above 200 kHz. ment of the data analysis software before the
electronics and data acquisition portions were

The data collection process is initialized by available. It involved supplying the data analysis

requesting the LV handler at the teietype, and program with a data tape simulating the information

entering the appropriate run data. After checking on two LV channels. This simulated data was also

the system to ensure that previously stored runs used in a study of the effect of reduced measure-

have been successfully retrieved and stored, the ment accuracy on the resulting spectra.

handler awaits the start of the first run. When
that run completes, the list of sequential locations The second test included the electronics by

of each block of data is processed to retrieve the applying specific frequency modulated signals to

data, compute the mean and standard deviation of the the data channel input and using the jet seeding

run and re-store it in one of seven sequential and particle detection to provide a "natural"

files. The probability density distribution of random sampling of this signal. The carrier fre-

samples versus velocity for each channel are printed quency provided a simulated mean flow velocity, and

for immediate review. It is then decided whether to the modulating signal represented flow perturba-

store or scrap the run and the sta t of the next run tions about that mean.

is awaited. Currently, 20,000 samples of each
channel are stored as contiguous 100-word blocks. The third functional test was performed using

The disk handler automatically caters for occasional the complete LV system on a small jet excited by a

disk writing errors or data area overflows by re- loudspeaker. The results of the second and third

questing the next sector. If the resulting delay is tests were combined in a study of the effect of

sucn that the LV buffer is caused to overflow, the data rate upon the measured mean velocity.

run is automatically terminated and restarted from
the beginning. This is necessary to preserve the The LV was then exercised in a number of con-

time continuity of the data. figurations in the laboratory and the spectra
compared with those from a hot-wire anemometer. The

If the Univac 418 is ready to retrieve data, results are included in this section.
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IV-4.4. Simulated Data

A digital program was written to prepare a data -

tape with characteristics similar to those to be f
produced by the data acquisition system operating I
on real jet turbulence. This simulation program 3
was used to generate the input to and output from a 1.
linear filter with frequency characteristics similar
to those expected of the data. The input to this
filter was a pseudo-random binary sequence whose R

power spectrum approximates that of white noise in
the frequency range of interest and the complete T a
process of generating the input signal and simu-
lating both the filter and Poisson sampling process
was performed in the same program. The theoretical e
characteristics of the friter and its digital simu-
lation are shown on Figure 25. The detailed deri-
vation of the filter, the relationship between the
filter input and output signals and the simulated Fig. 26(b) Synthetic Data - Filter Input
sampling process are given in Appendix IV-A. The Power Spectrum
curves showing the auto-correlation function and
power spectral density of each channel, the cross-
correlation function and cross-spectral density
between channels and the histograms of the time
between samples are shown in Figure 26. Figure 26
(a) and (b) show the auto-correlation and power
spectral density of the pseudo-random binary signal
which closely approximates that of white noise. 't
Figures 26(c) and (d) show the cross-correlation
function and cross-spectral density which approxi- ,1,kJ ,I a I. . *.~I ,1
mate the impulse response and complex frequency h
response of the filter model, the latter added to
Figure 26(d) for comparison. Figures 26(e) acd (f)
show the auto-correlation and power spectral density Fig. 26(c) Synthetic Data - Filter
of the filrer output; the latter adequately approxi- Cross-correlation
mates the squared magnitude of the filter frequency
response (superimposed on the curve) above 300 Hz. . .. ._-_ . . . .
Figure 26(g) shows the histogram of the time between - -! r- _ -
particles indicating the typical Poisson distribu- - -r -
tion .. - - .

=7- 4

.. *:7.
-" "- " I t "h: . r -r''h,:.-t .:. . . "

Fig. 26(d) Synthetic Data Filter

Fig. 25 Digital Filter Frequency Response Cross Spectral Density

V
8

oa; "Ac 110' 4 U SEC 1910.

Fig. 26(a) Synthetic Data -Filter Input Fig. 26() Synthetic Data -Filter Output
Au to-car relIa t ion Au to-cor rela t ion
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Fig. 26(f) Synthetic Data -Filter Output
Po~ver Spectrum

Fig. 27(a) Accuracy Study -0.1,' Reduction

Th~

Fig. 26(g) Synthetic Data -Histogram~ of the ; '-c

Time Between Samples ------ " ~ --- ,-~

IV-4.4.2 Data Amplitude Inaccuracy . -

Asmall teraporary patch was added to the analysis --.

prot,*,rn to allow a variable number of the low-order -

bits of the velocity samples to be masked out with-

out chaarging the a-c;an flow velocity. One hundred Fg 7b cudySuy 08 euto

sixty records from the synthetic data discussed InFi 27b AcucySdy-08 Reuto

Paragraph~ IV-4.4.l giving a minimum car relaticn

function count of 1042 samples per grid point were
used as the test date Set and Figure 27 show!, the

result of successively remving anr increasing ,- ___

number of data bits. The original synt~hetic data -____ .

was designed to contain as many bits of signifi- L

cance as actual measurements under typical condi- 771 l--

tions - velocity deviations of 100 fps providing
twelve bits of accuracy. The curves show that
while the spectrum above 2 kHz remains virtually

unchanged, the low-frequency end is progressively

destroyed by removing up to 10 of the twelve bits P t t5
of si-,nificance in the data. ~1

IV-4.4.3 Freuenc Modulation Inputs a , T'L ~ i 1 t
In order to provide accurate ,alibration of the a4

complete data sampling and analysis procedures, an a

experimental configuration was established for
replacing the particle signal input aith the sgnalt

from an FM oscillator. The particle detection L
logic was retained to provide the real sampling in-

tervals and the experimental seeded jet was run

during the tests giving mean sample rates betweer.

5,000 and 10,000 particles per second. Figure 28 Fig. 27(c) Accuracy Study - 1i, Reduction
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trituion ot !,aripl" at the eAtremcs of the veloc-
__________________ -~ it, v--.ursittn frox. the ' ean while that for tire sine

ipv. .proxir-,ites, the theoretical double-peaked
' I{Z~Zji plituou distritution of a sinusoidal disturbance.

T- In total. Erie results 'if seven runs are shown on
j r it.uru 19. A ca.pt ion is ;ncluded on each figure

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h . L-.. U. i'te *stions of each run and the data
-. r,rieted at tist ti etype after thre run was comn-

Li' ' urt , 29(a) and 29(b) show the computed
-. ~ w sii co t- it ion func: ion of the 500 Hz
I ;_jI o-,cillai~on. The correlation function

t a- a co-smn, wave with the value
Eh tc xact rrls value of the per-

tit i'n E.S (fps2  , nd the spectrum~ indicates a-YE~j.ith L.hu correct value with a bandwidth of
o ely 200 Hz a, , dicted by the character-

*. .. .. .. -J the Hainn iindow function. Figures 29
ho% the res ults of a I kHz square

tit on f r 4hthe correlation function
Fig. 27(d) Accuracy Study 1 2.5i Reduct Li. 1. r iju la r .ave i nd icatled.

F~."? -LI_. .dLJ
1 

i * ir -eries theory indicates that

Lou N o this. ishould have the odd
~ it atealitudes 9.5, 11., 17 and 19

jo buLt. tilt funda'tentdl. and these values are
cls jjaprcoxi,,;ted on the spectrum. Figures 29

().29(f), iriJ 29(g) ho%, the results due to a 5
_____________. .'.i i.,t..t including the distribution of time

~-~--- . 4 rj.ttecr , i(Ac:s typical of all this sequence of
1 -- 7 run ai a ftan sample rate of approximately 6

SAN ,.sck.%sed in Paragraph IV-4.l, in order
to ruu~e tir density of data on the log-log plot
of th~e s, ctrd, a bi'spie zone averaging is employed
4hi(.h f(.r n*,,th ',pectra is. significant, but re-
duce, tte ar,Itude of spikes which occur in the

8 ~, oth%,d "'!tpn. The curves of Figures 29(e), 29
(It) an,' ,901) ;to ncreasing evidence of this as
ti'v. 1rt;uvnc,, (and thierefore data density) in-
C , d s U ". in or'der to verify that the amplitude

Fig. 27(c) Accuracy Studi 25 Reduct4,t ratios in the spcctrum due to the 10 kHz square
(j'.j Clier ',ul to the limit of the analysis,

'C .'i'~iI~ ~ a.. to the original linear arnpli-
L-le 0 I tl,, ecurrun which Thowed values of 197,

."1 8.6 ivo 6..' at 10 kHz, 30 kill and 50 kHz respec-
/ .vb'"p~ctiicJratios, of 10 dB and 15 dB from

t in-1 tu. nt,.l ~tthe log-log scale.

tt

Fig. 28 10 kHz Square Wave, 20 kHz Sine Wave -

Mean =399.4, c - 40.4, Mean - 395.4,
o 25.6, Velocity Sample Distri but ions

.pIAlI
shows the mans and distribution of velocity
samples returned to the teletype as soon as the run
was completed for two of the signals. The center
frequency of the signal was 12.4 mHz which converts
to a simulated mean velocity Of 398.7 fps. The F~q 29(,)) FMt Extitation - 500 Hz Sine Wave
curve for the square wave shows the expected dis- Spectrui, Mean -406.1, fp, o - 25.6
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Fi.2()FM Excitation -500 Hz Sine Wave U U 1 Un
Correlation Fig. 29(f) F'M Excitation -5 kHz Sine wave

I Correlation

Fig. 29(g) FM Excitation-5 kHz Sine wave
Histogram of Time Between Sarnple-,

Fig. 29(c) FM Excitation -I kHz Square Wave
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IV-4.4 . Loudspeaker-Excited Jet ,.0
.~4-

The test configuration used was a small -
compressed-air jet with a plenum chamber to which 4-- -
a 100-watt aL ustic driver was connected. The jet - - _-i -

wsas run at a mean velocity of 403 fps and LV runs
taken at various excitation frequencies and ampli- I ,L,
tudeg. Twi typical spectra resulting from these -
runs are shown as Figures 30(a) and 30(b) repre- .4
senting excitation at 850 and 4400 Hz respectively. k
The power spectrum resulting from the unexcited jet . . . " .
is shown on Figure 30c). As expected, the results .
indicate that spikes, at the excitation frequencies, "
have been added to the normal jet turbulence
Spectrum.

IV-4.4.5 Effects of Data Pat,-

One of the major contributions of the laser F u, L.,iv L peker-Lxcited Jet - 850 Hz.
velocimeter software analysis program has been its M - '103.8 fps, = 57.2
verification of the fact that with random-time
sampling and single-particle detection, power spec- . P..
tra can be computed with frequency content much -s................ . ....
higher than the mean rate of collection of the data. T " FF1
In principle at least, if the sampling process is ." . ; • : -
purely Poisson, arbitrarily low data rates may be - ',*

used, and the same pcaier spectra will eventually " 1 t
result. Practical considerations of the stability .. I t
of the flow being measured, the requirement to re-............... . . * r

cord the time between samples with a finite word H -
length and the overall time to perform the experi- ,
ment put a lower bound on the possible mean rate.
Other considerations concerned with the probability P
of two particles appearing in the recaiurement vol-
ume and the rate at which data can be accumulated
place an upper bound on the usable meion data rate._
Between these bounds, it has been established that
power spectra for certain classes of perturbation
about steady flow can be measured. The relation- -.. L
ship between the variability of power spectra and
the rate at which data is taken will be pursued Fig. 30(b) Loudspeaker-Excited Jet - 4400 Itz

when more experimental data is available. Mean 402.1, 54.3

One question about which there has been some _ __ ..
concern is whether the measured mean flow velocity - -
is biased by the existence of more velocity sample' . i V
higher than the mean than samples lower than the I
mean. This is related to the question of whether I
one should use the arithmetic mean velocity of each
particle or compute the mean time to cross the L
measurement volumes and use it to compute a mean
velocity (the harmonic mean velocity).Appendix IV-8
represents a somewhat simplified theoretical argu- + f ' ifjs
ment which indicates thak the use of the arithmetic - .1
mean is equivalent to assuming that the flow per- ''y
turbation is a purely compressible phenomenon
whereas using the harmonic mean implies a totally -- 44
incompressible flow. The discussion then reduces ft
to the physical description of the behavior of theflow during the perturbation being measured. + - - ""t9 ..2U

An analysis made in an attempt to shed some fig. 30(c) Unexcited Jet, mean= 404.2 fps,
light upon this discussion produced some interest- 44.3
ing results. A small program was written to sub-
divide the samples taken on a selected run into
groups of 30 and compute the mean velocity of each te a straight line and run for two series of similar
group ana the mean rate at which the group of data measurements in the 0.25 inch jet. The first series

were accumulated. The data were plotted as mean was the set of data using an acoustic driver as

velocity against data rate as shown in Figure 31, described in Paragraph IV-4.4.4 ana the second, the

and it was observed that there was a small gradient frequency modulation inputs described in Paragraph
apparent in the data grouping equivalent to a IV-4.4.3 where the data format and sample distribu-

correlation between sample mean and data rate. The tion were unchanged but the actual physical

program was expanded to include a leasL-squares fit sampling process was removed. Figure 32 is a tabu-
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lation of the results of these two studies. The

studies were then repeated using the harmonic mean

velocity in place of the arithmetic mean without
significant change in the results.

The results of this study show that even when

the data flows relatively smoothly, there are large

variations in the rates at which small groups of

. . ........_ data are accumulated, ranging from under 500 Hz to
almost 20 kHz at a nominal rate of approximately 8
kHz. Within these samples, if the complete seeding

and sampling procedure is used, there is a small

positive correlation between the mean velocity of a

sample and the rate at which the sample was taken.

This correlation amounted to approximately 1% of

the mean velocity over the extremes of the data

.. .rates sampled and was not materially affected by

computing the harmonic mean velocity. It was,
Fig. 31 Mean Velocity vs Data Rate for Blocks however, removed by performing analysis on data

of 30 Samples taken with the campling process detached froc, the

velocity measurement. This indicates that there
is indeed some phenomenon in the LV sampling

Least Square Slope process which correlates data rate with measured

Run ID Loudspeaker Runs velocity.

24-2 0.3004 x 10
3  IV-4.4.6 Comparison with Hot-Wire Anenometer

24-3 0.2317 x 10-
3  The first measurements comparing the LV with a

hot-wire anenometer were taken in a jet with 0.63

24-4 0.7038 x 10
- 3  inch diameter driven by compressed air. Although

the flow characteristics in such a jet are not
24-5 0.7626 x 10-

4  
sufficiently predictable for rigorous comparison,
measurements were made on the axis of the jet two

26-6 0.2857 x 10
- 3  

diameters from the nozzle with both a hot-wire

anenometer and a single LV channel, each oriented

24-7 0.2765 x 10-
3  at 450 to the mean velocity.

The hot wire measured a mean speed of 360 fps at

24-8 0.1358 x 0
-  the 450 axis which resolves to an axial mean speed

25-1 0.9862 x 10-4 of 508 fps. The velocity sample distribution from
the LV is shown in Figure 33 and the power spectra

230.5063 x 10- measured by each method are compared on Figure 34.
25-3 0The bandwidth of the filter used on the hot-wire

25-4 0.1291 x 10
-3  spectrum analyzer was 100 Hz.

Mean Slope 0.2348 x 10-
3

Least Square Slope

Run ID Frequency Modulation Runs

22-6 0.3799 x 10
"
4 OW JE DATA

o 600 PPS$
22-7 -0.2079 x 10

- 4  
1 0 0- A?

T2000

22-4 0.543 9 x 10-6 =A
22-5 -0.4375 x 10

-4

22-9 -0.1082 x 10
- 3  20 300 )50 4 00 o Soo

6[tOcITY. FPS

23-1 0.7076 x 10
- 4

23-2 0.3406 x 10
- 4

Mean Slope -0.3673 x 10-5

Fig. 33 Hot-Wire Comparison - Velocity
Fig. 32 Table of Least Squares Slopes Sample Distribution
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A th jor area of study during the second half of
the contractual period will be to complete inves-

tigation into the effects of particle response on
the computed power spectrum. Since the laser

velocie'eter system has been validated in its per-
formance out to 50 kHz, it would be practical to

erasluate particle response through theoretical
invstigations and a series of laboratory experi-

ments. The results of spectrum measurements in

different coaditions show a frequency range limited
more by tne power at cach frequency than by any
aDsolute frequency value. A "white noise" level
occurs between 20 and 24 a8 below the peak fre-
quency level masking any significant information

below that. The causc of this phenomenon and
techriques for reducing the level and minimizing

its effect remain to be investigated.

The Qffe~t. of various parameters associated

.Lth the system have been studied. Those aspects

Fig. 34 Hot-Wire Comparison - Power Spectra of classical signai analysis related to window

Density, Mean = 367.5 fps, = 47.8 functions which apply to this analysis are pre-
bented in this report. On practical data from the
test jets considered, the Hamming window without

arith.etic sreothing nas been used with most suc-
,..ss. The difference between this window and those

IV-5 Conclusions due to 4ann and Bartlett is not, however, large on

this type of data. A study to determine the

The laser velocimeter has been proven to be ettects of inaccurate measurement of the velocity

able to provide a method of measuring not only in- *roJuced ome surprising results. While the

stantaneous and mean velocities and turbulence measured ttandard deviation of velocity and the

intensity but also power spectra over a broad cand high-freq4uency end of the spectrum were unchanged

of frequencies. Paragraph IV-3.6 (System Speci- with data limited in accuracy up to 257, the low

fications) summarizes the system hardware capa- frequency end of te spectrum displayed a marked

bilities and defines data which may be obtained as change r-isinq the relative power below 2 kHz.

system outputs. Tis effect is somewnat complicated by the change

of mean velocity which would affect the very low

The major technological challenge during this frequency components but remains a significant

contract period was in achieving turbulence spec- meastre of the effect of inaccurate data upon the

trum in the LV over a range of frequencies from power Spectra. A third study, investigating the

low frequency up to 20,000 Hertz. It wa deter- relationship between the rate at which a set of

mined early in this development program that the velocity sarmples was taken and the meai :f the

method of deriving powcr spectra would not be by sample, also produced surprising results It

way of reconstructing the time history of the tur- snowed that for a series of runs taken in a small

bulent flow. To derive satisfactory power spectra jet the mean rate at which sets of 30 samples were

by this means would require a sampling rate of taken varied from under 500 to almost 2C,000 per

approximately 4 MHz which of course is totally un- second. It also showed that there .4as a small

acceptable. By resorting to correlation processes, positive correlation between the rate at which the

it has been proved to be possible to achieve power samples were taken and the mean velocity of the

spectra with bandwidths of 20,000 Hz with sample sample. On average, this was approximately 2 of

rates of only 5 to 10 kHz. the mean velocity over the eAtremes of the rate

distribution. Further study of this phenomenon is
This has been validated by three methods. First, also required.

the total electronics, computer, and computer soft-

ware were simultaneously checked to determine the After absolute calibration runs on the test

bandwidth of the total system, independent of flow stand have been completed, the LV system will -e

or particle characteristic!. The results of this ready to record jet characteristics throughout the

test showed that the systen was capable of operational regime of the facility.

measuring power spectrum up to at least 50,000 Hz

and down to 300 Hz, the low trequency limit being

determined by FFT frequency spacing (see Paragraph

IV.4.4.3). The second validation of the system
involved not only the'system characteristics but

the characteristics of the flow and particles as IV-6. Acknowledgements

well. In this case, a small jet was modulated by

a loudspeaker using single frequency tones. In The completion of this system would have been

each case the tones were readily identified within impossible without the efforts of a large number of

the processed spectrum (see Paragraph IV.4.4.4). dedicated people in the Lockheed-Georgia Company.

The third method of validation was a comparison Special mention is made of J. H. Ivester and

with hot-wire data. The laser velocimeter data E. C. Mills for their creative ingenuity in design-

compared quite well with the hot-wire data (see ing the electronics; of C. R. Huie in his support

Paragraph IV.4.4.6). The small jet used in making of the laser, seeding and optics; of P. D. Dean and

these comparisons contained a significant frequency L. Mazzarella in providing advice, support and data

content out to approximately 10 kHz. related to hot-wire anenometry
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expression for if(Z), we obtain -at . bt
Unit step response: s = b-a - e

boy + bly 1. + b2 y 2 = alXn I + a2 X 2
o n I n-I 2yn2 I -l 2 n2 amprepone:K be -

a t 
- ae -

bt

where Xn and Yn are the values of x(t) and y(t) Rap response: gr(t) =-7 (1 + a-b )

sampled at time nT. From this expression, an
algorithm was derived for computing Yn given the
two previous values of x and y: Frequency response at frequency ul:

a X a2 b b2  AT2I e-tT !

Yn b 0 xn -l  b 0 n-2 "0 Yn-i " bo Yn-2 gf(t) =

Figure A-1 shows the values of Yn plottea when
the inputt are AT2  e-t/T2  A 2 - v)

e____ A.4 cos(wt y
(a) X, = 10000, Xi = 0, i i I (T,-TI) (I+T, ,2) (i+T2,)(I+T.)

(b) Xi = I if i>O, Xi = 0, i<O

where
(c) Xi  -iT if iO, Xi  -0 for i<O K
(d) Xi - sin (i f) for i>O, = 0 for i<O A =--, T1 = 1/a, T2 = I/b,

where f iO,OOOT radians.

= tan'IT,,j1 + tan'lT !

IV-A.2 Selection of Input Waveform

In order that the filter output signal should
have a known power spectral density, it was decided
that the input to the filter should be band-limited
white noise. One form of white noise which is very
conveniently generated on a digital computer i: a
pseudo-random binary sequence whose generation and
properties are described in Reference 15. The
particular sequence used was the 16-bit maximum-
length sequence generated by feeding back bits 10,
12, 13 and 15 of a 16-bit register. The binary
signal resulting from observing any bit of this
register and setting Xn = 1 if the bit is I and Xn
=_ -1 if the bit is zero is a periodic signal with
period T' given by

/T - (2C16& 1) T

.7 where T is the clock period of the register.

The auto-correlation function for this signal is
, , •defined by the relation

/ / ... T/2
R (E) = ~ t X, -!'12

T I/

It can be shown (Ref. 15) that this is evaluated as

R(t) = Cl - TT) for i < T

Fig. A-i Filter Characteristics = -1/N for x > T

Also plotted on the same charts are the responses where N is the number of samples period, 216 -1 in
of the linear filter H(S) computed from tables in this cdse. This function is diagrammed on Figure
Reference 14: A-2.

Impulse response: gitt) K -be b- a a )a t  The power spectrum of this signal is quoted in
Im5 b-a Reference 1 as:
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- +Similarly, the Wiener-Khintchine relations for

auto-correlation h(T) and spectral density S(w) are
the transform pair

I I ca

R(T) = - j S(u)e
iw t do

-~ i

and S(u) R(t)e 
i t 

dT

The output of a linear system is related to its
Fig. A-2 Auto-correlation Function of a input by the following conversion:

Pseudo-Random Binary Sequence

i( T22 y(t) = (t-O)h (0) do

(N+I) sin 6 2kn + 1 (th_)O
= N -.T NT (w- " +)N2

2 n=-- We will use the result derived above that the
nAO auto-correlation function of x(t), the pseudo-

random binary signal, is a series of impulse

where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function. This is a functions occurring at such a low frequency that

line spectrum with frequencies at multiples of the each system response to that stimulus may be

fundamental frequency treated in isolation. The suffix xx is added to

indicate the correlation of x with x:
21t

o NT R(T) ()

Evaluating this in the frequency range of interest
and noting that the basic frequency uo is 96 rad/ whose power spectral density is then given by

sec. and the maximum frequency of interest i; 106
rad/sec., we assume the spectrum to approximate a S M A-3.1
continuous spectrum with a constant level of 1/N xx N
except at w = o where it is zero.

in the frequency range of interest.
The maximum error in this assumption is at the

highest frequency where a = wT/2 - 0.5 and sin a/a The output auto-correlation function and power

.927 giving an error of I - (.927)2 = 14%. spectral density are standard deviations:

Similarly, if NT is very large in comparison
with the system response time, the auto-correlation R (t) f f h(o) h(p) Rxx(T-u + O)dude A-3.2

function may be approximated by the Dirac delta yy
function:

R and Syy() = H(w)
2 

Sx(w) A-3.2R T 6 (T) y

The cross-correlation and cross-spectral
In the system selected, Figure A-1 shows the filter densities may also be derived as follows from the
response to be stable after less than I mS, which definition of auto-correlation:

is small compared to the 65 millisecond sequence
period, thus justifying the above assumptions. T/2

IV-A.3 Filter Input and Output Relationship Rxy () = I f x(t)y(t+)dt

-T/2
Reference 15 lists the standard input-output

relationships for a linear system. If x(t) and Substituting for y(t +):

y(t) are the input and output of a filter, h(t) its
impulse response, and H(w) its frequency response, T/2
h(t) and a(w) are related by the Fourier transform () lim f x(t) f
pair Rxy'U) To+ ~t x(t+t-O) h(O) dOdt

-T/2

h(t) = f'j H()e
i t 

dw and since x and h are continuous with respect to t,

T and 0, the order of integration may be changed:

T/2

R h(()i) dt" f h(O) .. m f x(t)x(t+,-O) dtdOand HM) f=~ ~-w dt R y~ T-_ J

-= -T/2
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which contains the definition of Rxx(T-0) The density function required for this analysis is
therefore

Rxy (1)= f h(O) Rxx(r-O) dO .\A- A-3.4

In order to model this distribution under the
added constraint that there is a minimum value for

With tile value for Rxx substituted, this becomes x caused by the finite processing time of the elec-
tronics, a second random generator is created with

R (T)  1 h(T) statistics independent of that used to excite the
xy N filter. By using a portion of the storage register

for this sequence, a random number with uniform
distribution is obtained. This distribution may

and by transformation, then be shaped to any desired distribution such as

that of equation A-3.4 by reterence to a suitable
jot "table. The numbers resulting from this generation

Sx(u) = h(T)e
"
Jvt dT process specify the numb-r of samples of the filter

xN process to be ignored betore the next sample is
accepted ior storage. The digital filter is
therefore driven regularly by a clock and sampled

or S () = I) A-3.3 at intervals imulating the required Poisson
xy N proces5.

Equations A-3.1, A-3.2 and A-3.3 are the known
relationships which the analysis program recon- APPENDIX IV-B
structs from the random sampling process.

Mlean Flow Rate Calculation
IV-A.4 Sampling Process Model

We are provided with a sequence of samples Vi of
The assumption was made that the process of ob- a flow velocity separated by known intervals AT i

taining a sample of the fluid velocity in the and require to compute a number of statistics of
measurement volume by detecting the presepce of a the flow including an estimate of the mean flow
particle and measuring its velocity is a Poisson velocity V. The exact expression for V is:
sampling process with a mean sample rate A which
would be constant over any measurement run. This T
assumption has been adequately justified by sample V (t) dt
distributions recorded during actual data runs T
[compare Figures 26(g) and 30(g)]. This means that 0
the probability, P, that the number of velocity
samples n(T) occurring in time interval T is equal where V(t) is the instantaneous flow velocity and T
to k is given by ;s the duration of the experiment.

S (XT Since the flow is sampled as described above,
(n(T) = ke k! simplest approximation to the sampled flow isto hold V; constant for the period Ati. The

where A is the mean rate of arrival of samples(1
6
). estimated mean velocity, V', then becomes:

In order to simulate this sampling process correctly,
we are required to know the statistics of the random N
variable T', the time between adjacent velocity , Vi Ati
samples. In particular, we wish to know the density
function f(T) which is defined as the limit of the \Ati  i1
probability that i' lies in the small interval

[T,T + AT]:

S. <where T has been replaced by the sum of the
f( im~0 PT<t C t+At} increments of time.

It is necessary to make so.e assumptions about

This may also be regarded as the probability that the relationship between V i and Ati in order to

time between particles is between T and T + AT. evaluate this expression.

The function f(T) is derived in Reference 16 by Assumption A
defining a random variable Z as the time between
the two particles surrounding a fixed time to and If Vi and Ati are independent random variables,
showing that the density of Z is given by it can be shown that the expected value of their

product, E(V.At) is the product of their expected

f z(Z) - X2Ze- Z values E(V) E(At) and since for any variable X,

The logic is then extended to the variable X N

measuring the time between any two samples where E(X)= > XI

fx(X) 
= Xe
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then Conclusion

N It can therefore be concluded that by using the

Vi M1 = NE (V.At) arithmetic mean of the velocity samples, one is

i-I assuming the flow to be compressible. The arith-
metic mean period (or harmonic mean velocity) is
used for incompressible flow.

- N.E(V).E(At)

N N APPENDIX IV-C

Vi Ai Derivation of Particle Probabilities
i-I i-i

N
- K" Vi For any given partic:e density,

i=1 Ph + Pnh = 1 C.1

which is the aritnetic mean of the sequence V.. and Ph :an be f., her divided into either good hits,

P., in Ag or bad hits, Pb, in Ab

Assumption B Ph = Pg + Pb C.2

If Vi is related to Mzi by the expression The probability of valid data is defined as the
probability that particles which intercept Ag are

Vi Ati - K not disturbed by a second particle and is,

where K is an arbitrary constant, the "estimated Pv = P .(l - Pd .  C.3

me n velocity becomes:
Particles which intercept Ag but whose signals are

= NK disturbed by a second particle should be rejected
B N by the data validation tests. The probability of

Ati these is P9 Pt. The bad hits, Pb, are divided
i=1 into those that exceed tm, Pb .( - Pm), and those

whose count of 8 is completed by a second or more

K particles before tm , Pb Pm The total probability
Tt of these occurrences may be written as,At

where the mean period Tz is given by 1 = (I Ph) + P *Pt + P9 (1 -

N + Pb -Pm + Pb .(I - Pm). c.4

- -Ati Assuming that the distribution of the particles

i1t in the flow is truly random, the Poisson distribu-
tion can be used to quantize these probabilities.

V6 is therefore the harmonic mean velocity given by This is a standard assumption and, as will be
demonstrated later, is verified by experiment. The

N Poisson form is,
_I = 1 "-" 1

i=1 p(n;Xt) = e n X 'L IC

Physical Significance where n is the number of particles occurring and X

the mean rate of arrival of particles per unit

The physical significance of assumptions A and B time, t.

can be related to the characteristics of the fluid
in which the particles which provide the velocity The probability of a hit, Ph, is then the proba-

samples are suspended. If it is first assumed that bility of obtaining at least one particle in the

the particles are mixed homogeneously with the measurement space in time tp.

fluid, assumption A that Vi and ATi are independent
says that when the fluid accelerates, its density
correspondingly reduces in order to prevent any " p(n;tp) = 1 - p(o;Xtp). C.6
correlation between Vi and Ati, i.e. , that the Ph -
flow is compressible. Assumption B that Vi.Ati is n=l
constant says that on average, the distance between
particles and therefore the fluid density remains The probability of no hits, Pnh, is of course,
constant as the flow speed increases locally, an p(o;Xtp).
example of incompressible flow.

*Oefinition of the probabilities is given in Section IV-2.1.
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The particle rates desired for the single tp/t d
P.. icle LV necessarily restrict the hits in the p
measurement area to small numbers. Each one of Pg
these hits must be examined by the electronics for tp/tm +1
validity by either a frequency stability test or
the tm test. Although the time required to perform tp/td
the stability test, td, is small compared to t m  t-
can be either longer or shorter than the data pro- b(ntp/tm;nP (Xtm)).p(n;tp) .b(1;nE).
cessing period, tp, depending on the minimum n=tp/tm+ I
velocity required. For the experiments planned in C.10
this program, the velocities are such that we
assume tm < tp. Combining these equations we get the total pro-

In order to describe Pg we must consider that bability of a good hit:

the system can only examine a limited number of t /t
particles during tP. If we consider only tm test /m
rejects, then this number, n, is the integer value Pg = p (n;Xtp) .b(l;nE)
of tp/tm. Using the binomial notation to describe n=!
the probability that K of the n particles will pass
through Ag, where the probability of an~y single
particle passing through Ag, (K = n 1 1), is E, we tp/td
can write, Pt

cawri,+ b(n - tp/tm;n,Pm (Xtm)

n = tp/tm + 1

b(K;n,E) n! . E K(I-E)n-k  C.7
.p(n,Xtp) .b(l;n,E). C.11

where Of these particles, only those not disturbed by a
second particle may be considered as valid data as
shown by equation C,3. An expression for Pt and Pm
must now be derived.

tp/tm tp/tm Pm is the probability that two or more particles

PgI N p(n;tp) , b(l;n,E). C.8 intercept the total area, Ag + Ab, during the maxi-
mum time gate, tm.

I n-

P m p(n, Xtm) = 1 - p(o,Xtm) - p(I,Xtm). C.12

J. must also consider the probability, Pm, that n=2

one n-rticle may pass through Ab followed by Similarly PC is the probability that two or more
anoth-r through Ag + Ab before tm. If these (vents particles intercept the measurement area during the
wce to continue throughout tp, the number of )ar- transit time, tt, of one particle.
ticles which can be examined is - tp/td. The
probability of these events allows n to be > tp/tm
and limited by tp/td. It may be expressed in
binomial notation as, Pt = p P(n;Xtt) = 1 - p(o;Xtt) - p(1;Xtt) C.J3

P' b(n - tp/t,;n,Pm  . b(n - t/tm,n;-E)'.  C.9 n 2

m p wh~ere tt = Nfd/V, Nf is number of fringes in the
measurement volume, d is their spacing and V is the

The probability of these occurrences is, particle velocity.
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